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ABSTRACT 

This research work was directed toward the development of a 

consistent experimental  and theoretical  description of the phe- 

nomenon of intrinsic  unstable  combustion  in the gas  rocket.     A 

determination was  achieved of the contribution of gas phase  rate 

processes,   (in particular,   chemical kinetics),   to the coupling of 

a  finite-dimensional  unsteady turbulent combustion  zone  and   finite 

amplitude   (linear  and nonlinear)   longitudinal mode pressure 

oscillations. 

Experiments with  the CO(H20)/02/N_  propellant system confirmed 

the critical  importance of the mean combustion temperature  in de- 

termining the onset of nonsteady burning.    As previously observed 

in the H2/02/N2  and  CH4/02/N2 systems,   the spontaneous transition 

from a regime of steady combustion located about the stoichiometric 

mixture ratio to  a regime of nonsteady  combustion characterized by 

finite amplitude,   constant frequency,   longitudinal mode pressure 

oscillations  occurs  at approximately  fixed combustion temperatures 

independent of the  relative dilution of  the combustible mixture. 

Subsequent investigation in which trace  amounts of CH.   (which is 

known to have  an  inhibiting effect on the overall rate of reaction 

in the CO(H20)/02  system) were   added  to  COfH-Oj/O-ZN, mixtures 

showed conclusively the dominant influence of the propellant 

chemistry on the  linear and nonlinear  system response. 

Diagnostic experiments   (temperature profiles  and direct and 

high-speed schlieren photography)  showed  that the  combustion zone 

is characterized by  the existence of distributed high intensity 

turbulent reaction zones centered at each injection port and ex- 

tending  axially  1  to 4 cm into  the  combustion chamber.     Reaction 

is  completed with  the  attainment of the  equilibrium adiabatic com- 

bustion temperature within the mixing  zone of the high velocity 

expanding jet.     Combustion is maintained  in the  initially sonic 

underexpanded  jet by virtue of the  recirculation of hot product 

gases  and the  intense mixing of products  and reactants.     No  intrinsic 

—- ■  ■ ■      i   i-   i 
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fluid dynamic  jet unsteadiness  was  observed.     During  sustained 
nonlinear  oscillations  the  overall  turbulent combustion zone volume 
is  unsteady  and undergoes  large  amplitude  oscillations  in size  at 
precisely  the  same  frequency  as  the pressure oscillation.    The 
shock wave  passage nearly corresponds  to  the  observed minimum  in 
the volume  oscillation. 

These  data led  to  a  formulation of  a model  of  the  overall 
burning process which  supplied  the  appropriate  combustion zone 

■ 

boundary  condition to  the  Crocco-Mitchell   analysis  of the chamber 
wave dynamics.     The  analysis   is valid  for  the  case  where  the  small 
mean chamber Mach number  serves  as  a measure  of  the  steady level 
of combustion as well  as  the  mean  nozzle  outflow.     Overall reaction 
rate data  from turbulent  flow reactor studies was  used  to calculate 
the energy release rate due   to chemical kinetics   and  to  identify 
a characteristic combustion  time.     Perturbation  in  the mean com- 
bustion  zone  thermo'^ynamic  and  gasdynamic properties  were  linearly 
coupled  to  the pressure perturbation.     The  important consequence 
of  a phase  lag between oscillations  in temperature,   combustion 
volume,   and pressure was noted.     A single nonlinear ordinary 
integro-differential equation  governing the  amplitude  of the  pressure 
oscillation was derived.     The  linear  and  nonlinear  system response 
was predicted   for the H2/02/N2  and  CH./Air  systems   for several 
particular  cases,    h strong  system resonance was predicted  to 
occur   for  ratios of the combustion time  to  the period  of oscillation 
of  the  order of 0.1  to  1.0.     Comparison of theoretical predictions 
and stability  limit and  shock wave  amplitude data  for H2/02/N2  and 
CH4/02/N2   systems showed excellent agreement  and  confirmed the  im- 
portance  of  finite overall  chemical kinetic rates   in  the  coupling 
process.     The  similarity  between experimental  results  for the  CH./Air 
and  CO(H20)/Air systems was  explained on basis  of  available overall 
kinetic rate data and  the  theoretical results.     The  new theoretical 
predictions  of the  important  stabilizing  influences  of unchoked pro- 
pellant  injection and preheating of the unburned  propellants were 
confirmed  experimentally. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

a,   c -    sound  speed 

c  ,   c =    specific heats  at constant pressure  and constant 
volume 

d       . = injection port diameter port J r 

f = wave  amplitude  parameter 

f. = mole  fraction of  i  th  species 

h = enthalpy 

k = pre-exponential   factor  in empirical  overall  rate   law 

k = k/MW       (referred  to as pre-exp  in several  figures) 

k. = turbulent eddy  conductivity 

1,   1 = axial  dimension   (characteristic  length)   of 
combustion  zone 

m = oscillation mode  order   (1  =   fundamental,   2 = second 
harmonic,   3=  third harmonic,   etcetera) 

m,   n = reaction order with respect  to  oxidizer and  fuel 

m,   m.    . = total mass   flux  per unit area  per unit time 

Rv   n.    ,Ä = number of holes   in showerhead   injector n      noies 
p = pressure   in combustion chamber 

p.    . = ratio of mixing  chamber pressure  to  combustion 
in^ chamber pressure 

A p = dimensionless wave  amplitude   at  injector 

q = heat of combustion per unit mass  of   fuel 

q,   r = volumetric energy release  rate  due   to  finite-rate 
kinetics      (cal/sec cm^) 

s = entropy 

t = time 

u = gas velocity 

x = axial  coordinate  referenced  to  injector  face 

x = axial  coordinate  divided by  injector port diameter 

A,   B,   C, 
D, E,   F = dimensionless  coefficients   appearing  in equations 

for stability characteristics 

A = area 

A , = cross-sectional  area of combustion chamber en 
Aerf = effective  cross-sectional   area  of combustion 

chamber   (Ach/nh) 

E, E   ,   E = overall  activation energy   (kcal/gmmole) 
3 3 C u 

H = E/RTb 
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R,   R 

S 

sr st 
T 

Tb 
Tlim 
v, vc 

Xx 
oC 

XVI 

K -  standard rate constant appearing in overall rate law 

L, L =  length of combustion chamber 

=  terms appearing in linear stability limit equation 

M = mean chamber Mach number based on adiabatic burned 
gas conditions;  a smell parameter for gas rocket 

= mean injection Mach number based on total cross- 
sectional area of injection ports 

= molecular weight of i th species 

= gas constant, universal gas constant 

= flame surface area 

= laminar and turbulent flame speeds 

= temperature 

= adiabatic combustion temperature 

= adiabatic combustion temperature at stability limit 

= combustion zone volume 

= molar concentration of i th species 

= jet expansion (half) angle 

^jfijS ~    dimensionless coefficients appearing in combustion 
zone boundary condition 

J = ratio of specific heats 

6 = axial extent of unburned gas zone of combusting jet 

^ = eddy viscosity;  amplitude parameter; ratio of 
averaged property to burned gas property 

€. _ = phase angle of oscillation in mean combustion temp- 
erature with respect to pressure oscillation 

£ - = phase angle of oscillation of combustion volume 
with respect to pressure oscillation 

5 = mass ratio of N? to 0- in initial oxidizer mixture 

7= amplitude ratio of oscillation in combustion temp- 
erature to oscillation in pressure 

0 = dimensionless time 

6 . = ratio of unburned to burned gas temperatures 

^ = wave length 

j, = stoichiometric mixture ratio of oxidizer mass 
' fraction to fuel mass fraction 

V" = kinematic viscosity 

0 = density 

p. = X.-MW. 
^ . = mass fraction of i th species 



  

^T 

^P 

r. rj 

f.. 'comb 

rpe r, ^wave 

' res.u 

'mix,u 

XVll 

^ = response function coupling perturbation in the 
combustion time to perturbations in the mean 
combustion temperature and pressure 

= response function coupling perturbations in 
characteristic combustion time and mean combustion 
temperature 

= response function coupling perturbations in charac- 
teristic combustion time and pressure 

T  - T = dimensionless combustion temperature,  c   j 
T. - TT 
b    i 

= characteristic combustion time;  essentially a 
measure of mean rate of heat release 

= period of oscillation, ^ period of oscillation 

= residence time of propellant gases in unburned zone 

= characteristic mixing time or local eddy stay time 
within expanding turbulent jet 

$ = equivalence ratio of initial propellant mixture 
( J >1 corresponds to oxidizer-rich mixture) 

(^lim^i       = equivalence ratio at lower (closest to ü = 1) sta- 
■Lim x bility limit 

($,. )        = equivalence ratio at upper (furthest from $ = 1) 
stability limit 

m = response function coupling oscillation of mass 
' injection flux to pressure oscillation 

ä*^" = angular frequency 

Subscripts 

ave - average value (over combustion zone volume) 

b - burned gas property at adiabatic combustion temp- 
erature 

c, comb       - combustion zone property (volume averaged) 

crit, lim, 
lower,   upper       -    critical  values  of property  at linear stability   limit 
f - fuel 
i, o, u - unburned gas property at injection port (x = 0) 

j - property within expanding jet 

L, n - property evaluated at nozzle end (x = 1) 

mix - mixing chamber property 

0», ox - oxygen, oxidizer 

prod - products 

r, recir - recirculation zone property 
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1,   2,   3 

Superscripts 

2       3 perturbation quantities of order M,   M  ,   M 

dimensional  quantity 
steaJy-state quantity 

denotes perturbation of quantity   from steady-state 

quantity evaluated   at injector end   (x =  0) 
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CHAPTER   I:      INTRODUCTION 

The  steady-state  operation of  solid  and   liquid propellant 

rocket  combustion chambers   is characterized  by high  levels  of 

temperature,   pressure,   and   turbulent multiphase  mixing.     Random 

fluctuations  in the  nominally steady chamber  conditions  lead   to 

extraordinary  levels  of noise generation  and  are  collectively 

termed  rough combustion.     Frequently  superimposed on this  tol- 

erable   level  of disorganized   fluctuations   are   cyclic  gas   and 

wave motions which  may   impose detrimental   loads   on  the  programmed 

functioning of  the motor.     Such  undesirable  effects  range   from 

substantial  increases   in the noise  output,   unanticipated  devi- 

ations   in the  system output  in terms of  specific  impulse   and 

thermal  loads on the  chamber walls,   structural  vibrations  and 

loss  of control,   to  total  system  failure.     It  is  conventional   to 

refer  synonymously  to  these periodic phenomena  as  unstable,   non- 

steady,   unsteady,   or  oscillatory combustion.     The  basic   feature 

common  to  all of the  observed organized motions   is  the  existence 

of  a measurable,   well-defined  frequency.     In view of  the  close 

relationship between  the  observed  frequency of  the oscillations 

and  the mechanisms  by  which  the oscillations  are  sustained  it   is 

conventional  to distinguish  among  frequency  ranges  according  to 

the mechanism of coupling of  the waves  and   the motor system. 

Low frequency or  chugging oscillations  with  frequencies 

below 200 Hz were   first observed  in  liquid  propellant rocket 

motors   in the early 1940's.     Characterized  by  in-phase oscilla- 

tions  of the  chamber pressure  at all  axial   locations  and  sup- 

ported  by properly phased  oscillations  in  the  propellant mass   in- 

jection  flux,   this mode  of oscillation  is  experimentally  and  the- 

oretically well understood   (1-11)   .     Successful  elimination of 

combustion chamber  and  propellant  feed  line  coupling has been 

achieved by suitable  injector and  feed  line  design.     Subsequent- 

ly,   pressure oscillations having  frequencies   in  this  range were 

observed  in solid propellant rocket motors  with  the  advent of 

Numbers  in parentheses   indicate references,   listed beginning 
page  318. 
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geometrically larger motors operating  at lower steady-state pres- 
sures.     Recent experimental  and theoretical  efforts   (12,   13)   in- 
dicate  that the mechanisms of coupling between the nonacoustic 
pressure  and temperature waves and the burning propellant are 
complicated by  lag effects  in the solid phase.     Theoretical de- 
velopments   (14)   indicate  that  to a close degree  of approximation 
the  pressure oscillations  take  the  form of  standing waves. 

A second class  of  pressure oscillations   in  liquid propellant 
motors with  frequencies   in the range  of 200  to  1000 Hz  is  gener- 
ally denoted.     This  type  of oscillatory behavior  is characterized 
by mixture ratio oscillations which induce   fluctuations  in the 
burned gas entropy or density  and the  chamber pressure.     Crocco 
and   Cheng   (3)   and Herman   (7)  have attributed  such oscillations 
to  the nonsteady  injection and burning of the propellants.     As 
in  the  case of low frequency  chugging this  type of unstable corn - 
bustion  is effectively  eliminated by appropriate  injector design 
and propellant feed line manifolding. 

It  is important to distinguish between the  aforementioned 
types of combustion instability and unsteady combustion wherein 
high  frequency or acoustic pressure oscillations  are supported  in 
solid,   liquid,   and  gaseous propellant rocket motors.     This  report 
will be  restricted  to  an experimental  and  analytical treatment of 
a particular type of acoustic wave motion observed  in a gaseous 
propellant motor.     The  designation acoustic  is preferred over  the 
usual  classification of high  frequency.     This   follows  from the 
observation that pressure oscillations of this  type manifest  fre- 
quencies which depend  critically on the  combustion chamber geom- 
etry  and  the sound  speed of  the burned  gases  and  can generally be 
associated with one of  the principal  acoustic modes of the  cham- 
ber  cavity with sealed  ends.     Thus distinctions   are drawn  among 
acoustic oscillations  on the basis of the  characteristic dimen- 
sion of the combustion  chamber associated with the wave motion 
rather  than on the basis of  frequency.     In  fact  acoustic mode  os- 
cillations are observed  to span the  frequency range from 100 to 
50,000 Hz.    Despite this broad range of  frequency the mechanism 
for sustaining acoustic oscillations  is  attributed to the com- 

■ 
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plex interaction of the pressure waves with the energy and/or 

mass sources in the combustion process.  It should be noted that 

the term acoustic is a compromise in diction in view of the con- 

notation of vanishing amplitude, continuous, linear waves.  While 

the acoustic oscillations discussed in the report typically as- 

sume these characteristics close to intrinsic or natural stability 

limits, large amplitude, nonlinear, and often discontinuous waves 

are encountered upon sufficient departure from the limiting con- 

ditions.  Furthermore, in some systems it is possible to excite 

high amplitude nonlinear oscillations by artificially disturbing 

otherwise intrinisically steady combustion chamber operation.  In 

both situations the characteristic frequency of the excited oscil- 

lation invariably lies sufficiently close to a natural mode of 

the chamber so that the term acoustic is appropriate in the limited 

sense of denoting the frequency.  As noted the distinction among 

the various acoustic oscillations observed in rocket motors can 

be made on the basis of the particular mode excited.  The low fre- 

quency (100 to 1000 Hz) end of the scale is generally attributed 

to longitudinal or axial wave motion.  Higher frequency or scream- 

ing (1000 to 50,000 Hz) is associated with oscillations in planes 

normal to the chamber axis and which are termed radial, tangential, 

and spinning. 

From an historical standpoint the initial interest of the 

liquid propellant rocket designers was primarily with the longi- 

tudinal mode oscillations. A great deal of theoretical and ex- 

perimental effort (1, 3, 15, 16, 17, 18) was expended toward their 

description and elimination. With the subsequent trend toward the 

development of low aspect ratio (chamber length/chamber diameter) 

combustion chambers and the use of high combustion pressures in- 

terest shifted to the higher frequency transverse modes (19, 20). 

On the other hand, the early encounters with combustion instabil- 

ity in solid propellant systems generally involved the higher fre- 

quency transverse modes (21, 23, 24).  The appearance of these 

high frequency modes was inhibited with the advent of the addition 

of metallic additives to the solid propellants.  The transverse 

modes were found to be strongly damped by the presence of con- 



densed phase metal oxide particles  in the product gases.     The 
subsequent trend  toward   the development of  larger solid propel- 
lant rocket motors  and  the use of lower combustion pressures has 
focussed  attention on the  lower frequency longitudinal modes and 
the  L*  instability. 

The recognition of the  fundamental  and practical significance 
of  the problems presented by the phenomena  of acoustic oscillations 
in  solid  and liquid propellant combustion chambers has  inspired 
extensive experimental  and  analytical programs  in these  areas  at 
Princeton.    The  specific program to which  this report is devoted 
is  closely associated with the liquid propellant rocket instability 
program.    While  attention is therefore directed to the liquid 
rocket studies  it has been suggested that certain aspects of the 
work may bear a closer  relationship with nonsteady combustion in 
a  solid propellant system. 

Theoretical description of the phenomenon of acoustic mode 
nonsteady combustion  in  a  liquid propellant rocket motor was 
initially undertaken by Crocco   (1).    Quantitative estimates of 
longitudinal mode stability characteristics were  achieved through 
the  linearization of the  conservation equations  for one-dimensional 
compressible flow in a high aspect ratio combustion chamber.     Be- 
cause of the dearth of experimental information concerning the 
physics of the complex  combustion processes  occurring in the  com- 
bustion chamber,   the  interaction of the combustion process and  the 
pressure waves was expressed through heuristic arguments  in which 
a pressure sensitive  time lag influenced the  instantaneous rate 
of mass  addition to the chamber gases.     This pioneering effort sum- 
marized by Crocco and Cheng   (3) provided the basic guidelines  for 
a  systematic experimental  investigation of  the phenomena of un- 
stable combustion in liquid motors.    The  subsequent correlations 
drawn between the experimental results  and  theoretical predic- 
tions described  in   (18)   confirmed the significant role of a time 
delay mechanism in the  coupling between the  combustion process 
and the pressure oscillations.    The  immediate consequence of this 
interim comparison of  theory and experiment was  the generation of 
parallel theoretical  and experimental  investigations.     The experi- 



ments had defined  the intrinsic longitudinal mode motor  stability 
limits     and  the mean wave  amplitudes  as  a  function of  the chamber 

2 geometry and  the propellant equivalence  ratio  .     The growth of low 
amplitude sinusoidal  oscillations   into  large  amplitude  nonlinear 
(occasionally  shock-type)  pressure waves occurred  as  the  regime 
of unstable burning was traversed.     Theoretically it was  necessary 
to treat the   full  nonlinear problem  in order to  account   for   the 
existence of  finite  amplitude pressure waves.     The  new  investi- 
gations  carried  out by Sirignano   (26,   27)   retained  the   sensitive 
time  lag model   to describe  the  combustion source  terms   and  re- 
sulted  in quantitative correlations  between  the   time  lag model 
and the wave  shape  and amplitude  of  axial mode  oscillations.     Ex- 
perimentally a better understanding of the complex processes  of 
nonsteady combustion in a liquid propellant combustion chamber 
was needed.     It was  necessary  to  improve  the physical  combustion 
model employed   in the theoretical   analysis  and,   hopefully,   to 
distinguish those processes which determine the  response  or  coup- 
ling   (in particular  the  time  lag  and  its  sensitivity  to  the  phys- 
ical  and chemical properties of  the  combustion gases)   of  the  com- 
bustion process  to the pressure oscillations.    The  original ex- 
periments of Crocco,   Harrje,   and Grey   (18)   indicated  the possible 
importance of gas phase rate processes  in the coupling process. 
This inference was drawn from the observation that the  experiment- 
ally determined  sensitive  time  lag was   in the range  that one  might 
expect  if the  gas phase   (chemistry)  was  controlling.     Thus  among 
the new experimental investigations,   the program of studying  lon- 
gitudinal mode  combustion instability  in a simplified  rocket motor 

3 using premixed gaseous propellants was  initiated  . 

A stability  limit  is  a boundary demarcating a  zone  of  steady 
combustion and  a regime of spontaneous  or intrinsic, combus- 
tion-driven oscillations.     A point  in the unstable regime  is 
characterized  by oscillations having  approximately constant 
peak-to-peak  amplitude and  steady  frequency. 

2 The equivalence  ratio is defined  as  the oxidizer to  fuel mix- 
ture ratio divided by the  stoichiometric mixture ratio. 

3 
Initial experimental results obtained with such a device  at 
Purdue   (58)   indicated that  in many ways  the  instability 
characteristics observed in the gaseous system were  similar 
to those encountered in the liquid motors. 
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The gaseous propellant rocket motor or gas rocket was de- 
signed as  a research  tool to accomplish  a specific goal.     In brief, 
the system provides   for the control  of  those parameters observed 
to be of significance  in determining  the  longitudinal mode  sta- 
bility characteristics of liquid propellant systems.     A combus- 
tion zone  is established at one end of a high aspect ratio com- 
bustion chamber by  the  injection of premixed energetic gaseous 
propellants.     The  combustion chamber geometry including the cham- 
ber length,   the  injection pattern,   and  the nozzle shape  is easily 
varied.     By  adjustment of the propellant mass  flow rate  and  the 
nozzle contraction ratio a range of propellant equivalence  ratios, 
combustion pressures  and mean flow Mach numbers can be achieved. 
It was originally hoped that by eliminating liquid phase phenomena 
an explicit determination could be made of the influence of gas 
phase rate processes   (in particular chemical kinetics)  on the 
phenomena of axial mode unstable combustion. 

It should be emphasized that despite certain similarities be- 
tween system operation and the observed stability characteristics 
in liquid  and gaseous propellant systems  the study of the  stability 
characteristics of the gas rocket must not be taken as  an end  in 
itself.    Knowledge  of the system's  stability characteristics  is 
useful only insofar as this knowledge  can be  integrated with  a 
satisfactory physical  and analytical description of the coupling 
between the gas phase combustion process  and the oscillating pres- 
sure waves.     In this  regard the gas  rocket conceptually provides 
the simplest  form of a dynamically coupled combustion zone  and 
combustion chamber  flow field.    As  such  it presents  a system  amen- 
able to a analytical  treatment.     Ideally one would hope  to combine a 
realistic description of the combustion zone with an analysis  of 
the combustion chamber dynamics and,   after including an appropriate 
description of the  nonsteady nozzle behavior,  determine the  stabil- 
ity characteristics of the system as  a function of the principal 
system variables.     It is only after the establishment of a real- 
istic and consistent analytical and experimental argument that use- 
ful information  from the gas rocket investigations can be extracted. 
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Following  an initial  series  of experiments by  pelmas   (28), 
Bertrand   (29),   and Schob   (30),   Bowman   (32)   in 1966  completed  an 
extensiv«»  catalogue of  the  stability characteristics  of  the gas 
rocket.     These   investigations   included  a description  of  the motor- 
stability  limits  as  a  function  of  the combustion  chamber,   injector, 
and nozzle  geometries,   the  steady  state combustion pressure,   the 
mean  flow Mach  number,   and  the  propellant equivalence   ratio or 
combustion  zone  temperature.     The waveform of  the  coräoustion pres- 
sure oscillation was observed   to  be  distinctly  nonlinear  and  gen- 
erally assumed   the  form of  a  steep-fronted  shock  wave  propagating 
axially at  approximately  the   fundamental  longitudinal  mode  fre- 
quency.     The  systematic  appearance  of regimes of harmonic mode 
oscillations   in  the  form of  two  or   three propagating  shock waves 
was noted.     Comparison of these  experimental  results  with  an  analyti- 
cal model   formulated by Sirignano  and Crocco   (26)   was   attempted. 
In view of  the   fact that the  theory  represented  a  first  attempt  in 
the  application of a simplified   zero  time lag combustion zone 
boundary condition to a nonlinear  analysis of the  combustion cham- 
ber dynamics,   the tentative  agreement between theory  and experiment 
on certain points was encouraging.     A more  complete  discussion of 
these experimental  and  analytical  results  is  offered   in Chapter  II. 
Suffice  it to  say at this point  that significant quantitative  and 
qualitative discrepancies  among  theory,   accumulated  experimental 
data,   and published kinetics  data were  apparent.     In  addition cer- 
tain  anomalies   in the experimental  results were  totally puzzling. 

The present work represents   a  logical sequel  to  the preceding 
investigations  and  is keyed  to  the  development of  a consistent 
theoretical model which  accurately predicts  the experimental ob- 
servations.     In this regard,   special effort  is devoted  to charac- 
terizing  the  role played  by  gas-phase rate processes  -  specifical- 
ly chemical kinetics - and  a  finite-dimensioned  flame   zone in the 
coupling between the combustion  zone energy release   and  the non- 
linear longitudinal mode  oscillations.     In view of  the  definitive 
nature of this work a particular  effort is made  to place  the pre- 
vious  and  the present researches   (at Princeton and elsewhere)   in 
the proper perspective especially with regard to  the   fundamental 
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bearing of gas  rocket investigations on the more practical prob- 
lems of nonsteady combustion in liquid  and solid propellant sys- 
tems.     To  this  end  a critical examination of several  related in- 
vestigations   is  undertaken in Chapter  II.    Chapter  III presents 
a description of the basic gas rocket system.     Certain important 
changes  in the basic system were  necessitated in the  course of 
the experimental work.     Several of these  are discussed  in Chap- 
ter  III. 

It was  felt that most of the discrepancies between the 
Sirignano-Crocco  analysis  and the experimental results could be 
attributed  to  the  simplifications   in the theoretical model neces- 
sitated by  a virtually complete  lack of experimental   information 
about the  structure of the gas rocket combustion zone.     These 
discrepancies  are discussed in Chapters  II,   IV,   and V.     Further- 
more,   the predicted critical dependence of the system stability 
characteristics on the propellant chemistry   (the  activation en- 
ergy)  had not been confirmed experimentally.     Chapter  IV details 
the results of a Isngthy series of experiments performed with the 
CO(H20)/02/N2 propellant system to which minute  traces of CH, were 
added   in order  to  accurately  test  this prediction.     The  inhibiting 
effect of the  CH. molecule in the CO/O- reaction,   expressed as an 
increase  in the one-step or overall reaction activation energy is 
manifest in  a marked shift of the  stability limits  in qualitative 
accord with  the  \ icoretical prediction of the original Sirignano- 
Crocco model.     A discussion follows of four separate  experiments 
designed to  improve the understanding of the combustion zone dis- 
tribution under steady and nonsteady conditions  and  thereby facil- 
itate  the   formulation of a more  realistic combustion zone model. 
Radial steady state combustion zone temperatures were measured 
with  "wall mounted" thermocouples.    Axial profiles of the steady 
state combustion zone temperature  as  a function of the propellant 
equivalence  ratio  and the  injector configuration were obtained 
using traversing uncooled  and water cooled thermocouple probes. 
Direct photographs of the combustion of H, and air under stable 
conditions were obtained employing a specially designed combustion 
chamber section with quartz windows.     A description  follows of a 
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series of experiments employing instantaneous  spark schlieren and 
shadowgraph photography of the  combustion zone  under steady and 
nonsteady operating conditions.     A brief discussion of the schli- 
eren system and a second  redesigned windowed  chamber section  is 
included. 

Chapter IV concludes with the results of a series of experi- 
ments employing techniques of high speed schlieren photography to 
observe the combustion zone under steady and nonsteady operating 
conditions. A discussion of the system to allow remote operation 
of the high speed Hycam framing camera and the correlation of the 
photographs with the  transient pressure  record   is  included. 

Chapter V presents  the details of a more  realistic model   for 
longitudinal mode  combustion instability  in  the  gaseous propellant 
rocket motor.    A nonlinear  analysis   (originally due  to Crocco  and 
Mitchell   (33,   34)   and  reformulated by Crocco)   cf   the wave dynamics 
in the  combustion chamber   for  the case of low mean flow Mach num- 
ber  is performed.     The  important contribution of the diagnostic 
experiments  in the  formulation of the combustion  zone  boundary 
condition  is discussed.     An  initial model,   partially motivated by 
the  comparison of Bowman's experimental  results  with  the original 
Sirignano-Crocco model  and with kinetics data,   in which the  com- 
bustion  zone  is assumed  to  take  the  form of extended noninteracting 
cone-shaped  flamelets  is  outlined.    The  influence of the experi- 
mental work and initial numerical results   from  the  first model on 
the   formulation of the  alternative combustion model  is pointed out. 
Emphasis on the physical   aspects of the   "real"   system  is shown to 
lead naturally to  a distributed combustion model which can be pos- 
tulated   independently or derived by appropriate  spacial  averaging 
of  a one-dimensional  recirculation-stabilized  combustion zone.     Un- 
steady effects arise due  to the sensitivity  to  the oscillating 
pressure of the burning rate,   the  injection maas  flux   (in the case 
of unchoked propellant injection flux),   and  the  overall combustion 
zone geometry or burning  zone volume.    The development and solu- 
tion of  the ordinary non-linear  integro-differential equation gov- 
erning  the  form of the diraensionless pressure wave  for  the  linear 
and  nonlinear system response  are discussed.     Additional particulars 
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of the numerical techniques and the digital computer programs 

are contained in the Appendices. 

Two additional experiments designed to test the important 

new predictions of the analytical model are described.  The 

results are shown not only to corroborate the theoretical pre- 

dictions but also to serve to explain an otherwise anomalous 

experimental observation. 

Chapter VI presents a general summary of the experimental 

and analytical results. Relevant conclusions are discussed. The 

inapproprlateness of comparing the results of Tsuji and Takeno 

(and perhaps those of the Purdue investigators) to results ob- 

tained at Princeton is indicated. The existence of two modes or 

operational regimes for a gaseous propellant rocket-type system 

is noted.  The relevance of gas rocket data to practical liquid 

systems is discussed.  The possibility of relaxing the quasi- 

steady treatments of the gas phase reaction zone in theoretical 

analyses of liquid and solid propellant rocket combustion insta- 

bility is suggested. 

■ 
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CHAPTER II:    Nonsteady  Combustion of Premixed  Gaseous  Propellants 

A critical discussion of researches relevant to 
the  investigations discussed   in  this  report. 

A.     Early  Investigations 

The development of the  gaseous propellant rocket motor  at 
Princeton was motivated by  the expressed  desire to  improve  the 
understanding of the  influence of gas phase  rate processes  on 
the  phenomena of unstable  combustion  in  liquid propellant rocket 
motors.     Somewhat similar devices were  constructed  at Purdue 
University and  at the   University of Tokyo with more  or  less   the 
same goal  in mind.     Previous experimental   and  analytical research- 
es  pertaining to these   three systems   form  the  necessary context 
in which the present work should be  considered.     These will  be 
critically reviewed  in  the  paragraphs  to  follow. 

The study  of nonsteady combustion in  systems  utilizing pre- 
mixed gaseous reactants  is  certainly not a recent development. 
Indeed,   the well known  temporal  and  spacial   Rayleigh criteria   (35) 
for  the  support of oscillations by the periodic  addition of heat 
were  formulated  in  the  mid  19th century.     Excellent reviews  of 
basic research work on  combustion supported   acoustic oscillations 
including those prior  to World War  II  are   to be  found  in   (41,   48). 
During  the early 1950's  Kaskan and Markstein  indeperiently per- 
formed  basic experimental  studies of nonsteady  flam<   propagation 
(36,   37,   38,   39,   40).     These works  are  summarized  by Markstein 
(41)   and represent the   first systematic attempts  to study the 
physics  of the  coupled   interaction between pressure waves  and  a 
zone of gas phase  combustion.     While  the  observations made by 
these  investigators  are  not directly applicable  to  the  gas  rocket 
studies,   they succeeded  in delineating certain mechanisms of pres- 
sure wave  amplification by  flame systems which have been applied 
by  investigators  in the propulsion  fields.     Markstein and Kaskan 
concluded that the  fluctuation of the  total  burning surface  or 
flame  area  in response  to  applied  fields  of varying pressure   is 
an  important coupling mechanism.     For  low amplitude  sinusoidal 
pressure waves  they observed  that this  source  of coupling may 
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dominate the expected amplification due to increased burning rate 

in response to the pressure and temperature variations.  Kaskan 

concluded that this is especially true in the case of higher fre- 

quency oscillations (^ 4000 Hz) where the oscillation period be- 

comes of the order of the expected chemical reaction times in near 

stoichiometric flames, A completly theoretical analysis of the 

generation of acoustic waves at a thin planar flame front whenever 

there occurs a change in the burning velocity, the heat release 

per unit mass, the specific heat ratio of the gases, upstream en- 

tropy variation, or the interaction of a thin flame front with a 

pressure or velocity wave was presented by Chu (43).  The ability 

of a steady premixed laminar propane-air flame (established at one 

end of a long thin tube at atmospheric pressure) to drive or damp 

artificially impressed longitudinal mode acoustic oscillations was 

studied analytically and experimentally by Blackshear (44, 45). 

Blackshear analytically treated the flame as a pressure-velocity 

discontinuity and used the conservation equations of mass and mo- 

mentum to develop a simplified wave equation.  The assumptions of a 

nonsteady, short, flame zone and low Mach number of the combustion 

product gases allowed predictions from the wave equation analysis of 

the effeccs of flame area change, mixture ratio, unburned and burned 

gas density ratio, and the impressed wave amplitude on the driving 

characteristics of the flame.  The generation of pressure waves by 

virtue of momentum fluctuations (velocity fluctuations) was empha- 

sized.  The use of energy conservation relationships was avoided 

and a step change in temperature and density across a zero thick- 

ness flame was considered.  Blackshear's analysis also supported 

the conclusion that fluctuations in the flame area can be critically 

important in determining the ability of a flame to drive standing 

waves.  The omission of the possibility of coupling through the in- 

fluence of the pressure waves on the burning rate represents a 

serious shortcoming of this early work. 

B.  Studies of Putnam and Merk 

The first systematic observations of spontaneous combustion 

supported oscillations in a premixed gaseous propellant combustor 

-'•-- ■ ■ - - 
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were reported by Putnam, et al. (46, 47, 48, 49, 50).  Schematics 

of the devices employed in these investigations are shown in 

Figure II-l. Putnam referred to these system geometries as 

"rocket shaped".  This term is appropriate only in the sense that 

combustion is concentrated at the upstream end of the cylindrical 

burner. He also applied the term "low duty" in describing the 

operating characteristics. Again the appropriateness of this term 

lies in the fact that the systems were generally operated at at- 

mospheric pressure with no aft end nozzle.  While use was made of 

energetic premixed gaseous reactants such as hydrogen and air, the 

total mass flux was on the order of 0.2 gms/sec or about two orders 

of magnitude lower than that used in the gas rocket studies dis- 

cussed in this report.  In addition the injection Mach number was 

approximately 0.03.  Putnam reported the effects of the system 

geometry (the relative lengths of the plenum and combustion cham- 

bers) and the percent theoretical air on the frequency of acoustic 

longitudinal mode standing wave (organ pipe) pressure oscillations 

sustained in the plenum and combustion chambers. By virtue of the 

small pressure drop across the injector ports the injection mass 

flux was strongly coupled to the pressure variations in the com- 

bustion chamber.  Invoking the Rayleigh criterion (for the driv- 

ing of periodic oscillations) that requires an oscillating com- 

ponent of the heat release rate to be properly phased with the 

pressure fluctuation at the point of heat release, Putnam argued 

that energy is periodically input to the standing wave system due 

to the coupled interaction of the combustion chamber, the plenum 

chamber, and the injection ports. For the "short port" system of 

Figure Il-la, Putnam suggested that pressure fluctuations originating 

in the combustion chamber pass upstream, reflect from the end of 

the mixing chamber, return to the ports, and produce a surge of 

premixed reactants into the combustion chamber.  This additional 

slug of unburned propellant is then consumed after an appropri- 

ate time lag (the nature of which is not specified).  For a proper 

match of the characteristic frequencies of the plenum and combus- 

tion chambers and the right time delay between injection and con- 

sumption of the extra globule of reactants a system resonance will 
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occur and standing waves will be driven, the final amplitude de- 

pending on the system losses (which were not specified),  A sim- 

ilar coupling mechanism was postulated for the system in Figure Il-lb 

where the size of the plenum chamber is sufficiently large to pro- 

duce a mismatch between the characteristic acoustic frequencies 

of the two chambers.   Putnam suggested that the mass injection 

flux varies in response to pressure fluctuations in the combus- 

tion chamber by virtue of the sensitivity of the mass of gas in 

the long column of unburned gases in the extended injector tubes 

to the pressure changes. The important action of a time delay 

mechanism between injection and consumption of the extra reactant 

mass (accumulated in the tubes during the higher pressure portion 

of the combustion chamber pressure cycle and subsequently dumped 

into the combustion chamber during the low pressure phase of the 

cycle) was emphasized.  Putnam logically argued that only by vir- 

tue of the time lag between the oscillating component of the flow 

rate (which is always oppositely phased to the pressure fluctu- 

ation for a zero inertia gas system) and the oscillating component 

of the energy release can standing waves be driven.  It should be 

emphasized that Putnam's arguments are essentially qualitative. 

No formal analytical structure was proposed to model the system» 

While the physical reasoning is persuasive no diagnostics of the 

system were performed other than measurements of the mixture ratio, 

the blowoff limits, and the supported frequencies.  The basic ob- 

servations revealed the presence under certain conditions of low 

amplitude, linear, standing longitudinal mode waves.  It is of in- 

terest that preferred frequency ranges depending on geometry were 

observed with the regimes of sustained oscillations falling at and 

around the stoichiometric mixture ratio.  For the ethane-air system 

second harmonic standing wave oscillations prevailed at the stoi- 

chimetric mixture ratio with the fundamental mode "limits" fall- 

ing at off-stoichiometric mixtures. A lower combustion chamber 

The characteristic frequency of the plenum chamber filled 
with cold unburned reactants and the combustion chamber 
filled with hot combustion products» 

■M 
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length limit for the appearance of nonsteady combustion was pos- 

tulated, 

A comprthensive theoretical analysis of the nonsteady com- 

bustion of premixed gases in systems analagous to those studied 

experimentally by Putnam was carried out by Merk (51-56), A de- 

tailed review by Putnam of this work is found in (41), The anal- 

yses represent a significant contribution toward the understanding 

of mechanisms by which acoustic oscillations in simplified flow- 

combustion systems are coupled to the energy release in a pre- 

mixed gaseous reactant flame zone. Merk (52) considered the sys- 

tem shown in Figure II-2, 

FVa4 Burnar hMd 
•»•♦•"»   Mixing tub« __ Flam« tub« 

W= 
ÜGEE 

Supply  «yHm Corobuttlo« «iftt«m 
fly*   «y«t«ii> 

Figur« 11-2.   Combuttor analyztd by Mtrk 

The standard principles of linearized dynamic stability analysis 

were applied to the conservation equations of mass, momentum, and 

energy for the system« The conventional acoustics treatment of 

the system components by means of lumped element electrical cir- 

cuit analogues allowed a determination of the linear stability 

characteristics. Quantitative comparison of the theory with ex- 

perimental data was precluded by the introduction of several un- 

determined parameters in the analysis and the inability to cal- 

culate a priori the necessary acoustic impedances and admittances 

for various components of the system.  The analyses showed quali- 

tative agreement with Putnam's results. 

Merk considered the case where the plenum or mixing chamber 

and the combustion chamber are acoustic resonators closely coupled 

through the low pressure drop ports in the burner head,  One-di- 

That is, a characteristic chamber length below which, stable 
combustion prevails for all propellant equivalence ratios« 

—M— ,i     ummmilllmiimllmlttmillmitmmlm^a^ 
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mensional  flow with  low Mach number was  assumed with  friction and 
heat conduction neglected.     Laminar premixed flames  are anchored 
at each injection port and have a characteristic length which  is 
short  compared to the characteristic chamber lengths»    Merk wrote 
the conservation equations  valid across  the injector  in order to 
relate the uniform properties  in regions  1 and  2 of Figure  II-3, 

h 
o 

I— 

All— A, 
3    ,P2   X 
3 i,T* ® 

I I 
XQ     X2 

X i 

Figure II-3. Flow lystem near the burner ports 

The nonsteady effect of the fluctuation in the flame volumes, Vf., 

was included in the conservation equations» Oscillations upstream 

(region 1) of the flames were shown to be isentropic« Merk demon- 

strated the nonisentropicity of the downstream oscillations but 

also showed that in the limiting case of low mean flow Mach number 

these are unimportant. The heat release fluctuations at the flames 

were coupled to the acoustic standing wave oscillations in 1 and 2 

through the sensitivity of the heat release rate to the fluctua- 

tions in density, flame speed, and the flame area.  The sensitivity 

of the flame speed to fluctuations in the particle velocity and 

the pressure upstream of the flames was accounted for by linearized 

transfer functions«  Following the approach of Crocco and Cheng (3) 

used in the treatment of combustion instability in a liquid propel- 

lant system, a time lag was introduced to account for the delay 

between injection of the premixed gases and their consumption in 

the thin flame front. All perturbation quantities were taken to 

be of order Mach number and proportional to e  , As will be dem- 

onstrated in this report this is not quite correct for the case of 

low mean flow Mach number and led Merk to the incorrect conclusion 

that the only pressure sensitive energy source of importance in 

the heat release-pressure oscillation coupling is the fluctuation 

in flame area.  Nevertheless, the theoretical analyses of Merk 

   -  -■  '■' —     ■„■,„■■.■■-—^-^^-^t—..«—Ml 
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viewed together with the experimental results of Putnam provide a 

firm foundation for understanding the nonsteady operation of the 

"low duty" gaseous propellant combustor.  The emphasis placed by 

Putnam and Merk on the importance of the acoustic and fluid dynamic 

interaction of the propellant mass injection flux and the upstream 

flow and downstream combustica systems in determining the overall 

stability characteristics of the combustor is well substantiated 

by their results. 

C.  Gas Rocket Experiments;  Zucrow, Osborn, et al. at Purdue 

As was noted earlier, the development of the gas rocket as a 

viable research tool for the determination of the influence of gas 

phase processes (within the combustion chamber) on the phenomenon 

of unstable combustion occurred independently at Purdue University's 

(57-71) Jet Propulsion Center, the University of Tokyo (72-76) and 

at the Guggenheim Laboratories at Princeton (26-32).  These re- 

searches have been motivated by interest in the practical problems 

of nonsteady combustion in liquid propellant rocket motors.  Thus 

the combustors were developed with an eye toward simulating the 

geometry and the critical parameters observed (1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 18, 

19) to influence the appearance of acoustic oscillations in the 

liquid systems.  It is of interest to reiterate and to contrast 

the principal experimental and analytical results obtained in these 

three programs and to comment on the systems themselves.  As will 

be shown in this report the steady and nonsteady operating charac- 

teristics of the system employed by Tsuji and Takeno at the Uni- 

versity of Tokyo differs markedly from that used at Princeton princi- 

pally due to the failure of those investigators to uncouple the 

mass injection flux of unburned propellant from the pressure 

fluctuations in the combustion chamber by suitable injector design. 

As a result of the extensive diagnostic program carried out by Tsuji 

and Takeno further doubt is cast on the appropriateness of compar- 

ing the longitudinal mode stability characteristics of either their 

motor or the Purdue system to those observed with the Princeton system. 

The studies of nonsteady combustion in a gaseous propellant 

system by Osborn, Zucrow et al. at Purdue have been primarily 

■- - ■'     i  _ 
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experimental.  Both longitudinal mode and transverse mode oscilla- 

tions have been examined. Here only those experiments related to 

the investigation of longitudinal mode acoustic waves will be dis- 

cussed, Zucrow and Osborn (58) studied the influence of the com- 

bustion chamber length, the mean combustion pressure, the nozzle 

geometry, and the equivalence ratio of methane, ethane, super- 

heated propane, and ethylene on the longitudinal mode stability 

characteristics of the system shown in Figure ii,.4a.  In contrast to 

the low amplitude standing acoustic waves monitored by Putnam in 

his low duty system, Zucrow and Osborn observed, during nonsteady 

combustion, finite amplitude sinusoidal or nonlinear shock-type 

waves propagating axially at approximately the fundamental acous- 

tic frequency of the combustion chamber (with closed ends), Under 

certain conditions (e,go» higher mean chamber pressure) there was 

observed a shift from the fundamental longitudinal mode to a trans- 

verse mode.  Larger amplitude, higher frequency shock-type waves 

were supported at higher mean chamber pressure (an increase in P 

from 52 to 130 psia produced a shock amplitude increase from 20 

to 35 psi although the dimensionless amplitude actually decreased 

from 0,39 to 0,27), An increase in the length of the convergent 

nozzle for fixed contraction ratio effected a shift from the shock 

type wave form to a nonlinear continuous waveform.  Subsequently, 

Osborn and Bonnell (64) reported the maximum amplitude of longi- 

tudinal mode oscillations supported by ethylene, ethane, and 

methane in air as a function of the chamber length,  Osborn and 

Derr (66) using a somewhat different system than that shown in 

Figure 4a determined a so-called lower critical combustion cham- 

ber length below which no oscillations are sustained,  Zucrow, 

et al.(61) correlated the oscillation in the (ethylene-air) com- 

bustion zone luminosity with the fluctuation in combustion pres- 

sure. The results of these investigations are summarized in Fig- 

ure II-4b, c, d, e» 

"Acoustic" in the sense indicated in Chapter I,  The fre- 
quency can be associated with wave motion determined by 
the combustion chamber geometry and the sound speed of the 
hot combustion products. 
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Essentially no systematic  analytical  formulation of the coupled 
system-pressure oscillation instability phenomena was  offered.     The 
work of Goede   (69)   is  insufficient and open to criticism on several 
grounds   (e.g.,   the   "system"  was  not analyzed  and  no mechanisms 
for energy removal were  included).     A qualitative  argument  for  the 
mechanism of coupling between  finite waves propagating  axially in 
a high  aspect ratio combustion chamber and a pressure  sensitive 
combustion zone was proffered by  Zucrow and  Osborn   (58).     The pos- 
tulated mechanism follows  closely  the concepts   introduced by Crocco 
(3)   and developed at some  length by Smith and  Sprenger   (25).     Zucrow 
and  Osborn envisioned  a  finite  amplitude pressure wave passing 
through  a gas phase combustion zone characterized by a pressure- 
temperature  sensitive burning rate.     In response  to  the  increased 
pressure-temperature  field  following the wave   (after  a delay of 

-4 approximately 10      seconds due  to  the inertia of the  finite rate 
kinetics  and corresponding to the observed lag  in the  luminosity 
traces)   the burning rate  accelerates and pumps  energy  into the 
travelling wave system thereby sustaining the wave.     The inverse 
dependence of the wave amplitude on the oscillation  frequency  for 
frequencies close to that observed  at the lower critical chamber 
length  followed  from the  condition that more propellant is  available 
for driving if the positive portion of the pressure cycle is 
temporally extended   (assuming system losses  to be unchanged  for 
small changes  in the chamber  length). 

Specific  criticisms  of  this  argument were  offered  by Crocco 
(59).     While  certain of these  remarks must be modified  by our most 
recent theoretical and experimental work,   Crocco made  the import- 
ant point that the critical   factor determining whether  an oscilla- 
tion will be  supported by a pressure sensitive  combustion zone is 
the  "balance between the excess energy"   (released during one cycle 
in response to  increased pressure)   "and the excess energy absorbed 
by dissipative processes  and by the nozzle".     The basic point to 
be made  in reference to the  Purdue work is simply that,   in lieu of 
diagnostic experiments   (which would,   for example,   discern whether 
the  apparent  fluctuation in combustion zone luminosity was  "real". 

 -■■ m —' ■—'———^—  
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or merely due  to  a  fluctuation  in the  axial location of the com- 
bustion  zone),   little gain in physical understanding  from a series 
of empirical measurements of motor stability characteristics can 
be  achieved unless  a systematic consistent analytical  formulation 
of the  complete problem is  achieved.     As pointed out earlier the 
accumulation of experimental  data  in the  form of stability charac- 
teristics  of a gas rocket should not be considered  an end  in itself. 
Only as   these observations  are  shown to relate directly to phenom- 
ena occurring  in practical  liquid or solid propellant systems,   or 
to be consistent with a realistic model thus allowing definite con- 
clusions  to be drawn about what is  and what is not  important can 
they be  considered useful.     As will be  indicated,   the  failure  to 
achieve  either of these goals  and  the subsequent results  of studies 
by Tsuji  and Takeno employing  a  similar gas rocket system casts 
doubt as  to  the  appropriate coupling mechanism active in the Purdue 
experiments. 

D.    Theoretical Model of Gas  Rocket  Instability;     Culick 

It  is  appropriate to review the  theoretical work of Culick 
(79,   80)   at  this point in view of  the  fact that he made explicit 
comparison of his results with the experimental results of the 
Purdue  group.     Culick determined  for the general  three-dimensional 
case the  stability of a cylindrical combustion chamber with regard 
to the  support of acoustic standing wave oscillations by energy re- 
lease.     A  linearized treatment of the equations of conservation of 
mass,   momentum,   and energy for the  case of low mean  flow Mach num- 
ber allowed  the derivation of  a single inhomogeneous wave equation 
applicable  to liquid or gaseous propellant motors.     The effects of 

In this  regard  the observation of Osborn and Derr   (66)   that an 
apparently  longitudinal mode  acoustic oscillation   (referred to by 
the  authors  as  an "air whistle")  was  sustained  in the absence of 
combustion is  interesting.     The measured frequency of this os- 
cillation was  sensitive  to  the chamber length and was of the same 
order of magnitude  as that characteristic of oscillations observed 
during nonsteady combustion of ethylene and air.     The possibility 
that the mechanism by which  the  "air whistle" was  sustained may 
indeed play  a significant role  in the  support of combustion 
oscillations was  acknowledged but not investigated. 
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energy release due to combustion and of the  steady mean flow were 
concentrated in the inhomogeneous  term«    The  nozzle boundary con- 
dition was  specified in  terms  of an admittance  function    /} ■ iT -jar- 
where f'n.   is  the dimensionless pressure perturbation and   u-m. the 
dimensionless velocity perturbation,  both at  the nozzle end0    A 
separate detailed calculation of the admittance  function was per- 
formed»     By setting the perturbations in pressure proportional to 
e4-**"       f   Culick could have determined the stability criteria for 
each mode   (distinguished by appropriate wave  number   A   where   «^ 
is  the burned gas sound  speed)   by equating the  imacinary part of 
the  complex frequency   {a,Jt-w-tiX)   to zero  following  standard sta- 
bility analysis procedures.     Instead an expression for   A    the am- 
plification coefficient  in terms of parameters  corresponding to 
the  energy release,   the mean  flow,   and the nozzle  damping was de- 
rived which is valid near   Ac0    »     The effect of  changes in the 
important driving and damping terms could then be  determined,,    Sta- 
bility of a given mode  is  indicated for    >.>0   „ 

The  system stability could be examined  for various postulated 
combustion-pressure wave  coupling models.     Of particular interest 
with  regard to the present work is the stability analysis   (79)   for 
the  case where the energy  source term   incorporates the gross fea- 
tures of a gas phase combustion zone.    The  qualitative results of 
that  analysis were tentatively compared to the experimental data 
obtained in the Purdue worko     Culick artificially separated the 
volumetric energy release  rate term characterizing the  combustion 
zone  into two terms,   a pure rate term   (  ~   1/sec)   and a coupled 
energy release per unit  volume term»    The mean rate term was writ- 
ten  as Wcsßpme/^ (1/sec),  where   B-p'"   represents the frequency 
factor,   -p    the mean chamber pressure,    E     the  activation energy, 
and   T   the mean combustion chamber temperatureo    The perturbation 
in this mean rate corresponding to the dimensionless pressure per- 
turbation is thus  Wc = Wc Cm «-^r «)-f> where the  isentropic relation- 
ship was  used to relate  -p'    to   T'    the perturbations  in pressure 
and   T     ..     Following the  reasoning of Pickford and Peoples   (78), 
Culick set     Oi^c        equal  to the perturbation  in the volumetric 

■ - ■       - -     ■  ^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^M^g^MM^. ^ 
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3 — 
energy  release   rate   (cal/cm    sec)  where   Oi    is  defined to be the 

average available energy per unit  volume added to the wave during 
TT        ■      r 

the positive portion of the transient pressure cycle,    ^- a ^Zr^7r,nr^ 

where     /or   is    *$    the oscillation period,  ^     the reitio of the 

available  energy to the total  energy released,   ^ the heat of com- 

bustion  for a given mixture,  /hrr, the total propellant mass flux, 

and  i      is  a combustion distribution function so defined that 

J     fd^ - 1       where the integration is over the entire chamber 

volume.     Thus  the final  form  for the perturbation in the volumetric 

energy  release  rate was written as 

urif r %r ' 

where the  arbitrary factor   C allows  for a phase  lag   £     between 

the pressure perturbation and the combustion response»,     Culick de- 

rived a single parameter,   Xc ,   the magnitude of which determines 

the system  stability. 

>   1 STABLE 

<   1 UNSTABLE 

where 

TT R^ 

*tL 

= dimensionless  frequency dependent on geometry 

= geometry factor,   R and L are the  chamber radius 
c- and length  respectively, the  nozzle throat area 

C =   (fty^RT   )        the characteristic  velocity 

5.  c = factor depending on the propellant chemistry. 
'^"t mixture ratio,   and chamber pressure 

ar ' K 

D n = factor accounting for all damping effects due 
'n. to nozzle geometry and Mach number at the nozzle 

entrance   (the mean flow)   and the distribution 
of combustion 
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While  Culick emphasized   (80)   the  importance  of  the combustion dis- 
tribution   ( Fn )   and hence  the  injection configuration in determining 
the  ultimate system stability,  he  also offered   (79)   certain con- 
clusions  regarding the   influence on the  stability  characteristics 
of  the  geometry,   the mean  flow Mach number,   and  the mean chamber 
temperature end pressure.     By  simply noting  the  effect on the 
magnitude  of  Tc   of a change   in each parameter   (all others held 
constant),   the change could  be classified  as   "stabilizing"   (  Ic  in- 

l^sing   in magnitude)   or destabilizing   (vice  versa).     Thus,   in- 
crWjing  the nozzle  length   (    On  increases)   or  increasing the mean 
cViathcpr Mach number were  seen  to have  stabilizing effects  by virtue 
of  the  corresponding  increase  in nozzle damping  and convection by 
the mean  flow of energy  through the  nozzle.     For   a given  axial mode 
(or fixed)   increasing  the  chamber length was  observed  to be destabil- 
izing.     Furthermore  the   lower modes  should  be  the  least stable. 
Finally  Culick examined  the  effect of variations   in the  term 
^C/^ftV^t^T1-/naf Ij-'jr^Ja^c and  concluded  that  increasing  the heat 
of combustion   Q-    ot   the propellant  is destabilizing.    Thus ethylene 
should be   "more unstable"   than methane.     Furthermore  in view of  the 
exponential dependence  on the parameter £/^.jof the term  Wc   an  in- 
crease   in the combustion  temperature   T     is  destabilizing.      (Im- 
plicit  in the  argument  is  the  conclusion that  increasing  the  acti- 
vation energy   £     is  stabilizing due  to the  same  exponential de- 
pendence).    While  Culick has   indicated  the  incorrectness  of  the 
isentropic relationship  between the pressure   and  temperature per- 
turbations  in a  zone  of combustion   (24),   it  is  the  feeling of this 
author  that the  conclusions  regarding the  effects  of the mean 
chamber Mach number  and  the parameter   /RJ are  also incorrect  for 
the  case  of longitudinal mode  acoustic oscillations  in a gaseous 
propellant rocket motor having a low mean  flow Mach number. 
Culick's  qualitative  results  cannot be compared properly  to  the 
longitudinal mode  gas  rocket results   (Purdue).     Justification  for 
these  remarks will  follow a discussion of results  obtained with 
the  Princeton system.     The point is  simply  that the gas 
rocket combustion zone has  a  characteristic  length which 
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is much less than the overall chamber length (in the case of lon- 

gitudinal mode oscillations).  This concentration of combustion 

has important consequences in the description of the coupling be- 

tween the combustion zone energy release and the pressure waves. 

E Gas Rocket Experiments  and Theory;     Tsuji  and Takeno,   Tokyo 

Tsuji  and Takeno   (73-77)  have completed  a series of experi- 

mental  and  analytical  studies   on longitudinal mode  acoustic oscil- 
lations  supported  in a rocket motor employing premixed gaseous pro- 

pellants of similar design to  that originally used  in the  Purdue 

work.     They have pursued  a course of investigation quite  similar 
to that  followed by Bowman   (32)   and completed   in this report.     The 
motivation  for their work was  to study the basic phenomena of non- 

steady  combustion  in a system  substantially  simpler  than a liquid 
propellant rocket motor.     Premixed city gas of approximate compo- 

sition  -   37% H2,   24% CH4,   6.2% CO,   4% C^^,   4% C^,   9% C02#   2.8% 
0^,   and  13% N2 - and  air were used as propellants  in all of their 
investigations.    The initial experiments discussed  in   (73)  de- 

termined  the longitudinal mode  stability characteristics of the 
system shown in Figure  II-5a  as  a function of  the mean chamber 

pressure   ( -^e   ),   the propellant equivalence ratio,    (<|>- "x"    )   and 
the motor  geometry including the chamber length   ( Lc )  and the noz- 

zle geometry.    With regard to  the injector section geometry it is 
noted  that a choked orifice was located upstream of the primary 

showerhead  injector.     This orifice was  designed  to suppress  low 
frequency  combustion pressure  oscillations  and  to  inhibit the up- 
stream propagation of combustion in the event of  flashback through 
the  primary injector.     This design produced  an  "injection section" 

2 (2 cm long,   approximately  37  cm    in cross section or a volume of 
about  74 cm  )  upstream of  the  primary  injection orifices.     Subse- 

quent modification of the  system to allow monitoring of the  trans- 

ient pressure in the  injection section required  an injection sec- 

tion  length of 4 cm   (148  cm    volume)   to'accommodate the transducer. 
Comparison of this  injection  system with that  in the Purdue motor 
shows  that a similar configuration was used by Zucrow,   Osborn, 

et  al.   in  their longitudinal mode studies.     In the  Purdue  system 
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the  "injection  section"   volume was  cylindrical   (lo32 cm long and 
3 

a   volume of  44  cm   )„ 
Initially  a determination of the  stability  limits  as  a  func- 

tion of  the propellant  equivalence  ratio,   the mean chamber 
pressure,   and the chamber  length was made«,     As  indicated in Fig- 
ure II-5b,   c,   d these  experiments  determined narrow regions of 
longitudinal mode oscillations  located about the stoichiometric 
mixture  ratio.     No transverse oscillations were  reported.     The  ob- 
servation of three  axial  acoustic modes,   the  fundamental and the 
2nd and  3rd harmonics,   was  noted,    A lower  and upper critical  cham- 
ber  length for each mode   (inferred for the  3rd harmonic)  was  noted,, 
Examination of the transient combustion pressure records  indicated 
the  sustained pressure waves to be predominantly low amplitude, 
continuous,   standing waves,,    This  implies  an in-phase   (or precisely 
180    out of phase - depending on axial  location with respect to 
the pressure nodes)   oscillation of pressure  at all axial positions 
in the  chamber with pressure antinodes  located at the  injector 
and nozzle ends.    Upon  further scrutiny these pressure records 
showed the  low amplitude discontinuous  shock waves   (when supported) 
to be  superimposed on  the  sinusoidal  standing wave oscillation. 
The axial propagation of the shock waves occurred at the acoustic 
frequency corresponding to the sustained standing mode harmonic. 
Confirmation of this  point  is  indicated in   (75)  where the point 
is  emphasized that the  excited oscillation  remains essentially 
the  continuous    acoustic standing wave oscillation.     In the  case 
of the higher harmonics  reflection of the  shock waves  at the ve- 
locity nodes   (pressure  antinodes)   of the  standing waves was ob- 
served.     The amplitude  of the waves  increased with increasing 
mean  chamber pressure  and combustion gas temperature with the max- 
imum amplitude  supported at the stoichiometric mixture ratio, 
Tsuji  and Takeno report wave amplitudes of   3  to 5 psi  corresponding 
to mean chamber pressures of 1 to 2,5 atm   ( A V^T'Ool) , 

A determination of the steady frequency of each mode showed 
primary dependence on the chamber length and the mean combustion 
temperature.     The correlation of the measured periods of oscilla- 

J 
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tion at the stability limits with the appropriate equivalence 

ratio for a mean combustion pressure of 2 atm is shown in Figure 

lÄ-Se, where the data points represent combinations of equivalence 

ratio, chamber length, and mode order,  Tsuji and Takeno made an 

important inference on the basis of these data«  They concluded 

that the existence for each equivalence ratio (4> ) of a lower 

"critical" period ( TeÄ,T ) of oscillation corresponding to the 

observed lower "critical" lengths ( /.BAIT) at each (p    is indicative 

of the existence of a "critical combustion time lag0"  They sug- 

gested that this characteristic combustion zone response time 

included both a mechanical or fluid dynamic time lag and a 

chemical time lag corresponding to that time necessary for 

- the combustion zone to sense, respond to, and feed back energy 

into the pressure wave« This total lag should be determined by 

the propellant chemistry, the mean chamber pressure, and the in- 

jection velocity.  Support of oscillations should arise only when 

the oscillation period exceeds the critical time,,  Further develop- 

ment of this model followed a second series of optical investiga- 

tions.  It should be noted that the effect of the injection ve- 

locity was included in their model.  The primary injection ve- 
4   , 

locity during the experiments was estimated to be 1,2 x 10 cm/sec 

(injection Mach number, M. . = 0.3), 

Having completed a determination of the phenomenological as- 

pects of nonsteac.y combustion in their gas rocket, Takeno then per- 

formed a series of experiments designed to obtain information about 

the combustion zone,,  These studies were directed towards establish- 

ing a firm physical foundation, i.e,, a better understanding of the 

"real world" interaction of the combustion zone and the pressure 

waves, upon which an analytical model could be constructed.  To 

this end Takeno first determined the influence on the motor sta- 

bility characteristics of the injection geometry (the length of 

the injection section) and the premixed propellant injection Mach 

number. While lengthening the injection section from 2 to 4 cm 

had no effect on the critical oscillation periods, Takeno did find 

that a low amplitude oscillation of the injection section pressure 
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accompanied oscillations in the combustion chamber pressure.  He 

observed thai: the frequency of this upstream oscillation was iden- 

tical to that in the combustion chamber although the amplitude was 

of the order of 0o2 times the chamber pressure oscillation ampli- 

tude,, However, in view of the insensitivity of the stability 

characteristics to changes in the injection section length, Takeno 

concluded that no wave amplification mechanism was associated with 

the coupling of waves upstream and downstream of the primary in- 

jector. A determination of the influence of the injection Mach 

number was made by simply varying the hole size in the showerhead 

type injecto'"»  It is important to keep in mind that in all of 

these tests the pressure drop across the injector was extremely 

low and of the same order as the amplitude of the standing wave 

oscillation in the combustion chamber (1 to 5 psi) . An increase 

of the injection Mach number from 0a29 to  0o37 had a destabilizing 

influence in the sense that the regions of nonsteady burning ex- 

panded and the critical oscillation period at each   decreased,, 

Subsequent investigation of the axial distribution of the mean 

temperature in the combustion zone during nonsteady burning coupled 

with direct photographs of the combustion zone under steady burn- 

ing conditions showed that combustion occurs through turbulent 

flames surrounding each injected stream of propellant with the 

peak temperature located approximately 3 to 4 cm from the injector 

face, Takeno pointed out that for M. . = 0o29,-fe=3a-kfn neither in]       ' 
the temperature maximum nor the temperature distribution were com- 

parable at the fuel rich and fuel lean stability boundaries.  For 

example, a 400  K difference was reported between the combustion 

temperatures at the fuel rich and fuel lean boundaries between 

the fundamental mode and the stable combustion regime.  He con- 

cluded that the combustion zone temperature is not a critical in- 

gredient in the coupling mechanism between combustion process and 

the pressure waves, 

A series of high speed Schlieren photographs of the combus- 

tion zone under steady and nonsteady conditions completed the ex- 

parimental work and facilitated certain fundamental conclusions 

regarding the nature of the flame zone-pressure wave interaction« 
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These tests were accomplished using a radically modified injection 

scheme0  The 20 hole short port length showerhead injector having 

a total flow area of 1 cm  (for M. . = 0o29) was replaced by a 
,,two-dimensional,, injector machined to provide injection through 

2 
four slots (0ol cm x 5 cm) having a total flow area of 2 cm 

(M.   = 0ol9)o  Essentially the same transient combustion pressure in]    •  / o jr 

waveform was observed with this design as was found in the earlier 

work (a standing wave with a low amplitude superimposed propagating 

pulse)0  The schlieren photographs revealed an oscillation of the 

dense core zone of the low velocity streams of cold unburned pre- 

mixed gases.  This oscillation, which appeared as a periodic axial 

extension and contraction of the propellant stream, was observed 

to have the same frequency as the simultaneously measured transient 

combustion pressure waveform but was seen to be almost precisely 

180 out of phase with the pressure oscillation,,  Upon closer ex- 

amination of the photographs Takeno observed that dark islands of 

apparently unburned propellant are shed from the ends of the gas 

streams during that phase of the cycle when the streams are length- 

ening.  Referring to this phenomenon as that of "flame tip breaking" 

Takeno succeeded in correlating the visually observed disappearance 

of the unburned islands after an appropriate "ignition delay" of 

one-quarter of the period of the pressure cycle with the appearance 

at the injector end of the nonlinear propagating pulse»  Thus he 

discerned the mechanism of coupling between the turbulent flame 

zones and the pressure oscillation to be a complex fluid mechan- 

ical-chemical interaction,, The sensitivity of the propellant in- 

jection mass flux to the nonsteady chamber pressure (essentially 

a linear effect) by virtue of the negligible pressure drop across 

the showerhead injector produces oscillations in the propellant 

injection velocity which are 180 out of phase with the pressure 

fluctuations.  The highly nonlinear effects of flame tip breaking 

and subsequent ignition of the shed islands of unburned gas 

occur after a chemical time delay or ignition lag.  The propellant 

chemistry and the combustion chamber environment determine the 

ignition time lag. Takeno concludes that this is the important 

characteristic time which must lie in the right range (3) in order 
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that tho heat release due to the delayed ignition be properly phased 

with the standing wave pressure oscillation,, According to Takeno 

tho nonlinear pressure pulse which on occasion assumes a shock 

wave form has no effect of the standing wave oscillations per se, 

The important influence is the heat release corresponding to the 

delayed ignition,,  The pulse merely acts as a signal of that re- 

lease,,  From the photographs and the pressure traces Takeno de- 

termined that this critical time, ?cÄ#T , is approximately 500 ^o-sec 

which compares favorably with critical times discerned from the 

stability limit data Figure II-Be«, 

Takeno completed his investigations by developing (77) an 

analytical model of the phenomena to provide quantitative as well 

as qualitative explanation of the observed experimental results,, 

The results obtained from the detailed combustion zone diagnostics 

were used as a basis for the physical structuring of the model» 

Following Culick's approach a linearized analysis of the conserva- 

tion equations of mass, momentum, and energy yields a simplified 

one-dimensional wave equation with a heat source due to chemical 

reaction.  The equation was developed for the case of low mean 

flow Mach number such that the free stream velocity is of the 

order of perturbation quantities and was written ;; 

av   _   ay 
^f a%1 

where -p'    and «' are the perturbations in the dimensionless pres- 

sure and the heat release rate»  Takeno dispensed with the ob- 

served highly structured flame zone and treated the simplified 

configuration shown in Figure II-6 where a uniform low Mach number 

flow of combustion products at the mean combustion temperature pro- 

ceeds from the injector face to the nozzle entrance  The influence 
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of heat release due to combustion is concentrated in a thin one- 

dimensional heat source zone located at nondimensional axial po- 

sition 5  » such that ^ ' = Q%MS(*'$}•    The method of solution is 
to obtain separately the simplified wave equation * f/'tH1" z * '^/dl*' 

for the standing isentropic waves in regions I and II„ The in- 

jector and nozzle boundary conditions appear as arbitrary admit- 

tance functions B  " "t   /^     where Ik     is the perturbation in 

the mean flow velocity« No attempt at calculating these admit- 

tance functions was made»  They remain as adjustable parameters« 

Two matching conditions (a jump condition on velocity tCa'^i^^   /^ 
and a statement of pressure continuity 'px - JPu ) at the heat source 

interface are obtained by integrating the inhomogeneous wave equa- 

tion ^£l s 4r*t t ■^:[Qef*)S('X-S>] (valid in the heat source region) 
b-f*- 0%*" 0'V      -9 * 

across the heat source. The characteristic equation governing the 

form of the complex frequency  S - rt.*- */3  is obtained in the stand- 

ard fashion. Of particular interest is the form assumed for the 

heat source function.  Based on the flame zone observations Takeno 

assumed that, in response to a harmonic pressure function of the 

form -p'f-X.t) = Tfo.) €.       . , the heat release rate can be 

written as^'s-^^H^e     o (%"? )o Recall that the photo- 

graphs indicated that the flames oscillated in response to a fluc- 

tuation in flow velocity at X^O , The flow velocity fluctuation 

appeared to be approximately 180 out of phase with the pressure 

fluctuation.  The term -^5 (o) accounts for this observation. 

Furthermore the increase in the heat release rate (the ignition) 

was deemed to occur T*  ^usec after the pressure minimum, T was 

observed to be approximately one-quarter of the period of the pres- 

sure oscillation. Thus the lag effect is accounted for by the fac- 

tor e"   • (A) is ar1 arbitrary parameter termed the interaction 

index«  Takeno points out that the choice of   &'    is solely dependent 

on the combustion model adopted. Appropriate expressions for a 

chemical kinetic Arrhenius rate law and a velocity dependent rate 

law are indicated. Numerical analysis of the final characteristic 

equation allowed the amplification coefficient Ä  and the fre- 

quency /3     to  be determined parametrically in terms of the location 

of the heat source ^ , the time lag 7'  , and the mode order n. 
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for arbitrary values of the injector and nozzle admittance func- 

tions and the interaction index.  For details of the calculations 

and the results refer to (77). 

In order to arrive at an acceptable correlation between theory 

and experiment Takeno made several arbitrary assumptions.  The in- 

teraction index was set equal to 0.5.  The dimensional time lag re- 

quired by the analysis to compute f  , was set equal to three- 

quarters of the lower critical oscillation period 9en,r  despite the 

observations detailed in (76) that f *• '/^ ^CHIT   .  Significantly 

the choice of f « '/^^cmi  yields very poor correlation between theory 

and experiment for A = 0.5.  This point was not discussed by Takeno. 

Since prediction of the system stability behavior by this 

analysis requires the use of experimental data (the form of  %■'    , £ 

etc.) it would seem that a better procedure would have been to pre- 

serve (A)  as a single datum fit parameter and restrict f =   '/qlcHtr 

in accordance with the experimental data.  This vould eliminate one 

arbitrary parameter (namely *?" ) from the analysis.  It should be 

noted that the comparison between theory and experiment was made 

for the case of finite driving due to the heat source but where 

damping effects are neglected (both admittance functions set equal 

to zero).  Out of context this would seem to be an invalid pro- 

cedure for determining the stability of t^e hypothetical gas rocket 

system since the important consideration determining the linear 

stability limit must be the relative balance between the rate of 

energy addition by combustion and the rate of energy removal by 

dissipative processes.  Justification for the technique follows from 

the fact that Takeno obtained an expression for the amplification 

coefficient and identified the stability limit with the (lower 

length) zero of the amplification coefficient.  By determining the 

relative ruagnitudes of the amplification coefficient for the various 

modes Takeno determined which mode is the most likely to be sus- 

tained for various combinations of the parameters. 

F.  Gas Rocket Experiment and Theory;  Princeton University 

It is appropriate to complete this review with an account of 

previous researches at Princeton devoted to the study of longitudinal 
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mode combustion instability in a gaseous propellant rocket motor. 

While the program bears some resemblance to those at Purdue and 

at the University of Tokyo the basic systems, approaches, and re- 

sults can be contrasted. As indicated in the first chapter there 

has been a systematic emphasis on the deductive approach as op- 

posed to the inductive one followed in the other programs.  Each 

phase of the work has evidenced the feedback between theory and 

experiment. Qualitative and quantitative predictions have been 

derived fron analyses of the nonsteady combustion phenomena in 

the gas rocket and have served to guide the experimental investi- 

gations.  Insight gained from the experimental observations has 

I     been applied to the development of more realistic analytical 

models.  The ultimate goal has been the achievement of a realistic 

description of the coupled gas phase combustion zone and pressure 

wave phenomena which accurately portrays the experimental obser- 

vations. 

It has been noted that the gas rocket was developed at Princeton 

as a research tool to allow a determination of the influence of gas 

phase chemical rate processes on the phenomena of longitudinal mode 

combustion instability«,  As indicated in the first chapter, the 

system derived from the liquid propellant rocket instability pro- 

gram where substantial success had been achieved in correlating 

experimental results by means of Crocco,s sensitive time lag model 

(1, 3, 15, 18, 19)o  Of interest was the possibility that gas phase 

chemical kinetics influences the time lag deduced from the liquid 

propellant system data.  Since the observations of Zucrow and Os- 

born (58) demonstrated certain similarities between longitudinal 

mode instability observed in gaseous and liquid rocket motors, it 

was felt that the phenomena observed in the gas rocket should also 

exhibit the "time lag behavior" and, furthermore, that this time 

lag should naturally derive from gas phase chemical rate processes. 

Tht; initial experimental work of Pelmas (29) was designed to 

explore this thesis and to obtain fundamental information about 

the stability characteristics of the gas rocket.  The system used 

by Pelmas essentially corresponds to that discussed in Chapter III, 

For the CH. and oxygen-enriched air (40% 0- and 60% N2, molar basis) 
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propellant system, the characteristics of longitudinal mode acoustic 

instability were determined as a function of the propellant equiva- 

lence ratio, the combustion chamber length, and the injector con- 

figuration» The principal results of that work are indicated in 

Figure II-7a, b from (29), In agreement with the Purdue work, Pelmas 

observed a lowerf critical chamber length limit and a failure of 

the regimes of oscillation to close with increasing cheunber length. 

In contrast to the Purdue results with CH.+ Air where a single 

region of nonsteady combustion including the stoichiometric mix- 

ture ratio was observed, Pelmas found two regimes of longitudinal 

mode oscillations offset symmetrically (with respect to the adi- 

abatic flame temperature) from the stoichiometric mixture ratio. 

The insensitivity of the stability characteristics to changes in 

the chamber length (for lengths greater than the lower critical 

length) was surprising. This result together with the observation 

that the appearance of higher harmonic mode oscillations was pri- 

marily a function of the equivalence ratio (Figure II-6b) seemed 

to indicate that finite rate chemical kinetics must not influence 

the time lag coupling mechanism between the combustion zone and 

the pressure oscillations. It should be noted that this conclusion 

followed from the consideration that the gas phase combustion pro- 

cess must present a finite, pressure sensitive time lag of suf- 

ficient magnitude in order for the burning rate to positively 

couple with the pressure oscillations.  In view of the experimental 

results and the feeling that gas phase kinetics should present 

short characteristic times compared to the oscillation periods 

observed in these experiments, an alternative driving mechanism 

for the oscillations was sought. Thus followed the theoretical 

work of Bortzmeyer (28), and the experimental investigations of 

Schob (31) and Bertrand (30) designed to examine the postulate 

that the longitudinal mode acoustic oscillations are driven by 

an oscillation in the rate of heat transfer to the primary in- 

jector plate wherein time lag effects are produced by the inertia 

of the heat transport and convection processes, A discussion by 

Bowman of this model and the experimental results is found in (32), 

In short, the insensitivity of the system stability characteristics 
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to the  theoretically predicted important heat transfer rate to 

the injector led to the conclusion that this scheme was also in- 

appropriate»  These results and the confirmed sensitivity of the 

onset of pressure oscillations to the equivalence ratio, hence 

the combustion temperature, led to the speculation that the time 

lag model itself was not applicable to the gaseous propellant 

rocket motor«  That is, if the gas phase chemistry is indeed im- 

portant in the coupling of the energy release and the pressure 

waves as argued qualitatively by Zucrow and Osborn (58, 60, 61, 64) 

then these rate processes should respond (in a linear sense) with 

no lag to the varial on  in chamber pressure.  Such reasoning led 

Sirignano and Crocco (26, 27) to a detailed nonlinear analysis of 

longitudinal mode acoustic instability for a simplified premixed 

gas rocketo  As noted earlier the theoretical results obtained 

from that analysis served to guide the experimental work of Bowman 

(32, 33) and some of the initial aspects of the present work» 

Sirignano and Crocco made explicit use of the observed char- 

acteristics of nonsteady combustion in the Princeton gas rocket» 

The experiments of Pelmas (29) had revealed that under favorable 

conditions of motor geometry and propellant equivalence ratio, 

low, constant amplitude shock waves oscillate axially at fixed 

frequency corresponding approximately to the acoustic frequencies 

(Pelmas observed the fundamental and three higher harmonic modes 

as shown in Figure II-6b) of the combustion chamber filled with 

hot products. For a simple form of the energy release rate law 

the criteria for the existence of (explicity assumed) periodic 

shock type waves were determined»  By considering the combustion 

zone to be concentrated (zero thickness) at the injector end and 

the nozzle length to be short compared to the chamber length the 

nonlinear one-dimensional analysis of the shock wave propagation 

in the combustion chamber was uncoupled from the description of 

the combustion zone energy release and the nozzle damping. These 

were introduced separately to obtain the appropriate boundary con- 

ditions on the perturbation in the particle velocity at the ends 

of the combustion chamber. By assumption the strength of the 

propagating shock wave was determined by the first order imbalance 

  — ■  
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between the combustion zone and nozzle admittances« The nozzle 

boundary condition was based on the assumption of quasisteady 

flow in a short length nozzle.  The approximation of fixed noz- 

zle entrance Mach number was made, A simplified one dimensional 

combustion zone was analyzed for the case where the ratio of the 

characteristic combustion time to the wave travel time is small 

(negligible).  The effect of propellant chemistry - chemical ki- 

netics - was emphasized in a simple volumetric energy release 

rate law wherein no time lag effects appear,,  For a combustion 

zone length ( j,   )    which is small compared to the overall chamber 

length { L* )# the energy and mass conservation equations were com- 

bined and integrated over the combustion zone length to yield 

The momentum equation was replaced by the approximation of (spacially) 

uniform pressure across the short combustion zone and the above 

equation was written neglecting heat transfer to the injector and 

energy irf\,*CpjJj   convected into the combustion zone by the unburned 

gases.  The equation applies for the case of constant mean burning 

rate and all terms are dimensionless«  For the case of small per- 

turbations two expressions follow 

-  Ill 

where (-fOtOx»/, represents the perturbation in the rate of energy 

release or the input power to the wave at X*jL  .  It is of interest 

to note that the authors concluded from this perturbation relation 

that increasing the length of the combustion zone (e.g., by re- 

ducing the chamber pressure) leads to larger power input to the 

wave and should therefore be destabilizing. As will be shown in 

Starred ( )* quantities are dimensional,  Thermodynamic 
quantities are nondimensionalized by the steady state 
burned gas values { 7%,*, -fih*   ,p$)  particle velocity by 
the burned gas sound speed ( a.^* ), and energy release 
rate hy ^o* OL£       .   X* and jg* by Z* , and £* by ^/o^. 
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the following paragraphs this statement is incorrect for the gas 

rocket.  Finally, perturbations in the energy release rate were 

coupled to perturbations in temperature and pressure in a linear 

fashion and the isentropic relationship was used to express per- 

turbations in '■' iSure in terms of temperature perturbations. For 
a* 

the case where j^~    /i*c
<<*-,   the steady state energy release rate 

term r was taken to be an appropriate mean value for the com- 

bustion zone. Thus general expressions for two important param- 

eter: governing the wave amplitude and the waveform were determ- 

ined. Sirignano and Crocco then specialized the results for the 

case where the energy release rate is simply written as p ■ e . 

They found that the stability limit criterion could be expressed 

in terms of a critical value for the Arrhenius parameter 

E* 3 y -1 

JC«|T 
**T'        £(r-l) 

at the stability limit 

[t-Vrr*L,r    \   < i 

> ^    unstable 

stable 

Furthermore the finite amplitude of the discontinuous fundamental 

mode wave was found to be proportional to the parameter 

The pressure waveform was observed to take the form of a shock 

discontinuity followed by an exponential decay.  Thus for a choice 

of £ * and ^  the theory predicts that unstable combustion will 

occur for mean combustion temperatures below a critical value Temir 

Thus, depending upon the critical value of T*K,T     and the func- 

tional relationship between the mean combustion zone temperature 

and the equivalence ratio for a given propellant system either a 

single zone of nonsteady combustion surrounding the stoichiometric 

mixture ratio or two zones offset from the stoichiometric ratio are 

predicted« The theory indicates that both the effect of nozzle 

   '—~*-**~*^~ä**immt*a**m**~~u->ma~~*~*mm*-~m~*lli*l^^ 
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damping and energy addition are directly proportional to the mean 

flow Mach number ( ö. in this case). Thus for a fixed combustion 

zone temperature the shock strength is proportional to the mean 

flow Mach number (t^FcüL^ ), Alternatively for fixed Mach number 

the shock strength increases monotonically with decreasing com- 

bustion temperature ( fc ^    /ft*"!*) „ 

Certain results of the analysis seemed to be in qualitative 

agreement with the experimental data collected by Pelmas, Schob, 

and Bertrand and by Zucrow and Osborn at Purdueo  To that extent 

the theory effectively provided direction to the detailed experi- 

mental work of Bowman (32)„  However, before outlining the important 

results of that work and the correlations with the theoretical pre- 

dictions several additional comments on the Sirignano-Crocco analysis 

and a simple extension of their one-dimen~ional combustion zone 

description are included. 

With regard to the simplified combustion zone analysis and 

the use of the isentropic relationship to link pressure and temper- 

ature perturbations, it must be recognized that the complete analysis 

represented a first attack at the description of the observed real 

world nonlinearity of the longitudinal mode combustion instability 

phenomena in a premixed gas rocket»  (Actually the treatment of 

the chamber gas dynamics is not restricted to a gas rocket system 

and other combustion zone models, in principle, could be applied 

provided the basic assumptions with regard to the short extent of 

that zone compared to the chamber length are not violated,)  For 

the specific case of a gas phase flame zone the theory presents 

the first systematic analysis demonstrating that nonlinear insta- 

bility can be supported by a combustion zone whose characteristic 

response time to pressure and temperature fluctuations is short 

compared to the wave travel time.  In view of these considerations^ 

and since negligible experimental information was available at the 

time to facilitate a more realistic description of the combustion 

zone^ the simple one-dimensional treatment seemed appropriate. 

It was noted earlier that the conclusions of the authors re- 

garding the effects of spreading the combustion zone (increasing 

Ji-JL /l-t but still maintaining Ji/i?  ^< 1 ) are incorrect for 

■■- ■! !     11 II   ■ ---  -     - 
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the premixed gas rocket.  Consideration of this point leads to an 

interesting extension of the Sirignano-Crocco boundary condition. 

Recall that the expression for the dimensionless perturbation 

in the energy release rate or the power input to the wave at 

can be written as 

$      Jo 

where the term-=-^Jt! = -^-0.—^—    is of higher order for a 

short flame zone where >£j a. 6-^'/Ax   are all small. The key point 

to be demonstrated is that the remaining term Jy1 J r'dt-X   is in 

fact independent of the combustion zone length in the context of 

the analysis.  That this is the case can be shown by taking into 

account the principles of operation of the gas rocket. 

The above expression is written in dimensional terms as 

where the starred quantities represent dimensional quantities. 

For the simple rate law used by Sirignano and Crocco the steady 

state volumetric energy release rate is 

4 u'") =   B* e 
- E»/R»T*(x') [„.,, 

where the pre-exponential factor (B) is a constant. Written in this 

form the rate law is temperature explicit and can be simply ex- 

pressed as 

where 

is the perturbation in the volumetric energy release rate due to 

a temperature perturbation,  AT^CX^'t*") 

whence 

r*^*^   ^V^   e [T^^)-T^)] 

Since     T*^*,**)- T'Cl^+ATiTfj-ffae expression for the dimen- 

■'   '  ■      — ■  , , ,ämUmm maglllllllimillimillllltlll^lll0lmmtmllllllllimMut,—im--!^ 
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sional perturbation in the volumetric energy release rate becomes 

r*(%u*)'~ —— e'*7""^  "r'>"c't') - ll       tii-7) 1 'T     R*f7x.,        L T'cx«)   iJ 

It is convenient to replace T*('X*)  by an appropriate mean value 

in the combustion zone (following the authors)» An appropriate 

space mean definition of f^X*'!)  is indicated by Bowman (32) and 

is simply 

For a linear profile in temperature (with axial position) the spacial 

average becomes a simple average over the temperature profile» For 

the propellant systems of interest and for the above simple rate law 

(where the maximum rate is achieved at 7" ■ Tb rather than at some 
lower temperature) the ratio ftfart/T^     =   (0o90 to 0.95) accord- 

ing to Bowman (32)« A reasonable approximation for our purposes 

Thus in terms of mean values 

here is simply to set T*  "7^ = adiabatic flame temperature. 

♦      E.* 
P*' = _£  ^""^T? 

and ^ 

R#f?re-^[T-i] 

The key point is simply that 

Jo 
where  rh-r«*   is the total mass flux of combustible in «jws/cm1 «ec 
—j .  

In general,    rmcrr*    should be interpreted as the mean mass 
flux   (per  unit  area)   of propellant. 
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which by suitable injection design (choked flow) can be maintained 

constant and independent of the pressure oscillations,  £ *" 

is the heat of combustion of the fuel in c^'   , ^4 i       is the 

constant mass fraction of fuel in the total mass flow rate of pro- 

pellant, and  yä = 1 for fuel lean mixtures or ^S» $  for fuel 

rich initial mixtures ( d> is the equivalence ratio; 3J>lt^. ox- 

rich) . 

Thus the dimensional power input to the wave by combustion be- 

comes 

ft* .L*)'~   -^  

*\ i 

'b 
TOT r C0.1 

J cm* smc 
[11-10] 

Expressing the perturbation in temperature in terms of the pressure 
perturbation by the  factor   T?     (^s  « T, in the Sirignano-Crocco 
analysis) . - / 

which  for isentropic coupling is 

r Tt;? 
.•# / 

c/A" 
The power input becomes 

ffV*)' ^Vx y-i   E u*^' [11-11] 

where 
Tr? ror =■    fZ  "* 

In terms of dimensionless quantities used by Sirignano and Crocco 
.*^* (both sides of 11-11 are divided by fgO-C) 

(jOLL) /V/ M*-f>' [11-12] 

The term   (1-       /Tb )   shows the influence of the propellant heat of 
combustion.    For larger   O*    ,  that is, higher   T^*-     ,   (l_ TU

-/JI) 

■   -- 
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increases a    For the propellant systems  discussed in this report the 
dominant factor is the ratio £ /"   "H,    ,    Expressions   11-11,12  and 13 
demonstrate quite clearly the importance of the Arrhenius factor 

E*,
//
R*T£ and the total propellant mass   flux,    tioror    ,   or,   alter- 

natively,   the   linear velocity of  the burned gases   (    UL^   )   at the 
end of the combustion zone in determining the coupling between 
perturbations   in the thermodynamic  variables  and the  comnustion 
zone  response»     For a gas phase combustion zone wherain the  in- 
stantaneous  energy  release rate  follows  a simplified Arrhenirs 
type  law the power input to the wave in  response to a   fluctuation 
in temperature  and pressure vill  be  larger at  lower combustion 
temperature and higher mean propellant burning rate   (which must 
be proportional  to the mean mass   flux)•     The  effect of  the  length 
of the combustion zone disappears   since the power input  depends on 
the integrated effect of energy release at the end of the short 
zone. 

Mb     is  the Mach number of the  burned gases at ■% =X    and thus 
serves as  a measure of the "level"   of combustion in the premixed 
gas  rocket.     For the adiabatic system and a quasi-steady, short noz- 
zle the mean combustion chamber Mach number also serves  as  a meas- 
ure of the power removed form the wave due to convection through 
the nozzle.     That is,   for the gas  rocket case of low mean flow 
Mach number, 

LL    -    €L. + U.'     =    Mfe    •*-  U.' 

a.   •=-   1 + a.' 

I 

For the short nozzle,   at the nozzle  entrance 

I 
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and      a'  - &£— -^o'        for isentropic waves  at nozzle. 
Thus, 

represents  the power removed   from the wave  at the nozzle.     The 

difference between the power  input by  the  combustion zone  and re- 
moved by  the  nozzle  serves  as   a measure of  the rate of energy in- 

put to the wave   and   for  a given -p'   is  simply, 

As  Sirignano  and  Crocco pointed out  this difference serves  as  a 

measure of the wave  amplitude  in the  case  of nonlinear oscillations. 
From this  relationship which can be  compared  to that derived by 
Sirignano  and  Crocco  for  the  amplitude parameter    £      ,   the  im- 

portance  -tf the Arrhenius  factor E/R^T^fand the Mach number of 

the  burned  gases   in determining the  net power input to the waves 
is  again  apparent.     The  appearance of the  factor   (   | - TiVr)  which 

O 
did not appear in the expression for £,  indicates that an increase 

in the ratio of the unburned to burned gas temperature should de- 

crease the rate of energy addition to the waves for a given per- 

turbation in pressure and thus be stabilizing. This prediction 

originally appeared as a result of the analytical work presented 

in Chapter V.  This term in fact arises due to the heat of com- 

bustion term o a-—^-(T/-"!*). The influence of higher <p*' is manifest 

in an increase in this factor.  Clearly the factor EL^/R * Tb* 

dominates. 

An important consequence of 11-13 is that the net power input 

to the waves is linearly dependent on the mean chamber Mach number 

originally shown by Sirignano and Crocco.  However, the statement 

is correct for the premixed gas rocket only in the limited sense 

that the mean chamber Mach number serves as a dimensionless meas- 

Sirignano and Crocco obtained the amplitude parameter (for the 
simplified Arrhenius rate law) as 

  - ■ —- ii111" ■"'"■■—."■..«.-«^■i^i'- 
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sure of the mean propellant burning rate.    This point will  be dis- 
cussed  further when Bowman's results  are considered. 

From the  standpoint of combustion modeling  for  the gas  rocket, 
the preceding discussion has bearing on  the  analysis   performed by 
Culick   (79) and discussed earlier.     Culick preserved   the exponential 
dependence  of  the mean rate of reaction on the mean  temperature  in 
the Arrhenius   factor.     He was  led   to conclude  that the  exponential 
factor dominated  the linear term   E/^*^11 (see page   25     ).     The 
point  is  simply  that  for  the  gas   rocket having  a short combustion 
zone  length  compared to the chamber  length    the  appropriate   "com- 
bustion zone"   averaging  is  a spacial  or volumetric one  over  the 
axial  reaction coordinate.     Such  averaging will  always  result in 
the simple  step 

^ r'tx^oL**   ^ vV»^ -yQ v^i. -^ [II-14] 
1 o 

and,   following the preceding developments,   in  a simplified  expres- 
sion  for the   "driving" terms of the  form 11-10,11,12,13 where the 
linear term  in the Arrhenius  factor prevails. 

The Sirignano-Crocco  theory served  to guide much  of the ex- 
tensive experimental investigation of the  gas  rocket  stability 
characteristics completed by Bowman   (32).     Basically  the work 
represents  a detailed description of the stability limits,   the 
wave  amplitude,   and the waveform of the pressure oscillations as  a 
function of  the equivalence ratio   (or combustion zone  temperature), 
the combustion chamber and  nozzle  geometries,   the  injector  con- 
figuration,   the mean chamber pressure,   and the mean  flow Mach num- 
ber.     While  certain qualitative  agreements between theory  and ex- 
periment were encouraging.   Bowman observed significant quantitative 
and  the qualitative discrepancies   among the theory,   th'"  accumulated 
experimental  data,   and published  kinetics data.     Most of these were 

i. 

The  "length"  of the combustion zone  for the high  pressure 
(1 to  20  atm)  premixed gas  rocket is observed   (   (32),    (76), 
and the  present report)  to be  of the order of 1  to  3 cm. 
The ratio  of Ji* / \~t      is  thus  primarily dependent on   L,c

# 

and always small  for sustained  longitudinal r.ode  oscil- 
lations. 
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attributed  to  the  simplifications   in the theoretical model  neces- 
sitated  by  a  virtually complete   lack of experimental   information 
about  the  structure of the  combustion zone.     Thus  the  experimental 
work of Bowman  and his  systematic  evaluation of the  data  in light 
of the  predictions  of the  Sirignano-Crocco  theory provide  the  im- 
mediate  background   for the  present work.     It should  be  noted  that 
some   of the qualitative  reasoning  offered by Bowman  in connection 
with comparisons  between theory  and  experiment is  incomplete or 
inaccurate  in  light of the  experience  and knowledge  gained  in the 
course  of  the  present work.     Indeed,   one of the objectives  of this 
work  is  to   "set the record  straight"  regarding the observed phenom- 
ena of nonsteady  combustion  in  the  premixed gas  rocket.     It would 
be premature   to begin that  task  at  this point.     Detailed discus- 
sion  towards   that end  is reserved   for  Chapters  IV-VI. 

Using essentially the  same  system  as  that studied  by Pelmas, 
Bowman defined  the  longitudinal mode  stability characteristics  for 
the Hp/O-ZNp  system.     Of particular  significance  is  the   fact that 
all of  the H-   f Air data were obtained  under the  condition of choked 
primary injection of the premixed  propellant  into  the  combustion 
chamber.     In  contrast to  the system of Tsuji  and Takeno   (and  ap- 
parently that of  the Purdue  investigators),   the propellant mass 
injection  flux was  positively decoupled   from  the  transient down- 
stream combustion chamber  conditions.       Each datum point was  se- 
cured  under  the  conditions  of constant mass  injection  flux   (al- 
though  important but unreported  systematic variations   in this 
total   flux often occurred  from point  to point). 

For  the  H_  + Air system Bowman defined   ehe  system stability 
limits  as  a   function of the propellant equivalence ratio,   the 
chamber length,   and  the mean chamber pressure.     Subsequently ex- 
periments were  carried out  to determine  the effects   (of the  in- 
jector  and nozzle configuration)   on the  location of the stability 
limits.     As  Pelmas had reported  earlier   (29)  Bowman observed  two 
distinct regimes  in the equivalence  ratio,  Q     chamber  length, ^-c, 

A complete  description of the  gas  rocket system is  given  in 
Chapter  III. 

- - 
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plane of longitudinal mode instability each offset from the stoi- 

chiometric mixture ratio such that the (lower) stability limits 

(closest  to $ = 1) are characterized by mixtures having ap- 

proximately the same adiabatic flame temperature.  The majority 

of the measurements were confined to equivalence ratios greater 

than one in view of the very narrow regime of nonsteady combustion 

for $ < 1.  The typical pattern of observed limits for $ > 1 

are indicated in Figure II-9a0  Essentially the same dependence 

of the stability limits on $ and Lc   was observed for a variety 

of multiholed showerhead and impinging injectors and for 3 dif- 

ferent nozzle geometries.  Bowman noted that as the number of in- 

jection ports increased (for the same total flow area) the sta- 

bility limits shift to lower combustion temperatures.  The singu- 

lar behavior of the system with an unchoked low pressure drop 

porous plug injector was noted.  Despite the fact that such an 

injector was expected to provide a nearly one-dimensional flame 

zone (as assumed in the Sirignano-Crocco theory) no regimes of 

combustion instability were observed over the entire operating 

range of equivalence ratio, chamber length, and chamber pressure. 

For chamber lengths below 50 cm instability in the form of 

a single low amplitude shock wave followed by a steep decay of 

pressure and propagating at approximately the frequency correspond- 

ing to the longitudinal acoustic mode of the chamber filled with 

hot products was observed as shown in Figure 11-8.  As the equiv- 

alence ratio was traversed across the regime of nonsteady combus- 

tion the dimensionless shock strength was observed to increase 

rapidly near the lower stability boundary, to maximize, and 

eventually to decrease slowly for further increase in the equiva- 

lence ratio (see Figure 11-10),   As indicated in Figure 11-10 

larger amplitude shock waves were supported at higher mean cham- 

ber pressures, longer chamber lengths, and higher mean chamber 

During the course of the experimental work discussed 
in this present work low amplitude propagating con- 
tinuous waves have been observed near the stability 
limits.  In no case have low amplitude standing waves 
been observed as reported in the work of Tsuji and 
Takeno« 
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Mach number»  For sufficiently long chambers Bowman observed the 

systematic appearance of higher "harmonic" modes.  The term "har- 

monic" is adapted from the terminology of acoustics to indicate 

the phenomenon of the simultaneous appearance of 2 or 3 finite 

amplitude shock waves each propagating axially at approximately 

the frequency corresponding to the longitudinal acoustic mode of 

the combustion chamber» As indicated in Figure 11-8 the apparent 

frequencies presented by such harmonic mode phenomena and sensed 

by transient pressure transducers situated at various axial lo- 

cations in the combustion chamber correspond to the second or 

third harmonics of the fundamental acoustic mode« As indicated in 

Figure II-9a/ Bowman observed the regimes of higher harmonics (a 

better term for the Princeton gas rocket phenomenon is "multiple 

shock propagation") to appear with increasing order as the cham- 

ber length or mean chamber pressure is increased or the equiva- 

lence ratio decreased toward the lower stability limit» 

Bowman also performed a series of experiments designed to 

test the theoretically predicted importance of the Arrhenius 

parameter, E /F^*1\,*o In this regard it should be recalled that 

the Sirignano-Crocco theory indicated that the stability limit 

for a given propellant system should be characterized by a fixed 

critical value of the Arrhenius parameter (       /R*!-!?) « Results v      ■'cmr 
obtained by Sawyer (128) with an adiabatic flow reactor indicate 

that the one-step activation energy of the H2/02 reaction is a 

constant independent of N2 concentration over the range of equiv- 

lence ratios relevant to the gas rocket studies.  By adding con- 

trolled amounts of N2 to the H2 + Air system and thereby depress- 

ing the profile of mean combustion temperature versus equivalence 

ratio. Bowman experimentally confirmed the theoretically predicted 

shift of the stability limit toward the stoichiometric ratio (to 

These results will be discussed in Chapter V and VI„ 
For the moment note that the substantial importance 
of increases in the total mean mass burning rate 
which accompanied increases in /^e , L*   , M   was not 
recognized by Bowman in the original discussion of 
these data« 
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maintain    T/V .*   = T...-     )  with increasing diluent concentration. limit en »T 

These results are shown  in Figure II-9b,     The experimentally meas- 
ured temperatures at the stability limits were observed to be  con- 
stant within the allowable experimental error.     A similar experi- 
ment was carried out using the CH./Oj/H~  system with similar re- 
sults.     For the CH.  + Air system a single  regime  of nonsteady com- 
bustion  located around  the  stoichiometric mixture ratio was ob- 
served at  lower chamber  lengths  in agreement with the results  of 
Zucrow and Osborn. 

With regard to the  numerical results  derived from the Sirig- 
nano-Crocco analysis  it  is  noted from estimates  of the magnitude 
of    E   /^*T*R,T     that  one would predict  for H2  or CH.  + Air sys- 
tems unstable combustion at  all  equivalence  ratios.    Recall that 
the  theory expressed   ^ /R*T*RIT  -     ,/I.A        .     For    Jf = 1,25 and 
activation energies commensurate with those  reported for H2/02 
(or hydrocarbon/O^)   systems,   i.e.,   30 to 60 kcal/mole,   estimates 
of     T*K,T     fall  in the  range of 2700oK to  5500OK.    That  is, critical 
temperatures are predicted to be in excess  of  the maximum theoreti- 
cal  adiabatic combustion temperatures   (©'(2400 K))   for these sys- 
tems.     In view of this  quantitative discrepancy Bowman advanced 
several qualitative arguments based on physical  reasoning and a 
comparison of theory,   experiment,   and kinetics  data.      The acti- 
vation energies derived  from the Sirignano-Crocco limit criterion 
and measured combustion zone temperatures  at the  stability  limits 
seemed to be about one half the selected published values.     It 
was  reasoned that perhaps a  simple turbulent  flame combustion zone 
rate  law wherein the Arrhenius factor appears  as   %[    'äK T     would 
be  a more appropriate expression to use in the  analysis.     Indeed, 
this  factor of two argument provided part  of the motivation for 
Crocco's  initial approach to the model developed  in the present 
work. 

The arguments presented by Bowman must be viewed with  some 
caution.    They are  in part based on results  obtained from 
an experiment with  the CO/O^/U^/H.^  system.     These results 
were not repeatable.     Furthermore the  adiabatic flame temp- 
eratures for the CO/Air reaction used to estimate  T*       in 
the numerical  calculations based on those  results are  low 
by  some 35% due to  a programming error. 
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Chapter III:  The Princeton Gas Rocket 

As noted in the first two chapters the past years have 

encompassed an extensive program at Princeton of experimental 

research devoted to increasing our understanding of the contri- 

bution of gas phase rate processes to the complex phenomenon 

of nonsteady combustion in a rocket motor.  This effort has re- 

sulted in the development and refinement of the gaseous propel- 

lant rocket motor or "gas rocket" as the principal research 

tool. As such it is important that a general description of 

the basic components and subsystems of the gas rocket be in- 

cluded at this point.  Discussions of the apparatus pertinent 

to earlier researches are to be found in (29, 30, 31, 32). 

Because of the nature of this present research program it was 

necessary to make substantial modifications and additions with- 

in each subsystem.  This chapter will not attempt to describe 

the specialized configurations of hardware and diagnostic equip- 

ment utilized in the various researches discussed in this re- 

port.  Such comments will be reserved for Chapter IV at which 

time detailed discussion of the experiments and techniques will 

be entertained. 

Essentially the gas rocket system consists of three inte- 

grated subsystems:  the rocket motor, the propellant flow con- 

trol and metering system, and the system of diagnostic equip- 

ment providing the capability of monitoring and recording steady 

state and transient phenomena.  Conceptually the system was 

originally designed to simulate on a reduced scale a conven- 

tional rocket motor employing gaseous propellants.  To this end 

the parameters found to be of significance in influencing longi- 

tudinal mode nonsteady combustion characteristics of large scale 

practical motors can be easily controlled and monitored in the 

gas rocket system.  These variables include:  geometric para- 

meters - chamber length, injector and nozzle configuration; pro- 

pellant parameters - chemical composition of fuel and oxidizer, 

mixture ratio; system parameters - total propellant mass flow 

rate, mean chamber pressure, mean chamber Mach number. 
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A.  The Rocket Motor 

The original rocket motor subsystem has five integral 

components including the impinging injector and associated 

manifolding, the mixing chamber, the primary injector, the 

combustion chamber, and the nozzle.  A schematic of the basic 

system is shown in Figure III-l and a photograph of the motor 

appears in Figure III-2. 

A.l  The Impinging Injector 

Initial mixing of the principal components of fuel and 

oxidizer is accomplished by passage through the impinging in- 

jector secured to the upstream end of the mixing chamber.  The 

injector manifolding provides four pairs of like-on-unlike in- 

jection ports.  Essentially this component has remained un- 

changed throughout the course of gas rocket experimentation. 

A.2 The Mixing Chamber 

After initial mixing the principal components of fuel and 

oxidizer pass through the mixing chamber where final mixing is 

achieved by passage through a packed bed of stainless steel 

balls.  The admission of a third gas to the system is provided 

for by a radial inlet just downstream of the impinging injec- 

tor face.  Bowman (32) determined the degree of mixture homo- 

geneity following propellant flow through the mixing chamber. 

Chromatographie analysis of gas samples taken downstream of the 

mixing chamber for several different mixtures of fuel and oxi- 

dizer indicated satisfactory mixing of the propellants.  It 

should be noted that the assumption of completely mixed propel- 

lants prior to combustion is implicit in the experimental and 

analytical work discussed in this report. 

Ideally the mixing chamber is isolated from processes oc- 

curring downstream in the combustion chamber by suitable choice 

of the primary injector.  The presence of high pressure, low 

velocity, premixed propellant gases in the mixing chamber dur- 

ing operation admits the possibility of combustion occurring 

in the mixing chamber via "flashback" of the combustion through 

or around the injection plate or due to spontaneous ignition 

arising from heat transfer through the hot primary injector. 

i^^^umm   I  •'  I  ..,.-. i  - - -...   - . 
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Either circumstance is undesirable and can produce substan- 

tial damage to the mixing chamber. To limit the extent of 

damage due to combustion in the mixing chamber a rapid re- 

sponse "safety circuit" (see Webb and Knauer (83)) was in- 

corporated in the system. Radiation emitted from the com- 

busting propellents is sensed through plexiglass windows by two 

photocells mounted at 90 degrees to the mixing chamber axis. 

The electrical output signal from the photocells activates a 

solenoid which bootstraps to a pressure actuated valve in the 

oxidizer flow line and produces shutdown of the oxidizer flow. 

Subsequent shutdown of the remaining propellant flow(s) is 

accomplished manually. A schematic of the safety circuit is 

shown in Figure III-3. A secondary backup safety device, a 

high pressure burst disk, is also fitted to the mixing chamber. 

Provision is made for monitoring the steady-state static 

pressure in the mixing chamber through a pressure tap installed 

at approximately 3 cm from the downstream end of the section. 

In the course of the present work a second tap was added at 

the same axial position at 90 degrees from the pressure tap to 

allow for monitoring of the static temperature of gases in the 

mixing chamber.  In addition, the mixing chamber section was 

modified to allow installation of a pressure transducer to 

record the transient static pressure in the mixing chamber. 

A.3 The Primary Injector 

Admission of completely mixed gases from the mixing chamber 

into the combustion chamber is accomplished by fitting a pri- 

mary injector into the downstream end of the mixing chamber. 

An 0-ring seal between the mixing chamber and the injector pro- 

vides a positive seal against leakage of propellants around the 

injector.  Injectors used in conjunction with the windowed cham- 

ber sections will be discussed in Chapter IV.  For all experi- 

ments other than those involving optical investigations of the 

combustion zone the primary injector configuration is basically 

that of a circular metal disk 0.635 to 0.685 cm in thickness. 

In the course of the experimental program a variety of injection 
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configurations has been employed. Three basic subgroups can 

be distinguished: the porous plug; the multiholed showerhead, 

and; the multiholed impinging injector. Only the porous plug 

and the multiholed showerhead injectors have Leen used in the 

present investigations. Typical representatives of these in- 

jectors are shown in Figure III-4. 

The porous plug injectors are machined from sintered £teel 

plates and have a mean pore size of five microns.  Porous plug 

injectors introduce a low pressure drop between the mixing and 

combustion chambers at total mass flow rates characteristic 

of gas rocket operation. Hence, they do not provide for com- 

plete isolation of the upstream flow conditions from phenomena 

occurring in the combustion chamber.  Despite this limitation 

it was originally felt that the plugs should provide for nearly 

one dimensional injection of propellant into the combustion 

chamber.  Thus an experimental approximation to the analytical- 

ly tractable one dimensional combustion zone should be effected. 

Unfortunately, this condition is not realized in practice. The 

porous plugs have substantial radial deviations in porosity re- 

sulting in localized regions of mass flow concentration which 

vary in size and location from one plug to the next.  Indica- 

tion of this characteristic is seen in the nonuniform darkening 

and erosion of the plug surface which results from oxidation 

by the hot combustion chamber gases.  Confirmation of the non- 

uniformity of porosity was obtained when radial velocity pro- 

files (cold nitrogen flow) were scanned using a hot wire probe. 

In spite of these properties self-consistent repeatable data 

have been obtained when porous plug injectors are used. 

The multiholed showerhead injectors are machined from copper 

bar stock and typically have a symmetrical array of small injec- 

tion ports machined perpendicular to the injector face.  By 

countersinking the upstream side of the orifices it is expected 

that the discharge coefficient of each port will approach unity. 

Calculations based on one-dimensional isentropic flow through 

the showerhead injectors using experimentally measured static 
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temperatures and pressures in the mixing and combustion cham- 

bers (under cold flow conditions) indicate that the assumption 

of unity discharge coefficient is acceptable.  The showerhead 

injectors con provide for isolation of propellant flow rate 

from transient combustion chamber phenomena by suitable choice 

of injector port size and the number of ports, that is the 

total flow area.  By providing for direct choked injection of 

propellants into the combustion chamber the capability exists 

of decoupling the mass injection rate and transient combustion 

chamber phenomena associated with nonsteady combustion.  Most 

of the experimental results presented in (32) were obtained 

under conditions of choked flow showerhead injection.  Injec- 

tors having approximately the same total flow area and differ- 

ing in the number (10, 31, 49), port diameter (0.094 to 0.035 

cm), and distribution of injection ports were employed.  The 

type of injector and relevant injection parameters are discussed 

in Chapter IV in connection with detailed discussions of the 

experiments. 

A.4 The Combustion Chamber 

The combustion chamber is a variable length (from 10 to 

200 cm) composite of individual cylindrical copper sections 

each 12.5 cm in length and having an inside diameter of 3.8 

cm and wall thickness of 1.9 cm. The generally high aspect 

ratio of the combustion chamber for all but the shortest cham- 

ber lengths serves to inhibit the appearance of radial and 

transverse modes of pressure oscillation. Each section is 

fitted with a stainless steel liner of 0.080 cm thickness to 

reduce heat losses.  For short periods of operation (steady- 

state operation of less than 30 seconds) the structural in- 

tegrity of the combustion chamber is insured by virtue of the 

high thermal capacity of the copper walls.  Spray cooling of 

the external surfaces of the chamber with water facilitates 

extended operating periods.  Several chamber sections have 

been modified to accomodate transient pressure transducers, 

ignition spark plugs, steady-state pressure taps, and statically 
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mounted thermocouples.  One chamber section was modified to 

allow placement of the nozzle at 90 degrees to the axis of 

the combustion chamber when using the axially traversing thermo- 

couple probe.  The chamber sections especially designed for op- 

tical studies of the combustion zone are discussed in Chapter 

IV. 

A.5  The Exhaust Nozzle 

The exhaust nozzle is fitted at the downstream end of the 

variable length combustion chamber.  Three different nozzles 

have been used in earlier research efforts including two water- 

cooled, converging-diverging nozzles having identical conver- 

gence angles but differing in throat area, and an uncooled four 

hole tungsten nozzle shown in Figure III-5.  All experiments in 

this report were performed with the tungsten "plug" nozzle.  It 

should be noted that the tungsten nozzle approximates in total 

flow area the smaller throat area converging-diverging nozzle 

and is designed to provide choked exhaust flow to the atmosphere. 

The nozzle presents an effective contraction ratio (total cham- 

ber cross sectional area/total area of the nozzle ports) of 46 

to the combustion chamber gases and provides a physical approxi- 

mation to the analytical assumption of a short or zero length 

nozzle boundary condition.  A discussion of the influence of 

the nozzle geometry and the related mean chamber Mach number 

(controlled in a one-dimensional sense by the chokes nozzle 

contraction ratio) on the motor stability characteristics is 

presented by Bowman (32). 

B.  Propellant Flow Control System 

The propellant flow control system provides the capability 

of simultaneously regulating, monitoring, and recording the mass 

flow rate to the rocket motor of four different gases. A 

schematic of the flow control system is shown in Figure III-6, 

and a photograph of the system control panel is shown in Figure 

III-7.  Essentially the four systems are identical with final 

mixture homogeneity being attained upon admission of the gases 

to the mixing chamber. 
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With the exception of nitrogen and air obtained   from in- 
house high pressure storage banks  all gases were stored at am- 
bient temperature  in bottled sources.     The system does not pro- 
vide the capability of utilizing vaporized propellants which 
condense  at  ambient temperature   although in principle  this  is 
feasible.     An auxiliary heat exchanger was  added to  the oxidizer 
system to allow the temperature  of the unburned propellants to 
be controlled prior to injection  into the combustion  chamber. 
This addition is  discussed more  completely in Chapter  IV. 

Gas mass  flow rates are controlled manually through  the 
action of control-pressure   (nitrogen)   actuated Grove  dome 
regulators.     In each gas system  the regulator allows   the  gas 
pressure to  be controlled upstream of a calibrated critical  flow 
orifice.     For specific details  of the calibration procedure  for 
these orifices see (32).    A range  of calibrated orifices  is  avail- 
able including a series of micro-orifices machined  in  the  course 
of the present work to provide  a  fine control capability on gases 
(hydrogen and methane)  used as  additives  in the series  of ex- 
periments  in which carbon monoxide served as the fuel.     A nitro- 
gen purge system allows all gas  lines  to be  flushed with nitro- 
gen  following operation of the  system. 

During  operation of the system the stagnation pressures of 
the propellants upstream of the  critical  flow orifices  are 
monitored visually on  the bank of high pressure Bourdon tube 
gages at the  control panel.    The  outputs of temperature compen- 
sated Statham   (pg-731)  strain gage pressure transducers  and un- 
shielded copper-constantan thermocouples upstream of each ori- 
fice are recorded  on Leeds and Northrup and Bristol  recording 
potentionmeters.     From these recorded outputs the mass   flow rate 
of each gas  is  accurately registered  for subsequent  analysis. 
The static gas pressure downstream of each orifice is   also 
monitored at the control panel  to  insure choked operation of 
the critical   flow orifices. 

As noted  in section A.2 the  oxidizer line is equipped 
with a pressure actuated valve  to  terminate the  flow of oxidizer 
to the mixing  chamber in the event of combustion occurring  in 
the mixing chamber. 

iiii -'• ■— ■ 
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C.     Basic  Instrumentation and Diagnostic Equipment 

The basic  instrumentation and diagnostic equipment pro- 
vides the capability of monitoring  and  recording steady state 
and  transient static pressure in the combustion chamber and 
steady-state static pressure in the mixing chamber.    The mix- 
ing  chamber was modified to allow the  temperature  and the 
transient static pressure of the unburned gases in the mixing 
chamber to be recorded.     One combustion chamber section was 
previously modified to  allow placement of thermocouples at 
various axial and  radial locations  in  the combustion chamber. 

Steady-state static pressure of gases in the combustion 
chamber is sensed  through a pressure  tap in the chamber wall 
located approximately 8 cm from the  injector  face by a high 
pressure Bourdon  tube  gage mounted  at the control panel.     The 
output signal  from a Flader PSHD pressure transducer senses 
the combustion pressure and is recorded on a Leeds and North- 
rup recording potentiometer.     The steady-state static pressure 
of gases  in the mixing  chamber is  also displayed on a control 
panel gage.     Frequency  and amplitude characteristics of the 
transient static  combustion chamber pressure can be sensed  at 
several axial locations  in the combustion chamber by high  fre- 
quency Dynisco PT49CF pressure transducers.    These transducers 
are temperature  compensated,  water-cooled,   resistance-bonded 
strain gage devices each having a diaphragm diameter of 1.75 cm 
and are mounted   flush with the  inner wall of the combustion 
chfonber.     A Dynisco transducer  also serves to sense the  trans- 
ient static pressure  of gases  in the mixing chamber.     The  out- 
puts from the Dynisco  transducers are  amplified by Jones-Porter 
(model 12AC)  decade amplifiers and recorded on a 7 track FM 
carrier magnetic  tape  recorder-Ampex model  S3561.     For compari- 
son purposes  including  a determination of the inherent noise 
level of the tape deck system,   several experiments were per- 
formed in which  the Dynisco signals were recorded on the Honey- 
well Model  7600  7  track magnetic tape  recorder. 

The  temperature  of the unburned premixed gases is monitored 
by an unshielded  copper constantan thermocouple positioned 
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approximately 2  cm upstream of the primary  injector.     Provision 
is made  for recording the gas  temperature at various  axial and 
radial positions in the combustion chamber.     This was original- 
ly accomplished  by mounting unshielded Pt-PtlO%Rh and Pt-Ptl3%Rh 
thermocouples through ports  located  in the chamber wall.     Sub- 
sequently  an axially traversing thermocouple probe  system em- 
ploying Pt6%Rh  - Pt30%Rh  thermocouples was designed  to  facilitate 
the measurement of continuous   temperature profiles   in the com- 
bustion chamber.     Both uncooled  and water-cooled probes were 
empxoyed.     All  thermocouple outputs were referenced  to  273.2 0K 
and recorded on Leeds and Northrup recording potentiometers. 
A complete discussion of the thermocouple systems  and measure- 
ments is  to bo  found in Chapter  IV. 

Optical observations of the combustion  zone were  facili- 
tated by the design of two windowed  chamber sections.     A dis- 
cussion of  the  schlieren and direct photographic systems  and 
associated  combustion chamber designs is reserved  for Chapter 
IV. 

Comments on the operation of the system,   experimental 
techniques,   and data reduction  appear together with  the dis- 
cussion of each particular experimental investigation in Chap- 
ter  IV. 

D.     Instrumentation Calibration 

As noted,   the critical  flow orifices utilized in these 
experiments were calibrated using a standard water displace- 
ment  technique described by Bowman   (32).    A recheck of all 
calibrations was performed at the time of the  initial  calibra- 
tion of the new microorifices.     Agreement with previous cali- 
bration curves was  found  to be within 1% over  the range of 
flow rates  employed.    Because of the minute size of  the small 
orifices a periodic check of their calibration curves was  in- 
stituted.     Essentially no change was observed in their cali- 
brations over the period of use. 

All pressure gages and transducers were periodically cali- 
brated using a static dead weight tester. The Dynisco pressure 
transducers were  examined  for response and rise time  at several 
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bridge excitation voltages by standard shock tube tests.     The 
transducers  used  in these experiments evidence rise times on 

-5 the order of 1 -  2  «10      seconds  for incident shock amplitudes 
of approximately  10 psia.     The measured sensitivity  and  fre- 
quency response of the transducers   (32,84),   indicates constant 
sensitivity  over  the range of operating pressure with the  slope 
directly proportional to the bridge excitation voltage  and a 
flat output  to within 10% from  20 Hz    to 6kHz with  a natural 
resonant  frequency at 25 to 30 kHz.    The maximum peak to peak 
amplitudes  and  frequencies of transient pressure phenomena en- 
countered  in  the experimental program are of the order of 10 
psi  and  1000 cps.     Hence,   the Dynisco  transducers  are satis- 
factory  for determining amplitude,   frequency,   and wave  shape 
of longitudinal  instabilities produced in the gas rocket sys- 
tem.     In the  course of experimentation an improvement in Dynisco 
signal  to system noise ratio was  achieved by operating the 
transducers   at 15 volts bridge excitation rather than at the 
rated  10 volts. 

Calibrations of the Pt6%Rh-Pt30%Rh thermocouples used in 
the  axial  temperature profile measurements were supplied by 
the manufacturers.     Standard published calibrations were used 
for  all other thermocouple outputs. 

E. Propellant Gases 

The gaseous reactants and diluents used in the present ex- 

periments are summarized in Table I. The gases were stored at 

room temperature and were used without purification.  Premixing 

of fuels was accomplished through the propellant flow control 

system. 

F. Experimental  Procedure 

As noted in the preceding paragraphs,   the basic gas rocket 
system was  designed so  as  to  facilitate the rapid  accumulation 
of data on  the longitudinal mode stability characteristics of 
several different propellant systems over a wide range of 
equivalence  ratios, geometric configurations,   and mean thermo- 
dynamic conditions.    Because of the relative  simplicity of the 
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Table I:  Propellant Gases and Composition 

Principal Components Supplier Grade Typical Composition 
(Vol %)      I 

!    Air In House N2 
02 

78 
Compressor 20.8 

Ar 0.93 
co2 660 ppm | 

Oxygen Air Products Extra Dry 02 
Ar 
N2 
Dew 
Point 

99.5 
0.45 
0.05     | 

-760F 

Nitrogen Air Reduction Liquid N2 
O2 
Dew 
Point 

99.8     | 
0-2      | 

-760F 

Hydrogen General Electro- H2 
02 

99.8 
Dynamics lytic 0.2 

Methane Matheson CP CH4 
C2H6 
CO, 
N2 
C3H8 

99.05 
0.12 
0.20     1 
0.60     ( 

\ 0.03     j 

Commercial CH4 
C2H6 
C3H8 
co2 

93.63    j 
3.58     j 
1.02     I 
0.70 

N2 0.47 
HC 0.60     1 

Carbon Matheson CP CO 99.5     | 
Monoxide 02 

CO 
Ar" 
CH4 
HC^ 

Fe (CO) 

H20 

950 ppm | 
700 ppm j 
50  ppm 
43  ppm 
3 0  ppm j 

_ None det. 

1 to 150 j 
ppm *   | 

* The H20 content of the CP grade CO was 
accoraing to our specifications. 

supplied 
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system and the ease with which stability testing could be 

carried out, the results of these experiments are numerous 

and repeatable.  The capability of exerting a fine control 

on the propellant equivalence ratio and the total mass flow 

allows a high degree of accuracy in determining the precise 

location of the onset of nonsteady burning-the stability limit- 

as well as the nonlinear instability characteristics of the 

system. 

While the complexity of the system and of the diagnostic 

techniques employed increased considerably in the course of 

the present work, the data remain fundamentally repeatable 

and systematic.  Irrespective of the diagnostics involved the 

basic operational procedure of the gas rocket system has re- 

mained unchanged. A typical experiment designed to obtain in- 

stability data would proceed as follows: Initially a deter- 

mination of the desired mean values of the experimental vari- 

ables is made.  Having determined the appropriate geometric 

parameters a calculation is made of the mass flow rate of each 

propellant required to achieve the desired equivalence ratio 

and mean chamber pressure (see Section III.G).  The mass flow 

determinations fix the stagnation pressures which must be main- 

tained in the propellant systems upstream of the critical flow 

orifices during the data acquisition portion of the experiment. 

Immediately prior to each experiment the gas rocket system is 

sealed and checked for leaks by pressurizing the motor with 

N- diluent.  With the desired final upstream stagnation pres- 

sures in each propellant line noted at the control panel gages, 

the experiment is initiated by presetting a flow of oxidizer 

and diluent, energizing the spark igniter, and gradually in- 

creasing the fuel flow rate until ignition occurs.  By main- 

taining a moderate flow rate of oxidizer and diluent during the 

ignition sequence, the tendency of the combustion to flashback 

through the primary injector is suppressed.  The ignition at 

reduced total mass flow rate eliminates the possibility of a 

damaging explosive or "hard" ignition transient and facilitates 

ignition in cases where the desired final equivalence ratio is 

—Mfc—^.  I  ^*_~>~. , ,    -       ^        -- ■ 
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beyond the system ignition limits   (yet within the system 
flammability limits).     Following ignition the spark is ex- 
tinguished and the propellant flow rates smoothly increased 
to  the desired  final magnitudes.    Generally  5  to 10 seconds 
are  allowed  for the suppression of starting  transients  and 
for  the system to achieve  steady mean conditions   (mass  flow 
rate  and chamber pressure).     Data are  recorded during the 
ensuing 10 to 20 second  interval.    During this phase the 
Dynisco outputs of transient combustion pressure  at one or 
more  axial locations  in  the  combustion chamber are recorded 
on magnetic tape.     The  steady state combustion pressure  and 
the orifice upstream stagnation pressures  and  temperatures  are 
recorded on the strip charts  to allow accurate determination of 
the propellant equivalence ratio.     In addition the steady state 
pressures in the mixing chamber and  at locations downstream of 
each critical  flow orifice  are recorded manually at the con- 
trol panel in order to verify that the condition of choking of 
the  orifices and of the primary injector   (showerhead  injection) 
is  achieved.    The experiment is terminated by sequentially 
cutting the flows of  fuel,   oxidizer,   and diluent. 

It should be emphasized  that nonsteady  combustion in the 
gas  rocket arises  as  an intrinsic instability of the coupled 
combustion zone energy release and the gas  dynamic  flow field 
in the combustion chamber.     Under certain well-defined  "pre- 
ferred"  combinations of the various system parameters constant 
amplitude,  nonlinear,   shock-type waves  are  sustained at  fixed 
frequencies.    This behavior  is to be contrasted  to the nonlinear 
instabilities observed  in liquid propellant rocket motors which 
may be  triggered by bombing or pulsing a nominally steady com- 
bustion process.     To emphasize this point.   Figure  III-8 shows 
typical Flader transducer outputs corresponding to  the mean 
static pressure records  in two experiments conducted at fixed 
system geometry and total mass  flux and bracketing   (in equiv- 
alence ratio)  the H, + Air system stability  limit.     In Figure 
III-9  typical Dynisco  transducer outputs of transient static 
combustion pressure obtained  simultaneously  at three different 

--     „-____J„-____^_——- 
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axial locations in the combustion chamber during nonsteady com- 

bustion of H- + Air are reproduced. The data of Figure III-9 

indicate the typically steady nonlinear waveform, amplitude, 

and frequency observed at propellant equivalence ratios within 

the regime of fundamental mode nonsteady combustion.  Figure 

111-10 is a typical transient pressure record observed at con- 

ditions close to the stability limit of the fundamental mode. 

As indicated in the pressure trace, near the boundaries of non- 

steady combustion the spontaneous transition between the funda- 

mental and second harmonic modes is evidenced by the appearance 

of one or more shock waves oscillating (generally slightly out 

of phase) at approximately the fundamental acoustic frequency 

of the combustion chamber filled with burned products.  As men- 

tioned in Chapter II, regimes of thermodynamic and geometric 

parameters have been defined wherein two or three shock waves 

are sustained at constant frequency and amplitude (see Figures 

II-8, 10). 

G. Range of Experimental Variables 

Table II summarizes the basic system parameters and ap- 

propriate orders of magnitude.  It should be noted with regard 

to the range of experimental parameters that the steady-state 

operating conditions of the gas rocket can be calculated by 

applying a one-dimensional analysis to a nonadiabatic duct 

with choked mass efflux and influx (in the case of showerhead 

injection).  Thus while the system in principle provides the 

capability of controlling the propellant equivalence ratio and 

total mass flux, the chamber length and nozzle contraction ratio, 

and the combustion chamber pressure and mean flow Mach number, 

in practice it is not possible to independently vary these para- 

meters.  In short, changes in any one of these variables neces- 

sarily introduce adjustments in one or more of the remaining 

variables. While most of the system instability data have been 

presented (29, 30, 31, 32) as a function of two parameters one 

should bear in mind that in the course of the experimental work 
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Table   II:    Experimental Variables 

Geometric Variables 

.1 .   Combustion Chamber 

Length, L 
Interndl diameter, dc 
Internal cross section, Ac 

2. Nozzle (4 hole) Contract-on 
Ratio, Ac/At 

3. Primary  Injector 

10 Hole Showerhead 

Port diameter,   d    rt 

Port flow area»Ap0rt 
Total Flow area,  iL t 

31 Hole Showerhead 

Port diameter 
Port flow area 
Total   flow area 

Nomina1 Dimension 

5 to 180 cm 
3.4    cm 
9.1    cm2 

46 

0.085 cm 
0.006 cm2 

0.060 cm2 

0.052 cm 
0.0021 cm2 

0.065 cm2 

49 Hole  Showerhead 

Port diameter 
Port  flow area 
Total   flow area 

0.037 cm                                  i 
0.0011 cm2 

0.055    cm2                              1 

Porous Plug 

Mean pore  size 5 microns                              j 

B.   Thermodynamic Variables Nominal Operating Range    | 
For H2 + Air System            j 

1. Combustion Chamber Pressure,   Pc 2.4 to 11.4  atm                 j 

2. Total Mass  Flow Rate,   Atot 10 to 35 gms/sec               I 

3. Ratio of Mixing Chamber Pressure 
To Combustion Chamber Pressure 
P   ■   /P mix^   c 

10  and  31 Hole  Showerhead  Inj. 2.5                                               1 

49 Hole  Showerhead  Inj. 3.3                                               j 

Porous  Plug  Injector 1.20  to  1.60                          j 

-  -  -- ' ■- ■■ 
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Table II:  continued 

4. Unburned Premixed Gas Properties 

Stagnation Temperature, T • 280 to 300 0K 

Injection Mach Number 

Showerhead injectors 
Porous plug injectors 

1.0 (underexpanded) 
0.3 to 0.8 

Injection Velocity 

Showerhead injectors 
Porous plug injectors 

4 
3.6 x 10 cm/sec 
3 to 7 x 103 cm/sec 

Injection Reynolds Number 

Showerhead injectors 
(based on port diameter) 

6 to 8 x 106 

Mixing Chamber Flow Velocity, V . 
Hi «LA 

100 cm/sec 

Propellant Equivalence Ratio, 0.2 to 4.0 

5. Burned Gas Properties 

Adiabatic Combustion Temperature 
T  (Figures IV-2, 9 and D-4) 
b 

900 to 2440OK 

Adiabatic Combustion Temperature 
At Stability Limit, Tlim 1400OK 

Velocity of Burned Gases, V, 0.5 to 1.5 x 10 cm/sec 

Mach Number of Burned Gases, M. 0.01 to 0.02 

Mean Axial Temperature Gradient -5 0K/cm 

C. Nonsteady Combustion Parameters 

1. Frequency of Pressure Oscillation, f 150 to 2000 Hz 

2. Characteristic Time of Oscillation 
At Stability Limit, 2'Lc/n«ub 2.5 x 10"4 to 10"3 sec 

3. Dimensionless Shock Wave Amplitude, 

^shock/ Pc 0 to 0.20 

■juUaMMUUriM MM^dUaaMHlai  -  - iiiirnr"  
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additional parameters have simultaneously undergone (often 

significant) changes.  For example, a typical "two parameter" 

experiment was carried out to determine the stability limit of 

the H» + Air system as a function of the propellant equivalence 

ratio and the chamber length at a nominal combustion pressure 

of 7.8 atm. A 10 to 20 % increase in the total mass flux at 

fixed equivalence ratio was necessary due to heat losses in 

order to maintain fixed combustion pressure as the chamber 

length was increased from 20 to 100 cm.  As indicated in Chap- 

ter II, Bowman carried out an experiment designed to determine 

the influence of the mean chamber Mach number at fixed combus- 

tion pressure on the H9 + Air system stability characteristics. 

A Mach number change by a factor of two was achieved by halving 

the nozzle contraction ratio. However, an unreported 100% 

increase in the total propellant flow rate was required to main- 

tain a nominal pressure of 7.8 atm.  The mass flow rate adjust- 

ments typically accompanying experiments in which a "single" 

parameter in the H2 + Air system was varied are summarized in 

Table III. 
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Chapter IV:  Experimental Investigations 

At the outset of the present work it was felt that despite 

a relative abundance of experimental data due to Pelmas, Schob 

and Bowman (29, 31,  32) regarding the stability characteristics 

of the gas rocket, there existed an incomplete understanding of 

the underlying factors contributing to the observed phenomena. 

The first section of this chapter presents the details and prin- 

cipal results of a series of experiments designed to provide a 

critical test of the thesis that the chemical reactivity of the 

premixed gaseous propellants is an important parameter in de- 

termining the stability characteristics of the gas rocket.  The 

remainder of the chapter is devoted to discussion of diagnostic 

experiments designed to obtain both quantitative and qualitative 

information regarding the structure of the H2/Air combustion zone 

under steady and nonsteady conditions. These experiments include 

(1) the measurement of radial and axial temperature profiles in 

the combustion zone as a function of the propellant equivalence 

ratio, the mean chamber pressure, and the injection configura- 

tion, (2) direct photographic observation of the combustion zone, 

and (3) the application of techniques of instantaneous and high 

speed shadow and schlieren photography to the observation of the 

combustion zone. 

During the course of much of the experimental work a paral- 

lel theoretical effort was pursued with the ultimate goal being 

the development of a consistent theoretical and experimental de- 

scription of the gas rocket instability phenomena.  The experi- 

ments described in the following sections were designed to pro- 

vide a firmer physical basis upon which to construct a realistic 

analytical model which accurately predicts the experimentally ob- 

served stability characteristics.  The measure of success that 

has been achieved in this effort as discussed in Chapters V and 

VI is in large part due to the results of these experiments. 
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A0  Experiments With The Carbon Monoxide, Oxygen, Nitrogen System 

A,1 Discuss Ion of Earlier Work of Bowman 

The results of the original Sirignano-Crocco (henceforth, 

the S-C model) combustion model appropriately suggested certain 

directions to the experimental investigations.  It will be re- 

called that the theory predicted l:he existence of a critical value 

at the stability limit of the Arrhenius exponent E/RT in the gas 

phase burning rate law.  In addition the theory expressed the non- 

linear shock amplitude as a monatonic function of E/RT for values 

of E/RT in excess of the critical value« Two points should be 

emphasized.  First, the special role played by the Arrhenius pa- 

rameter and the specific heat ratio of the combustion products in 

the theoretical results was due to the expression of the dimension- 
—E/RT less gas phase burning rate in the simple form r = e '  « Hence, 

all of the "kinetics11 were concentrated in the exponential. Sec- 

ondly, the use of a more realistic expression for r in the S-C 

theory (e.g., allowing for a concentration dependence in the pre- 

exponential factor) led to the prediction of nonsteady burning at 

all mixture ratios (27), That the simple expression for the burn- 

ing rate is unrealistic is clear, however, the lack of any experi- 

mental data regarding the gas rocket combustion process precluded 

expression of a more detailed model. 

In light of the simplicity of the combustion model, as dis- 

cussed in Chapters I and II, the qualitative agreement between 

the theory and Bowman's "dilute air" experimental work was en- 

couraging.  The existence of a critical temperature at the sta- 

bility limit for the H2/02/N2 and the CH4/02/N2 systems was ex- 

perimentally verified by examining the stability characteristics 

of the N2 diluted reactions (Figure II-9), Since the theory al- 

lowed a prediction of the critical value of the Arrhenius param- 

eter at the stability limit in terms of the specific heat ratio 

of the product gases, determination of the existence of a crit- 

ical temperature at the limit allowed a calculation of the cor- 
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responding propellant activation energy (E, . ) .  Quantitative 

comparisons between E,.  and published values of E   showed 

poor agreement. 

It is most important to recognize that the experimental evi- 

dence of the strong temperature sensitivity of the nonsteady burn- 

ing characteristics in the gas rocket does not in itself lead to 

the conclusion that chemical kinetics is an important factor in 

the coupling of the combustion zone energy release and the pres- 

sure oscillations. The theoretical prediction of a critical value 

of the Arrhenius parameter and the experimental verification of 

the existence of a T  .. for the H2/02 and CH4/02 systems led 

Bowman to attempt a series of experiments wherein the reactant 

activation energy of the C0/02 reaction is modified (with neg- 

ligible thermal effect) by the addition of trace amounts of a 

catalyst. According to the theory a change in the activation 

energy of limit mixtures should be manifest in a corresponding 

shift of the equivalence ratio (combustion temperature) at the 

stability limit to maintain fixed ratio (E/RT) r-t» Again it 

should be emphasized that this reasoning follows from (a) the 

lumping of kinetics effects in the parameter e~ '   in the com- 

bustion model, and (b) from the inference that modification of 

reaction kinetics would necessarily modify the overall activation 

energy of the reaction. 

To achieve this goal. Bowman performed a series of experi- 

The term "activation energy" as applied in this work and 
in the S-C model is to be considered as the so called 
"overall activation energy" of the gas phase fuel-oxygen 
reaction. The activation energy corresponds to the param- 
eter typically arising from flame, flow reactor, and stirred 
reactor studies as an empirical data fit parameter from a 
plot of log r vs,  l/T, While of no fundamental signifi- 
cance in terms of representing a single elementary reaction 
step for the reactions considered here, as pointed out in 
this and succeeding chapters, there is substantial agree- 
ment in the literature regarding the existence of charac- 
teristic overall activation energies for the H2/02, CU./07, 
and CO/Oj   (wet) combustion reactions. One can make per- 
suasive arguments to show that the observed overall acti- 
vation energies derive from the progression of the fuel- 
oxygen reactions through sequences of interrelated inter- 
mediate reaction steps. 
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merits with the CO/02/N2 system. The well-documented (86, 87, 90, 

91, 92, 99) sensitivity of the C0/02 reaction rate to trace amounts 

of water vapor and hydrogen suggested that the reaction kinetics 

characterizing the combustion of C0/02 in the gas rocket could be 

modified by adding H- to the reaction. Accordingly, Bowman per- 

formed a few tests in which H- was admitted to the oxidizer-rich 

mixtures of CO and Air,  The details of these tests are found in 

(32). While the basic idea behind the experiments was a good one, 

the experimental results are inconclusive in view of:  (1) the 

experimental results were the outcome of a single series of ex- 

periments which were not repeatable either by Bowman or this au- 

thor; no transient pressure data were recorded; (2) the H2 mass 

fraction admitted to the overall reaction was poorly controlled 

and estimated on the basis of the difference in mixing chamber 

pressure with and without H2; (3) the water vapor content of the 

CO reactant was not controlled and was of the order of 150 to 

200 ppm; (4) the rather circuitous arguments employed by Bowman 

to effect a numerical comparison between theory, experiment, and 

published kinetics data are not justified in view of the simplicity 

of the guiding model and the tenuous nature of the experimental 

results; (5) the theoretical adiabatic combustion temperatures at 

the reported stability limits computed by Bowman are low by 350 K 

for the CO/Air/Ö2 system and by 390 K for the CO/Air system. 

The inability of Bowman to substantiate the indications of 

the original tests with the CO/02/N2/H2 system provided a logical 

starting point for the present work. The initial experiments dis- 

cussed here were also motivated by the S-C model and hence were 

approached from the standpoint of utilizing H2 additive to effect 

a change in the gas phase burning rate of C0/02/N2 mixtures by 

modifying the overall activation energy appearing in the Arrhenius 

parameter, 

A.2  Reaction Mechanism of the C0/02 System With and Without Hydrogen 

The CO/Oj  reaction has been studied extensively by kinetic- 

ists over a wide range of pressures and temperatures utilizing 

diverse experimental techniques. Table IV presents a summary of 

 ' ' '    --     ■■ -   ■ --  ... 
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the best available overall rate data for the CO/0- reaction 

with Hj or  H20 present in the initial mixtures. These data 

have been combined with the reported experimental conditions 

in each investigation to obtain a numerical evaluation of 

^ eoAi,t  as a function of 1/T where  ^co = the mole fraction 

of C0o This dependency is plotted in Figure IV-1« With re- 

spect to these data the following points are noted: (1)  All 

of the experiments were performed with initially wet CO/0» 

mixtures; (2) There is unanimous agreement on the first order 

dependency of the oxidation rate of CO with respect to the CO 

concentration; (3) With the exception of Friedman and Cyphers 

the dependency of the rate of oxidation of CO on the 02 con- 

centration is small; (4) Most of the overall activation energies 

reported fall in the range of 20 to 30 kcal/mole; (5) The effect 

of H-O on the reaction rate is expressed through the concen- 

tration terms in the pre-exponential factors. The activation 

energy is not influenced by varying amounts of H- or H20 in 

the initial mixtures» 

The sensitivity of the CO/02 reaction rate to the presence 

of hydrogen is discussed by all of these investigators» Others, 

including Shuler, Hoare and Walsh, Burgoyne and Hirsch, and 

Brokaw (88, 90, 96, 91) to name a few, have also reported on 

this point. There is general agreement that the CO/O- rate 

is accelerated regardless of whether the hydrogen is introduced 

to the system via the H20 or the H2 molecule, although Friedman 

and Nugent (87) point out that H2 seems to have a more pronounced 

catalytic effect.  These observations have led to the presently 

accepted (85) reaction mechanism for the combustion of C0/02 + 

(H2 or H20)mixtures.  The system is characterized by the con- 

sumption of CO by the low activation energy, exothermic step 

CO + OH —^"002 + H     kf = 7.1xl0
12 e 'jfir- 

where the reverse reaction is slow.  The reaction proceeds 

through the propagation of radicals by the thermoneutral chain 

-     ■  '' ' "■■ ' IM""iii 
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branching reactions     H + 0-  5 *' OH + 0 

0 + H2 ^^ OH + H 

0 + H20 =Ü OH + OH 

with the principal  evolution of heat  via the three body  chain 
terminating  recombination reactions  such as 

H + 02  + M   —*- H02   + M 

0 + 0 + M      —*- 02  + M 

H + OH  +  M   —*- H20  + M 

where the most   likely third body  is  H20o     Brokaw   (91)  makes the 
point that traces of water vapor of  the order of 20 ppm  seem 
sufficient to produce domination by  the hydrogenous  species of 
the kinetics of  the C0/02  conversion where characteristic re- 
action times  are of  the order of 0.1  to 1 millisecond.     This 
mechanism which   relies heavily on the presence of active OH and 
H radicals  is   responsible  for the  acceleration of the otherwise 
slow C0/02  reaction»     The kinetics  of the dry C0/0_  reaction 
necessarily involves  the slow initiation step 

,,      48.000 
k, kf  = 2.5x10    e" RT 

CO + 0,     Z= -   CO,  + 0 r ,, 
k 13       53.000       ein 

k,    = 1.7x10    e        RT      mole  sec 

(rate constants   from  shock tube induction time studies  according 
to Brokaw),     The overall  reaction of  the dry C0/02 system 
should therefore be dominated by this  slow step and thus one 
might speculate  that  the characteristic overall activation energy 
of the dry CO/O-   reaction   (no H atoms present)   should be  of the 
order of 50 kcal/mole. 

In light  of  the  above information the  following points are 
pertinent to the CO/02/N2 +   (H2 or H20)   experiments in the gas 
rocket:   (1)   The  overall activation  energy of the dry C0/02  re- 
action is  estimated to be of the order of  twice that of  the 
C0/02 +   (H2 or H20)   system;   (2)   Increasing the initial water 
vapor or H2  concentration in a nominally wet CO/O- reaction 
increases the  reaction  rate through  the concentration dependence 
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of the preexponential  factor in the rate law but does  not 
affect the overall  activation energy;    (3)   Therf; is  a miniinuin 
concentration of H2 or H20,   estimated by Brokaw at  20 ppm, 
necessary to produce sufficient  numberp  of active free  radicals 
to achieve wet C0/0_ kinetics;    (4)   Experiments  designed to de- 
termine the   influence of the activation energy on the  CO/0« 
system stability characteristics  must  allow for comparison of 
data for the  dry and wet systems;    (5)   Comparison of  stability 
characteristics  for systems with  increasing H^  concentration 
should allow  determination of the   influence of the preexpon- 
ential factor not  specifically treated  in the S-C model,, 

Ao3    Initial  Experiments With CO/02/N2  System;     H2 Addition 

In order to determine the  influence of H-  addition  on the 
stability characteristics of the C0/0_   system several   changes 
in the gas  rocket  system were required,,     The precise  control 
of the mole  fraction of H20 and H2   in the  initial reactant mix- 
ture was required.    To this  end a  fourth gas  "flow control" 
system  (labelled  "additive"  in Figure III-8 was installed to 
allow accurate independent control  and monitoring of  the mass 
flow rate of H2 additive.    A series of micro-orifices was 
machined and  calibrated by the water displacement technique to 
provide the  capability of maintaining  steady H9  flows  over the 

-3 range of  1,3  x 10      to  0,1 gms/sec.     The addition of  the system 
allowed a  fine control  of H2 mole  fraction in the premixed  re- 
actants  down  to 0.005,     The H20  content of the Matheson CP grade 
CO was maintained at less than  1  ppm by the manufacturer.     In 
the course of these experiments  oxidizers with varying  relative 
molar proportions  of 02 and N2 were used.     Air,   (30% O    +  70% N2) , 
and   (40% 02  + 60% N2)   mixtures were used. 

The addition of the fourth gas  system  and susceptability 
to blowoff  of  the CO/Oxidizer combustion in the gas  rocket  com- 
plicated the  experimental procedure.     It was  impossible to pro- 
duce ignition  of  the dry CO/Oxidizer mixtures with  small H2  flows 
using the additive system.    In order to achieve repeatabl2  ig- 
nition a fifth gas  system   (not  shown  in the flow control  schematic) 
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was used to admit  "ignition H,"  to the combustion chamber.    The 
02  and N2  flow rates were controlled  separately to provide a 
combustible H2/Oxidizer mixture in the chamber.     Ignition was 
achieved by setting the additive H-  flow rate at the desired 
final  level  and  the  ignition H- at  a  convenient  level.     The 
flow rate of N2  at  ignition was maintained at about 1/3  of the 
final value to discourage flashback.     With the above conditions 
established the  spark was actuated and the 02 flow rate  in- 
creased to ignition.     The CO,   02,   and N2 flow rates were then 
slowly increaseo  to the desired experimental values at which 
time the H2  ignition  flow and the  spark were terminated.     Ap- 
proximately 20  seconds were allowed prior to recording data to 
allow the   system to clear of excess H^. 

Despite numerous  attempts to carry out these experiments 
under a variety of  experimental conditions   (L    = 50 to 100 cm, 
P     = 4.4 to 7.8  atm,   $   = 0.4 to 5.0)   with choked flow shower- 
head injection,   it was  impossible to maintain combustion  in the 
absence of H2  additive.    This was precisely the same behavior 
observed by Bowman and this author in  earlier experiments with 
the cruder flow control  system.    For large mole fractions  of 
H2   (0.07  to 0.10)   and the   (40% 0, + 60% NO   oxidizer nonsteady 
burning was occasionally observed at very lean   (^^5)  mixture 
ratios.    However,   these results were not systematic or re- 
peatable.    With  decreasing H2 mole  fraction the equivalence 
ratio at the blowoff  limits of the system rapidly collapse 
about the  stoichiometric mixture ratio with stable combustion 
persisting out to the blowoff  limits. 

A.4    Alternative Approach to the Study of  the Stability Charac- 
teristics  of the C0/09/N_ System:  The Influence of CH,   on 
the CO/02  Reaction 

The  inability to  sustain combustion in the absence of H2 

additive and the narrow range of    £     wherein combustion could 
be maintained with H2  additive with the showerhead injectors 
led to the decision to replace the choked flow showerhead in- 
jector with a porous plug injector.     In the course of earlier 
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experiments with the CH4/02/N2 system (which also is charac- 

terized by a rather narrow range of £> over which combustion 

can be maintained in the gas rocket when using showerhead in- 

jection) , porous plug injection had been observed to substan- 

tially widen the blowoff limits and to generally improve the 

flame-stabilization and ignition characteristics of the system. 

Furthermore a comparison of stability limit data for the 

CH4 + (40% 02 + 60% N2) system with porous plug (Pelmas (29)) 

injection and with showerhead (Bowman (32) and the present 

work) injection shows reasonably good agreement between the 

wo systems, A series of preliminary investigations confirmed 

e improved flameholding characteristics of the porous injec- 

tors with the CO system. 

It was decided to dispense with the attempt to decrease 

the overall activation energy (to increase the gas phase burn- 

ing rate) by the addition of H2 to a dry CO/02/N2 system in 

light of (a) Brokaw's estimation that an H20 mole fraction of 

20 ppm is sufficient to produce wet CO/02 kinetics, (b) the 

numerous experimental kinetics results showing that the effect 

of changea in the H?0 or H2 concentration in the initial mix- 

tures on the overall CO consumption rate is a higher order (com- 

pared to changes in the Arrhenius factor) effect due to modi- 

fications in the concentration terms of the preexponential fac- 

tor, and (c) the uncertainty of the actual concentration of hy- 

drogenous species in the unburned premised gases due to the 

presence of trace hydrocarbon impurities in the H20-free CO and 

the necessity to use a separate H2 ignition system. 

The alternative approach of reducing the rate of the initially 

wet C0/0y  system by means of addition to the unburned gases of 

controlled small amounts of an inhibitor methane was selected. 

Again recourse to the volume of fundamental kinetics studies of 

the wet C0/02 reaction proved helpful.  It is worth noting that 

the relative abundance of basic experimental data regarding the 

kinetics of the wet C0/02 reaction is due principally to the prac- 

tical interest in hydrocarbon combustion reactions and the well sub- 

stantiated observations of the crucial role played by the 
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Oxidation of CO in those leactions   (in particular the oxidation 

of CH.   at high  temperatures)«     There is  substantial   agreement 

with  regard to  the overall kinetic  rates  and reaction mechanisms 
among  the various   investigators who have examined the CH./O^ 

oxidation  reaction  in the temperature  range of 600 to  2500 0K, 

It  is well  established that  the reaction path  from CH.   to CO» 

proceeds  through the long  lived CO  intermediate» 

The  early  investigations of  the wet C0/02  reaction and the 
CH./C,  reaction by Hoare and Walsh   (90,   97)   using low tempera- 

ture 600 to 800    K static bomb explosion limit techniques and 

Burgoyne and Hirsch   (96), who employed a  laminar isothermal  flow 

reactor technique  in the temperature  range of  1200 to  1300  0K/ 

first  demonstrated that the wet CO/0~  reaction is  strongly  in- 

hibited by the presence in the initial  reactant mixture of  small 

amounts  of  CH.»     This observation has  repeatedly been  substan- 
tiated and the  conclusions of Hoare and Walsh and Burgoyne and 

Hirsch  regarding the inhibition of  the CO reaction by hydro- 

carbons  amplified and refined by  the  following investigators: 

Laffitte,   Cusin,   and James   (93)   and Vanpee and Grard   (104)   using 

low temperature   (600 to 700 K)   static bomb explosion  limit tech- 
niques;   Friedman and Cyphers   (92),   Sobolev   (89),   and Koslov   (100) 

who examined the rate of CO oxidation  in the afterburning zone 
of hydrocarbon  flames and in  lean  CO/02/N2  flames  in the tempera- 

ture range of   1600  to 2400OK;  Kydd and Foss   (108)   and Williams, 
Hottel,   and Morgan   (110)   using stirred reactor techniques  at 

1400  to  1800OK» 
It  is  the  consensus of these  investigators that the  inhi- 

bition of the wet  CO/0? reaction by  small    amounts of CH.   arises 
from the  interruption of the chain  reaction mechanism responsible 

for the  fast  CO to CO_ oxidation  due to the removal  of H and 0 

atoms  and hydroxyl  radicals by reaction with the CH. molecule 

and its  combustion  intermediates  such as  formaldehyde   (H-CO) 0 

The  inhibiting  effect can be  formally  expressed as  follows 

(Fristrom and Westenberg   (85)).   The oxidation of CO in the wet 

^ Small  in  the  sense that the addition of CH4 does  not alter 
the thermal balance of the reaction system.    There is 
negligible  variation in the adiabatic combustion tempera- 
ture. 
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system proceeds principally through the low activation energy 

step 

CO + OH —»- C02 + H 

as discussed earlier, while a high concentration of active in- 

termediates is sustained by the equilibrated branching re- 

actions 

H + 0o ^i: OH + 0 

o + H2 ^i: OH + H 

0 + H20 Z^ OH + OH 

The oxidation of CH. proceeds principally through such low 

activation energy steps as 

CH4 + H :^r CH3 + H2 

CH4 + OH =^ H20 + CH3 

with the latter reaction prevailing in H2 lean systems such 

as those considered in the present case. At least some im- 

portant fraction of the methyl radicals thus formed are con- 

sumed according to 

CH3 + 02 ^^  H3COO S^ H2CO + OH 

with the formaldehyde species leading to partial chain termi- 

nation through 

H2CO + OH  =5F±2 HCO + H20 

HCO + OH   =^i= CO + H20 

the latter reaction being exothermic and probably rapid. 

In view of the apparent action of CH, and H2CO as sinks 

for the free radicals necessary for the propagation of the CO 

reaction and the measured strong retarding effect of additions 

of CH4 and H2C0 on the CO (wet) rate of combustion it is clear 

that the effective overall activation energy (which results 

from the complex interaction of the elementary reaction steps) 

of the CO reaction in the presence of such additives is in- 

creased. 
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A.5 Range of Experimental Variables in CO/02/N2 + CH. Studies 

Despite the relative agreement between the stability 

characteristics of the CU./Oj  system with showerhead and porous 

plug injection it has been noted that the Hj/Air system showed 

markedly different stability characteristics when porous in- 

jectors were substituted for the choked showerhead injectors. 

It was decided at the outset of the present investigations to 

expand the studies to allow a verification of the existence of 

a critical temperature for the COCH-Oj/Oj/Nj system with porous 

plug injection at the stability limits as observed in the H2/Air 

and the CH4/02/N2 systems. 

The propellant gases used were CP grade CO with water vapor 

content adjusted by the supplier to 100 to 200 ppm, 02, N2, and 

CP grade CH4 with typical compositions as indicated in Table I, 

Chapter III, page 72 ,  it is noted that the CP grade CO 

typically contained trace hydrocarbon impurities including CHL, 

These mole fractions are well below those reported in the litera- 

ture to produce inhibition of the CO/02 reaction and can be con- 

sidered merely to contribute to the initial "wetness" of the CO. 

The mass flow rates of each reactant were controlled separately 

with premixing occurring in the mixing chamber. The micro- 

orifices used in the original study were recalibrated to pro- 

vide a fine control on the CH4 additive mass flow rate.  The 

mass flow rate of CH4 additive was accurately controlled to 0.1% 

of the mass flow rate of CO«  This allowed the mole fraction of 

CH4 in total moles 

f 
moles/sec—.,, 

CH4 i»oles/secC0+02+N2+CH4 

to be varied from    f—.   "Z.   0,00035 where the lower  limit is  20 to 
30 times  the mole fraction of  CH4 arising due to  impurities in 
the CO» 

The  complete range of gas  rocket system variables   (chamber 
length,   nozzle configuration,   chamber pressure,   and total pro- 
pellant mass  flow)  was net  explored in detail in the course of 
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this work.    The data reported  in the   following paragraphs  cor- 

respond  to the  following experimental  conditions: 

injector = porous plug 

chamber length  =  104 cm 

typical ratio of P   .   /p    =1.2 mix c 
typical injection Mach number •= 0.5 

nozzle = 4 hole plug nozzle with effective A /A. = 46 

total propellant flow rate, for P = 4.4 atm 

m TI. . = 11 gms/sec 

P =7.8 atm c 
m. . = 23 gms/sec 

Dynisco pressure transducer located at 18 cm from injector 

Independent checks of the system stability characteristics 

as observed under these conditions were made to insure that the 

observations were not a unique function of the above system 

conditions. 

It was possible to make a systematic determination of the 

stability characteristics of the wet CO/O-/^ system including 

the stability limit and pressure waveform, amplitude, and fre- 

quency in the absence of CH.   inhibitor and as a function of the 

mole fraction of CH, in total moles of fuel 

,,                       moles CH, 
MCH =       4 

4 moles  CO + moles  CH. 

A.6       Influence of the   Combustion Temperature   (T.)   On the  Stability 
Characteristics  of the Wet C0/02/N2  System 

In the absence of CH4  inhibitor  and under  the conditions 

enumerated above,   a series  of experiments was  carried out 

to determine the  influence  of the combustion temperature on 

the  stability characteristics of the  C0(H20)/02/N2  system. 

There  is  general  agreement among kineticists  that the CO con- 

sumption rate is  independent of the concentration of N« diluent. 

Thus,   the  addition of increasing amounts on N2  to the CO/0- re- 

action  for  fixed ratio  of 02  to CO should produce  a strong 

- UM i 
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effect  on the CO reaction  rate solely through the dependence 
of  the  rate on the combustion temperature.    According to the 
S-C predictions the decrease in combustion temperature,  T. , 
with   increasing N2  concentration should cause a shift of the 
stability  l",  1; toward the stoichiometric mixture ratio.    The 
dependence of the stability characteristics  of the CO/O- system 
on the propellant equivalence ratio was determined for the 

CO(H2O)/{.502 +  -S^molar system unde*" three different con- 
ditions of dilution,   0 %,   20 %,   and 60 %, where 

diluent  flow rate 
% dilution =          x 100 

diluent + oxidizer flow rate     , molar 

The equivalent %  dilutions on a mass basis are 0, 19, and 58 %, 

The unburned gas mole fractions in total moles and the 

theoretical, equilibrium, adiabatic combustion temperatures 

(T, ) of the mixtures studied are summarized in Figure IV-2. 

It should be pointed out that the experiments were restricted 

to near stoichiometric and oxidizer rich mixtures. The results 

of these experiments are shown in Figure IV-3. For reference 

purposes the curves of constant T, as a function of ^T and 

%  dilution are shown.  Under each condition of dilution unstable 

combustion is observed to be sustained over a narrow range of 

equivalence ratios.  The shift toward the stoichiometric mix- 

ture ratio of both the upper and lower stability limits with in- 

creasing dilution and the relatively fixed magnitude (inde- 

pendent of the %  dilution) of T, corresponding to the lower limit 

offer strong support for the importance of the combustion tem- 

perature of the CO/02 system as a fundamental parameter in de- 

termining the stability characteristics of the system. In this 

regard it is noted that the range of T, over which nonsteady 

burning is observed decreases with increasing dilution. This 

decrease (as will be obvious following the discussions of Chap- 

ter V) is due to the fact that the gradient of the T, vs i> 

curve in the vicinity of the stability limit becomes steeper 

as the %  dilution increases (see Figure IV-2). 
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The data strengthen the conviction that despite the 

radical differences between the shov/erhead and porous plug in- 

jection schemes in the gas rocket substantially the same coup- 

ling mechanism between the combustion process and the gas dy- 

namic flow field is operative during nonsteady combustion in 

the CO/02/N2 system as in the H2/02/N2 and CH4/C2/N2 systems. 

As in previous experimental instability studies of other 

propellant systems a systematic increase of the dimensionless 

pressure wave amplitude Ap/pc  to a maximum followed by decrease 

with increasing $  (decreasing T, ) beyond the lower stability 

limit is observed.  In Figure IV-4 the observed A p/p   shown 

as a function of $ for the 20% dilution system.  Of particu- 

lar interest is the observation that near the lower and upper 

stability limits the sustained waveform is continuous»  Indeed 

the systematic growth of wave amplitude and the shift from linear 

continuous travelling waves to nonlinear continuous travelling 

waves and ultimately to nonlinear discontinuous propagating 

shock waves with increasing ^ near the lower limit is clearly 

shown by the data.  It should be pointed out that one of the 

contributing factors to these observations was an order of mag- 

nitude increase in the signal to noise ratio of the output play- 

back of the Honeywell tape deck used in these experiments com- 

pared to the previously used Ampex system.  Subsequent experi- 

ments with the H2 + Air system using the Honeywell system showed 

conclusively that the same systematic transition with increas- 

ing $ (although'over a narrower range of $ ) from stable com- 

bustion through a regime of linear continuous waves near the 

lower stability limit to the condition of sustained nonlinear 

shock type waves occurred. 

A.7 influence of CH, Inhibitor On the Stability Characteristics 
of The Wet CO/02/N2 System 

The inhibiting influence of CH, in the combustion of CO 

(H_0)/02 mixtures has been discussed.  It was pointed out that 

based on the present understanding of the kinetics of the 

CO (H?0)/02 reaction this influence should be manifest by an 

-'- -^-....— --. .- ■- - Hun       .U,.*,,„....L*.~..^—-. 
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increase in the overall activation energy of the reaction and 

effectively as a decrease in the overall kinetic combustion 

rate. In terms of the S-C model the addition of trace amounts 

of CH- to the reaction should lead to a systematic shift of 

the stability limit toward the stoichiometric mixture ratio, that 

is to higher combustion temperature in order to satisfy the cri- 

terion (E/RT),.  = constant or constant burning rate, 
iim 

Initially theoretical calculations of the adiabatic com- 

bustion temperature for (CO + m—, CH4)/(0,5 0- + 0.5 N2) mix- 

tures under varying conditions of dilution were carried out for 
moles CH4 

several values of 1^= ^^  c0 + moles ^ . The objective 

of the experiments was to vary the kinetic combustion rate of 

CO by changing the activation energy independent of T, ,  It was 

important to determine the sensitivity of the CO/O^/H-  com- 

bustion temperature to small amounts of the energetic CH. species. 

Figure IV-5 shows T. as a function of $    for CO/(0.5 02 + 0.5 N») 

mixtures for 0 and 20% dilution and several values of m^H used 

in the course of the experimental work.  For reference purposes 

the %  increase in T. for selected values of £   near the experi- 

mentally observed stability limits of the CH.-free system are 

shown in the- insert. For the range of    $   , %  dilution, and mole 

fraction of CH4 (in total fuel) examined the combustion tempera- 

ture variations are less than 1% for mCH < 0.008. 

The experiments were carried out under the conditions noted 

in section A.5»  The stability characteristics of the system 

were determined with no dilution at P„ = 4.4 and 7.8 atm for c 
0 S niCH4& 0,045 and for 20% N2 dilution at Pc = 7.8 atm for 

0 i nicH & 0.0045. 

The principal results of these experiments are shown in 

Figures IV-6 and IV-7.  Both systems exhibit the marked shift 

of the lower stability limit {<35, .  ) towards the stoichiometric 

mixture ratio for addition of small amounts of CH. inhibitor 

( mcHA" 0.005), $i-  for the 20% dilute mixtures is more sharp- 

ly defined with and without CH4 additive in the sense that the 

transition from low amplitude continuous waveform observed at 

the onset (in terms of f ) of the nonsteady combustion regime 
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to discontinuous shock type waves occurs over a narrower range 

of $    .  The effect in terms of stability limit shift of equiv- 

alent CH- mole fractions is observed to be greater in the dilute 

system where the addition of m-,„ ff . 005 results in a 23% increase CH4 
in T,. .  A shift in mode order at the limit was observed to 

lim 
occur as well.  In the absence of CH4 the onset of nonsteady burn- 

ing occurred at  ^ - 2.6 or T, .  2190OK with the appearance of a 

single (fundamental mode) wave with a mean frequency of 32 5 ± HZ. 

The addition of mCH-0.003 resulted in a shift of the limit to 

iT - 2.05. T. .  = 2450oK. and a shift to the second harmonic mode 
lim 

with a mean frequency of 610 * Hz.  The addition of nu *. 005 _ CH4 
produced  a shift  of the  limit  to   Pe 1.5,   Tlim =  2700 0K  and  re- 
sulted  in the  appearance of both  the   second   (mean  frequency 

690 - 10 Hz)   and   third   (mean  frequency  1035 -  20 Hz)  harmonic 

modes. 
The   investigations with  the  20% dilute  system were  restricted 

to near limit mixtures with comparatively smaller mrH   .     The ex- 

periments with  the  undiluted  system were extended  to higher  £j   with- 
in the regime of nonsteady combustion and  to higher mCH   .     The 
dependence of the   stability characteristics of the  undiluted  sys- 

tem for -ft, = 4.4  and  7.8 atm   (ift.        differing by a  factor of  two) 

on the tn™,    are  essentially  identical.     The  addition of mCH-.005 
produced  a measureable  shift  in    ^ , .     to lower $ and higher  T, . 

The curve of  £>, .     vs mou    is  observed  to minimize  in  the  vicinity '*  1 im *-n, 
of m-S 0.0025  to   0.005  and  further  addition of CH4 produces  a 

corresponding  shift of  ^5", •     away   from  the stoichiometric mixrure 
ratio.     Furthermore,   investigations  of the wave  amplitude 

(^f«**1*        an<3    ■' Ty ****■   )  within  the  regime of nonsteady burning 
at constant     p     showed that the  amplitude underwent  a  systematic 
increase  in magnitude with  addition of  small  amounts  of  CH,   and 
was  followed by  a decrease   (ultimately  to zero with  the  resumption 

of stable combustion)   for larger  amounts of CH4.     There was  no 

observed change  in mode order at the  limit for this  system with 
increasing nw  . 

At this  juncture the  following  comments  are pertinent: 

(1)     The experimentally observed  shift of the regime of non- 

steady combustion  to higher  combustion  temperatures with  the  ad- 
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dition of trace amounts  of CH,  coupled with  the observed strong 
temperature dependence of the CH,   -  free  system stability  limits 
(the  existence of  a T,.   )   provide positive  confirmation of  the lim ^      r 

contention that gas phase chemical kinetics plays a crucial role 

in the coupling between the -"Hnbustion zone energy release and 

the gas dynamic flow fiel   "he qualitative predictions of the 

S-C theory regarding the dependence of the stability characteris- 

tics on E/RT, the data in the literature regarding the dependence 

of the C0/07  kinetics on the presence of small amounts of CH,, and 

the observed experimental data are in mutual agreement. 

(2) The addition of CH4 to the undiluted CO (H20)/(. 502+SN2) 

system is observed to influence the linear (limit) and the non- 

linear (wave amplitude) stability characteristics. 

(3) The observed stabilizing tendency of the addition of 

larger amounts of CH4 to the undiluted system most likely results 

from the counteracting thermal effect of increasing combustion 

temperature with increasing nr™ •  Depending upon the inhibiting 

effect of the CH. additive, increasing m.™  should eventually lead 4 CH4 
to the observed behavior.     Schematically 

§ Lim 

§ Shifts  away  from  stoichio- 
met^tc mixture with  increasing T,. Lim 

Combined effect observed 
experimentally. 

f 
T .       Shifts  toward  stoichio- 

metric with increes'.ng E;   E 
constant after sufficient  CH. 
inhibitor  added. 

m 
CH4.    Tb 

Figure  IV-8 
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Bo       Combustion Zone Diagnostics:     Measurement  Of Mean Gas Temper- 
 ature In  The  Combustion Zone 

The  systematic measurement  of   local mean temperatures  in  the 

combustion  zone was  felt   to  be   a   logical  first  step   in  the  exam- 
ination of  the  distribution  of  combustion  during  steady  and non- 

steady burningo     These  investigations  initiated  the   series  of 

diagnostic  experiments  designed  to  obtain  an understanding of 

the  structure  of  the  combustion  zone  and thereby  to   facilitate 
the  development  of a more  realistic model  of  the  complete  non- 

steady problem» 
Knowledge  of the distribution of mean gas  temperature in the 

combustion zone  is important  from  the  standpoints  of  developing 

a physical model  of the   (mean)   combustion process  and of properly 
matching the modeled combustion process to an analysis  of the wave 
dynamics  in the  combustion chamber,,    With respect  to the  second 

point,   the  overall extent or mean  axial dimension of  the  combus- 

tion zone becomes an important parameter that must  be  determined 

before realistic coupling of  the  combustion process  and the cham- 
ber  dynamics   can be  achieved»     As will be  shown  in  the   following 

chapter the overall mean  length of the combustion zone relative 

to the average particle velocity  in the combustion  zone  and rel- 

ative to the overall chamber  length has  important  consequences 

on the  analytical treatment of  the  complete problem.     It might 

be added that it was equally important to determine whether any 
significant  changes in the combustion zone structure  accompany 
the spontaneous  transition from stable to unstable  combustion. 

In the  course of previous  investigations   (Schob   (31)   and 

Bowman   (32))   attempts were made to determine  "axial profiles" 

of the mean gas  temperature  in the  combustion zone.     These in- 
vestigations typically involved the placement of 4 to 6   "wall 
mounted"  unshielded,   uncoated Pt-Pt  13% Rh thermocouples  at in- 

tervals  along the center line of the  combustion chamber just 

downstream  from the injector,,     Bowman   (32)   reports  the  results 
of experiments with the H2 + Air  system,    -p«.  = 7,8  atm,   and un- 

der various primary injection  configurations«    An experimental 

determination of the importance  of  radiation  losses   from the un- 
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shielded thermocouples showed the negligible importance of this 

source of error.  In view of the high heat transfer coefficient 

of the combustion gases and the observation that measured peak 

combustion zone temperatures were within 40 K of the theoretical 

adiabatic combustion temperature conduction losses also were as- 

sumed small«  The results of Bowman are considered only tentative 

for the following reasons:  First, the physical size of the thermo- 

couple wires (0.025 cm diam) with large bead size (0,06 cm) and 

the fact that the wires were not coated should contribute to the 

catalytic recombination of reaction intermediates in the H2/02 
reaction at the wire surface.  That both factors are important in 

thermocouple measurement« of temperatures in H- + Air flames is 

well known (Kaskan (94), Cookson (102)), As Bowman noted, the 

only reliable temperature measurements under the above conditions 

are those in the post flame product gases. Second, the inference 

of axial mean static temperature profiles using the above tech- 

nique (even in the absence of catalytic effects) necessitates 

that several conditions be satisfied. The combustion zone must 

be sufficiently one-dimensional (Bowman felt that the high turbu- 

lence levels in the combustion chamber should produce such a zone) 

so that the radial location (i.e., the centerline in his work) in- 

vestigated is representative of the entire combustion chamber 

cross-section.  There must be no downstream or wake effect of 

each thermocouple element on the gas dynamic field sensed by suc- 

ceeding thermocouples. Finally, the local gas mean flow kinetic 

energy must be negligible compared to the translational energy 

so that measured stagnation temperatures correspond to effective 

local static temperatures. Bowman argued this point on the basis 

that the mean combustion zone Mach number equaled the mean down- 

stream combustion chamber Mach number. 

The diagnostic studies of the gas rocket combustion zone dis- 

cussed in the following paragraphs were restricted to the H2 + Air 

or H2 + "dilute" Air systems.  The H2/02/N2 system was selected 

since the system was the easiest to work with in terms of ignition 

and flashback characteristics and since the experimental stabil- 

ity characteristics of the system were more completely and pre- 
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cisely defined than those of the CH4/02/No and CO/02/N2 systems. 

It should be noted that the combustion distribution over the en- 

tire range of £ could not be probed due to the temperature lim- 

itations of the thermocoupleso For reference purposes the vari- 

ation of for the H2 + Air system ( 7^ = 2980K and fe = 4.4 

to 7,8 atm) is shown in Figure IV-9, For the H- + Air system 

is independent of -*0t over the range of interest, 

Bol Measurement of Radial Temperature Profiles 

The first indication that the previous measurements of axial 

mean static temperature profiles may be subject to substantial er- 

ror resulted from an initial series of experiments designed to 

measure the local static temperature at fixed axial location and 

at several radial positions in the combustion zone.  These meas- 

urements were made by inserting three Pt-Pt 13% RH thermocouples 

through the chamber wall at approximately 205 cm from the injector 

face and positioning them along a single radius at the motor cen- 

ter line, 0,63 cm from the centerline, and 0o63 cm from the cham- 

ber wall.  The "radial temperature profiles" were determined for 

the H- + Air system, /c= 104 cm, 4 hole plug nozzle, ^ = 7,8 

atm, Atot = 25 gms/sec for a variety of choked flow showerhead 

(10, 31, 49 hole) and porous plug injection configurations.  The 

results of these measurements also must be viewed as tentative in 

the sense that the wire and bead diameters were large (0,025 cm 

and 0,06 cm) and the thermocouples were uncoated. 

Figure IV-10 summarizes the results of these experiments. 

The uncorrected measured mean local temperatures at the three 

radial positions are recorded in terms of j£>   for 4 injection con- 

figurations. The radial position of the symmetrical injection 

port arrays is noted for each injector. The dashed curves dis- 

tinguish data obtained in separate experiments» 

There is an obvious failure of the data to support the con- 

cept of a more or less uniform one-dimensional combustion zone 

with a unique axial dimension over the chamber cross-section even 

for the porous plug injector.  It was observed that this nonuni- 

formity is not simply related to radial position and £   but is 
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sensitive to the position relative to the radial array of the in- 

jection ports and to apparent changes in the structure of the com- 

bustion zone with changes in $   and with the appearance of non- 

steady burning.  For fixed radial position there is a general 

trend to the indication of higher temperature with increasing * 

(decreasing 7^ ) and furthermore measured temperatures generally 

increase to magnitudes in excess of TJ, .  The data for the 49 

hole showerhead experiments systematically indicate temperatures 

in excess of the Tfc . 

The measurement of temperatures in excess of the theoretical 

maxima was felt to be an indication of catalytic heating accompany- 

ing the recombination of reaction intermediates at the thermo- 

couple junction. This underscored the necessity for using coated 

thermocouples when probing the gas rocket H« + Air combustion zone 

and also demonstrated the inaccuracy inherent in earlier axial 

temperature profile measurements.  In the experiments m. . re- 

mained essentially fixed with $   variations achieved by varying 

the low H3 mass flow rate.  The increase in measured temperature 

with increasing $   and with the onset of nonsteady burning was 

felt to be an indication of structural changes (radially and ax- 

ially) in the combustion distribution occurring as the mixture 

was leaned. 

Finally, it was not known what effect the radial proximity 

of the injection ports and thermocouple position had on the meas- 

ured temperatures.  The centerline thermocouple in the case of 31 

and 49 hole showerhead injection was directly opposite a central 

injection port whereas in the case ot  the 10 hole showerhead the 

centerline thermocouple was located at 0.64 cm radially from the 

nearest port axis.  In fact all of the data for the 10 hole shower- 

head injector correspond to zones located approximately equi- 

distant from the injection port axes. 

B02 Combustion Zone Diagnostics: Measurement of Axial Temper- 
ature Profiles . 

The determination of axial profiles of the mean gas temper- 

ature in the combustion zone and the axial "extent" of the com- 
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bustion zone was the goal of the second series of diagnostic ex- 

periments. The results from the radial temperature profile meas- 

urements reinforced the belief that previously obtained "axial 

temperature profiles* in the combustion zone were highly suspect. 

In particular, the necessity to eliminate the possibility of cat- 

alytic effects due to the presence of large diameter uncoated Pt 

wire at the thermocouple junction had been demonstrated«  Further- 

more, the indication of the nonuniformity of the combustion zone 

perpendicular to the combustion chamber axis illustrated the need 

for axial temperature data at more than one radial position. 

In order to remove the limitations accompanying previous at- 

tempts at these measurements several steps were taken. An axially 

traversing thermocouple probe and drive assembly similar to that 

already in use on the Princeton flow reactor (128) were designed. 

This enabled the measurement of a continuous temperature distri- 

bution over a 15 to 20 cm interval downstream from the injector 

face.  Such a scheme also eliminated the unacceptable necessity 

of placing several thermocouples in close proximity along the 

combustion chamber axis. Figure IV-11 shows a photograph of the 

probe, drive assembly, and the modified gas rocket configuration 

employed during these experiments. To permit axial probe align- 

ment a single combustion chamber section was modified to allow 

placement of the 4-hole tungsten nozzle at 90 to the chamber 

axis, A water-cooled end plate allowed the 0,63 cm (.25 in) 

diameter thermocouple probe to be traversed continuously. A 

positive pressure seal was provided around the probe shaft by 

an O-ring in the end plate.  The probe traverse rate was variable 

but for the experiments discussed here was maintained at 0.317 

cm/sec or several orders of magnitude lower than the mean flow 

velocity in the chamber. 

In order to minimize the possibility of catalytic effects 

and to reduce conduction losses quartz coated thermocouples were 

constructed of ,005 in Pt 6% Rh/Pt 30% Rh wire stretched between 

,020 in support wires of the same materials which also served as 

the cold junction lead wires. The quartz coating was applied to 

the ,005 in wire by immersing the thermocouple in a bunsen flame 
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in which small quantities of hexamethyl-disiloxane had been burned 

(94, 128).  It was not possible to coat the larger support wires. 

Both water-cooled and uncooled thermocouple probes were used.  A 

sketch of the probe tip and thermocouple junction is shown in Fig- 

ure IV-lla. 

In addition to conduction losses which were significant only 

with the H20-cooled probe, the principal source of error in the 

measurement of axial temperature profiles lies in the uncertainty 

of the thermocouple junction location relative to the chamber axis 

and to the injector face (assuming no disturbance of the combus- 

tion zone due to the probe).  Note that measurements were made 
2 

only during the inward traverse of the probe and preliminary ex- 

periments indicated that the H- + Air system stability character- 

istics were insensitive to probe location in the chamber.  Micro- 

switches at the probe drive motor shaft and at the end of the drive 

mechanism provided an indication of probe location during the tra- 

verse. The total uncertainty in the axial thermocouple location 

is estimated at + 08 2 cm and includes an allowance for probe ex- 

pansion in the case of uncooled probes» 

The uncertainty in the radial position of thp thermocouple 

is higher for several experiments where an injection port was lo- 

cated at the chamber centerline (31 hole showerhead injector). 

No systematic temperature measurements could be obtained along 

the motor center line and within 3 cm of the injector for such 

an injection configuration because of distortion or breakage of 

the thermocouple wires presumably due to excessive drag forces 

arising from the high velocity field associated with the injection 

port flow.  This observation in itself is important and will be 

commented on later,  Repeatable profiles of temperature in such 

cases could only be secured by offsetting the thermocouple junc- 

tion with respect to the axes of the injection ports.  Tempera- 

ture measurements with the 10 hole showerhead and porous plug in- 

jector were made along the motor centerline. Temperature measure- 

ments with the 31 hole showerhead injector were made by bending 

the support wires so as to place the thermocouple junction ap- 

Radiation losses are considered small as discussed 
earlier (page 110 ), 

2 In order to minimize distortion of the combustion zone due to 
the presence of the probe. 
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proximately midway between the motor centerline and the first cir- 

cle of injection ports (i.e., at approximately 0,432 cm off the 

centerline), 

Axial temperature profiles were measured with the 10 hole 

showerhead injector at ^ = 4,4 atm, 31 hole showerhead injector 

at ^ = 4,4 and 7.8 atm and the porous plug injector at ^ = 4.4 

atm. All experiments were carried out with ^c, = 38 cm and the 4 

hole nozzle offset at 90° to the chamber axis. Temperature pro- 

files were obtained for $  > 1.7, With reference to Figure II-9, 

the onset of nonsteady burning occurs at approximately ^ - 2,3 

to 2,4 for the 10 and 31 hole showerhead injectors. 

Figures IV-12 to IV-17 summarize the results of these ex- 

periments. Typical (raw data) temperature profiles obtained with 

the 10 hole and 31 hole showerhead injectors for /^ = 4.4 atm 

(A. . - 14 gms/sec) and uncooled probe are shown in Figures IV-12 

and IV-13, Figure IV-13a shows the sharp discontinuity in the 

temperature traces at two different f%s  for the case of 31 hole 

showerhead injection where the thermocouple junction was placed 

initially on the motor centerline.  Examination of the probe tip 

following such traces revealed that the support wires had been 

bent off axis. Generally a failure of the ,005 in wire resalted. 

For those runs where the thermocouple remained intact the axial 

location of the abrupt discontinuity was remarkably repeatable. 

Figure IV-13b is typical of temperature traces obtained with the 

support wires initially bent and the thermocouple junction lo- 

cated off the motor centerline (referred to as off-axis profiles). 

Figure IV-14 summarizes the mean profiles obtained with the 10 

hole showerhead injector. All profiles were obtained along the 

centerline of the combustion chamber. Figures IV-15 and IV-16 

summarize the results obtained with the 31 hole showerhead in- 

jector with the off-axis sensing junction for ^ = 4,4 atm and 

A   =7.8 atm. Figure IV-17 presents the results for the case 

of porous plug injection. 

The data represent (smoothed) uncorrected mean gas temper- 

atures. The importance of conduction losses in the apparent lo- 

cal temperature sensed by the water-cooled probe is evident in 
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data obtained with  the 10 hole showerhead   injector.     In general 
the maxiumum of the  random  fluctuations  in temperature for the 
4.4 atm experiments were of the order of  3% of the mean local   gas 
temperature.    Larger  amplitude  fluctuations up to  7% of the mean 
temperature were observed  in the  7.8 atm experiments. 

Several trends   in the temperature data obtained with the 
showerhead  injectors were  noted,    with increasing    $   the overall 
temperature profiles  are depressed   (as expected)   in contrast  to 
the results obtained with  the uncoated thermocouples  in the radial 
profile measurements.     All   traces exhibit   the  characteristic humped 
shape with  the broadened peaks   (P    =4.4  atm)   located  at 1  to  1.5  cm 
from the injector  face  for  the  31 hole showerhead injector and   at 
1.5 to  2 cm  from  the   injector  for the 10 hole  showerhead  injector. 
In general  the temperature maxima are 0 to  5% lower  than the 
theoretical  adiabatic  combustion temperature.     The  absolute magni- 
tudes of the random fluctuations  in temperature  in the vicinity 
of the  temperature maxima are on the order  of twioe  those observed 
downstream.     There  is   a measureable shift  in the maxima away  from 
the  injector  for both  the  10 and  31 hole  injectors with decreasing^ 
for  fixed rfi.       and   ^3»   .    A comparison of  the  31 hole  showerhead 
temperature profiles  obtained at   ^  = 2.20 for   A    =4.4 and  7.8 
atm shows that a similar shift in the maximum temperature zone 
occurs with  increasing     ^   and rfi    . . 

In terms of our present understanding of the combustion 
process,   the negative  results obtained with  the  centerline  tra- 
verses   (Figure IV-13a)   in the case of the   31 hole showerhead in- 
jector are  important.     Beyond the 3.5 cm point the temperature 
profiles are similar to those obtained with  the off axis probe. 
Between  2 and  3.5 cm the temperature is observed  to decrease as 
the  injector is approached,   followed reproducibly by an abrupt 
rise to  a temperature  typical of the maximum observed  in the off- 
axis  traverses.    These  results were felt to  be indicative of the 
persistence of localized high velocity   (perhaps  slightly lower 
temperature)  regimes  at  locations downstream  from the  injector 
previously envisioned  to be  filled with burned gas products  at 
approximately the  adiabatic  combustion temperature.     The physical 

I       : 
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bending of the ,020 in dieuneter support wires could only arise 

from the existence of extremely high drag forces associated with 

a high velocity port flow.  Because of this phenomenon it was not 

possible to obtain temperature data along the chamber centerline 

with the 31 hole showerhead injector. The lower temperatures 

sensed along the centerline (ignoring the fact that the local 

Mach number may not be low in this region) indicate that along 

the port axes combustion is not complete in these regions» When 

these results were contrasted with the substantially smoother pro- 

files recorded for off-axis profiles (in the case of both 10 and 

31 hole injection) the following inferences were drawn regarding 

the measured temperature profiles:  (1) For the case of choked 

showerhead injection the combustion zone seems to be character- 

ized by the existence of regimes of cooler high velocity (mixing 

and combusting) gases which persist 2 to 3 cm into the combustion 

chamber and which are surrounded by zones of high temperature 

gases; (2) It was not clear whether the broadened temperature 

peaks found in the off-axis traverses and located at 1 to 3 cm 

from the injector and the observation that the random noise on 

the thermocouple output generally doubled or tripled in this re- 

gion were indicative of a reaction zone; (3) The gradual temper- 

ature decay 2 to 3 cm downstream of the peak temperature is due 

to the nonadiabaticity of the gas rocket. The axial temperature 

gradient downstream fron the combustion zone due to heat loss is 

estimated to be 5 to 10 K/cmj   (4) The cause of the steeper decays 

in the temperature profiles just upstream and downstream of the 

maxima was not immediately evident. It was recognized that the 

decrease may be an accurate record of a temperature profile in the 

zone arising due to the complex interaction of turbulent mass and 

energy transport in a nonadiabatic system or may simply be the re- 

sult of the increasing importance of thermocouple losses due to 

radiation and heat conduction in regions of diminished effective 

heat transfer coefficient; (5) No unusual changes in the measured 

temperature profiles were observed as the stability limit was 

crossed« 

 fin i *" ■■  
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The profiles obtained with porous plug injection are typically 

quite flat becoming more so as the propellant mixture is leaned» 

As indicated in Figure IV-17 the profiles are characterized by a 

region in which the amplitude of the random siijnal increases 

markedly and (depending on the $  )  where somewhat higher mean 

temperatures are recorded.  It is not clear whether this region 

arises due to a concentration of combustion in the zone or due to 

a complex turbulent exchanges. For the porous injector used in 

these experiments it is observed that the displacement of this 

zone from the injector increases with increasing $   (decreasing?^) 

at constant Atot»  Such behavior is to be expected if the reaction 

is kinetically controlled.  However, the wide variation of porosity 

across the face of the plug plus the variation among individual 

plugs prevents any definite statement regarding the temperature 

distribution in the porous plug combustion zone. 

On the basis of these temperature data it was difficult to 

draw really substantive conclusions regarding the nature of the 

gas rocket combustion zone. The presence of strong radial and 

axial inhomogeneities in the combustion zone was evident. The 

concepts of a relatively thin flame sheet or of a more or less 

uniformly distributed combustion zone in a low mean flow Mach num- 

ber field were not supported by the temperature data. While the 

temperature profiles ultimately obtained are certainly not repre- 

sentative of profiles through a distributed combustion zone, the 

location of the temperature maxima in the off-axis profiles (for 

the showerhead injectors) serve as valid indicators of the extent 

or maximum length of the combustion zone.  On the basis of the 

temperature data it can be argued that the length of the combus- 

tion zone increases with decreasing combustion temperature (mix- 

ture strength) and increasing total mass flux (increasing ^ ), 

Furthermore for fixed $    and /*« the extent (Ä ) of the combus- 

tion zone increases in accordance with 

-* porous plug ^*-* 31 hole ■^-*-10 hole. 

Finally, an important observation follows on the basis of the 

close approach of the maximum measured temperatures to the adiabatic 
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combustion temperatures, namely, that the combustion efficiency 

is 100% with respect to the deficient species«  Product gases 

leaving the combustion zone forj^'l must consist only of H20 

and excess air oxidizer» 

Because of apparent inhomogeneities in the velocity and 

thermal fields of the combustion zone it was clear that further 

temperature measurements could add little information, 

C.  Combustion Zone Diagnostics: Direct Photographic Observation 
of the H2 + Air Combustion Zone 
 During Steady Combustion  

The radial and axial measurements of the combustion zone 

temperature indicated the need for more explicit information about 

the combustion zone structure. The temperature data had shown 

that the concept of a completely one-dimensional combustion zone 

was not valid for the case of showerhead injection. It seemed 

that the most useful information would be direct photographic 

records of the combustion zone under conditions of steady and 

nonsteady burning. The following paragraphs describe the series 

of experiments designed to obtain direct photographs of the gas 

rocket combustion zone, - 

C,l Modification Of The Gas Rocket System 

To facilitate direct observation of the combustion zone the 

design and fabrication of a new quartz windowed combustion cham- 

ber section was necessary. A schematic and photograph of the 

chamber section with a showerhead injector in place are shown in 

Figure IV-18, The original design provided for a single 1,9 cm 

thick quartz window to be positioned at the injector so as to al- 

low observation of a 1.3 cm wide region extending from the injec- 

tor face to 6,4 cm downstream. As indicated by the axial temper- 

ature profile measurements this would allow the significant axial 

and radial features of the combustion zone to be examined at pres- 

sures up to 7,8 atm. The windows were flush mounted with the 

chamber wall to minimize distortion of the internal chamber cross 

section at the injector and were cushioned in a removable window 
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holder by an asbestos gasket.     The chamber section was machined 
to accommodate a spark igniter and a single Dynisco pressure 
transducer at  4,3 cm from the injector,    Showerhead injectors 
were machined so as to permit  choked injection of the unburned 
premixed gases.     It was  necessary to insert a 0,076  cm  stainless 
steel  liner  in the injector cavity to reduce heat transfer to the 
mixing chamber gases.    In the absence of the  liner ignition of the 
low velocity gases in the mixing  chamber occurred due  to heat feed- 
back during the  20 to 40  second period of operation, 

C,2     Choice Of  Propellant System 

The H2  + Air system was  selected for the  initial  series of 
experiments.     Basically the same  reasoning applied here as did in 
the decision  to use H2 + Air  in  the temperature measurements,   i.e«, 
ignitability,  wide blowoff  limits,   and the abundance of  experimental 
stability  limit  data for showerhead  injection.     In particular,   the 
relative case of ignition of the H-  + Air system was  important. 
In view of the  extremes of temperature and pressure  encountered 
in the combustion zone especially during the ignition and flow 
buildup portion of the experiment,   the thermal  limitations of the 
quartz windows,   and the fact that  it was necessary to dispense 
with the  external  spray cooling of  the combustion chamber during 
the optical work the requirements  of controlled low ignition trans- 
ient and minimum  run time were important, 

C,3    Experimental Technique 

It is well known that the H_  + Air flame  is  essentially non- 
luminous    in the visible region of  the spectrum   (Gaydon   (150)). 
It was hoped that this characteristic could be used to  advantage. 
By adding controlled amounts of NaCl  to the premixed gases  issuing 
from a single  injection port the  contribution to the overall com- 
bustion process  of  individual   injection port flows  could,   in prin- 
ciple,   be examined during steady and nonsteady combustion.     By 
carrying out  the  experiments over  a  range of P  ,  m.    .   and $, 
it was hoped to substantiate the trends   (regarding the  combustion 
distribution  as  a  function of  these parameters)   indicated by the 
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temperature measurements. 
It was recognized that the reduced thermal emission from the 

Nad additive in the range of C of interest could be a limiting 
factor. Most of the Na line-reversal work reported in the liter- 
ature is confined to combustion temperatures in excess of 2000 K 
(151) with sensitive experiments reported down to 1700 K. Fristrom 
and Westenberg (85) have recently noted that no appreciable emis- 
sion of the Na doublet occurs at temperatures below 1700 K, 

A series of preliminary investigations were carried out  in 
order to   (a)   determine a reliable ignition and operation sequence, 
(b)   establish the  allowable range of  Jp   ,   f    and run time  in terms 
of minimizing window deterioration,    (c)   establish a reliable means 
of seeding a single  injection port flow with NaCl,   and   (d)   determ- 
ing the allowable range of   $ (combustion temperature)   in terms 
of providing sufficient luminosity for photographic purposes»     The 
results of these  investigations were disappointing.     In order to 
achieve sufficient Na D-line emission it was necessary to restrict 
operation to   £ < 1.60,  that is to H- + Air mixtures having 
T, > 1875 K,    Furthermore operation with these mixtures  invariably 
led to severe and unacceptable window deterioration at  chamber 
pressures  in excess  of 4 atm and run times  in excess of  15  sec- 
onds.    Despite numerous attempts at Na-seeding the  flow to indi- 
vidual ports  it was  impossible to selectively seed the combustion 
process  associated with individual port  flows«    The basic diffi- 
culty encountered here was the necessity to use an in house  source 
of high pressure air which contained sufficient Na impurities  to 
mask specially  imposed additive effects. 

Thus prior to actual data runs  several of the immediate ob- 
jectives were voided.     The critical  temperature   (T, .   )   associated J iim 
with the  lower  stability limit of the H-  + Air system  is  of  the 
order of  1450OK,     That is, mixtures where jF< 2.40 with T,   ^ 1450OK 
do not support unstable combustion.     Therefore the minimum temper- 
ature limitation  imposed by the necessity to obtain sufficient 
luminosity from  the Na impurities precluded the application of 
the technique of  direct photography to the examination of the 
nonsteady combustion  zone of H2  + Air.     The requirement that 

■ 
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£< 1,5  for photographic purposes also prevented the examination 

of the £    regime immediately adjacent to the nonsteady regime« 

With operation restricted to the high temperature regime and the 

necessity to minimize window deterioration experiments were re- 
stricted to    P    = 2 to 4 atm»     For the lower    A.    ,     required run c tot ^ 
times  could be maintained at  less  than 15 seconds by presetting 

the upstream  stagnation    pressures  in the H-  + Air system at the 
desired operating points0     The conditions of choked mass injection 
flux was maintained» 

All photographs of the H2  + Air combustion zone were obtained 

with a Graflex Speed Graphic 4 in x 5 in camera using a Polaroid 
Land Film Holder.    The camera was  equipped with a  135 mm f4/7  lens. 

Two #3 Ednalite close-up lenses were added to provide  an enlarged 
image.    With the 3 lens array the depth of field  in the photo- 

graphs  is  approximately 0,5  cm,     Polaroid   (ASA)   3000  film was used. 
Remote shutter operation was  controlled manually, 

C,4    Direct Photographs Of H^  + Air Combustion 

Direct photographs of the steady combustion of H«  + Air were 
obtained under the following gas  rocket system conditions: 

&       =  1,2  to ^6 

P = 2  to 4  atm c 

A.   .= 8 to 10 gms/sec 

L = 20.5  cm c 
4 hole plug nozzle 

Choked showerhead injection   (10  and  11 holes) 

P   ./?   2   2 mix   c 

Exposure times were varied from 0,02 to 0,5 seconds.  Thus in terms 

of the estimated gas residence times (maximum) the photographs yield 

time-mean records of the combustion process. 

Typical direct photographs of the H- + Air combustion zone 

under the above conditions (0,5 sec exposure time) are shown in 

Figure IV-20af b. For reference the injection configuration per- 
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tinent  to the photographs  is  shown in Figure IV-19 below«    The 
camera was  focussed on the plane of the port designated by the 
arrow.     The photograph of Figure IV-20a corresponds to the 11 
hole arrangement shown while IV-20b corresponds  to a 10 hole con- 
figuration obtained by sealing the port located directly behind 
the  "arrowed" port in the  line of  sight. 

focus    — 

Port closed in 
Figure  IV-20b 

Figure IV-19 

In view of the extreme sensitivity of the Na D-line emission in- 
tensity to temperature it is  clear that the luminous zones ob- 
served in the photographs  correspond to the high temperature re- 
gions of  the combustion zone« 

The  complete set of photographs indicate that the combustion 
zone is  characterized by the  existence of turbulent combustion 
zones   (referred to on the basis of the photographs  as  flames or 
turbulent   flamelets)   centered at  each injection port of the 
choked flow showerhead injector and extending axially into the 
combustion zone.    Each "flame" has the dark inner core zone with 
the surrounding luminous mantel characteristic of turbulent jet 
flames.     In view of the characteristic jet Reynolds number of 
6  x 10    based on the port diameter and the broadened zone of  lum- 
inosity  it would seem that  the appropriate turbulence regime is 
that of  small scale high intensity turbulence. 

The photographs  indicate no interaction between adjacent 
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TYPICAL DIRECT PHOTOGRAPHS OF STEADY  Hg + AIR COMBUSTION 
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flamelets  in the absence of sustained shock wave  instability,, 
The transparency of  the zones  surrounding thn flames  coupled 
with the temperature measurements indicates that these regions 
are filled with recirculating combustion products which have 
been slightly cooled through turbulent  energy exchanges with 
the nonadiabatic chamber walls.     Indeed this observation pro«- 
vides  a partial  explanation  for the measurement of  combustion 
temperature maxima  somewhat below the adiabatic combustion 
temperature in the axial profile  experiments,, 

In view of the  fact that the photographs depict  combustion 
cf H2  + Air at  slightly  lower   £   (higher     T, )   and reduced A.    . 
as  compared to the axial  tpmperature measurements at    P    =  4o4 
atm  it  is not surprising that the axial  extent  of the  luminous 
zones  as measured in  the photographs of  the   (10 hole  showerhead) 
combustion zone,   i.e.,,   approximately 1,3  cm,   is  slightly  less 
than the corresponding  length of  105  cm   (at & = 2a12)   determined 
from the temperature profiles.     Therefore  despite the relatively 
narrow range of parameters examined in these investigations  it 
is  felt that the photographs provide reliable indications of  the 
principal  features of the  steady gas  rocket  combustion zone  over 
the  entire spectrum of operating conditions,.    Furthermore the 
extension of the dark  zones of the turbulent flamelets  approxi- 
mately midway into the combustion zone  supports the explanation 
(page   126) offerred for the unusual temperature profiles  obtained 

with centerline traverses  for the 31 hole  showerhead injector. 
The dark zone must  correspond to  cool unburned premixed propel- 
lant.     The temperature profiles  indicate  that while the velocity 
of the unburned propellant must decay from the  sonic value at 
the  injector port outlet   (not precisely  so  for the case of under- 
expanded injection as will be discussed  later),   the velocity  is 
still high at the end of the dark zone, 

C,5    Implications Of  Initial Diagnostic Experiments 

In the Sirignano-Crocco model the  combustion zone was  as- 
sumed to be of zero  length.     This  assumption facilitated the  ap- 
plication of the  combustion zone boundary condition to the analysis 

l__^l____, 
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of the vave equation in the combustion chamber at (dimenaionless 

axial position ) x = 0.  In any analytical formulation of the 

completely coupled nonsteady combustion process it is somewhat 

simpler to treat the process as being concentrated in length 

relative to the overall chamber length ( j^ « L ) and concentrated c        c 
in time   (residence time of the propellant gases   in the combustion 
zone   7       )   relative to the overall  period of oscillation of res r 

"acoustic" waves  in the combustion chamber   {f     **• Y      ■   j) o     If res  'period 
indeed the first condition is satisfied then at any instant of 

time during the nonsteady process, although a pressure distri- 

bution over the entire chamber exists, the pressure may be con- 

sidered constant over the combustion zone« On an instantaneous 

basis the momentum balance across the combustion zone may be re- 

placed by the statement P = P =-f(+'))   and not P = P(x, t).  If 

the second condition is also satisfied then the approximation of 

combustion at constant pressure is valid for each elemental vol- 

ume of propellant injected into the combustion zone, despite the 

fact that pressure is varying with time« 

The direct photographs and the temperature profiles provided 

direct evidence that the approximation of a spacially concentrated 

combustion zone is a good one for the typical gas rocket conditions 

during steady and nonsteady combustion,,  Recall that mean axial 

temperature profiles were obtained during nonsteady combustion 

and showed essentially no change in the combustion distribution» 

Combustion zone lengths as determined by the temperature profile 

measurements are approximately 1 to 3 cm whereas overall combustion 

chamber lengths range between 12 and 150 cm.  It should be re- 

membered that the overall combustion lengths observed in the di- 

rect photographs are slightly shorter than those estimated from 

the temperature profiles and correspond to lower A. . • Such 

lower A. t combustion is generally associated with shorter L 

for fixed P  as indicated in Chapter III. That is, due to a 

small change in ^  with changing Atot»  C/
Lc undergoes a 

slightly different change with variations in L  than would be 

expected on the basis of L  variations alone« 
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The experimental data offer less concrete evidence as to 

the validity of the temporally concentrated combustion approx- 

imation.  Initial estimates of the residence time of the pro- 

pellant gases in the combustion zone and based on simple one 

dimensional considerations (flow area set equal to the total 

combustion chamber cross section, constant velocity and 

^s = -^e/mr#r-/i • ^ ) indicated that frts / f^r-&(■'*> O  . 

In view of the diagnostic experiments discussed thus far this 

calculation seems dubious.  Depending upon the mean velocity 

field throughout the combustion zone a range of residence 

times from P"« / *>**• ** I to Vrr* /fy*- * &(')   is conceiv- 

able.  In Chapter V an estimate of the order of magnitude to 

be expected for this ratio is made on more reasonable grounds. 

The direct photographs seemed to support the initial 

turbulent flame model of the combustion zone boundary con- 

dition.  For the case of showerhead injection the photo- 

graphs supported the hypothesis that the gas rocket combus- ( 

tion zone can be described in terms of an array of identical,               i 

extended, noninteracting, cone-shaped, turbulent flamelets 

wherein high intensity small scale turbulence acts to increase 

the local gas transport processes (thereby thickening the 

flame front), 

A principal shortcoming of the work up to this point was 

a failure to provide much information about the nonsteady 

burning process. While the axial temperature profile meas- 

urements had indicated no radical change in the temperature 

distribution with the onset of unstable combustion, direct 

photographycould shed no light on the phenomena for the rea- 

sons noted earlier. An attempt at using the CH4/02/N2 sys- 

tem where T,. — 2400OK in connection with direct photo- 
lim 

All measurements and discussion of nonsteady burning of 
H5 + Air properly are restricted to showerhead type in- 
jectors. Implicit in these discussions is the assump- 
tion that the basic mechan: sms of combustion in the gas 
rocket are identical with porous plug and showerhead in- 
jection. This is not a moot point. Specific arguments 
in support of this contention are presented in Chapters 
V and VI, 
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graphic observation of the combustion zone proved unsuccessful 

principally due to the sensitivity of the system to blowoff 

and the rapid deterioration of the window surfaces during the 

ignition phase of the experiment. 

As noted the experiments had influenced the formulation 

of a new combustion model which involved several assumptions 

concerning the combustion zone structure« Some of these as- 

sumptions relied on the estimates j2      and 7   „ made on c      res 
the basis of the temperature measurements while others re- 

mained simply as hypotheses«  In particular the model em- 

phasized the important sensitivity to the pressure oscilla- 

tion of the thermodynamic properties and the volume of the 

(dark zone) of unburned premixed propellant within the tur- 

bulent flame cone« Implicit in the analysis was the assump- 

tion that fluid dynamic phenomena such as jet instabilities, 

vortex shedding, and jet interaction do not influence the 

nonsteady burning process.  In order to obtain specific in- 

formation regarding these points and to study the nonsteady 

burning process an experimental program of instantaneous and 

high speed schlieren and shadow photography of the H2 + Air 

combustion zone during steady and nonsteady combustion was 

initiated. 

— —  ■ ■-■- ■- ■    ■ ■   
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D.  Combustion Zone Diagnostics: Schlieren and Shadowgraph Studies 
of the H2 + Air Combustion Zone 

The following paragraphs describe the series of experiments 

designed to obtain instantaneous and high speed schlieren and 

shadow photographs of the Hy  + Air combustion, zone during con- 

ditions of stable and unstable combustion.  The experiments 

facilitated an examination of several of the critical assump- 

tions regarding the combustion process during steady and non- 

steady combustion made in the original turbulent flame model. 

Chronologically these experiments were carried out simultaneous- 

ly with the analytical study of the turbulent flame combustion 

model and were completed during the development of the new com- 

bustion model described in Chapter V.  AS will be shown the ex- 

perimental observations played a crucial role in the development 

of this new model. 

D.l Modification of the Gas Rocket System 

Substantial system modifications were required to allow 

schlieren photography of the combustion zone.  These modifica- 

tions included the design and fabrication of (a) a new "windowed" 

combustion chamber section and related components, (b) a schlieren 

system and associated optical components^and (c) a remote con- 

trolling and recording system to allow remote operation of light 

sources, cameras, and the correlation of photographic records 

and mean and transient p (t) traces 

(a) Combustion Chamber Section Design 

The original windowed combustion chamber design (Figure 

IV-18) used in the direct photography experiments was unsatis- 

factory for the schlieren work.  The rapid deterioration of the 

quartz windows (melting, inadequate support, impingement of par- 

ticles from the chamber liner) and the necessity of using high 

grade schlieren quality quartz windows in the new studies made 

it imperative that a combustion chamber section be fabricated to 

allow protection of the exposed window surfaces.  In particular 

it was necessary to insure complete protection of the expensive 

thick pressure bearing windows. A schematic of the section 
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designed to achieve these ends is shown in Figure IV-21.  The 

design encorporates a double window configuration on each side, 

positioned so as to allow observation of a 2.5 cm x 7.6 cm zone 

extending from the injector face.  The windows are schlieren 

quality (Corning Supra-sil 2) quartz.  The thin inner window is 

separated from the outer load bearing window by a rectangular 

channel bounded on three sides by porous metal (5 micron pore 

size) "purge plates".  Nitrogen"window purge" is admitted to the 

annulus behind the porous plates, flows with negligible pressure 

drop through the plates and the channel between the windows, 

and is directed downstream across the inner face of the thin 

window by means of the channel cut in the copper spacer at the 

injector end of the window assembly.  To prevent condensation of 

H-O product gas on the inner surface of the thin windows it was 

necessary to preheat the N- purge. To allow preheating a simple 

heat exchanger was provided in the N2 purge line. The exchanger 

was fabricated from a section of stainless steel tubing filled 

with copper pellets and wrapped with 4.6 m of (A-l)# .091 cm diame- 

ter  Kanthal resistance wire.  By controlling (Variac) voltage 

across the heater N- purge temperatures up to 500oK at the in- 

let to the chamber section could be achieved.  The N2 purge flow 

rate was regulated through the diluent system. 

To eliminate the possibility of ignition of the relatively 

stagnant premixed gases in the volume upstream of the face of 

the choked showerhead injector, a coolant coil and manifold were 

designed to couple the chamber section to the mixing chamber. 

Both H-O and N- coolant were used in the course of the experiments. 

The coolant manifold and coil are also shown in Figure IV-21.  The 

typical "optical" array of the showerhead injection ports designed 

to preserve the basic hole spacing of the 10 hole showerhead in- 

jector and to facilitate the observation of individual port flow 

without intervening jets along the optical axis is visible through 

the chamber section windows in the photograph.  Figure IV-22a,b 
4 

shows exploded views of the window holder assembly and the win- 

dowed section injector and coolant manifolding assembly. 
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Prior  to  the optical  studies  the stability characteristics 
of the system with  the new windowed section  and  injection con- 
figuration were determined.     The  influence of heated  and un- 
heated N, purge  flows up to 10% of the total mass   flux of pro- 
pellant was determined  and  a successful  ignition  and experi- 
mental procedure determined   (see page 149). 

(b) Schlieren System 

A schematic of the schlieren system designed for these 

studies is shown in Figure IV-.23a and an overall view of the 

experimental arrangement is shown in Figure iv-23b.  The sys- 

tem was designed to allow instantaneous spark photography as 

well as high-speed cine photography using a Hycam 16mm framing 

camera.  A folded Z configuration provided for parallel beam 

illumination of the test section and minimum distortion due to 

aberrations (coma). A 0,3 mw He-Ne laser facilitated system 

alinement.  The principal features of the system components are 

noted in Table V. 

High-speed schlieren photography was accomplished by in- 

troducing an Osram 100W/2 continuous Hg-arc lamp at the source 

position and an achromat lens in the beam 31 cm beyond the knife 

edge to form a small inverted image of the test section on the 

entrance stop of the Hycam.  To allow variable magnification 

(depending on the focal length of the achromat used) the Hycam 

position along the optic axis was adjustable by means of a lathe 

tool bed camera mount. 

Instantaneous spark schlieren photography was facilitated by 

replacing the continuous source with a high voltage spark elec- 

trode source, removing the achromat and Hycam, and imaging the 

test section directly on 4 x 5 Polaroid film mounted in a shutter- 

holder at 3 m from the knife edge. A fixed magnification of 1.8 

applies to the spark schlieren photographs. 

(c) Remote Control Circuits 

In view of the safety restrictions prohibiting presence of 
personnel  in the test cell during system operation,   remote con- 
trol of the Hycam,,   the 4x5 shutter,   and the spark light source 
was required.     Schematics of the circuits designed   for  these 
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TABLE V:  SCHLIEREN SYSTEM COMPONENTS 

SYMBOL COMPONENT SOURCE 

A Projection Lens Laboratory Optical 
ii       ii 

Edmunds Scientific 

B Camera blast 
shield 

In House 

SPECIFICATION 

f/6. 15.3 cm f.l. 
f/30. 76 cm f.l. 
f/5.6, 21.6 cm f.l 

1.3   cm plexiglass 

C1'C2 

Condensing Lens 

Concave  Schlieren 
Mirrors 

Laboratory Optical 

Laboratory Optical 

f/3.3,   2   f/6,   2.5   cm 
diam condensing   lens 

f/13.8,   144cm   f.l., 
first surface 

H Hycam  16mm Camera In House Model K20S4E, 400ft 
1000 cps T.L. gener 
Event synchronizer 

4x5 Polaroid 
Film Holder and 
Shutter 

In House 

K Knife Edge In House 

L Continuous Light 
Source 
DC Power Supply 

Osram 
In House 

Spark Electrode 
High Voltage 
Power Supply 

In House 

Spellman 

N Neutral Density 
Filter Kodak 

PrP2 Plane Mirrors Laboratory Optical 

S Pin Hole In House 

HBO 100W/2, DC air 
cooled Hg-arc Lamp 
lOOv,   10 amp 

0-20  kw 

0.1   to  0.6 

10.4  cm diameter 
first surface 

circular,   0.16cm 
diameter 

Symbols correspond   to  labels  in Figure   IV-23 
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purposes  are  shown in Figure  IV-24.     Photographs of the H2 + 

Air  combustion zone during  steady and nonsteady  conditions have 

been obtained.     The remote  operation of the optical  systems once 

the desired experimental conditions were attained  is described 

in the   following paragraphs. 

Remote operation of the system for instantaneous photo- 

graphy  relied on the nonluminosity of the H2 + Air combustion 

zone  at ^>2.0.    With experimental conditions  achieved,the 
4x5  shutter solenoid was  actuated at the control panel expos- 

ing the  film to the test section.    A second control panel switch 
applied  a  criggering voltage to  the spark electrode  and allowed 

a controlled breakdown at preset voltage.     Following spark dis- 

charge  the  shutter was closed  and the experiment terminated. 

For discharge voltages of  the order of 9 to 12 kv#   exposure times 
of the  order of 5 to 20 ^isec  are  achieved.    An N2 bleed  across 

the  spark electrode discouraged premature breakdown due  to the 

buildup of H-O vapor in the  test cell during  a series of experi- 
ments.     An RCA LS600 photodiode was mounted at  the base of the 

condenser lens  and sensed  the spark discharge.     The  1 to 2 volt 
output   from the photodiode was recorded on the Ampex tape  for 

subsequent correlation of  transient pressure  and the photographs. 
Polaroid PN-55   (ASA50)  and  P52   (ASA 400)   films were used. 

For high-speed cine photography the arc lamp blower was dis- 

connected  immediately prior  to the experiment.     Lamp vibration 
induced by the blower mounted on the housing produced unacceptable 

light  intensity  fluctuations.     With the desired experimental con- 
ditions  achieved/ 24 volts DC power was applied  to the Hycam camera. 

The  two NE2J timing lights  in the Hyc&m were wired so as to   (1) 
provide 1000 marks per second on the  film and   (2)  to simultan- 

eously provide a zero time  reference on the  film and on the mag- 

netic  tape  for subsequent correlation of the  image  sequence and 

the  transient pressure.     To achieve the latter  a relay was con- 
nected  in parallel with the power line to the  camera as shown in 
Figure  IV-24a.     Upon actuating the Hycam the  relay closed the 

second  timing light circuit and  a 250 V photographic battery 

powered  the  light.    The  "event"   feature of the Hycam opened  the 

circuit at  a preselected   (constant speed)   film  footage.     This 
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"zero"  reference point was recorded by monitoring  the voltage 
drop  across the 6.8Kohm resistor in the timing light circuit. 
At  framing rates of 5000  frames per second a maximum undertainty 
of  30 jusec  is estimated  in  the correlation of  film and pressure 
trace due principally to  the  finite luminosity decay time of 
the  timing  light.    Dupont 932A  film developed  to  a negative 
(ASA  125)  was used.    Much greater detail  in  the photographs was 
realized  by subsequent processing to positives of selected  se- 
quences.     Exposure  times  ranged  from 10 to 100 psec. 

D.2     Preliminary  Investigations 

Preliminary experiments were carried out to determine  a re- 
peatable  ignition and operation sequence and  to examine the 
system stability characteristics with the new windowed chamber 
section  and the modified  showerhead injection port alignment. 
Initially  a series of experiments with a conventional combustion 
chamber  configuration showed  that the H- + Air  system stability 
characteristics   (stability limits and nonlinear shock amplitude) 
were  essentially similar  for choked showerhead injection with 
the  asymmetric  "optical"   9-port configuration and  the previously 
used  10-hole array.    A shift in the precise  location of the sta- 
bility limits in the £ ■L    plane was observed  for  9-hole injection 
with mean port size of Q       .   =   .057 cm compared  to  a similar in- 
jector with mean port siz»? of d    „.,. =   .092 cm.     Both injectors j r port 
were  used  in the course of the optical work.     The  larger port 
injector  supported nonsteady  burning  in a narrow range of 2.05 
£. $  £.    2.20.    The smaller port injector evidenced nonsteady 
burning   for ^^ 2.45. 

The  influence on the  system stability characteristics of N2 

window purge  flows up to  10% of the  total propellant mass  flux 
was   also determined  in  a preliminary study.     A slight decrease  in 
equivalence ratio at the  stability limit   (IT-IJ-)  was observed 
with  the  addition of small N2   flows,  but the  overall stability 
characteristics were unchanged.     The  frequency of  the sustained 
pressure oscillation at the  limit was  independent of the N- mass 
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flux.       This indicated  that the wave travel  time   (i.e.,   the mean 
combustion chamber temperature and Mach number)  was essentially 
constant at   $, .   . 

•* lim 
The  influence on  the operating characteristics of the gas 

rocket of significant distortion in  the  combustion chamber geometry 
in  the  vicinity of the   injector was  noted  during  these preliminary 
tests.     With the  small   inner windows  removed   from the configuration 
shown  in  Figure   IV-21   it was  impossible  to  stabilize   (in  the  sense  of 
flameholding)  combustion of  the H-  + Air propellant at the  injector 
(independently of N2 purge   flow)  over  the  entire  range of equivalence 
ratio   (^>1)   investigated.     This  observation,   although  a  bi-product 
of preliminary testing  lends  important support to the  fina]   combustion 
model developed  in Chapter V.     It represents  a clear  indication of 
the strong recirculation of burned product  gases  to the  base of  the 
propellant jets. 

In the course of  the  optical studies   two experimental procedures 
were  used.     Initially  spark schlieren and  shadow photographs  of  the 
stable  combustion of H2  + Air were  obtained.     The experiments were 
carried  out at P    =4.4  atm and used the  standard procedure discussed 
in  Chapter III.     Total  run times on  the order of  30 to 40 seconds 
were required.     To provide  adequate protection of the windows   for 
these  long runs  and  to  eliminate H-O condensation a  30 minute window 
preheat preceded each  series of experiments.     Using this  technique 
with preheated N2 mass   flows of 8 to 10% of ift.    .   virtually complete 
window protection was   achieved.     This procedure proved completely 
satisfactory for obtaining shadowgraph photographs of the  combustion 
zone due  to the  inherent  low sensitivity of  the  shadowgraph system. 
The distortion introduced  in the  image by  the purge  flow in the more 
sensitive  schlieren observations proved excessive  for high speed 
cine photographic observation of the nonsteady combustion zone   (a 
series  of spark schlieren photographs of steady combustion with 

This behavior is  to  be  expected  in light of  the combustion model 
developed  in Chapter V   .     Earlier work had  shown that the  addi- 
tion of N? diluent  to  the premixed propellants upstream of the 
combustion chamber  produced a shift in^TTM toward  the stoichio- 
metric ratio.     It  is of interest to note       that addition of N2 
directly into the  combustion chamber produces  a similar re- 
duction in ^TTM* 
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Nj  purge   flow was obtained).     In order to  obtain satisfactory 
resolution of  the nonsteady combustion zone  an  abbreviated ex- 
perimental procedure  similar to that used  in the direct photo- 
graphic work was used.     For these experiments  the N- purge was 
used  to preheat the windows   for 30 minutes prior to each ex- 
periment.     The experimental  ignition sequence was initiated with 
the  termination of the  N2 purge  flow.     Total run times were 
minimized by presetting the  air mass  flow rate  at the desired 
final value and  increasing  the H-  flow rapidly to the desired 
final magnitude. 

D. 3     Results of Spark  Schlieren and Shadowgraph  Investigations 

Spark schlieren and shadow photographs of  the steady com- 
bustion H- + Air have  been obtained under  the   following con- 
ditions: 

1.70   ±  § *     3.00 
Pc =  4.4       0.7  atm 
Atot    =  13  *  2  gms/sec 
Lc =  104cm 
4 hole plug  nozzle 
No window purge:   400 to  500 0K,   8 to  10% of ifiTQT 
choked showerhead  injection 
Pmix/Pc = 2.1 to  3.2,   corresponding to two 9 hole 

showerhead  injectors having mean port diameters 
of   (I)   0.092 cm and   (II)   0.056  cm 
(schematic of port configuration is shown in 
Figure   IV-25) 

A series of cold   air  flow schlieren  and  shadow photographs 
with  and without N2 purge  flow were obtained prior to the series 
of combustion experiments.     These  initial photographic  studies 
were  aimed at determining  the basic structure   and degree of 
steadiness of the gas   jets  issuing  from the showerhead  injector 
ports  as a function of A.    . ,   P„^/P„/   and d .   in the  absence c tot      mix    c port 
of combustion.     The  oscillatory behavior of axisymmetric,   choked, 
underexpanded  jets expanding into unconfined quiescent atmospheres 
is well documented   (145,   146,   147).     High velocity air  jets  are 
typically observed  to   "emit discrete  frequency  screeches which 
are  superimposed on broadband noise"   (146)   in the frequency 
range  of 5000 to 10,000 Hz   (145).     Such phenomena as eddy  and 
vortex shedding,   sound wave emission,   and  shock structure os- 
cillation along the  jet axis  and rotation  about the axis  are 

observed   (146). 
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Figure  IV-25 presents typical photographs obtained of the 

cold air flow jet structure.    A complete  series of schlieren and 

shadow photographs of the air  jet structure over the range of 

total air mass  flow rates typical of  the  combustion experiments 

and of ratios of P   .   /P    for both injectors verified the  inherent mxx    c 
uniformity and  steadiness of the underexpanded jets.    The char- 

acteristic  three-zone structure   (regions of supersonic  flow,   a 

system of standing shock waves,   and  a diffuse turbulent outer 
mixing zone)  of the underexpanded choked  air jet is visible  in 
all photographs.     The shock structure remained fixed in location 

and configuration over several  individual photographs taken under 

identical  flow conditions.    A subsequent observation of the  cold 
air jets by high speed cine photography substantiated the con- 

clusion of the  inherent steadiness of the  showerhead injector 

jets  in the  absence  of combustion. 
For the cold  flow case at  fixed mass   flow and choked  shower- 

head injection the mean chamber pressure  and Mach number   (M) 

are functions of the nozzle throat area   (A. ).    The photographs 
shown are typical of the results obtained with the 4 hole plug 

nozzle.  At fixed  total mass flow but with combustion the  jet 

underexpandedness,   P-jy/P    decreases  substantially due  to  the 
increase in the  stagnation temperature  and  static pressure  and 

the attendant decrease  in stagnation pressure across the  com- 
bustion zone.     A series of cold  flow shadowgraphs  for fixed  total 

mass  flux but decreasing underexpandedness   (achieved by reducing 
the nozzle throat area)  are shown in Figure IV-26 and demonstrate 

the pronounced effect of decreasing P   .  /P    on the  jet shock r J    mix     c 
structure.     The  third photograph corresponds to   (^mix/^c)   cold    = 
(P   .  /P  ) with combustion.     In the  absence of combustion viscous mix    c 
dissipation restricts  the supersonic portion of the  jet to  0.7  cm 

_(7-7 Sort,   for W^c = 4-03  and to   ^   0-5 cm   (5-5 Vrt5   for 

P      /P    =2.15.     Comparison of Figures  IV-25 and IV-26 shows  that mix c tr ^ 
the supersonic portion of the jet in the case of the smaller total 

flow area injector is about the same length (in absolute terms) 

for the same P-^v/P- ( =0.7 cm) but is longer relative to port 

diameter (12 dport) • 
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Initially  a series of spark schlieren photographs of the 
steady combustion of H2 + Air were  obtained  for showerhead  in- 
jector   (I) (d     „.   =  0.092 cm,   P„^„/P^ =  2.1)  under the conditions port mix     c 
noted on page 150.     Typical  horizontal knife edge schlieren photo- 
graphs of the  combustion zone  as  a  function of &   are  shown in 
Figure  IV-27.     Typical shadowgraphs  at £  = 1.95  for  the  two in- 
jectors  are  shown in Figur*'.  IV-28.     A series of shadowgraphs 
(injector  II)   spanning the range of ^of interest in terms of 
the nonsteady  burning characteristics evidenced by the  conven- 
tional  injection configurations  is  shown in Figure IV-29.     The 
shadowgraph at   fl? = 2.80 was obtained during sustained  low ampli- 
tude shock-type  instability. 

There  is  some difficulty in extracting information  from these 
spark photographs.     These data were obtained,  as noted earlier, 
simultaneously with the analytical  studies of the turbulent  flame 
model of the gas rocket combustion process.     Several tentative 
observations were made on the basis of these schlieren and  shadow- 
graph results which are consistent with earlier diagnostic re- 
sults  from the  temperature measurements  and the direct photo- 
graphs  and which had a direct bearing on the analytical work. 
The schlieren sequence supports the earlier observation that the 
combustion zone  increases in length with increasing   $ or de- 
creasing T,.     As   $ increases  from 1.70 to 2.80 the apparent 
lenjth of the  combustion zone increases  from approximately 1.5 cm 
to 4.2  cm.     The  supersonic region of the underexpanded  combusting 
jet flows  is quite well shown considering the integrated path 
length effect   (with hot N- window purge)  in the optics.     In view 
of the repeatability of the shock structure evidenced by the 
shadowgraphs  it  seemed that the underexpanded zone of the  jet 
remains  steady during steady combustion.    The region of cold high 
velocity unburned premixed propellant gases extends  into the com- 
bustion zone.     For the same total mass   flux and underexpandedness 
the supersonic  region is attenuated by about 20%  (from its cold 
flow length)   in  the case of the combusting jet.     This  attenua- 
tion seems  to be quite reasonable  in view of the higher levels 
of turbulent mixing and viscous  shear  in the case of the combusting 
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jet.     Indeed,   the photographs indicate  that the  actual burnir.q 
zone commences quite  close to the base of the jet   (especial I1 y 
with increasing $)   and extends axially,   surrounding the under- 
expanded zone.    As  shown in Figure  lv-28 the length of the under- 
expanded region of the  jet is  independent of the P   .  /P    at 
fixed 5? (1.95)   and *tot.     At ^ = 1.95  the  underexpanded  zone  ex- 
tends  approximately   (0.5  to  0.7 cm)   into  the combustion chamber. 
The length of this  zone  is  appreciably shortened  as the mean T, 
is decreased   (^increased)   as  shown in Figure  IV-29.  Note  that 
rti.    .   was  increased  slightly to maintain  fixed P    over  the en- 
tire range of 

It is of interest to compare  the observations of the  com- 
bustion zone at S=  1.95  and £•  /P„ =  2.1,   m.    .   = 14.5 gms/sec ■*• mix    c tot 
vith the direct photographs obtained earlier  at £ -■- 1.60 and 
P«,,-VP      =2.0 and ifi.    .   = 8 gms/sec.     It will be  recalled  that mix    c tot 
the  inner dark zone observed in the direct photographs extended 
approximately 0.4 to  0.5 cm  from the  injector port with the  over- 
all  flamelet length being 1.3 cm.     In view of the  slight differ- 
ence between the mean conditions of the  combustion process  in  the 
two experiments it seems reasonable to conclude that the inner 
dark zone observed in the direct photographs corresponds  to the 
steady underexpanded portion of the propellant jet visible in 
the shadowgraphs. 

These observations reflected directly on the  theoretical 
analysis of the turbulent flame model of the  combustion process. 
The basic assumption crucial to the development of the turbulent 
flame combustion model,   namely,   that the  combustion process  is 
coupled  to the pressure oscillation through  the sensitivity   (in- 
deed isentropic response)  of the unburned premixed propellant 
gases within the cone volume seemed  to be highly suspect.     Fur- 
thermore  the postulated relative thinness  and overall conical 
geometry of the turbulent flame zone seemed  to be unrealistic. 
In particular the applicability of the concept of a turbulent 
flame speed appropriate  to  the combustion  zone visualized  in 
these schlieren,   shadowgraph,   and direct photographs seemeJ 
dubious. 
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D.4       Results of  Schlieren  16mm Cine   Photography of  Steady 
and  Nonsteady Combustion  of H9  + Air 

The   experimental  procedure  used   to obtain  16mm schlieren 
records  of  the combustion of H-   + Air   is described   in section 
D.2.     High  speed  schlieren photographs  of the  steady  and non-steady 
combustion  of H-   + Air have  been obtained with  and  without N? 

purge during the   filming under  the  following  conditions: 

1.8  i- #1   2.7 
P       =3.1+0.3   atm 
L       =   104  cm 
4 hole plug nozzle 
choked showerhead injection 
P . /P =2.8, corresponding to 9-hole mix  c . showerhead injector (II) having 

mean port diameter of 0.056 cm . 

In Figure IV-3o a typical 16mm schlieren sequence (5000 

frames/sec, 20 usec exposure time, horizontal knife edge) depicts 

the steady combustion of II2 + Air at JP = 2.4, slightly below 

the onset of nonsteady burning (with $  ).  Figures IV-31a,b 
and IV-32a to f show 16mm schlieren sequences of the nonsteady 

combustion zone of H- + Air at £-2.6  during sustained shock- 

type instability.  The two sequences shown were separated in 

time by 0.130 sec during the experiment.  A single nonlinear 

shock-type wave was observed to oscillate at the fundamental 

frequency of f = 267 +  10 cps with a steady A Pg^nck^c = 0*03* 
The overall peak to peak wave amplitude as sensed by the Dynisco 

transducers located at 4.6 cm from the injector face was 

AP . .  ,/Pc = 0.06.  The approximate time of passage of the 

shock wave relative to the film sequence is designated by (s —•- ). 

Under these observed conditions the period of oscillation is 
4 

approximately 3.75 msec and the mean shock velocity is 5.6 x 10 

cm/sec which also represents the mean sound speed in the combus- 

tion chamber.  The mean sound speed in the vicinity of the in- 

jector is somewhat higher and is estimated to be (ö-(7.3 cm/sec)) 

corresponding to a mean temperature near the injector of 1325 K 

or 50oK below the adiabatic combustion temperature for the mixture. 

mM.«!-...,.  ■,....,.■. ^., „ ■  i   mill  
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Thus the midpoint of the Dynisco transducer and the x = 2 cm 

point in the chamber are separated in time by an estimated 

35 usec corresponding to the time for an acoustic pulse to 

travel the interval.  This correction is included in the data 

shown. 

The information obtained from the high speed schlieren 

sequences was important to the overall understanding of the gas 

rocket instability phenomena and represents a key element in the 

development of a consistent theoretical and physical combustion 

model. The high speed schlieren films obtained at 2.20*: ^«2.40 

confirmed the steadiness of both the underexpanded region of the 

unburned propellant jets as well as the larger surrounding zone 

of mixing and reacting gases in the absence of sustained pressure 

oscillations. 

With regard to the structure of the combustion zone as shown 

in the high speed photographs on a frame by frame basis the 

following points are noted: The underexpanded regions of the 

three central jets (see Figure 49 for the injector port con- 

figuration) are visible in most of the frames as dark streaks 

parallel to the axial coordinate.  The injector face is at the 

left hand border of the image.  Combustion and jet expansion pre- 

dominate in the 1.5 to 3 cm zone extending from the injector 

face. This region is clearly distinguished from the somewhat 

cooler more uniform (velocity, composition, and temperature) 

downstream zone of product gases. The axial extent of the under- 

expanded regions of the propellant jets and the overall combus- 

tion and mixing zone as observed in the high speed schlieren 

photographs is consistent with similar measurement of these zones 

in earlier diagnostic work (the individual frames of the high 

speed photographs show a 2.4cm x 6.4 cm area of the test section). 

The marked difference in the schlieren image between the 16mm 

frames and the spark schlieren photographs is in part due to the 

lower contrast, lower speed film used in the high speed photo- 

graphs. The major factor is "the additional distortion introduced 

by the N9 purge flow in the spark schlieren studies.  Several 

16mm high speed schlieren records of the combustion zone with 

    —  - - - - \ mmmimammnt^m^mmmmummmummaammmtam 
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N- purge evidenced precisely the same oscillatory behavior in the 

combustion zone gases when viewed continuously at 8 frames/sec 

playback.  The oscillation is not shown as clearly on a frame 

by frame basis as in the experiments with no N- purge flow dur- 

ing the filming. 

On the basis of high speed schlieren sequences such as 

those shown in Figures lv-31,32 during sustained fundamental 

mode shock type instability the following observations were made: 

The finite dimensioned combustion zone volume is itself nonsteady 

in the presence of sustained shock type instability and oscil- 

lates in size at the precise frequency of the pressure oscilla- 

tion. The "magnitude" of the observable volume oscillation 

diminishes with decreasing shock wave amplitude and is absent 

during steady combustion.  The combustion zone oscillation is not 

in phase with the pressure oscillation.  The passage of the shock 

wave follows by ^ to 1/3 of the period of oscillation the occur- 

rence of the maximum extension of the combustion zone.  There is 

no evidence that the small (in comparison to the overall combus- 

tion zone vriume) zones of unburned underexpanded propellant 

gases play a significant role in the nonsteady burning process. 

There is no evidence that unsuspected nonlinear fluid dynamic- 

chemical interactions such as flame tip breaking and subsequent 

properly phased ignition of these displaced volumes of propel- 

lants as observed by Tsuji and Takeno are active in the non- 

steady combustion zone response. 

m^u^tat^^Ha^^ammtmmmiUtmmmmtmmm^mimmm^t^^ 
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CHAPTER V:     A  Combustion Model   For  The   Premixed  Gas  Rocket 

A.     Introduction 
In  the  preceding chapters  emphasis  has  been placed   on   the 

necessity   for  developing  a  realistic  analytical  model   of   the 
coupled  nonsteady  burning  process   in  the   gas  rocket.     To  this 

end  a  systematic   interaction  between  theory  and   experiment has 

occurred  in  the  course  of  this  work.     The  predictions   of  the 
original  Sirignano-Crocco  theory   aided   in defining  certain 

avenues  of experimental work   including   the   investigation  of  the 
stability characteristics  of the  CO   (H„0)/0„/N„/CH4  system  re- 

ported   in Chapter   IV.     The  quantitative   disagreement  between  the 

experimental  results of Bowman  and  the   original  theory  do  not 
negate  the  significance of  the  experimental work  in  terms  of 
approaching  the   longer range  goal.     The  stability limit data of 

Bowman with   the  Hp/O^/N«  system   (choked   showerhead   injection), 
of Bowman,   Pelmas,   and  this   author  with   the  CH./CL/N-   system 
(choked  showerhead   and unchoked  porous   plug  injection),   and   the 

data   (Chapter   IV)   from the  CO work   (porous plug  injection)   con- 
clusively demonstrate  the   fundamental   importance of  the  com- 
bustion temperature   (and by  inference  the gas phase  reaction 

kinetics)   in  determining  the  onset  of  nonsteady  burning.     The 

data  obtained  with  the  CO(H20)/02/N2   system with  CH,   additive 
likewise demonstrate  the  important  influence of  the  reactant 
chemistry  at essentially  fixed combustion temperature  on  the  non- 

steady  burning  characteristics  of  the   system.     The  comparison 
(Chapter VI   and Appendix D)   of  the  stability  limit data  of  the  CO 

(H20)/02/N2and   CH./Oj/H-  systems   in  light of the  currently   avail- 
able overall  reaction rate data  for  these systems  and  the model 

developed  in  this  chapter  strongly  supports  the  inference  of  a 

dominant role played by chemical  kinetics in the coupling of  the 
combustion process  and  the pressure  oscillations. 

In light of these results  and  the   inadequacy of the original 

S-C model  the  series of diagnostic experiments  described  in  the 

preceding chapter was carried out  in order to  improve   the  under- 
standing of the structure  of  the  combustion zone during 
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steady  and  nonsteady  combustion.     The  data   from the  early  tempera- 
ture profile measurements  and  the direct photographs  together with 
Bowman's  suggestion  of  a  factor  of  two  difference  between published 
and calculated   (on   the  basis of experimental  results  and  the origi- 
nal   S-C model)   activation energies   for   the  H2  + Air  and  CH4/02/N2 

systems  led  to  the   formulation   (originally due  to Crocco)   of  a 
turbulent  flame  model  of the  combustion process.     This model was 
developed  in detail   in  the course of  the present work  and   in  fact 
provided  the original   impetus   for  the  experimental  examination 
of  the  importance   in  the coupling process  of the propellant  in- 
jection Mach number  and  the ratio of unburned  to burned  gas 
temperatures.     These  experiments  are  discussed  in Section G of 
this chapter.     The  important elements  of  the  turbulent  flame model 
and  its principal  shortcomings   are  noted  in  Sections  C  and  D. 

The  final  series  of schlieren and  shadowgraph observations 
of  the combustion  zone were  instrumental   in the  formulation of an 
improved  turbulent combustion model  of  the  nonsteady burning 
process  in the  gas  rocket.     Certain  additional and  equally   important 
considerations  contributed to  the development of the  final  model. 
These  factors  are  discussed  in Section D.     The steady-state model 
of  the  combustion process  is discussed  in  Section E.     The  develop- 
ment of  the  appropriate  combustion  zone  boundary condition used 
in  the complete   analysis of the  nonsteady problem is completed 
in  Section F.2.     Solutions  to  the equations  governing the  linear 
and nonlinear system response  are presented  in Sections  F.3  and 
F.4. 

In order to provide  a measure of cohesion to the  subsequent 
developments,   Section B is reserved   for  a general overview of the 
analytical problem  and  an outline of  the  important results  of the 
Mitchell-Crocco nonlinear analysis of  longitudinal mode pressure 
oscillations  in  a rocket motor.     The  results of their  analysis 
have been applied   in the present turbulent combustion models. 

B.     Analysis  of  the Wave Dynamics  in  the  Combustion Chamber 

The  last ten years have seen the development of sophisticated 
analytical  techniques   for the treatment of nonlinear longitudinal 
mode combustion oscillations  in liquid  and  solid propellant rocket 

 ■-■■ - ■ 
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motors.  The important contributions of Mitchell, Sirignano, 

and Crocco (21, 26, 27, 34, 35, 81, 82) have led to the formulation 

of a nonlinear analysis of the wave dynamics in the combustion 

chamber which provides a realistic and quite general framework 

for the consideration of longitudinal mode combustion instability 

in the gaseous propellant rocket motor. 

A complete description of the nonlinear instability problem 

necessarily involves an analytical expression of: 

(1) The wave dynamics in the combustion chamber 

(2) The nonsteady behavior of the gas dynamic flow field 
in the nozzle 

(3) The combustion process and the nonsteady coupling of 
the burning rate and the pressure oscillations. 

The early diagnostic studies of the H~ + Air combustion zone 

(the measurement of axial temperature profiles and the direct 

photographic observations) demonstrated that insofar as the wave 

dynamics of the gas rocket are concerned the combustion zone may 

be considered as short compared to the overall chamber length. 

Similarly the 4 hole plug nozzle provides a physically realistic 

approximation to the "short nozzle" which was originally analyzed 

by Crocco (3).  These observations provide the necessary justi- 

fication for the separate analyrical treatment of the nonsteady 

processes in the combustion zone, the nozzle, and the combustion 

chamber.  In view of the low mean flow Mach number (.005 to .02) 

of the product gases in the combustion chamber of the gas rocket 

the recent analysis of Mitchell and Crocco (34) becomes appropriate. 

In their 'concentrated combustion model" the analysis of the wave 

dynamics in the combustion chamber is carried out independently 

of the combustion and nozzle conditions, the latter appearing as 

boundary conditions to the wave equation in the free stream.  The 

analysis is valid for the case of low mean flow Mach number where 

the steady-state Mach number serves as a measure of the level of 

combustion in the chamber and of the mean outflow through the 

nozzle.  The particular utility of the analysis lies in the fact 

that the combustion modelling aspects are divorced from the treat- 

ment of the chamber dynamics thus facilitating the examination of 

(in the present case) several turbulent combustion models.  The 
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combustion model  determines  the   functional  form  of the  pertur- 
bation  in particle  velocity  at  the   injector end  of the motor 
and  thus  serves   as  the  appropriate  combustion zone  boundary con- 
dition   for   the  wave  analysis.     Similarly the  short or quasi- 
steady  nozzle  condi^- allows  a  simple expression of the  nozzle 
end boundary  conditJ.on on  the  particle  velocity.     Finally,   the 
necessary  time    (initial)   condition  is   replaced  by  a  cyclic  con- 
dition on  the  nonsteady  thermodynamic  and qasdynamic variables. 

Once  a  satisfactory description  of the combustion  zone 
response  to  the  pressure waves   is   achieved the  coupled problem 
can be  readily   solved.     For  the  three  turbulent  combustion models 
examined  in  the  course of this work  the  analysis  ultimately  leads 
to the   formulation of an ordinary,   nonlinear,   integro-differential 
equation governing  the  form of the  dimensionless pressure  pertur- 
bation   (over one period of oscillation).     The attraction  of the 
entire   approach  is  the  fact  that one may simultaneously  solve 
the  linearized   form of the   final  equation to obtain  the  linear 
system response  and  the  full nonlinear  form of the  equation by 
numerical  techniques  to obtain  the  nonlinear response.     Thus  a 
determination of the system stability  limits as well  as   finite wave 
amplitude  and waveform within the  regime of nonlinear  instability 
can be made.     The  influence  on the  stability characteristics of the 
motor  of the   important system variables  including the propellant 
chemistry  and  equivalence ratio,   the  combustion  temperature  and 
pressure,   the  mean  flow Mach number  and  the chamber  length  is 
easily  calculated. 

For  the  sake  of completeness  the Mitchell-Crocco  analysis 
of the wave dynamics  in the combustion chamber  for the case of 
concentrated  combustion is  reviewed  in Appendix A.     The principal 
constraints  on  the  analysis  appear  in  the  assumptions.     These  are 
acceptable   in  terms  of the  characteristics of the gas  rocket. 
The  assumptions  include: 

(1) One  dimensional   flow in  a  uniform cross-sectional  area 
chamber 

(2) The   length of the  convergent section of the  nozzle  is 
short compared  to  the overall  chamber  length such that 
the Mach number at the  nozzle entrance remains   fixed 
during nonsteady operation 

tmmmmm* i     .n i   i m .in«»..-      ir in  ,t||||<,|<M|tt|MttM(t|MM(|tMt|M^<|MMM|M|||||||<||g|||t 
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(3)     The  chamber  flow is  homentropic  through  second order  in 
the wave  amplitude.     That is,   the mean  flow and  the 
oscillations  are  considered  isentropic.     With regard  to 
the mean flow,   the   analysis does  not  prohibit entropy 
oscillations  at  the  combustion zone  boundary.     For  the 
general case  of nonsteady burning,   product gases  leave 
the combustion  zone with differing entropies   (for the gas 
rocket combustion  zone  the nonisentropicity  lies mainly   in 
the density waves)   on  the  time  scale  of  the pressure 
oscillations.     However,   the entropy wavelength  is 
determined  by  the mean  flow velocity.     For  the gas 
rocket the  entropy wavelength  is   ( A„   =  U, .  7"      )   and  is 
(©■(.1  to  1  cm)).     For   the  turbulent   conditions  of  the  mean 
flow it is  likely  that these waves will  be  strongly 
damped.    With regard  to the pressure waves  the  low 
amplitude oscillations  characteristic  of nonsteady gas 
rocket operation   {^fi/^pc =   (e(0  to  0.20))   are nearly 
isentropic  since 

-n>^HWH| 

^ -*[^mn 
(4) Implicit in the one dimensional homentropic flow assump- 

tions is the assumption of adiabatic flow.  In view of 
the measured axial temperature gradient {©-(-5 0K/cm)) 
in the gas rocket the adiabatic condition is an approxi- 
mation the accuricy of which decreases at longer chamber 
lengths.  The dispersive effect of a radial temperature 
profile on the plane propagating waves is ignored.  In 
principle the analysis could be generalized to account 
for the negative axial gradient in the mean temperature 
(and, hence, in the flow velocity).  For the gas rocket 
where the gradients are small compared to the mean values 
the existence of a finite axial gradient in the mean 
temperature leads to corrective terms in the first order 
equations.  The influence of a corresponding axial gradient 
in the mean velocity appears only to second order.  It 
can readily be shown that these corrective terms are 
negligible for short overall chamber lengths and increase 
in magnitude as displacement from the injector increases. 
The principal influence of a finite temperature gradient 
is to modify the wave travel time and to reduce the 
instantaneous power loss at the nozzle (that is to de- 
stabilize the system due to the decrease in nozzle entrance 
Mach number which is proportional to T^). 

(5) The product gases in the chamber are assumed to be uniform 
in composition and calorically perfect. 

Under the above assumptions Mitchell combined the conservation 

equations of mass and momentum in the combustion chamber (no energy 

addition or removal along the chamber axis) to obtain the Riemann 

form of the equations. 

~L(U~-   hyOS)     +    '"-**>f*^- k,*)      -O      (V-l) 
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Crucial   to   the  analysis  is  the  expansion  technique  used  to ex- 
press   the   thermodynamic  and  gas  dynamic variables.     The expansion 
parameter   is  set equal  to  the  steady-state Mach  number   (a small 
parameter   in the  gas  rocket  case).     The effect of  this   approach 
is   to  cause  the  combustion  and  nozzle effects  which  are of order 

M-p'   to  be  of second  order.     This method   is  contrasted  to Sirignano's 
approach   (26,   27)  where only   the difference between  the  admittance 
functions   is  considered  small   to   first order,     Tnus,   to  first 
order  the  combustion driving  and  nozzle damping  influences  are 
zero  and   the perturbations  in  the  thermodynamic  and  gas dynamic 
properties   are  expressed  through  the  simple  acoustic equations 
in  terms  of a general  first order   function which   is  referred  to 
here  as  the wave  amplitude  parameter,   f.     In the  present work 
interest  is primarily in the  evaluation of the wave  amplitude 
parameter   at the  injector   (  x  =  0   )   and over  the  period of oscilla- 
tion.     At x =  0 the  relationship between the dimensionless  first 
order pressure perturbation  and  the wave  amplitude parameter  is. 

-f),     =-   i ^ M+• (V_2) where -f0/   - 

A second  order  analysis  is  carried out in order  to determine  a 
single  nonlinear ordinary differential equation governing the 
form of  the wave  amplitude parameter  at the  injector end over one 
period  of oscillation.     For  a  general combustion  zone  boundary 
condition,   constant Mach number  at the nozzle entrance,   and  the 
cy 
A) 
cyclic  time  condition  ,   the  equation takes  the   form   (see Appendix 

[fao-*]:^     =      TTi ^a> -    T7- (v"3) 

It  is   required  that all   thermodynamic  and gas  dynamic variables 
be periodic   (with period  2)   in the  "stretched"   dimensionless 
time  coordinate  0 as discussed  in Appendix A.     For  the non- 
linear  equations describing  the combustion chamber  the use of 
a stretched  time coordinate  eliminates  the  appearance of 
secular  terms  in the second  order equations  and  allows the 
determination of periodic  solution with  a  frequency slightly 
different  from the acoustic  frequency. 

.    - -- '-- - mm n  .......       .     ■ .....  - -     - . - | 
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where   the   functional   form of the perturbation  in the particle 
velocity referenced  to  the   injector end,   U«     ,   must be  determined 
as  the  necessary  input  from the separate  analysis of the com- 
bustion  zone  and  of  the  response of  the  combustion process  to 
to pressure oscillation.     Mitchell  shows   that Equation   v-3 
can  be  solved directly   for   the nonlinear,   finite  amplitude   form 
of     f    or linearized   to determine  the  linear  system response.     In 
the  case of shock  type waves,     k     is  interpreted  as  the  average 
value  of    f    at the  shock discontinuity which  is  assumed  to be   at 
x =  0 at 9 = 0.     In  the  linearized  analysis     k must be  determined 
as   a  result of the  linearization and  is  simply  related  to  the 
first order correction  in  the period of oscillation. 

C.       Turbulent Flame Model  of the  Gas  Rocket  Combustion Process 

The results   from  the  temperature measurements  and  the direct 
photographs reported  in Chapter  IV support  the  concept of a 
structured  finite-dimensioned  turbulent  flame  zone.     The photo- 
graphs  indicate  that  the  steady-state H-  + Air  combustion process 
is  characterized by  the existence of turbulent  flames  - or   flamelets  - 
centered  at each  injection port of the choked-flow showerhead 
injector and extending  axially into the  combustion chamber.     The 
temperature measurements  confirm the presence  of strong radial 
inhomogeneities  in the  local thermodynamic  and  gasdynamic properties 
within the combustion  zone   (defined  in terms  of the total  chamber 
cross  section and  the   axial distance  from the  injector to the  peak 
in  the  temperature profile  and the end of  the  luminous  zone  in  the 
direct photographs)   and  indicate  that combustion is complete within 

a  few centimeters of the  injector with the  attainment of the  adiabatic 
combustion temperature.     The results with  the H-»   CO,   and  CH4 

systems support the  concept of the  importance of gas phase kinetics 
in determining the response of the combustion process  to the 
pressure waves.     These  considerations  in  addition to the  apparent 
factor of two discrepancy between calculated  and predicted  overall 
activation energies  suggested that the expression of the energy 
release rate  in terms  of a turbulent  flame  speed proportional   to 
the  square root of the Arrhenius   factor,    (    ^    &~    Z-RT  )  might 
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be   appropriate. 
In  addition,   the  direct photographic  information and  the 

axial   temperature  profiles  provided  a basis   for estimating  the 
residence   time of  the  propellant gases  in  the  combustion zone. 

4 
Based  on  the  injection port velocity   (  ©• (3.6  x  10    cm/sec))   and 
the  measured  axial  extent of  the  combustion  zone   (1  to 4 cm)   this 

-5 -4 1 stay   time  was  estimated   at   3  x   10       to  10       seconds   .     The  ratio 
of  this  characteristic  time  to  the measured period  of oscillation 
is   (e- (IG-1  to  10~2)),    (see Table  II,   Chapter  III page   80 ). 

2 This   comparison suggested  that  a quasisteady     treatment of  the 
combustion  zone would  be  appropriate. 

With  these considerations  in mind Crocco   formulated  an 
improved model of  the  gas  rocket combustion process.     The model 
was  refined and analyzed  in the course of the  present work.     For 
reasons  noted  at the end  of this section and   in Section D,   it 
was   subsequently   felt that a more physically realistic model of 
the  combustion process  could be constructed.     However,   insight 
gained  in  the development of the original  turbulent  flame model 
in  addition to the qualitative  results of that model proved 
invaluable  in the  later  analysis. 

As  noted  in Section B,   the objective of  the combustion 
modelling  aspect is  to obtain an expression  for the perturbation 
in  the particle velocity  at the  injector end   ( x =  0)   in terms 
of the perturbations  of the thermodynamic variables   (ultimately in 
terms  of  the pressure perturbation).     In the   following developments 
all   thermodynamic variables  are nondimensionalized  by their steady- 
state values  at the equilibrium adiabatic burned gas state,   veloci- 
ties  by  the sound speed of the burned gases,   axial position by 

*      —* the   chamber  length,   and  time by the wave  travel  time   ( Lc /ro-Cb  ) 

1 

2 

It will be argued in Section D.4 that a more realistic estimate 
of the residence time of the combustion zone must take into 
account the velocity decrease due to expansion (chamber filling) 
in the zone. 

The term quasisteady used in reference to this model is not 
precisely accurav.e.  An unsteadiness in the burning process 
was allowed due to the oscillation of the unburned gas volume. 
The residence time of both the unburned and burning zones was 
considered short compared to the period of oscillation. 
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in the burned gases, neglecting the influence of the mean flow. 

The combustion zone was assumed to take the form of non- 

interacting cone-shaped turbulant flamelets as shown in Figure V-l 

wherein nonsteady effects arise ^ue to the sensitivity to the 

pressure oscillation of the burning r-ite, the injection mass 

flux (in the case of unchoked propellant injection), and the 

overall flame geometry or volume of unburned gabes. 

Turbulent 
Burning Zone 

TO-    -r*    W. no 

(Surface  Area,   S) 

Unburned Gas 
(Volume = V  ) 

/>**% 

Figure V-l 

With regard to the analysis based on the turbulent flame struc- 

ture of Figure V-l, the following points were considered: 

(1) Combustion occurs in a turbulence thickened flame zone 

extending from the lip of the injector port.  The appropriate 

turbulence regime is that of high intensity small scale turbulence 

such that the turbulent mass burning rate can be evaluated in terms 

of a turbulent flame speed (S.) and a mean burning area (5 ). 

The turbulent flame speed is in turn expressed in terms of a 

laminar flame speed (ST) modified by a turbulent eddy conductivity 

(kT). 

(2) V is the finite volume of unburned propellant gases 

within the flame cone and is sensitive to the oscillating pressure 

by virtue of fluctuations in the location of the burning surface 

on the time scale of the pressure oscillations. However, the ratio 

of the unburned gas volume to the turbulent flame reference sur- 

face area, *!&   is assumed to be time independent.  For appropri- 

ate geometry the ratio is calculable in terms of the injector port 

 — i 
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diameter,   for example, 

t for conical  geometry 

(J)    ,£       is  a  reference   length chosen so  that during non- 

steady  burning  the  condition A«// V   >   1     is  preserved.     Con- 
sideration of   the mass  conservation equation  across A-JL allows 
the derivation  of the  appropriate  boundary condition applicable 

at x =   0. 

(4) By  virtue  of the  estimate of short residence  time  in 
the  combustion  zone  compared  to  the wave  travel   time   (and    6 
below)   the  approximation of  combustion  at constant pressure  is 

valid.      Furthermore,   the  condition that    H/^    « \       allows 

(5) The  negligible ^««j«*/fp»r.       argument  also  allows  the 

approximation  that    p^      and  T       are uniform at each  instant. 
Furthermore,   the intense  level of  turbulence  in  the volume 

(A-jg. -  v     )  makes  the  approximation of uniform T.    and    yO .      at 

each  instant  acceptable despite  the  fact  that   Tsv«,*     in the 

burned   gas volume may not satisfy  the condition    ^»«t,* /f^,.**J• 
(6) The  approximation that   ''••'c/)'prr«.land  the  assumption 

that  the  actual volume of  the  burning zone  is  small reduces   the 

energy   balance  across  the   flame  zone to  a simple   jump condition 

and  in  a sense  supports  the  treatment of the  turbulent mass  burn- 
ing rate  in  terms of  an integrated  steady state  relationship.     The 

hot and  cold  side boundary  conditions remain unchanged during non- 

steady  burning  according to  the model.     That is, 

Thus,   the  condition T.   = T    +    ^-/C      is  applicable during non- 

steady   burning. 
Under these conditions  the continuity equation across  the 

control   volume /q.j2    is written as 

^  -  ~v'+ dAp'r-* f'Ot-vi-)] (v.4) 
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which simplifies  to 

Wt *7hh*+o~*i)^p^) -fay'~)'~%£ (V-6) 

where 
0t '  ilt/r^ 

and ^*   =    ^^  ^   ^.j?   ^/*^ 

The term yy?^  is interpreted as the total rate of change of 

burned gas mass in the combustion chamber relative to the x = 0 

position.  By formulating the combustion zone boundary condition 

in this fashion the gap is bridged between the wave dynamics 

analysis requirement of a boundary condition at x = 0 and the treat- 

ment of a finite dimensioned flame zone extending beyond x ■ 0. 

Perturbations in toJZ    lead directly to perturbations in u^ 

A second continuity equation valid across the flame intro- 

duces the turbulent flame speed, S., as 

whence - 

SLC^VU)    -h    3^/VTO  =^ (V-7) 

is considered as an ordinary differential equation for the in- 

stantaneous mass ( 00.1/^)  within the turbulent flame cone.  The 

equation can be integrated to yield 

^K. - J    ^^t')[ e   *       */</-*' (v-8) 

where the lower limit is set equal to -«c since ( ^VZ«. ) is 

considered to vary periodically at times sufficiently long such 

that starting transients have become negligible.  Only the limit- 

ing periodic solution is relevant.  Hence, 

^favu) = -"^o-   x rA"^> (v-9) 

For the case of isentropic variation of the unburned gas 

properties 
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Applying the jump condition across the flame 

r*!' e: 

Substituting these expressions into Equation V-6 an equation for 

the perturbation in mass efflux from the combustion zone extra- 

polated to the injector face is obtained as 

m 
* JL-t' 

To determine the nonsteady combustion zone response all 

thermodynamic variables are expanded about their steady state 

values.  The nonsteady flame speed is coupled to the pressure 

oscillation by expressing the instantaneous flame speed in terms 

of the steady state value plus a perturbation proportional to the 

oscillating pressure at the injector.  There is no lag in the 

response of the flame speed.  Thus 

Spalding's centroid rule is employed to relate the steady state 

value of the flame speed to a temperature explicit reaction rate 

in the following form 

i 

Wi 
where 

— _  —   — f? _ -E/R-T 

r 

For a bimolecular, second order rate law the expression for the 

flame speed reduces to 

i^.^^«i  --- BaMBBM-^Ma 
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where 
f • = E^ (H)  =   exponential integrals, H = E/RTb 

^"o- • ^TL • -       unburned reactant mass fractions 

d, ::  pre-exponential factor 

The proportionality factor or response function in the 

flame speed expansion is evaluated Ln terms of the steady state 

expression as 

The possible sensitivity of the injection mass influx to the 

oscillating pressure at the injector is accounted for by express- 

ing the instantaneous mass flux in a similar Taylor series ex- 

pansion about the steady state value, 

7^> = 1 - H>f>,0^ 
rn 

where the response function, ^  , is evaluated in terms of the 

steady state expression for isentropic flow through a convergent 

port.  This expression is presented in Section F.2 in connection 

with the final model.  For the case of choked propellant in- 

jection, the condition 

is observed. . 0    — 

The  relationship between    —^— and      U.^ is  straight- 
forward.     When  the mathematics  are  completed,   a concise  nonlinear, 
ordinary,   integro-differential equation governing the  form of the 

wave  amplitude parameter  is obtained  as» 

-oo 

where A,   B,   C = Functions  of    ( ycu     ©■    ^   (^) 

(V-10) 

and 

5 =   e   = 
^ L*/rr>(L 7i K 

wave  travel  time 
X *>*    * "       combustion time 

1 m 
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The solution of the governing equation for the case of 

finite amplitude discontinuous shock-type waves required two 

separate analyses.  The final expressions derived for S.  and 

^ are algebraically complicated and depend in a rather in- 

volved fashion on the important system variables.  A Fortran IV 

computer program was developed to evaluate these parameters and 

to determine the range of values for the parameters A, B, C, and 

S appearing in the governing ODE corresponding to realistic 

values of the important system variables.  A second program was 

developed to facilitate the solution of equation V-10. An 

iterative technique using the method of successive approximations 

and based on a scheme employed by Sirignano (81) to solve a 

similar equation arising in the study of nonsteady burning of 

a solid propellant rocket motor was applied.  The method of 

solution and the program developed were applicable with slight 

modifications to the solution of similar governing equations de- 

rived in the course of the evaluation of subsequent combustion 

models. Discussion of the numerical technique is deferred until 

Section F.4 where the final form of the combustion model ulti- 

mately developed is obtained. 

It has been noted that this original turbulent flame model 

proved to be unacceptable.  The decision to reject the model was 

based on several important considerations regarding the mechanism 

of turbulent combustion in the gas rocket.  The inability to ob- 

tain reasonable quantitative agreement between the original model 

and experimentally measured stability characteristics under- 

scored the inadequacy of the turbulent flame model. 

D.  General Considerations Leading to a Reformulation of the 
Combustion Model  

For purposes of discussion the factors influencing the de- 

velopment of an improved analytical model of the gas rocket com- 

bustion process are conveniently categorized as follows: 

(1)  Questionable aspects of the original turbulent flame 
model and the inability to obtain satisfactory numeri- 
cal results for realistic values of the important 
system parameters 

-'^""—-——— '    ■  — ■n^^M^MH 
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(2) Experimental results derived from the schlieren and 
shadowgraph studies of the steady and nonsteady com- 
bustion zone 

(3) Reconsideration of the basic nature of the combustion 
process in the gas rocket drawing on the available 
literature concerning turbulent combustion, flame 
stabilization, and calculations and experimental 
evidence for the importance in the gas rocket of 
strong recirculation of hot product gases 

(4) Critical examination of the order of magnitude of the 
characteristic chemical kinetic time compared to the 
period of oscillation observed experimentally. 

These points are elaborated upon in the following paragraphs. 

D.l Influence of the Original Turbulent Flame Model 

The turbulent flame combustion model developed in Section C 

is similar to the earlier analyses of Merk discussed in Chapter II. 

The difficulties realized by Merk in obtaining predictive results 

from his analyses were similarly encountered in the numerical 

evaluation of the combustion zone response and the coupled system 

ODE (Equation V-10).  The inability to obtain quantitative re- 

sults for realistic choices of the basic system parameters is 

not surprising in view of (a) the emphasis on the importance of 

the isentropic response of the thermodynamic properties of the 

unburned gases to the pressure oscillations, and (b) the expression 

of the mass burning rate in terras of a turbulent flame speed ex- 

pression and the fixed volume to surface area expression.  The 

burning rate response in the model is due explicitly to the 

response of the turbulent flame speed to the pressure oscillation 

and implicitly to the fluctuation in (fl^V^) .     The overriding 

importance of the specific heat ratio of the unburned gas^ x^. } 

in determining the nonsteady burning characteristics derives from 

The system parameters incorporated in the model included the 
propellant equivalence ratio, the overall activation energy, 
the heat of combustion, the thermodynamic properties of the 
unburned and burned gases, the chamber length and the oscilla- 
tion mode order.  As noted in Section C the governing non- 
linear ODE was solved successfully using the iterative tech- 
nique discussed in Section F.4.  A well-defined range (in 
terms of AVB,C,£ , S. ) of discontinuous shock-type solutions 
was found. The appropriate numerical values of A,B,C, corre- 
sponding to discontinuous solutions could only be obtained 
for realistic values of E for 3«*> 1.6 or conversely for 
realistic choices of ^ , E > 60 to 80 was required. 

•BbUMMMMaHMtna 
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the  assumed  isentropic response of the unburned gas  in  the volume 
Vu    .     The  response of the  flame  speed  is  zero in the  absence of 

unburned  gas  response.     Allowing   for  the possibility of  a sensi- 
tive  volume  of unburned gases within  the  combustion zone  the ex- 
pression of  the  burning rate by means  of  a Damkohler-type  tur- 
bulent  flame speed expression evaluated  in terms of a laminar 
flame  speed modified  by an appropriate  eddy conductivity  is  limit- 
ing.     As one quickly realizes  upon recourse to the volume of 
literature on turbulent combustion phenomena   (e.g.,    (130-144)), 
the very concept of a turbulent  flame  speed referenced  to  an 
appropriate  surface  area is nebulous  and  little agreement exists 
among various  investigators  in the   field with regard to  flame 
speed calculations.     This  is especially  true  for  the  region of 
high  intensity  small  scale turbulence  characterizing  the  gas 
rocket combustion process and  to which  the Damkohler expression 
is restricted.     It can be  argued  that within certain regimes of 
turbulence  a  turbulent flame  appears  to propagate  in a one-di- 
mensional  fashion similar to the propagation mechanism in a simple 
laminar  flame.     Considered  as  an in-depth 1-D reaction zone  and 
analyzed by a simple  thermal model where  the turbulent diffusivity 
&    replaces   */f>Cr    ,   Summerfield   (132)     has  shown that the 

similarity relationship 

IT  '     v 
where d. and d. are the respective thicknesses of the turbulent 

and laminar flames may be relevant. 

Regardless of the formulation chosen the question of the 

basic validity of the turbulent flame speed concept remains, 

particularly (as will be shown) in view of the characteristics 

of the gas rocket combustion zone.  In the present case introduction 

of the turbulent flame speed and the surface area to define the 

burning rate leads to the inclusion of the unknown (arbitrary) 

eddy conductivity and a specified ****■/$     ratio.  (The Summerfield 

similarity hypothesis would further complicate matters with the 

introduction of the turbulent flame thickness as a second arbitrary 

parameter.) 

—mimammm*~M* ■    ■ 
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D.2     Influence of Schlieren and  Shadowgraph  Observations 

The principal observations made on the basis of the spark 
and high  speed  schlieren and  shadow photographs have been noted 
on pages   150 to   170 of Chapter  IV.     As  indicated  the optical 
work was  carried out in conjunction with  the  analytical develop- 
ment of the  combustion  zone boundary condition.     The  following 
observations  are emphasized: 

(a) The  assumption underlying  the  combustion  zone  response  in 
the  turbulent  flame model  seemed unrealistic.     The  assumption 
of  a  finite volume  of uniform unburned  premixed propellant 
(volume  large with  respect to the  actual  burning  zone) 
fluctuating in size  and responding  isentropically  to the 
pressure oscillations was  not substantiated.     There was,   in 
fact,   no evidence  that  the region of unburned  gases which 
was  correlated with  the  underexpanded portion of the choked 
jets plays  a critical role in the combustion process.     Indeed 
a more likely circumstance  is  that  the  unburned gases  are 
relatively insensitive  to  the pressure  oscillations. 

(b) The postulated  thinness  and overall  constant geometry of 
the burning zone was  not substantiated.     On  the contrary  and 
in  agreement with  the direct photographs   and  the  axial 
temperature profiles  the   "combustion zone  volume"  was  ob- 
served  to be  large  in comparison with  the   zone of unburned 
gases.     The combustion zone was observed  to oscillate  in 
overall extent  in response  to  the pressure oscillations. 

D.3    Basic Considerations  on the Gas  Rocket Combustion Process 

With  the completion of the  combustion zone  diagnostic ex- 
periments  and  the analysis  of the  initial  turbulent  flame com- 
bustion model  the principal   features of the  combustion process 
in  the  gas rocket had  been clarified.     Obviously the  turbulent 
combustion process  is quite  complex  and  there   is  little hope   for 
an exact detailed analytical expression of the  phenomena.    At 
best one  can only attempt  to  account  for  the  gross  aspects of the 
process. 

One of the most useful early approaches  to  the  general prob- 
lem of turbulent combustion is  that of Summerfield   (  132   ) who 
distinguished  three  regimes  of turbulent combustion depending upon 
the  characteristic ratio of mixing to combustion time,     fn,,* /T^ 
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A regime  of weak  turbulent combustion where    TmiV/^, »i,      is 
amenable  to  analysis  in terms  of a wrinkled laminar  flame where 
burning proceeds  over an enlarged  surface  area but  locally at 
essentially  the  laminar  flame  speed characterizing  the unburned 
propellant.     with increasing  turbulent intensity  a regime of 
stronger  turbulent combustion,    ^''w/*/tc  — i      is encountered. 
Turbulent  burning occurs  in this regime  in a distributed  in- 
depth  reaction  zone which can  be  analyzed  by  a  simple  thermal 
model.     It  is   for this  intermediate  regime of  turbulent combustion 
that Summer field's  similarity  relationship    ^^/fe    '   s«-«l«-/v 
was  proposed.     Combustion  is   limited  in this  regime  by  the cri- 
terion  that  sufficient time   (eddy  lifetime)  exists   for combustion 
to proceed within macroscopic  eddies  according  to  the  laminar 
microscale  laws of heat conduction  and diffusion.     Thus  for  the 
cases where       '*""/?'«    ^ i /    combustion in a turbulent stream 
essentially resembles  laminar   flame  propagation.     A  consideration 
of the published  studies  of  turbulent flames   (130,   132,   134,   138) 
reveals  that typically such   flames   for hydrocarbon  fuels are 
stabilized  on burners  at atmospheric pressure up to mean port 

2 velocities   (»-(10    cm/sec))   by  the mechanism of self propagation 
of the flame into the unburned premixed gas by means of turbulent 
diffusion and heat conduction. Stabilization of turbulent flames 
at the  lower end of the     'm'*/flp range   ( ^    l   )   and  in streams 
with velocities  up to  3 x  10     cm/sec is  only  achieved  by surround- 
ing  the  burner port with  a hot sheath of product gases   from a 
pilot  flame. 

Summerfield distinguishes  a third regime  of turbulent com- 
bustion where    ^nc /fj» 4. i  .     For sufficiently  intense  levels of 
turbulence   in  the combusting  stream   (achieved  by virtue of in- 
creased   flow velocity  and  Reynolds  number,  higher pressure drop 
across  the  port,   large radial   and/or axial gradients  of velocity 
at the  burner port)   the  turbulent eddy lifetime becomes  short com- 
pared  to  combustion times  and  a vigorous  stirring of unburned re- 
actants  and product gases  is   achieved.     The  ideal upper limit of 

fmi* /f - 0 corresponds  to  the well-stirred  reaction zone. 
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an extended  zone of uniform composition and  temperature where 

overall burning rates  are high and the  concept of a turbulent 

flame  speed meaningless.     Such  flames  are  approached on open 
burners only  in the presence of intense pilot  flames.     In practice 

turbulent combustion  in high velocity,   U    >     5 x 10    cm/sec, 
premixed  streams corresponding to Summerfield's  regime of 

fm!* J fc <■ 1       has  only been achieved   in  enclosed  systems where 
the mechanisms of  flame  stabilization  and  propagation bear  little 

resemblance to those  characterizing the  lower  turbulent regime 

open burner  flames.     In the  following paragraphs  it will be 
shown that the steady  combustion process   in the  gas rocket must 

properly be considered  to  lie  in this  third,    Tm>%/fc   *•    1. 
regime.     In Section E,   a realistic model   of the  steady combustion 
process  in the gas rocket  is developed. 

For the H~  + Air  system with showerhead  injection,   the  un- 

burned premixed propellant  is  admitted  to  the  combustion chamber 
4 in streams having port velocities,   Uj -   3.6 x  10    cm/sec and 

Reynolds  numbers  based  on port diameters   {&{6  to 8 x 10  )).     The 
corresponding pressure  ratio across  the  injector,   />l0j ~ f0—"    are 

(©•(2.0 to  3.5))  with  the effective  area expansion ratio of 

For  the  range of   £   and m.    .   considered   in  the  experimental work 
and  in view of the diagnostics results  a  conservative estimate  of 

cal the   "space heating rate"   (  dr   *-'  —s— )   under  typical near  limit 
ro      cnTsec 

conditions  for the H2   + Air  system can be made, 

5 TOT — £  

For *<***> 

§ =2.40 5*2 e ^ ei */o*e<x,/%**»l 

The combustion volume   is conservatively estimated on the 

basis of Figures  IV-38,   39 which indicate   an axial extent of  the 

——■———MMMMM—II——       ill  MMM^jg||||M||MM|M|M||||a|M|Maa>|[M| 
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combustion  zone  to be   (©(2.5 cm))   for the  above conditions, 

%ror =  ötsrx.oiezKzei*/o4/j*>]   =    &(400~     \ 

As  pointed out by Longwell   (113),   space  heating rates of 
this order can only be  rationalized on the  basis of a high 
intensity  turbulent combustion model.     In order to  achieve complete 
combustion  of this  intensity  a  strong mixing  of unburned,   reacting, 
and  product gases must occur.     It is clear  that the extremes of 
injection Reynolds No.,   pressure drop,   and velocity must lead  to 
large  radial and  axial  velocity gradients near  the  injection port 
and  generally to high  levels  of turbulence  in  the mixing zones 
of  the expanding propellant jets.    Within the mixing zones of the 
propellant  jets the high   intensity turbulence will naturally lead 
on  the microscale  to rapid dissipation of local  fluctuations  in 
temperature  and composition.     The question arises  as to the 
mechanism by which hot product  gases  are  supplied  in sufficient 
quantities   to the  jet mixing region to sustain  the  steady high 
intensity  combustion process  in the high velocity streams.       In 
this  regard  it is helpful   to consider the  one-dimensional, idealized, 
steady-state  integrated momentum equation  for  the  control volume 
surrounding  the expanding propellant jet.     As  shown in Figure V-2, 
the propellant jet expands   from a single port to fill a tube of 
cross-sectional  area,   A^^ = A /n ^^. . err o    port 

The   injection conditions  in the  gas rocket can be compared  to 
those  used by Longwell,   Hottel,   Büchner,   and  others   (118,   120, 
121,   122,   126)   in the  so-called well-stirred reactors.    As  in 
the  gas  rocki t,   injection of premixed gaseous  reactants  into 
the  small volume of  the stirred reactor  is  achieved by means  of 
numerous underexpanded  scnic jets.    A steady combustion process 
in the  stirred reactor  is  assured by the presence of the 
opposing outer wall  upon which the propellant  jets impinge. 
A vigorous stirring of products and reactants occurs  in the 
zones between the   jets. 

  — ■- '■' '■* 
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T 
»»■»j '••f-r 

i 
Figure v-2 

For this illustrative calculation the effect of combustion is 

simply to influence the burned gas thermodynauüc and gas dynamic 

properties and the fully expanded plane,  f 

The momentum equation for the control volume, assuming no 

transverse fluid motion across the control volume boundaries, is, 

fi *i +  f*( ***** -*<) + "iU*   = f>* fi*M ■*■ "V "S (v-11) 

For the case of unchoked mass injection flux the static pressure 

in the injection plane in the volume Vs surrounding the jet is 

equal to the static pressure in the injection plane (i) of the jet 

and Equation V-11 simplifies to. 

—     m r*T /n holes 

In this case the momentum equation must be  solved simultaneously 
with the remaining conservation equations  for the control  volume. 
Solutions  for the  local static properties  in the injection plane 
have been obtained numerically for  a  range  of injection conditions 
in connection with the experimental  study of the  influence  of the 
injection Mach number on the nonsteady  burning process.     Typically, 
due to the gas rocket injection condition of Ui > Uf,   the   in- 
jection pressure  is always slightly less  than the steady down- 

stream pressure,   that is P^ = Ps <   Pf   • 

^ ——~- i         
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For  the  typical  case  of choked underexpanded mass  injection 

flux  the  static pressure   in the  jet injection plane,   P.,   is de- 

termined  by  the upstream stagnation conditions   in  the mixing 

chamber,      -p^   •£ ^p9  .     The  momentum equation  can  be  solved   for 

the pressure  in V    at the  injection plane, 

^)s  = ff *****   - -PiBj- ™**4  JUi'U* ^ 

For   typical  H2  + Air   combustion,     | =  2.0 

ifi.    .   = 25  gms/sec,   n, 1ä„ = 10,   m   _, =  2.5  gms/sec tot noies       err 
6        2 pf  =7.8 atm = 7.90 x 10 dynes/cm 

uf  = 10 cm/sec 
4 

u.   =C. =3.6  x 10 cm/sec 

p . * p .   = 19.4 atm, p.  -  .52 p .„ = 10.1 atm ^mix  rstag ^i        rmix 
2 

:m 

2 

2 7 2 
A  ff = 0-91 cm Pj  = i-025 x  10 dynes/cm 

A.       = 0.006 cm 

Thus, for  VL   «j,  which is true for all showerhead injection 

conditions in the gas rocket 

v_ 

^m* ' err.* ' 

and under the above conditions an estimate of the pressure 

difference between the injection plane and the fully expanded 

section in the volume V„ is obtained as, s 

cm7- 

i— -— ■ 
 -"■ I   ■  — —- --■-- .— r.v  ■— — -I 
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Thus,   for  the  showerhead  injection configuration of  the gas 
rocket under both choked and unchoked  injection conditions, there 
exists  an appreciable  rise  in static pressure between the   injector- 
face  and  the  fully expanded  flow section.     The  additional   term 
appearintj  in Equation indicates  that  this pressure  recovery 
is  larger  for  increased  jet underexpandedness.     Clearly  a strong 
pressure driving   force   for recirculatory   flow of combustion products 
from the downstream portion of the  expanded  jet upstream  toward 
the injector  is  present during combustion with the showerhead 
injectors. 

The contrast between the  combustion process  in a laminar or 
"conventional"   turbulent burner  flame  and  that in the gas  rocket 
is emphasized.     In the  conventional  system a slight pressure drop 
(©•(10~    atm))   and  a strong   (©-(6  fold))   velocity increase  due  to 
product expansion in the vicinity of the   flame are typical.     In 
the gas rocket combustion process   (neglecting for a moment the 
effects of jet underexpandedness)   a pressure rise occurs   along the 
axis and  is estimated  at some  4 orders  of magnitude  larger  than the 
pressure drop experienced in the conventional  flame.     Furthermore, 
due to the chamber  filling expansion process in the gas  rocket a 
velocity decrease  by  a  factor of   (e'(0.03))   occurs. 

The  intensity of the recirculatory  flow of hot products 
accompanying the pressure gradient near  the  injector can  be  esti- 
mated.     Considering  the volume surrounding the expanding  and  com- 
busting  jets  to  be  composed of product gases  at the  adiabatic 
burned gas  temperature   (neglecting heat  losses to  the  injector 
and to the  surrounding chamber),   for   ^> =  2.0,   T    = T,   =  1644 0K, 
and     P/   = iöb   =     1.53 x 10"    gms/sec,   Bernoulli's equation pro- 
vides an estimate of  the maximum velocity  achievable  in  a  stream 
tube due  to the predicted pressure  gradient, 

=     ^fL±^   .    /. 3 ,/** <-/„, 
fa). nrtasp. 

Certainly the calculation overestimates the actual velocity 

realized in the recirculation zone, but the point should be clear. 
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For  the  geometry of  the  gas  rocket  injection scheme the  fluid 
dynamics  serves   to provide  the mechanism of  flame stabilization 
of  the  combusting high  velocity propellant  jet  as well  as  to 
satisfy  the macroscale mixing requirement  responsible  for the 
measured  intensity of  the  combustion process.     Reaction must be 
initiated  in  the mixing  zone of the expanding   jet by  the  forced 
recirculation of hot  product gases  to  the  base  of the   jet  followed 
by  the  microscale  turbulent exchange of mass   and energy between 
hot prod.cts  and  the  unburned gases. 

In many  respects   the  mechanism of  turbulent combustion  in 
the  gas  rocket resembles   that in the so called   "tunnel burners" 
where   stabilization  of  combustion  in  a high velocity   field  is 
similarly achieved  at  a discontinuous expansion in    cross-sectional 
areas.     levlev   (138)   probed the pressure   field  in the vicinity 
of the  step change  in  flow area and determined  the extent of  the 
finite  regime  of reverse   flow.     This measured   zone of  "negative 
pressure"  was observed  to enlarge with  increasing injection velocity 
and decreasing A      t.     For  injection velocities   {©'(S x 10    cm/sec)) 
blowoff occurred  in  the  absence of a stabilizing tunnel  surround- 
ing and extending downstream from the burner port. 

The  importance  of  the  recirculating  flow of product gases  in 
the   flame stabilization process has been evidenced in several  of 
the  gas  rocket experiments discussed  in this work.     Prior  to  the 
CO system studies  a  series  of experiments was  carried out to de- 
termine  the  stability  characteristics  of  the  CH4/02/N2  system  at 
mean  P    =7.8  atm with choked showerhead  injection as  a  function c 
of  the  equivalence ratio  and the chamber  length.     Bowman reported 
the  results of a single  series of experiments with CH./Air and 
CH4/(.402 +   .6N2)   at  L    =54 cm.     While he  observed nonsteady 
burning of the CH./Air  system at the  stoichiometric mixture  ratio 
at  the  shorter L  ,   for L    = 104 cm  the  stability limits were c c 
found  to lie  slightly off stoichiometric   (see  Figure V-17 in  Section 
F of  this chapter).      In order to  achieve  combustion stabilization 
at  the  off-stoichiometric mixtures,   it was  necessary to  increase 
the  total propellant mass   flow rate by  about 20%,  with an attendant 
increase  in the  injection pressure ratio,   ^«j -  tf-*"*-   of about 8%. 
At  the   lower  total mass   flow    the  blowoff  limit was  found  to  lie 

- 
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close to £) = 1 and within the system stability limits.  The 

obvious implication is that a more favorable mixing process be- 

tween hot products and unburned propellant is achieved with the 

higher mass flux and corresponding higher pressure ratio across 

the injector.  It is of interest to note that Hottel (121, 126) 

observed precisely the same influence of mass flux and injection 

pressure ratio in a stirred reactor study.  Shinnar (127) and 

Spalding (139) as well as Hottel interpreted such behavior as 

evidence for the improvement of mixing on both large (product 

recirculation) and small (local mass entrainment and turbulent 

exchange between products and reactants) scale. 

It was noted in Chapter IV that a significant distortion in 

the geometry of the combustion chamber in the vicinity of the 

injector (achieved by removing the inner windows in the windowed 

combustion chamber section) prevented combustion stabilization 

with the H- + Air system. Again the principal influence of the 

geometry change is on the nature of the turbulent recirculation 

pattern associated with the injection process. 

Finally it is of interest ^.o rote the effect on the system 

blowoff limits of decreasing the injection pressure ratio and Mach 

number by increasing the injection port diameter.  In the series 

of experiments discussed in Section G of this chapter the in- 

fluence on the stability characteristics of decreasing M. . and 

P. . was determined for the H- + Air system. A systematic de- inj z 
crease in the blowoff limits ( ^J ) of the system occurred as 

A    increased and P. ., M.   decreased.  The same influence of port in]  in] 
injector port area and injection Mach number was reported by 

Hottel (121) in the stirred reactor work. 

In Section E a model of the combustion process accounting 

for the presence of a strong recirculation of product gases de- 

veloped.  For the moment note that the fluid dynamic loop is 

complemented as far as the recirculated product gas is concerned 

by virtue of the high entrainment capacity of the high velocity 

expanding jets. 
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D.4    Consideration of the  Important Characteristic Times  in the 
Gas  Rocket  Combustion Process  

Earlier  analyses of the nonsteady burning process   in the gas 
rocket  including  the Sirignano-Crocco model and  turbulent flame 
model were based  upon the premise  that the characteristic com- 
bustion  time was  negligible  compared  to  the characteristic time 
of wave motion  -   the period  of oscillation.     The  assumption 
facilitated  a quasi-steady treatment of the burning process  al- 
though  a nonsteady effect of volume  oscillation on the  time scale 
of the pressure  oscillation was  included  in the turbulent flame 
model.     In addition the assumption eliminated the characteristic 
combustion  time  as  an important parameter influencing  the 
theoretically predicted nonsteady burning characteristics of the 
system. 

In view of  the correlation between the dark zone  length  in 
the direct photographs and the  length of the underexpanded super- 
sonic zone  in  the  schlieren and shadow photographs  there  is  justi- 
fication  for  the  statement that the  residence time of particles 
in the unburned  gas  zone   (   ^"Ve»,«.     )   is  negligible  compared  to 
the period of oscillation   (  Tfr- ).     Taking the  sonic velocity 

4 
(e(3.6 x  10    cm/sec))   at the  injection port as  an estimate of the 

mean velocity  in the unburned gas  zone  and noting the measured 
length of the  zone  as   (©(0.5 cm)   an estimate of   ^re^u. a ^C/o'  ^»ec 
is obtained.     For reference purposes  Figure v-3      shows   a plot 
of the  frequency of  the experimentally observed   fundamental mode 
oscillation as   a  function of the  propellant equivalence  ratio  and 
chamber length  for  the H- + Air system.     The equivalence ratio 
plotted  corresponds  to the  lowest   $    at which the  fundamental mode 
is observed   for  the  chamber  length  noted.     At L     2.     38  cm a 
narrow regime  of second harmonic mode  oscillation is observed  at 
the  lower    3    .     For  the second harmonic mode oscillation the 
period of oscillation is nominally   ??•*,*. = £  ^/»r^x .     Thus  the 
ratio    tresju I fyv    £   &(-OZ.}   is  observed. 

On the other hand,   the approximation that the residence  time 
of  the  combusting propellant gases   in  the burning zone   (   /^«jt    ) 
and  the  assumption  that the characteristic chemical  time due  to 
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kinetics   (     7^       )   are negligible  compared to      ^#r   must cer- 
tainly  be  reconsidered.     Note  that    ^J,     does not necessarily equal 

Clearly  the  residence  time of gases  in the burning zone is 
dependent on  the  aero-thermodynamic  structure of the   injection- 
mixing-combustion process  as well  as  the chemical properties of 
the reacting  propellants.     The  characteristic chemical  kinetic or 
reaction time   is  likewise dependent on  the local  thermodynamic 
properties  of  the  reacting mixture  in  addition to  the  chemical 
nature  of the  reactants.     The oft-repeated statement  of  investi- 
gators  in the   liquid  and solid  rocket propellant  fields   (particu- 
larly those  concerned with the nonsteady burning characteristics 
of these  systems),   that characteristic chemical times  are  too short 
(to be  limiting)  with respect to oscillation periods  is misleading 
and,   as will  be  shown,   perhaps  inaccurate  in light of currently 
available  reaction rate data.     Culick has recognized  this  point 
in his discussion of the  nonsteady burning processes   in solid 
propellant rocket motors   (  24). 

On the basis of the diagnostic experiments and in light of 
the combustion zone structure as discussed in this chapter only 
a limiting range on the combustion zone residence time can be 
specified. Unburned propellant enters the combustion chamber at 
sonic velocity and passes through the turbulent combustion zone 
surrounding and extending downstream from the underexpanded un- 
burned  gas  zone.     At the end of the combustion zone  fully combusted 
and expanded product gas  is emitted  at  a mean chamber velocity 

3 
(e-fO.S   to  1.5  x  10    cm/sec)).     Estimating the overall  extent of 
the  combustion  zone  at between 1  and   5  cm a range  of possible 

-5 -3 residence  times,   e"(3 x 10      sec  to  1  x  10      sec),   is possible. 
In comparison with  the observed  oscillation periods of Figure V-3, 
it is  likely  that   %0sJi!>       commensurate with   t^or>     is  realized 
in the  gas  rocket combustion process. 

With regard  to  the possibility  that the characteristic 
chemical kinetic  time appropriate  to  conditions existing in the 
combustion zone may not be negligible  compared  to  the  observed 

^L,,,   and may  indeed be of  importance  in determining  the  non- 
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steady burning characteristics of the system,  the following 

points are noted: 

(1) The combustion instability data of Bowman (32) with the 
H2 + Air propellant system - Figure II-9 , (showerhead 
injection system) and of Pelmas with the CH^ + (.40- + .6N2) 
system (porous plug injection) - Figure II-7 , delineate 
distinct regimes of harmonic mode oscillations. As noted 
by Bowman and in light of the observed longitcdinal mode 
instability characteristics in liquid rocket systems, 
these data are suggestive of the existence and importance 
of a finite characteristic combustion time relative to 
the period of oscillation. 

(2) The inference that the important characteristic time must 
be fundamentally related to a characteristic kinetic or 
reaction time (that is, the system does not appear to be 
mixing limited) follows from the stability limit data of 
Bowman with the Hj/O-ZN- system. Bowman and the present 
author with the CH./62/N2 system, and the present author 
with the CO(H20)/02/N2 system with and without CH. additive. 
These data have clearly demonstrated the importance of 
the adiabatic combustion temperature and the propellant 
reactivity or overall activation energy in determining 
the nonsteady burning characteristics of the system. 

(3) The similarity between the nonsteady burning characteristics 
of the CH4/Air and the C0(H20)/Air systems strongly 
supports the conclusion that gas phase kinetics is a 
limiting factor in determining the combustion zone response. 
Both systems support nonsteady burning at and around the 
stoichiometric mixture ratio with steady combustion 
occurring at off-stoichiometric mixtures.  This experi- 
mentally observed similarity was puzzling in the context 
of the original Sirignano-Crocco theory and the available 
kinetics data.  The original theory emphasized the im- 
portance of the factor E/RT.  The accepted overall acti- 
vation energies for the two systems are (©^(60 kcal/mole)) 
for CH./Air and (©-(20 to 30 kcal/mole)) for CO(H20)/Air. 
The S-C model predicts substantially different Ti^ for 
the two systems.  Essentially the same T^^  (©-(2430OK)) is 
observed in the two systems. As shown in Chapter VI in 
the discussion of the experimental results in light of 
the combustion model developed in this chapter, it appears 
that the oxidation of CO formed as an intermediate in the 
CH. oxidation at high temperatures is the rate limiting 
step in the overall process.  Thus in a high temperature 
combustion system dominated by gas phase chemical kinetic 
influences one would indeed expect similarity between the 
system response with CO and CH. as the fuel. 

aa^^^M 
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(4) Estimates of the characteristic kinetic  times derived 
from the most relevant overall kinetics  rate data  for 
the N2-diluted H2/02,   CH4/02,   and CO(H20)/02  reactions 
indicate  that the  condition of  f*/Ymmr   «a-^/J     is 
possible  for  the  gas  rocket combustion process   (see 
Appendix D). 

(5) The  radial  and  axial  temperature profile measurements 
and  the spark schlieren photographs  indicate  a systematic 
increase  in the  axial  extent of the  steady-state com- 
bustion volume with decreasing   tf    and   increasing m.   . . 
These observations   are  consistent with  the view that0 

the  combustion distribution is  influenced by  finite 
chemical  reaction  times. 

E.     High   Intensity Combustion Model 

In  Section D certain  aspects of the  injection-combustion 
phenomena  in the  gas rocket were outlined.     The   fundamental 
importance  of the   forced  recirculation of hot product gases  in 
the  annular regions  surrounding the propellant  jets was noted. 
The disparity between the  combustion process  in  the gas rocket 
and  a conventional  turbulent burner  flame was  emphasized.     In 
this  section a physical  and  analytical expression of the steady- 
state high  intensity turbulent combustion process  is developed. 
The  ultimate goal  is  to show that the distributed combustion 
zone may  be described  in terms  of volume  averaged  thermodynamic, 
gasdynamic,   and burning rate parameters.     In  Section F the com- 
bustion  zone boundary condition derived on the  basis of the  steady 
state model  is  applied  to  the  analysis of the wave dynamics  in 
the  combustion chamber and  the  coupled problem  is  solved  to de- 
termine  the nonsteady burning characteristics  of  the  gas rocket 
system. 

To  adequately describe  the  combustion process  associated with 
the high velocity,   highly  turbulent,   underexpanded, premixed pro- 
pellant  jets expanding  into  the combustion chamber  it is necessary 
to understand the  basic properties of such  jets.     It has  already 
been demonstrated  that the   flow field  generated  by such com- 
busting  jets  for the  injection configuration of  the gas rocket 
leads   to  a  steady  supply of hot product gases  to  the volumes 
surrounding  the  jets.     The  works  of Hottel   (120,   121,   126) 
Abramovich   (  130),   Spalding   (139,141),   and Thring  and Newby   (131) 
are  particularly relevant. 

MM^MMaaM~^MMHMMMBMaHMMMHMk^i^aM^MaMAM^MMM_^^^aMMaaMMMHaa^MMMMMa^MM^Ha 
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The fluid and thermodynamic properties of subsonic, sonic 

(underexpanded), and supersonic turbulent jet flowfields have been 

the subject of extensive experimental and analytical work.  Success 

in correlating theory and experimental data in the absence of 

combustion has been achieved principally through the application 

of similarity principles to describe the velocity, temperature, 

and composition profiles in the near mixing field for the case of 

jet expansion into a quiescent medium.  The most significant 

property of such jets in terms of the  present discussion is the 

extraordinary entrainment capacity exerted by the jets on the 

surrounding medium.  A high velocity turbulent jet acts as an 

efficient ejector to aspirate gas from the surroundings into the 

mixing zone of the jet and thereby evidences a substantial increase 

in the total mass flux within the jet with axial distance from 

the jet port.  Spalding (139,141) has treated this aspect of 

turbulent jets from both a theoretical and experimental standpoint. 

He has demonstrated the fundamental relationship between the axial 

decay of mean velocity in the jet and the total mass of entrained 

gas.  An empirical expression was obtained for the functional form 

of the rate of mass entrainment in terms of the initial jet mo- 

mentum, the density ratio of the entrained and original jet gas, 

and the axial displacement from the jet port.  Hottel (126) re- 

ports that the near flow fields of high velocity, high Reynolds 

number jets (subsonic, underexpanded sonic, and supersonic) are 

similar and relatively insensitive to the presence of combustion 

in the jet mixing zone.  As found by Spalding, Hottel observes 

that the inlet jet momentum and the density ratio are of princi- 

pal importance in the jet development.  The principal influence 

of combustion according to Spalding and Hottel should be (at least 

to first order) to modify the density ratio.  Earlier Thring and 

Newby (131) developed a similarity criterion for isothermal and 

combusting enclosed turbulent jets which is essentially equivalent 

to Spalding's derived entrainment law. 

The ratio of the density of the surrounding (entrained) fluid 
to the mean density of the fluid within the jet. 
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It would seem that the mechanisms by which combustion 

stabilization at the injector and steady combustion are achieved 

in the gas rocket are similar.  It is apparent that the high 

intensity combustion process must be initiated and sustained by 

the entrainment of hot product gases from the surrounding re- 

circulation zone into the mixing zone of the expanding high 

velocity jets.  Subsequent turbulent mixing of the entrained gas 

and the jet flow acts to preheat and dilute the unburned pre- 

mixed propellant.  Only by virtue of the coupled product re- 

circulation and entrainment phenomena can appreciable burning 

rates be maintained. 

Acknowledging the importance of recirculation and entrainment 

the question arises as to the relative importance of the mixing 

processes ( Tmi*.  )   vis a vis gas phase kinetics (7c  ).  Indeed 

the question of how to go about calculating kinetic rates given 

the environment of the gas rocket combustion zone must be answered. 

The concept of increasing overall yas phase burning rates by 

vigorously stirring unburned combustibles with hot products is 

not new.  In the limit of "ir^inite mixing rates" (in the present 

context, infinite entrainment such that —^«cir«^ ^^  ^g mixing 

time is zero compared to the reaction time due to kinetics and 

the combustion zone can be analyzed as a locally well-stirred 

reaction volume having uniform composition, temperature, density, 

pressure, and burning rate (113, 117, 119).  Under these con- 

ditions the characteristic time due to kinetics becomes limiting 

(T,„;«/rc = 0>.   At the opposite end of the scale {rm,*/fc z&Cl ) 

it is likely that the entrainment rate becomes of equal if not 

greater importance than the kinetic rates in determining the de- 

velopment of the combustion process.  Spalding (140) analyzed the 

problem of the spreading rate of a confined turbulent flame behind 

a two-dimensional flameholder for the case when the finite en- 

trainment rate of unburned premixed gas into the burning zone was 

limiting.  He analyzed the case for instantaneous combustion 

( Ym'*/re » i ). 
The harsh environment and small scale of the high velocity 

turbulent mixing-combustion zone associated with each propellant 
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jet in the gas rocket prevents the accurate measurement of local 

thermodynamic properties throughout the combustion zone.  Without 

such information the precise determination of the relative im- 

portance of mixing and gas phase reaction is precluded.  One can 

speculate on the degree of approach to a zone of well-stirred 

combustion.  On the other hand, it can be argued inductively on 

the basis of all of the experimental stability limit data with 

the CO, CH4, and H-ZO^/N« systems that mixing effects are of 

secondary importance compared to chemical kinetic effects.  The 

evidence for the primary iinprrtance of chemical kinetic factors 

in determining the nonsteady burning characteristics of the 

system has been noted.  Only higher order effects, if any, due 

to mixing have been observed (see also Chapter VI).  In any case 

if mixing limitations on the steady burning rate and the non- 

steady characteristics do exist the effects should be more 

noticeable near the stoichiometric mixture ratio where charac- 

teristic chemical times are minimum.  Therefore, the approxima- 

tion which will be applied in the analysis, namely, that 

ft»/*,*/Vft«• 1  ,where Tmi'tjJ     refers to the time to dissipate 

radial thermal, concentration, and velocity fluctuations in the 

expanding and combusting jet, is likely to be satisfied for the 

H2 + Air system where nonsteady burning occurs at lower tempera- 

ture off-stoichiometric mixtures.  The assumption is recognized 

as being weaker in the case of the CH. and CO systems where flame 

stabilization is an experimentally observed problem and nonsteady 

burning occurs at higher temperature near  ^ = 1. 

E.l Well-stirred combustion zone analysis 

Initially an analysis of the nonsteady burning zone was 

carried out for th3 case where a finite dimensioned well-stirred 

combustion zone surrounds the unburned gas zone.  That is, the 

limiting case of fmi*./%,~0    over the entire burning zone was 

examined.  Unburned gas admitted to the reaction zone was assumed 

to be mixed instantaneously with products with reaction occurring 

throughout the entire volume such that the mass burning rate could 

be expressed by a simple Arrhenius rate law at the uniform com- 

bustion zone conditions. 

-■--   '■- ■ - -■ i - -  ■- ■—— --—- —  ^ 1—j  ■-■ 
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The  analysis was  particularly useful  in  suggesting a means 
for handling  the  combustion boundary condition  for  the case of 
fin.rte  combustion  time   (applied  subsequently  in  the  final  com- 
bustion model).     However,   the concept of  "instantaneous mixing" 
and   "infinite  recirculation"   throughout  the  combustion zone  is 
too  extreme.     While  turbulent mixing rates  are  certainly high 
in  the  gas  rocket combustion zone,   the  presence  of  a high velocity 
mean   flow and  the  absence  of an opposing wall   as  in  the Longwell 
type   stirred  reactor  should  act  to spread  the   finite  zone of re- 
action.     Furthermore,   the   necessity to  consider  the  locally well- 
stirred  combustion  zone  as  one of incomplete  combustion   (in 
order   to realize non-zero propellant mass   fractions  and thereby 
finite  burning rates)   accompanied by  the experimental observation 
of  approximately complete  combustion resulted   in the  artificial 
inclusion of  a thin  afterburning  zone wherein  complete combustion 
to products  was  assured. 

E.2     Recirculation-Stabilized,   Distributed  Combustion Zone Model 

The  combustion model  developed in  the   following paragraphs 
accounts   for   the principal   features of  the  gas  rocket combustion 
process  as  considered  in  the preceding discussion.     The basic 
goal   as  stated earlier  is   to show that  for the  envisioned high 
intensity combustion process  there exist well-defined  and mutually 
self  consistent values   for  the volume-averaged properties  of the 
combustion zone  and  that  the  steady gas phase  burning rate  can 
be expressed   in terms  of these spacially-averaged properties. 

Consider  the idealized  case of the high velocity expanding and 
combusting  jet shown  in Figure V-4a  .     For purposes of analysis 
consider Figure V-4b    to  represent an  approximation of the  real 
jet combustion  zone.     In this section all quantities  are con- 
sidered  dimensional. 

- -—■ 
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X^O 

injector recirculation 

primary 
zone 

Figure v-4  a 

turbulent  jet 
combustion zone 
(mean  a;:ial  velocity 
profiles  sketched) 

m. A*ff Z** 

Figure v-4 b 

Jnbu-v.od prcraixed propollant enters the combustion zone at 

W..J .jort v;ith inlet macs flux Trti * f>*. U^fim^t-  where U^ - C^ 

Zo~  choked flow,  ror the purposes stated here the jet is assumed 

to ^o perfectly expcnclcd to the mean chamber pressure P* ■ Pc ■ P« 
r/.-.et is, the effect of jet underexpandodncss is neglected. Gas 

phase combustion due to finite-rate chemical kinetics in a quasi- 

one-dimensional burning zone is considered. The annular region 

surrounding the combustion zone is assumed to be filled with 

burned product gases at the adiabatic combustion temperature 
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corresponding to the inlet mixture strength ( $ ). Heat losses 

to the injector face  and the combustion chamber walls are 

neglected. 

Combustion is stabilized at the injection port by the finite 

rate of recirculation and entrainment of hot product gas.  Radial 

gradients are neglected in the mixing and combustion zone.  That 

is, the microscale turbulence within the jet mixing zone is 

assumed to be sufficiently high such that 7f*i*.4/ft << i  where 

7/»»/«.ä     ■'■s ecJuivalent to the local eddy stay time within 

the mixing zone.  Thus entrainment CTVm» > ^W«^)  of hot product 

gas leads to rapid heating of the unburned premixed propellant 

gases thereby stabilizing the burning zone. 

The combustion zone is extended due to the mutual interaction 

of finite chemical kinetic rates in a high velocity field where 

mass entrainment and jet expansion are occurring. Axial diffusion 

and heat conduction are neglected.  Combustion is completed and 

the adiabatic combustion temperature achieved within the zone 

length Xc and further expansion to fill the chamber is allowed. 

In this regard the characteristic humped shape of the axial 

temperature profiles measured in the recirculation zones (Figures 

IV-12 to IV-17 - the off-axis profiles) is recalled.  The 

rather abrupt decay of the temperature profile following the 

measured zone of peak temperature can be interpreted as evidence 

of the completion of combustion within the turbulent mixing zone 

of the jet prior to the completion of jet expansion.  Subsequent 

mixing of the expanding combusted gas with recirculating gas 

cooled due to heat losses to the surrounding walls could account 

for the temperature drop. 

The principal features of the mixing process are accounted for 

by a Spalding-type mass entrainment law for the high velocity 

jet, the jet expansion angle oc  (alternatively the overall jet 

Not all heat transferred to the injector is lost.  Due to the 
nonsteady temperature profile in the injector plug during an 
experiment there is a slowly increasing heat transfer rate to 
the unburned gases in the injector ports and upstream in the 
mixing chamber.  The axial temperature profiles of Chapter IV 
indicate that the mean temperature of the gas in the recircu- 
lation zone is 200oK to 350OK lower than the measured peak 
temperature. 

-        .■.■..-. .-- -- ..^^^^^^^^^m^Mm^^^mmM, 
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length, "X^ ), and the length S^, of the principal core zone of 

the jet assumed to be composed of unburned gases at the inlet 

temperature.  The total mass of recirculated product gas is con- 

served.  The annular recirculation regime is replenished by influx 

at the downstream end of the combustion zone and the mean mass of 

product gas in the annular region is fixed.  Flow in the recircu- 

lation zone is considered incompressible. 

The mass conservation equation for the axisymmetric jet is 

obtained in terms of the entrainment rate as follows: 

L . 
1 

_  iL _ 
x^o /j V^x 

diiL 
- 

^i =■ mi + rr>^ 

T 
1 

*=%c 

(V-14) 

For high intensity turbulent combusting jets, Spalding 

(139, 141) indicates that the mass entrainment capacity of the 

jet can be specified as. 

dv. (V-15) 

where  &  = jF^/V^ r ^^ ^ 

a. 

= is the inlet jet 
momentum 

= the density of the 
gas being entrained 

= is an empirical con- 
stant (©-(0.2 to 0.5)) 

Integration of Spalding's entrainment law between x  =0 and 

x = x yields, 

where 
*= * 

and 

~ (Bz\v* ^[j+  ax, i^.)'*] (v-i6) 

'in «Hill in l ——^MMMMMM^^,^>^ ^■Hta^M^ mammmlmmamak 
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and it is required that the recirculated mass be conserved such 

that 

mk = "^ tv-s)-™^ ^ TOT/**, 

The equation for the jet expansion is approximated according 

(V-17) 

to, 

rv« 
ir3 * ri ^ rP^t 

y        .  _   re#f - rp.--t 
Tan 01 -     (V-18) 

where the dark zone volume is neglected in approximating ***$ l<k% 

and  ^JJ  represents the total cross section of the jet.  A close 

examination of the direct photographs of the H- + Air combustion 

zone (e.g., Figure IV-20a ) shows that, 

luminous 
zone 

*«= SLO  •*.**£ 

The diameter of the dark zone at the injector port is approxi- 

mately one half the port diameter and the luminous zone persists 

up to the injector port.  Thus the mixing and combustion zone 

extends to the injector face and the approximation that /Jj « Tfr?' 

becomes quite good within one to two port diameters depending on 

the particular value of the expansion angle o<v. 

The momentum equation is replaced by the assumption of uniform 

pressure across the combustion zone.  The pressure increase across 

the burning zone for the case of perfectly expanded injection 

is (©-(1 to 2 psi ) ) and provides the driving force for the strong 

11,.mm 
MMBHW 
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recirculatory  flow. 
The  energy equation  for  a  slab perpendicular  to  the  jet axis 

is written  as, 

cal where       d[       =       the  volumetric energy  release  rate   (    —=    ) 

L'V'W^] -    iL^r^*1-  +    T>]   =   iAi (V-19) 

at Xj  due   to   finite   rate   chemical cm sec 
kinetics 

Integration  of  the  energy  equation  between x  =   0   and  x  =  x. 

setting        T»- =   ''b n    ~r 
7-.  _ T 

cP'cr 

the  energy equation  becomes 

where     r- -    Iil*tZl * ^ + 
m^U^- 

t'     T =  •7^<%-,0 (V-21) 
'4     ""    »u. 

and      ^^^V^ =     t^16   temperature  explicit energy  release 
^      ' rate  at     Tt i   due  to     <r j     and reactant con- 

centration ' '« ' 
An expression  is  needed   for   the  volumetric  energy  release 

rate $f?yi    due  to  finite  rate  kinetics.     The   fuel   consumption 
rate   is  expressed  in  terms  of   an  overall  Arrhenius-type   rate   law, 

     =   -XLF!    L o«.! ■—i  

E 
RT 

where  K = k e      is the standard rate constant involving 

the preexponential factor k, E the overall activation energy as 

discussed in Chapter IV, page 85 , and T the local temperature. 

[F], [0-]   are the molar concentrations of fuel and oxygen 

n, m       are the reaction orders for the overall rate law 
with respect to fuel and oxidizer 

■ ■ 
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Substituting where 

LP]     -   ^ ' Pr -  '/w^. 

-^7, =    ^   <*£!? .7770^ ^r^^llf' '        -      of   fuel   and 

/oT = yo- = density  at   ^ 

a-Crl ^ns-C^I ^    ^   mass  factions 

cm* a«C 

The fuel consumption rate becomes 
oxygen 

E 

^ Wo;^      w^ 0«      ^ (V-22) 

The perfect gas  law is used  to express the density  in terms 

of the  local  temperature  and  the  constant mean pressure.     To 
obtain  a  temperature explicit expression  for    rtif    the mass 
fractions  of  fuel   and oxidizer must be  expressed  in terms  of 
the local dimensionless  temperature    f'-   . 

o 
For a system with no recirculation where the  local  tempera- 

ture  is simply related to the  local  reactant depletion   (e.g., 
Lewis  Number =  1   flames)   the dimensionless temperature profile 

is simply  related  to  the profile of reactant mass   fraction  as, 

*f-  -  —•    4 ——Q—,       for an oxidizer rich system 

(V-23) 

70 r     ^oxi ~ <7"<"t (ri^ for a  fuel rich system 

< 

such that O £. T*  4L L        specifies the reaction coordinate in the 

combustion zone. 

It can easily be shown for the case where recirculation and 

mixing of unburned premixed reactants and of completely burned 

product gas at the adiabatic combustion temperature occurs that 

the temperature rise due to reaction and mixing (reactant de- 

pletion) can also be expressed by these simple relations. 

Thus convenient temperature explicit relations for the princi- 

pal species mass fractions can be written as follows fcr an 

oxidizer rich system, 
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Ti- 7lt 

7^-71, 

^ ^ y »T»ICM 

vox 
=^-*-S)v^ S=    mass diluent  (N2^ 

mass oxygen 

/^ 

In order to determine ^oOr^t-f««».  ^the mass ^raction 

of oxidizer consumed at x .) the assumption that the reaction 

proceeds according to the stoichiometry /J-   -    (y^x /^V ) STOIC*/ 

is made.  The total fuel fraction consumed at f*   -   1 

is equal to ^f-i    for the overoxidized system.  Hence, the 

total oxidizer consumed is ^ö*)r#aLc^€^ 
= M^-ti  « u7^A) ,, 

The total oxidizer depletion at f,       due to reaction and 

mixing is therefore 

VCXJ.     -   L$ - rp^^r^L 

The  corresponding product mass  fraction  at      Tj     becomes 
a 

simply 

v-preA ^   =    r^ (/ +-^^ ^v 
where 

The  corresponding equations   for  the   fuel   rich  system are 

— ■ ,■-„■—.,—■   ■ - ■■ ■■-   -   ■ ...      -    ,  muM^i ,|IMMIM^MI_i__aAlll_^a^M^MM 
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Defining 

J =   v^   ^ 

-n-t-*^)     -n 
&■)„ =  ^t A /:<?-nj l/-^] 

MtM 
■(V-24) 

-rt+no 

mien * 

For the particular case of oxidizer rich, bimolecular, 

second order overall kinetics 

mew j t 
Substituting  into the expression  for the   fuel  consumption 

rate   (m =  n =  1), 

(V-25) 

{V-26) 

where 

l-* yrfu;a 

*        Ti TU /      7M v 

e<i = y-u/r^, 

The  energy release rate  due  to gas phase reaction is 

% = ^'Sf 
where P 'S =  the heat of combustion of the fuel 

which is constant for the relatively 
low temperatures (dissociation levels) 
for the gas rocket work 

HI  I -       -  -    ■       ■        ■.._...■. -^ -■.-   - ■■ . . - . - . . ,. 
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w% = 'A &i 
(V-27) 

The set of equations necessary to solve for the profiles 

of temperature, density, species mass fraction, and the energy 

release rate in the quasi-one dimensional combustion zone is 

thus completed.  The equations have been solved iteratively for 

the H- + Air system for a range of specified initial conditions 

(m., d   j., p T , d> ) with (n   ,a, CX. , k, and E) as parameters. i  port' ^' u  * W, /   f 
The calculations were carried out numerically using the IBM 

360-91 computer facility.  The iterative technique was straight- 

forward with the calculation for a given set of defining con- 

ditions started at the cold boundary initial jet conditions. 

For dimensionless axial displacement increments of 0.002 the 

step size in Tj    was adjusted to 0.001.  The technique reduced 

the local error in the computed temperature profile to less 

than 2%  for the dilute systems examined.  The computer program 

written to carry out the calculation is listed in Appendix E. 

In the course of the numerical study of the system the 

sensitivity of the calculated profiles, the overall reaction 

zone length, and the corresponding reaction ( ^1 ) and residence 

( ^r»$ k   ) times to the important parameters was examined.  Average 

values of the local combustion zone properties were determined as, 

ire - $**<*'>**■ 
K (V-28) 

f, - I'ftjVfj* ii > ** a 
The  intent here  is not to belabor  the numerical  results.     The 

—^""^^^    i   -—-...-    ... - 
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principal objectives ot the analysis were: 

(a) To demonstrate that the steady state combustion process 

in the gas rocket is amenable to description in terms of volume 

averaged combustion zone properties.  As shown by Crocco ( 152 ), 

the concept of representing nonuniform distributions of thermo- 

dynamic and gasdynamic properties by means of spacial averaging 

techniques is often misapplied in practice.  In terms of the 

gas rocket combustion process as described in the preceding 

paragraphs, in order for the concept of volume averaging of axial 

property profiles to be meaningful the averaged values of these 

properties should be consistent.  That is, the averaged local 

temperature and density as determined from the spacial distri- 

butions of these properties should be consistent with the local 

temperature and pressure corresponding to the spacially averaged 

volumetric energy release rate.  It can be easily shown for 

example, that this condition is not satisfied for a one di- 

mensional laminar or turbulent flame zone propagating in a low 

velocity field by the mechansims of heat conduction and diffusion. 

Typically there is poor agreement between y5„„c , T,U,  and %*„£ 

and in general ^Ä^ <• "X^ *• X.   principally due to the concentra- 

tion of the heat release in a relatively short zone near the 

burned gas temperature whereas the temperature and density 

profiles are primarily influenced by heat conduction and mass 

diffusion. 

(b) To examine the consistency between experimentally 

measured combustion zone "dimensions", published overall reaction 

rate data, and the predictions of the combustion model.  In this 

regard it is appropriate to comment on the expression of the 

burning rate in terms of the Arrhenius law.  Equation V-22 

The limitations inherent in the use of such a simple expression 

to express the reaction rate are well known (e.g., Fristrom & 

Westenberg (85) , Levy and Weinberg (112), and Sawyer (128)) and 

were commented on in Chapter IV.  In this work the overall re- 

action rate data for the 112/02 reaction (Sawyer and Glassman (128) 

and for the CHVO- reaction (Dryer and Glassman (129)) obtained 

in turbulent flow reactor studies are applied to evaluate the 

burning rate term in the gas rocket.  As noted by Levy and Weinberg 
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such empirical  Arrhenius expressions   seem  to offer reasonable 
predictions of burning rates in systems dominated by reactions 
occurring in the high  temperature,   high heat release zone.     The 
correlation of burning rate data obtained   in well-stirred   reactors 
and  the  flow reactor has evidenced  the  utility of such overall 
expressions.     It  is   felt that the  combustion process  in  the  gas 
rocket should   also  lend  itself to  such  characterization.     The 
use  of the  flow reactor results  to  obtain quantitative  estimates 
of the preexponential  or  frequency   factor  and  the overall   acti- 
vation energy  to  be  used  in the rate   law is based  on the   obser- 
vation that reaction  in both systems  occurs under conditions  of 
high  temperature,   high diluent   (N^)   concentrations,   and high 
intensity small   scale  turbulence.     While  the use of flow  re- 
actor data to evaluate  the  course of  reaction throughout   the 
combustion zone   in terms of evaluating local concentrations of 
reactants,   temperature,   and the burning rate may be challenged 
it  is   felt that  the  empirical  flow reactor data provide  good 
(certainly the  best  available)  estimates  of the overall heat 
release rates   for  the  gas  rocket system. 

The sensitivity of the  combustion distribution  and  the  ratio 
of   Tmi*./Vc t-0 the  important parameters was examined   for   the 
H0 + Air system  at   ^    = 2.0,   T    =  300oK,   P    = 4.4  atm,   n.    =  10, 

2 •* U c notes 
d       .=  0.09 cm,   and rti.   = 1.5  to 2.0  gms/se The  influence 
of the  jet expansion  angle   ( oC    ),   the mixing  intensity    (a),   the 
inlet mass  flux   (ift.)i   and  the kinetics parameters was determined. 
Considering the  roughness of the combustion model  the numerical 
results were rather  interesting.     Agreement between calculated  and 
measured combustion distributions   (overall  length)   and  the  total 
heat release rate  placed  important restrictions on the use  of 
realistic values   for  a,   OL    ,   and k  and E   in terms  of Sawyer's 
data.     A summary  of the observed  influence  of the various   parameters 
on the  combustion  zone  is  included  in Appendix D. 

Typically  a  rapid   increase  in the   jet  temperature T.   with 
axial displacement  from the  injection port due  to entrainment  and 
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mixing  of hot products   is   followed by  an extended  zone  in which 

chemical   reaction prevails.     Essentially small expansion  angles 

a-(&(6   to 10 degrees))   yield    X^  =   (e-(40  to  50))   and combustion 
zone   ( Xc)   lengths  somewhat  shorter  for realistic  a,  k,   and E. 

This   is   in agreement with  the  interpretation on page of the 

measured   temperature profile  shape.     Values  of a =   (e^O.S  to  0.5)) 
yield mixing  intensities  sufficiently high  to produce rapid 

increase  of local  jet  temperature within 4  to 8  jet diameters 

of  the  port in a  time   (    ^r>/x   )   short compared  to  the overall 

combustion  time   (   7^     ). 

The  relative  lengths  of   the mixing and  reaction zone,  hence 

of     Tm/y /Tc        >   are  sensitive  to  the pre-exponential  factor 
and   the   activation energy used  in the  rate  law.     The  accuracy 

of  a particular choice  of k  and E can be  tested  by determining 

<z   = 
"v -3- 

q-  and A^ evaluated using Equations V-18, 27 

m f =  known  input  fi.el mass  flow rate 

For  a  rate  law satisfyinci  the  gas rocket combustion conditions 
the   total   integrated heat release rate   (cal/sec)   must equal 

— — 14 15 m     •   q  and Q = 1.     For E  = 40 + 5 kcal/mole  and k = 10       to 10 

the  ratio Q  is   (e(0.97   to  1.01)).     Increasingly large deviation 
— 15 14 from  the  nominal  value  Q =  1   are observed   for  10      <   k<   10       for 

E  =  40 kcal/mole.     Sawyer's  rate data  for  the H-A^ reaction 

is  expressed  as . 

Zf    =      sL   ^  e        ' (   ^        ^-.o"*-'1 

And 

where 

p0i    =    LOiJ.TrtHSo^ 

-   ■  ■■  i        . -   w ■ ■- ■ ■       ■■    ■-  ... .  ..— mi     ...,., 
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Sawyer's first order rate constant includes the oxygen 

concentration factor in the overall frequency factor k.  Two 
A 

means of calculating k are available.  First, k can be 
5 

interpreted  as   a  generally valid  physical constant and    p0 

appropriate  to  the  gas rocket combustion zone conditions  can be 

used  to determine  J2ja.r. •     Alternatively,  j^     can  be  con- 

sidered  the  universally valid physical  constant such  that 

j!^4.r.  ~   ■&&'   ■**■&/(fio )o       •     For  t^e  5as  r00^6^ combustion  zone 
at   <^   =  2,0,     p0^ _  9 0**10    1~)   and    ^    becomes, 

?                    IO 
JR.     -          

/• a x/o" ^ 

ä. * to      ^ -^L    <  3.3 x. /O 

Using  the second method,   and  Sawyer's  experimental conditions  to 

calculate   CPo^ }f,r. 

-7 moles 
«-"J» J   ~ AS" +o T." X IO       —— _  fuei concentration reported 

6R by Sawyer   (128) 

For the H2/02     reaction and     £>  = 2.0,    JJL   = Q. 5 ^    Lo^l ^   CH2] 

Po, =   (4.8     -ho     IS   *   /O'6)   *- 
mnS 

Ovv»a 

The key point in terms of the numerical study is that regard- 

less of the viewpoint taken with respect to extrapolating the 

flow reactor data to gas rocket conditions (the second method is 
A 

preferred here)   the  values  of -^    which yield realistic  results 

in the  combustion model  are well within  the   "error limits"   of the 

flow reactor data. 

Figure V-5     shows  typical predicted  distributions  of T-,   U., 

P^   ,   and q.     for  the quasi-one-dimensional H-  + Air combustion 

zone  at   ^ =  2.0.     The volume-averaged properties of  the  com- 

bustion zone  are  indicated.     Note  that combustion is  complete 

l  iirmimiiiiiiiiimi -M-—  —-^ ,—^„.^^^^^■^»»M-^» 
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at approximately  %c  = 24 where   '9C_ =  45 and oC  =   7°.     For  the 
conditions   in Figure V-5  an increase   in the total mass   flux   (rfijff) 
from  1.85  to   3.0 gms/sec acts  to  increase  the  axial  extent of the 
combustion  zone   from    %.     =  24  to  35.     The consistency  of  the 
averaged properties  is  retained.     A  systematic  study of  the  effect 
of combustion  zone  temperature   (equivalence ratio)   on  the  combustion 
distribution was   not made.     It   is  clear that  for  fixed  entrainment 
capacity  an  increase  in  £}  implies   a  decrease   in the mean  tempera- 
ture of the  product gases  in the  recirculation  zone.     This must 
have  an important nonlinear effect on  the combustion zone  distri- 
bution.       The mixing zone  length  should be relatively unaffected 
in view of  the  fact that the mass entrainment rate will   increase 
** LRr/foj -     The  energy entrainment  rate ^r^rT,.    is  thus    -^ Tr 

2 

in the  adiabatic model.     On the  other hand,   the  combustion  zone 
will  be extended  due to the  strong effect of the  temperature on 
the reaction rate. 

On the  basis  of the preceding discussion and  in view of  the 
calculation of the averaged combustion zone properties   and 
"Tw/x/^c ^. 2.       in  accordance with  the  recirculation  stabilized dis- 
tributed  combustion zone model,   justification  is  established  for 
the  consideration of the  steady  state  combustion process   in the 
gas  rocket  in terms of appropriate  averaged values  of  the  thermo- 
dynamic  and  gas  dynamic properties.     In particular,   it  is   shown 
that the  simple  parametric  representation 

(lc)c     ^     ^(tjte 
where ^~-    0^.7  -/-o   .9) 

and - __        _ _ — „ 

can be used to evaluate the steady combustion process as if the 
combustion volume V were filled with burned and unburned gases 
at the  conditions    gtc  . 

Clearly  this   simplification will  allow treatment of  the com- 
bustion zone  boundary condition  in  a manner similar  to   that applied 
to the well-stirred combustion  zone.     However,   the   two  treatments 

The  importance of the mean temperature of  the  gases   in the re- 
circulation  zone was  noted  experimentally.     In  the  optical 
studies with  the No window purge   flown q  the £> iim value 
shifted   to  lower p and higher mean T,. 

IIKMM^MM 
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are  not  equivalent.     The principle  of  the completely  and 

instantaneously  stirred combustion  zone   is unique.     It  is   felt 

that  the  cone itions   for complete  stirring of products   and  re- 

actants   throughout  the combustion  zone  are not  achieved   in  the 

gas   rocket. 

F.     Development  of   the  Combustion  Zone  Boundary  Condition  and 
Solution  of  the  Nonsteady Burning  Problem  

In   this  section  the nonsteady  combustion process   is  modeled. 

The combustion  zone  boundary  condition  in  terms  of an  analytical 
expression  for  U~     is  obtained  and  substituted  into  the   analysis 

of the  wave  dynamics   in the  combustion chamber.     The  nonlinear, 

ordinary,   integro-differential equation governing the  form of the 
wave  amplitude  parameter is  derived.     Solutions   are  obtained  for the 

linearized  and  nonlinear  forms of  the equation and  the principal 

results   are  summarized  in terms  of  theoretically predicted nonsteady 
burning  characteristics of the  gas  rocket system  for  the  H2/02/N2 

and CH4/Air  systems.     Theory  and  experiment are  compared. 

F.l    Principal  Approximations  Invoked 

(a) The   finite  dimensioned,   distributed combustion process 

can be  described   in  terms of  averaged  properties  -fie > fie J "^ J S^j^e 
over  the  combustion  zone volume   Vc       (starred quantities   are di- 

mentional).     The  combustion zone   is extended due  to  finite chemical 
kinetic  reaction  rates  in a high  velocity  flow field   for   the case 

of showerhead   injection.     The characteristic combustion time,   ^e., 
due  to  reaction kinetics  is  equivalent  to  the residence   time of 

gases  in  the  combustion zone  and  serves  as  a measure  of  the mean 
rate  of heat  release   in  the  combustion zone.     That is   7m/y/^   ^<.i 

and nonsteady  effects due  to mixing  are  not explicitly considered. 

(b) The   analysis  is considered   to  apply to  the  case  of 
porous  plug  injection.     The model  developed  in the previous  section 
explicitly  considered  the  case  of  showerhead  injection.     In view 

of  the  racial  nonuniformities  of porosity  in the  porous  injectors 
(manifest by hot wire  velocity profiles  in cold   flow,   temperature 

profiles   in  the  combustion zone   (Figure   IV-10,   17),   and  the  un- 
even darkening  of  the  plug surface  incurred during operation). 
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it is felt that a similar vigorous mixing of products and reactants 

characterizes the high intensity small scale (based on mean pore 

size) turbulent combustion zone of the porous plug.  It is assumed 

that the distributed combustion process for the case of porous 

plug injection can also be characterized by averaged values of 

the thermodynamic and gas dynamic variables.  The relative agree- 

ment between the experimentally observed nonsteady burning char- 

acteristics of the CHd/(.40- + .6N0) system using showerhead and 

porous plug infection and the correspondence between the effect 

of T, * on the CO(H?0)/0-/N;? system with porous plug injection and 

the H?/0_/N- system with showerhead injection strongly support 

the concept that the same coupling mechanisms are active under 

both injection conditions.  The stabilizing effect of the porous 

plug injector in the H- + Air system and the inability to sustain 

combustion in the CO(H-Oj/O-N- system with showerhead injection 

must be explained. 

(c) The combustion zone is short compared to the overall 

chamber length.  Propellant is injected at the instantaneous mean 

chamber pressure which is uniform across the combustion zone, 

(d) The unburned gas properties are assumed to be insensitive 

to the pressure oscillations.  The presence and possible influence 

of a zone of underexpanded unburned propellant imbedded within the 

reaction zone disregarded.  In principle, this assumption could 

be relaxed for the case of low velocity unchoked injection. For 

that case the assumption of isentropic variation of unburned gas 

thermodynamic properties may be appropriate. 

(e) The gas in the combustion zone is calorically perfect. 

(f) The mean thermodynamic and gas dynamic properties in the 

combustion zone and the combustion zone volume are time variant 

and are expressed as power series expansions about the steady state 

conditions.  All perturbation quantities are ultimately coupled to 

the pressure oscillation which by virtue of (c) is uniform across 

the combustion zone. 

iM^^^^MM^^MHM^ 
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(g)     The  burning rate  term  in the energy equation  is expressed 

in terms  of  the  overall gas phase  reaction rate  at  the mean thermo- 

dynamic  conditions  and  the  combustion volume.     The  steady state 

value  is computed  as  indicated  in  Section E on the  basis  of pub- 

lished overall  chemical kinetic  rate  data obtained   in flow reactor 

experiments. 

(h)     The possible  sensitivity of the injection mass   flux to 

oscillatory  pressure at the  injector  is accounted  for  in the case 

of  unchoked  mass   influx. 

(i)     Completely oxidized  combustion products  leave  the combustion 

zone  in thermodynamic equilibrium  at the adiabatic combustion 

temperature  T.*.     In the  case of quasisteady gas phase  combustion 

(that is,   the  case of short characteristic combustion time relative 

to  the wave   travel  time)   the combustion of a parcel  of unburned 

mixture  can be  considered  to  take place  instantaneously  at constant 

pressure.     It  follows that under  these conditions  the burned gas 

temperature may be  assumed  insensitive  to the pressure  oscillations. 

The heat of combustion   (q)  of the  fuel may be taken as  constant. 

This  assumption is based on the observation that the  adiabatic, 

constant pressure,   combustion temperature  for mixtures of fuel 

anu oxidizers used in the  gas rocket is insensitive  to combustion 

pressure  over a wide range of pressure.    Not until  sufficiently 

high pressures  to inhibit the  low degree of dissociation in the 

product gases  are encountered does  T.* become  sensitive  to Pc*. 

Calculations  of the  adiabatic equilibrium burned gas properties 

were carried out using the NASA  Propellant Program   (103)   for a 

range of mixtures  and pressures   for  the H-  + Air system.     Typical 

results  are  listed below. 

§ = entropy of product mixture. 

$     =1.00 

Note   [X.]   = mole  fraction of  i  th species. 

(atm)(0K) 

2.36 2409 
5.77 2431 
11.2 2446 

S 
cal 

gm K 

[H] 

2.58 .0012 
2.50 .0008 
2.45 .0006 

[H2] 

0129 
0106 
0091 

IH20] 

.3777 

.3314 

.3338 

[NO] 

0025 
0028 
0022 

[N2] 

.6456 

.6469 

.6477 

[0] [OH] [o2] 

.0004 .0052 .0039 

.0002 .00^7 .0031 

.0002   .0040  .0025 

■MMMMMMi^^MfllMWMlH 
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$ = 2.40 

(atm)(0K) 

2.36 1464 
5.77 1464 
11.2 1464 

S 

cal 
gm0F 

[H20] 

2.17 .1610 
2.10 .1610 
2.05 .1610 

[NO] 

0008 
0008 
0008 

lN02] 

.00001 

.00001 

.00001 

[N2] 

,7259 
7259 
7259 

OH] 

00005 
00004 
00003 

[o2J 

.1123 

.1123 

.1123 

^     is shown in A plot of T. * over   the  complete range  of 
Figure  lv-9. 

Thus,   for  the  case  of short characteristic  combustion time 
product  gases  are  generated  under isothermal   conditions with 
respect  to the combustion  zone boundary.     Temporal entropy vari- 
ations  of  the product gases  are simply expressed   in terms  of the 
pressure  oscillations  as   *i^.   « - -J^     .     As   indicated earlier 
the high  level of turbulence   and short entropy wavelength should 
lead   to rapid dispersion  of  the entropy waves  near  the  injector 
end. 

With  increasing combustion time  relative   to  the wave  travel 
time,   the  assumption of combustion at constant pressure  becomes 
weaker.     In particular,   for      %    / ^aue   ~ &£')    fluctuations 
in  the  burned gas  temperature   in response  to   the  pressure oscilla- 
tions   are  to be expected.     In  the present formulation it is  found 
(for  the  linearized case)   that predicted  oscillations  in  the  burned 
gas   temperature  are  small   and  have negligible   influence on  the 
theoretically predicted  combustion zone mass  efflux perturbation. 
This  result is primarily  a consequence of the domxnant influences 
of the  exponential  factor  in  the burning  rate   law  and  the distinction 
made  between the  averaged  combustion  zone  temperature   (upon which 
the  burning rate depends)   and  the  final  burned  gas  temperature.     In 
other words,   for purposes  of numerical evaluation of the  system 
response,   the oscillation  in  the burned  gas  temperature may be 
neglected.     Further comment on  this point  follows   in the development 
of the  combustion  zone  boundary condition. 
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F,2 Formulation of the Boundary Condition 

Under the foregoing assumptions the simplified nonsteady com- 

bustion process is described by the equations of mass and energy 

conservation for the configuration shown in Figure v-6. The momentum 

equation is replaced by the assumption of uniform pressure across 

the short combustion zone.  Starred quantities are considered 

dimensional. 

mi 

1 
*■        T* 

Figure V-6 

To allow application of the boundary condition for the finj.te 

combustion zone at %*= 0    >   the technique originally suggested by 

Crocco in the turbulent flame model is applied.  The continuity 

equation is written for the control volume A* • Jt  > Vc 

m* - < + £[/>*\*+/>:(**■ ji'-rs)]     (v.3o, 

which  can be rearranged  in  the   form 

»r = ™/ - ZiL('- %)h'v^] (v-3i) 

 "■■ '■■■     — -■ ■   -    -     -■-  ■——... —u..-. 
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where   W?* = /rtf + fi'Ji  —^\ = tlie effective instantaneous 
*      cl-i*        efflux of burned gas 

extrapolated to the injector 
face, -x*" = O 

and the condition   -P^ - ■f0«.'' - -f^b = -Vet becomes 

where the assumption of T^K/c ' ^^b  '-^^is quite good in 

view of the fact that the averaged combustion zone conditions are 

close to the burned gas properties and the gas mixtures con- 

sidered are predominantly undissociated N^. 

The equations of mass and energy conservation are written for 

the combustion zone volume "V^ 

7r> .* = -^  ^ -l+CpZvi?) (V-32) 

/n 
(V-33) 

The source term in the energy equation is expressed in terms 

of the fuel consumption rate and the constant heat of combustion 

of the fuel as in Section E, 

where  "W-fc. ^s t^e instantaneous averaged mass burning rate 

of fuel in the combustion zone volume and q* is the heat of com- 

bustion.  The reaction is assumed to be represented (for purposes 

of calculating the heat release) sufficiently well by the stoich- 

iometry that 1 gm of fuel burns with  /*.  gms of oxidizer for 

$  =  1.     For general £   , 1 gm of fuel burns with $M-      9ms 

of oxidizer. Hence, 

where "Wh C is the total averaged mass burning rate of 

fuel and oxidizer in the combustion zone. 

■■l■l■■"'  — - - -- B—u 
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The   fuel burning  rate  is expressed  as  in Section D by a bi- 

molecular overdll Arrhenius  rate lav/ in terras of  the  average com- 

bustion  zone properties   (denoted by subscript c) 

^ = -4^ —pf^vu vT   e ^ (v'36) 

The analysis is carried out in detail for the case where the 

overall rate law is second order (first order with respect to fuel 

and oxidizer).  n = m = 1 .  k* is evaluated as discussed in 

Section E on the basis of flow reactor data of Sawyer (128) for 

the H-ZO- reaction and Dryer (129) for the CH./O- reaction where 

the "second method" is used to extrapolate flow reactor data to 

gas rocket conditions. 

Equation V-35 is used to write 

^9/ :,c = [A'O♦ «/o T^-^C/>: i*'T-']piv? (v-3„ 

where  the  characteristic kinetic corabustion  time  is  naturally 

derived  as 
E*      -,-1 

(V-38) r* = [X*±^^vf,apt e"^*J 
According  to  this  definition of the  characteristic combustion 

time,   the  instantaneous  energy release rate   in the  combustion 
•it- volume  is  inversely proportional  to   7<»     according to, 

.*        $* pZvc* o -                    -   _Z  (V-39 

Substituting Equation V-39 into Equation V-33  and  taking 

C     *  = C    j* = C*,     the  energy equation becomes, 
p# ^ piD p 

(V-40) 
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The  effective  averaged mass   fractions  of  tuel  and  oxidizer 

( ^c   a"^    "^oKjC   )   appearing in  the  pre-exponential   factor of  the 

burning  rate  law are  considered   to  be  time dependent  and   are 

coupled   to the  combustion temperature  and pressure.     Two   alterna- 

tive  treatments  of this  coupling have  been considered. 

In  Section E,   page 211,   temperature-explicit expressions  were 

derived   for    ^fjC    and    V^c c    which   are   strict-.ly  valid   for   steady  or 

quasi-steady  combustion.     In  the  present   analysis, 

7- *-   7- ■* 

For the special case of second order overall kinetics, use of these 

relationships for ^^c and Vo» c  yields (for $>1) 

i/^c*  = A*^ ^ ^ r#- r)(f~r) e~ewrs (v_41) 

since //^-^^  =     J4.$M     ,       v-0%   =   C/^ff^Vo4 

A simple relationship between the fuel rich and fuel lean 

expression is observed for the second order expression. 

That is, to obtain   C,/'r*)<£<.i     ,      *r+i    is replaced by  fiF2"?// 

and J^ by l/$     in Equation V-41, 

Thus, the influence on the burning rate of the fuel and oxidizer 

concentrations follows from the dependence of *f  on T * and T. *. 

For the case where fluctuations in the burned gas temperature are 

small, the oscillation in the fuel and oxidizer mass fractions 

follow the perturbations in the averaged combustion temperature. 

Alternatively, for the case where  ^   = &C fcocue)    it can 

be argued that the appropriate relationship between the fuel and 

oxidizer mass fractions and the averaged combustion zone properties 

should be derived directly by writing an additional conservation 

equation for the deficient species (e.g., fuel in an oxidizer rich 

initial mixture) as, * 

-m + Tf,   -7*7,*     =   -^ *^fe + ^ ZA* ^ ^"i 
(V-42) 

Equation V-38 can be used to replace rti  * in favor of 

- J -■ -■•- • -' 
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/iTe 
vfl        ty * .     Yov  the  case   of complete  combination       ^'> b ~ ^ 

and   the   species  equation  becomes, 

^/^    -   ^    ^C        =     ^    ifivfVftl (v-43) 

It is still necessary to make a statement about the overall 

reaction stoichiometry in order to eliminate 'V5x(e in the expression 

for  ^.  ,  Furthermore, for the general case in which T. * is 

"allowed" to oscillate an additional expression relating T *, ^"^o , 

and T, * xs required.  Since the initial mixture stoichiometry is 

expressed as ^"ix ^ ~ (<&/£*) ^f-fc    •   these additional requirements 

are met by resorting to the steady state relationships, (see Appendix B) 

In other words, use of a more precise expression for  Tijr,c   which 

allows for the additional storage or capacitance term in the species 

equation and allowance for a variable burned gas temperature never- 

theless necessitates the use of steady state approximations to 

complete the system. 

Initially, the system response was evaluated for the case where 

Equation V-23 and V-24 were used to solve for the species mass 

fractions in terms of the temperature-explicit formulations.  The 

particular case where oscillations in T,* are neglected was con- 

sidered . 

A second determination of the linearized system response has 

been completed for the case where the species conservation equation 

{V-43) together with the stated approximations(V-44)are solved 

simultaneously with the mass and energy conservation equations to 

determine an explicit relationship between the fuel mass fraction, 

VfjC and T * and p *.  Details of that analysis are summarized in 

Appendix B.  It is appropriate here to merely emphasize the principal 

results of that calculation by way of comparison of the system 

response for the two approaches. 

As expected the two methods yield identical results for the 

case where  ^c -- fe*/ Y^^f-^-1  .  (Equivalence is also found at 

 .....  .■!■ ■III! Mi,^—MMiMa^^^^^^^^^^,^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 
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% »/.O-)       For ^c = QO}    ,   the perturbation in the burned gas 

temperature is found to be  ©- (.05 to .15) times the perturbation 

in the averaged combustion temperature.  Significantly, the in- 

fluence of such a small burned gas temperature perturbation on the 

combustion zone mass efflux or velocity oscillation is found to be 

entirely negligible.  Similarly, the calculated system responses 

for the two treatments of the species mass fractions showed that 

the quasi-steady treatment is sufficiently accurate.  For ^, ■=&(/) 

the magnitude of the perturbation in the fuel mass fraction as 

determined by the simultaneous solution of the conservation equations 

is larger by some (0 to 12%, depending on £   ) tnan the value de- 

ermined from the single quasi-steady relation.  Since the species 

ass fraction perturbation is predicted to lag slightly, the com- 

bustion temperature perturbation for 7c = &Ci)    the real component 

of the species perturbation is even closer to the (real) value 

calculated from the quasi-steady equation.  As noted earlier, these 

results are not particularly surprising in view of the strong ex- 

ponential temperature dependence of the burning rate for combustion 

systems characL^rized by high overall activation energies. 

In viPw cf these results for the linearized case a detailed 

examination of the linear and nonlinear system response is carried 

out for the particular case where the influence of perturbations 

in the burned gas temperature is neglected (T * is taken as a constant 

to first order) and where the simplified temperature-explicit re- 

lationships for WjC and "Vox,c (Equation V-41) are used.  It should 

be noted that a considerable mathematical simplification follows and 

allows a direct evaluation of the full nonlinear system stability 

characteristics. 

All thermodynamic variables are nondimensionalized by their 

steady state burned gas values, length by Lc /m        where 

m = 1, 2, 3, 4.. for fundamental, second, third, fourth, etc., 

harmonic modes and L * is the chamber length, velocity by the 

steady state sound speed C. * of the burned gas, time by L */mC, *, 

volume by Lc  -/)e-ff  where  Aeff 
= ^CM/,r1hoi»j aiid energy release 

rate by h^ Pb Cfo    where J,* is the steady state enthalpy 

of the combustion products. 

--    . . -    ■■■..■     - -   ....-^■-^„^i^.^«»^,——|  
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Nondimensionalizing  all variables  as  above   and  in light of the 

foregoing comments,   the  equations of mass  and energy conservation 

become 

TV   *     W,     -    —(pcVl) (V-45) 

m^   +f*£^+± TC±(W)+  jfrVg (v.46) 

where    ^    =   O - f^) since     V>t ^* -   Cp   CT^-^i*') 
and /w«- = ratio of wave  travel time   (J5 period 

_/.     =       \J£*aS of oscillation)   to the  charac- 
fc. fc** teristic combustion time. 

Eliminating rti  from Equations V-45   and V-46   an equation  for 

( Pc'^c.        )   ^  obtained  as, 

^6^)   t     AtfcVk-)     =   $-rhi (V-47) 

where _ f   A, ^.Te. 

(V-48) 

0 /   -   7-c/y (V-49) 

which  can be  solved explicitly  for   (        fic'Vc. )   as' 

,-t f*  /iül'ctt" 
A^ - J^ S^o ^^£e" *' re'0    J^'      (v_50) 

where the lower limit is set equal to -00 since ( y0«,""^  ) is 

considered to vary periodically at times sufficiently long such 

that starting transients have become negligible.  Only the limiting 

periodic solution is relevant.  Subsequently, the periodicity con- 

dition is used to eliminate the infinite range of integration in 

the numerical analysis. 

 •- - --■-- -  ■■ ■ ■- j-"-—-■■  
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Equation V-31    is written in dimensionless  terms 

™;   =    -rw ■   -   0-Tc> ^(fleVe^OPeTO^ (v-51) 

Substituting ior — ^pcTr^
>)     and (Pc^c  )   from Equations 

V-47  and V-50, 

All variables in Equation V-52  are time dependent in general. 

Pressure oscillations in the gas rocket, both linear and nonlinear 

shock-type waveforms, are characteristically low amplitude, 

O   *•    ""—" < O 2. •40 .  It is appropriate to consider all time 

dependent variables as the sum of a steady state value and a time 

dependent perturbation.  In accordance with the Mitchell-Crocco 

analysis of the chamber wave dynamics all perturbation quantities 

are ordered in terms of powers of the steady state Mach number 

of the burned gases.  Denoting steady state values by the super- 

posed bar, fyi i^0   ~-rh    - -r*? 
The instantaneous perturbation in the mass efflux from the 

combustion zone, extrapolated to the injector face is 

(V-53) 

The combustion zone variables are written as linear expansions 

about the steady state values.  In general, £= fci-6 -+£,9 

where       €, = öCM)   ^^ " ©CM£) 

n = rc+Tcl+r<.iL+.-. 'i * ^i (v"54) 

p» = i     +P, -A- 
n SE J + K, fT^-f" 

n C Tc 

"t. =• Wf~ uf + U^ + 
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Ali  lowest order  terms  are of order 1 with exception of u 
which  is  nondimensionalized  by the  steady  state burned gas  sound 

speed,   such  that u  = M. 

The burned  gas mass   flux per unit  area extrapolated  to  the 

injector  is, 

mS-*>   --       LL* Cl+p?)    f   Mf? +   tA-l    +    &CMZ) (V-55) 

since    m£   ~ rf> =   U-   ' M 

The possible sensitivity of the injection mass flux to the 

oscillatory pressure at the injector is accounted for by expressing 

the instantaneous mass influx in a power series expansion about the 

steady state value. 

^r>i  -    rii + T^ii. + ^iz* (V-56) 

For  the case  of choked mass  injection  flux    i^i /,*,...~ ö     and mni = -rh 

is  equal  to  a constant.     For the  case  of unchoked mass  injection 

-m c 1 is related to the pressure oscillation at the injector 

face JDf      by means of a "response function" determined from the 

steady state isentropic laws coupling the pressure ratio across 

the injector to the mass flow.  The original formulation by Crocco 

in the turbulent flame model is utilized.  For isentropic flow, 

the mass flux per unit area is 

2 
I 

where 

f* fc 

777 -    (c on -^ ■(%.)'■['-i^Pv 
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The  response  function is determined as 

/ fr*   d-vht      _    _     Yr1 

rrt: 
■?:   v,., 

/ 

and Equation V- 56   becomes 

(V-57) 

The condition of choked injection flux is defined by, 

•779. r-  777 

For the  case of unchoked injection the mass  influx  is coupled 
to  the pressure  oscillation,        (p>■ o     .    Due  to  the  low inertia of 
the  gaseous   flow system   (the  injector  and  the mixing  chamber),   the 
response  time  required  for  the  injection mass  influx  to  adjust to 
a change  in the pressure drop across the injector due  to a change 
in p    is  short compared to the wave travel  time  in the  combustion 
chamber.     The mass influx therefore responds with negligible lag 
to the p     fluctuations  and  is essentially  180    out of phase with 

1 the pressure  oscillations   .     An estimate of the  lag  can be made on 
the basis  of the wave propagation  time in the  injection ports.     For 

4 
injectors   0.6  cm thick and  an unburned gas  sound speed of 3 x  10 

-5 cm/sec,   the   lag  is   (©-(2 x  10       sec))   or 1  to  2  orders  of magnitude 
less  than the period of oscillation. 

The  strength   (magnitude  of     ys       )  of the  coupling  is  increased 
with decreasing steady state pressure drop   (decreasing M.    •)   across 
the  injector.     In the  incompressible  flow limit of  low pressure drop, 

F.2a    Sensitivity of the  Characteristic Combustion Time  to the 
Pressure  Oscillations  

The experimental observations have demonstrated  the  important 

Denoted by the minus sign in Equation V-57 

 '     mwa-Mi'iMiimiiiililuLi — I 
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influence of chemical kinetic  factors  on  the nonsteady burning 
characteristics  of   the  system.     It  is   logical  to suspect that  such 
an  influence derives   from a coupled  response of the gas phase 
burning rate  to   the pressure oscillation.     In terms of the present 
model  this   implies   a response of  the  characteristic  combustion 
time   ?£    to  the pressure oscillations principally through  the 
temperature  sensitivity of  the  burning  rate.     The  important non- 
steady effect of  the  variation  in   ( ^Ve   )   is  already  included  in 
terms of Equation V-50    and  is   implicitly coupled to the  charac- 
teristic combustion  time  through  the  exponential  term.     As will 
be  apparent,   insensitivity of  the  characteristic combustion  time 
to pressure  oscillations naturally precludes  the support of 
combustion oscillations. 

The instantaneous value of     7^        is expressed  in terms of 
the  steady  state  value plus  a time dependent perturbation pro- 
portional  to  the perturbations  in  the   averaged  combustion tempera- 
Lure  and pressure.     This   formulation can be  justified  in view of 
the  low amplitude  of the experimentally observed sustained oscilla- 
tions  and  the  schlieren and shadowgraph  observations  indicating the 
absence  of extraordinary nonlinear chemico-fluid dynamic  coupling 
(such as observed  by Tsuji  and Takeno   (76))   between  the  combustion 
process  and the pressure waves during nonsteady burning.     That is, 
to e-LMx^ 

%*        rc* 
In nondimensional   form, 

fc K   L ' J (V-59) 
x - i['+*' + HM^] 

where 

and 

i     dJU   '/fc 

^ = 

asz* '/f * 
2 su ft f 

»,».„1..«! UO. Ml      -'       -    I       I   -—   I               |      ■ 
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For  the  second order overall  rate  law,   oxidizer rich expression 

of Equation V-41 , 
_ i     e* /        '    r     i t  1 
^T   =   Wj- ^rv   ~ %- Pr; L   f^-   + ,-?] <V-60) 

I,,  *   l 
For  an  initially fuel rich mixture,     '/^      replaces   £>    in the 

expression  for  ^T .     The  steady  state characteristic combustion 

time may be determined  from Equation V-41 in terms  of the properties 

of the unburned propellant mixture  and the  steady  state mean thermo- 

dynamic conditions within the  combustion zone. 

The expression for    fh^  - rr> ) can be developed  in general 

in terms  of     7^/        and       ^O,0 .    Equation V- 5 3   is written in 

the   form ' , PtL^l   -i 

Equations V- 54   to V- 60   are used to simplify   OC,  h, £, ft,     /re 

%i^' S+S, - W) ,       S - -£%   ' ^ - 7%" re, 

<*l-t>= ot-i-C*,  i-VCM*-),        OL'  /- £6/-rc)7   <*,=—=^g To, 

6k) =  $><-£,+■ WM*-),      fe =   4 t'-Tc > 

(V-62) 

..-^J     it.ii.M.Mil.i-ilinni.a^^^—^^.l   ,■,..,     ,,   ., ^■■,..^.-^.. - ...^...■.v.,  g^i^^gjg^^^^^^gi^jj^^^^ 
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The first tenn in Equation V-61 is 

The second term is 

since 

rh /h \     '&   J1 
Substitution of  these expressions  into Equation V- 50    and 

retaining  only  terms  to    e(M),   the   steady state  relationship is 
obtained   as,      .  

/-^=-       =      ^c (V-63) 
m 

and   the   first order equation becomes _ 

(V-64) 

Considering  the  lowest order  terms within the  brackets in 
Equation V-61    to order M   (since   m~M   ) 

*-        ßT) IT»     J L %. 

That  is   vr?^ - 7f> = &Cnz'} .     Hence  in Equation V- 55where 

the boundary  condition on  the   first order perturbation in the 
particle  velocity  is 

uo   ^ 0 (V-65) 

and 
U? = (rhl -7h)  - Mf?* (v-66) 

where,   in  the present model      T^f  a o 

1>h* fbTb 
*0o 

An expression  for        *^ '"- is obtained  as. 

« 

--- -      ■■ ^.^-^^»u. 
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From Appendix A the result of the Mitchell-Crocco analysis 

of the wave dynamics in the combustion chamber is simply, 

UI =   MZ f ^-Of^n - (t+oi-Ffei-jiJ^} (v-68) 

where O    £      &    i:   £ =  is   the  dimensionless 
stretched   time 

f>? = ^ö M ^(e) at x  =   0 

and where    n  _ •f-(x3') + -fiz-) =  ^or  nonlinear shock-type 
"^          waves with discontinuity, 

2-        k is the average value of 
f at the discontinuity 
which is assumed to be at 
9=0. 

For linear waves k must be determined as the correction on 

the period of oscillation (9=2) from the linearized analysis. 

Rearranging terms 

ui (f-A) de T*- 
where 

u,0 ml-*» 
— 

M fT 
M*-CX+i} N^^er+o w-cx* 

In order to reduce  Equation V-6 9 to  a  form which can be   solved 
for     f  ,   an additional  relationship  is  required which will  allo > 
the  specification of  the   functional  relationship between the 
averaged  combustion temperature  and pressure.     In previous  investi- 
gations  of nonsteady burning  in solid,   liquid,   and  gaseous systems 
(e.g.,   27,   80),      the  isentropic relationship has  been applied  to 
couple  an   "averaged"   combustion temperature  to  the  pressure.     In 
the  original  turbulent  flame model,   the   actual  burning process  was 
considered  to be quasi-steady   (   7^ «  d.      )   and  the condition of 
isentropic variation of  the  unburned gas  properties  together with 
the  quasi-steady  flame   jump condition,   T, * = T *  + q*/c *,  pro- 

(V-70) 

.!■■.■ i in trntm. - 
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vided the important additional bit of information to close the 

analysis. in the present formulation, the necessity to consider 

the complex gas phase combustion process in terms of approximate 

time-dependent averaged thermodynamic variables coupled with the 

experimental result that the combustion volume must also be con- 

sidered as time dependent precludes the exact determination of 

the relationship between the combustion temperature and pressure. 

The  difficulty appears   to   lowest order  if we write  the  steady 

state  relationship as rh *?c —   — 
^Tc    =    -=-    =   ^ ^ Xc 

/«- 

where   the  right hand side   is  a   function of  the known steady state 

mass   flux  and pressure and   the  averaged combustion  temperature. 

In  lieu  of  an exact integration of the governing partial differential 

equations  relating local   thermodynamic properties  throughout the 

turbulent combustion zone,   the   averaged combustion  temperature  and, 

hence,   the  mean steady  state  combustion volume  appear  as parameters. 

It is precisely because  of this difficulty that the  analysis in 

Section E'Z was  carried  out.     In that section,   the   appropriateness 

of  considering the burning process  in terms  of self-consistent 

volume-averaged  thermodynamic properties was  verified.     Typical 

averaged values   (T    =      ©-(.75  to  .<!)  were  calculated and the overall 

combustion volume determined.     These results  are used here to 

specify values of the  steady  state  averaged  combustion zone properties 

(Tc. /Öc,  rt,   V^       ). 

In the  absence  of  information about the  x-depeudence or time 

history (in the Lagrangian  sense)  of the  combustion process  the  non- 

steady  combustion volume,   pressure,   and  temperature  are  implicitly 

coupled  to   first order.     In the  following paragraphs  the nature  of 

this   coupling  is explored.     It  is  suggested  that precise experi- 

mental  information regarding two nonsteady parameters   (e.g.,   the 

phase  relative  to  the  pressure  oscillation  and magnitude of the 

volume  oscillation,   or  the  relative   (to    /*/**)   phases of the volume 

and mean temperature  oscillations)  over  the  range  of equivalence 

ratios would be  required  to completely define  the  system.     Lacking 

such detailed  information,   the  consequences   (with  respect to the 

linear  overall  system response)   of several   alternative relationships 

-   -— "-  ""^■■"■'   ^.^--^ - ■ - :- |    -           
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between the volume,   temperature,   and pressure oscillations   are dis- 
cussed.     A detailed  examination of the   linear  and  nonlinear   system 
response   for  a particularly simple  form  of  the  coupling relationship 
is  carried out. 

In the present model Equation V-64   represents  an implicit re- 
lationship between  the  perturbations   in  the  mass, 
temperature.      To;      ,   and pressure oscillations   ( -p?   ).     A  second 
equation relating  these  variables  and   introducing  the time  dependen, 
combustion volume   follows  from the perfect gas law.     The combustion 
zone volume  is  nondimensionalized by dividing   "^        by    ^-c.   . f)9£± 
where  "V^      can be   approximated  as        Jl    .   /)9jif        where 
^?  B   (•//»,« *)je

?C^«)*U       •    Hence,    -^ =    &( J!<?/US/r»*))* &&*>)* 9(*\ 
The  nonsteady dimensionless  combustion volume  is expressed   as  the 
sum of the steady  state  value  and  a time dependent perturbation, 

Vc = V^     +    Vt,     -   Vbe    -   ©CM3) 
f f f 

O-CM) MM) M*') 
From Equation V-64   ,    (      A. ^£     ^i     =    &CM*} ,   and 

(fcV^,   ^fcTt -/!%  = Ycfc, + fc Vtz + Tcpc + Tfct/tc, r &("*'> 

Therefore,     "Vc,   =  0 and 

C/>*n)t   = ^/c, +fiV'ciL (v_71) 

The perfect gas relationship is combined with Equation V-71 

to obtain a second expression for ^-fc_5 f    as, 
rh 

m)   - r- [fr- t . ^7 ^//        C ^^     Tc       '       WlJ (V-72) 

E4uations V-64 and V-72 can be solved simultaneously to obtain 

Equation V-64, 72, and 73 can be considered os equations coupling 

7c/ and ^/
0 once the nonsteady volume contribution (^Vc. /IT *) 

is known. 
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Case 1:   Vü- ^ Vc ^ Vc/V? This case is contradicted by the 
experimental observations (see Chapter IV) but can be 
considered as an approximation to the subcase of 

Neglecting Vc^/v^.   in Equation V-72 an implicit relation- 

ship is obtained between Tc   and -A
0 as, 

-  "*     r-t -£ U-f)  t     (V-74) 

A general solution for the  combustion zone boundary condition re- 
quires   for  this case  a simultaneous solution of Equations V-67 
and v-74     .     m the  limit of short combustion time    C^c«l^ 
Equation V-74    yields 

(V-75) 

where  the coefficient is  in general less  than  zero  for   Tc    ** &Cf) 
and high overall  activation energy systems.     Tc,^ - ^      describes 
a circumstance where the temperature oscillation is essentially out 
of phase   (by 180  )  with the pressure oscillation  and  as will be seen/ 

nonsteady burning is precluded.     In the  limit of long combustion 
time,   Equation V-74    gives _ 

T*, = y, /v ,     n ■ ^?* (v-76> 

That is,   the temperature oscillation is  in phase  and somewhat smaller 
than the pressure oscillation.     it is of interest to consider the 
approximate  relationship between    7c/      and    ^*   for  arbitrary   ?c f 

which  is valid  for the near  limit linearized case of continuous 
harmonic oscillations,  where. 

Tc,  * r, e LCn-t - ^i-^) (v-77) 

i Crocco   (154)  suggests  another way of considering this  formulation 
is  to consider Vc   as  a fixed  zone equal in extent to the minimum 
of the  nonsteady volume.     The approximate  averaging procedure 
would  then be considered  to  apply to this constant minimum portion 
of  the  overall combustion volume. 

UMMMH^a^ ^^^^^k 
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The perturbation quantities are considered to be ATT periodic 

the dimensionless time,  t and  C-r« is considered as the finite 

phase angle of the oscillation in the mean combustion temperature 

relative to the pressure oscillation. -j0/   and  7/  are defined as 

(real) positive amplitude factors.  Substituting Equations V-77 

into V-74  and carrying out the integration yields, 

l r  a.^ a., + ä^ a.L    -, 

(V-70) 

(V--79) 

^  - % - ^2o A-f.So^^^ 
where 

Ä4   =  TT Äj (V-/'<a) 

A  summary  of  the   results   of calculations   of     G    and       ^--rp    for   the 

typical  case  of H9   +  Air  combustion  is   listed  below.     The   calculated 

results  correspond  to   -Pc.      =7.8  atm,     Tt     =  300 K,   E*  =  38  kcal/mole, 

jfe*    =  5  x  10     ,     ^    =   1.25,   Tc  =   .80,    ^o   =   .288,    p = 0 
L^*/m  =80. c    m 

$ 1.0 1.5  1.9 2.0  2.1 2.2  2.3  2.4  2.5 2.6 3.0 3.1  4.0 

G    22.0 1.1  1.03 .75  .70  .65  .62  .59  .58  .69 .78 .92 1.0 

CTp    180 180 176  175  173 169 164  150  127 97  52   8    0 

Table VI 

The  condition  for positive coupling  of  the  burning  rate  and   the 

pressure oscillations  will be  seen  to require   that  the  real   component 

of   7c.   be positive   ,   that is/that   I G-vfo I *• x •     For   this  special 

case,   the  system  is  observed  to  be damped   for    & £  2.6   ( ^   — .75"   )• 

A necessary  but not  sufficient condition   for unstable   system 
operation. 

■^MHMMMMMM. 
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With  increasing      $ and    ^c     ,     G    rapidly  approaches unity  and 

^■y-p    approaches  0.     That  is  for  the  special  case where  the   influence 

of  volume oscillations   is  neglected  in  the  calculation of  the 

temperature-pressure  coupling,   conditions   favoring positive driving 

(  7"/   — fo "fii     and € T<>   X O )   are  rapidly approached with 

increasing   £>     (for    Te   *   i.    )  due   to  the   strong dependence  of 

the mean combustion  time  on the combustion  temperature. 

Case   2:      Vc = Vc ^"O        The  condition of unsteady overall  combustion 
volume  is  consistent with the experimental schlieren ob- 
servations  discussed  in Chapter   IV.     It is recalled  that 
an oscillation  in the  axial  extent of  the burning  zone was 
observed  to  accompany the appearance  of small  amplitude 
shock-type  instability  for the H„   + Air system,    $ — S.fc • 
The  shock wave  passage was observed  to  follow the maximum 
in the volume  oscillation by  1/3   to 1/2 the period.     Sig- 
nificantly,   the  observed dimensionless  fluctuation  in  the 
burning zone does not appear  to be negligible compared  to 
the dimensionless pressure oscillation.     Scaling the  axial 
dimension of the burning  zone directly from Figures   IV-31 
and  IV-32,   a crude estimate  of     i-w-    I Iff-      - f*-(  .a<^4« -^ 
is obtained.     The sustained «^U^/Ve    ~©-C.AS4o.3; 
dimensionless  shock wave  amplitude was measured  as    ^-P  *, t0^ 

Again,   restricting  attention  to  the  near  limit case of continuous 

harmonic oscillations,   the perturbation quantities  are written  as 

VCL --  Viec^ '^ (v-80) 

•fQ, jTijV^   are defined as positive real amplitude factors and Sry 

and €^9 are finite phase angles of the temperature and volume 

oscillations with respect to the pressure oscillations. ^1°j Tc, > 
and "^A.  are considered to be Sir    periodic in the dimensionless 

time,  t  .  Substitution of Equations V-80 into Equations V-64 

and V-72 and integration of V-64 , gives 

—%- L fc^*7r»7C     ^      3 ^TT^    r/(v-81) 

(&£),   ^   % [f.e       -   ^-e ^^e ^ 1 
m (V-82) 

in ii ■ 
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where ^C ^   -       X        ,        -  v ^r    _      T/ 

/aUT *^J  -/S Cj =  ->- a Ls-r * .r«. /  ~ fez o 

Eliminating   jr   from Equations V-81 and V-82  and 

equating the real terms of the result and expression gives 

[C.T.   cos erf   "   ^^(b^trr-TT^nerf)-    ^f'Jcosnt 

-hfCT/S/neT-p   -   C2T'     lTTCos€.Tf) -t loSmerr>} -   C^7T f il^imrt 

—     ^c [ "Z0/  - 5- cos erf*  i- ~ cos e*F]cos 7)6 

(V-83) 

Equating the coefficients of cosTnt and sin rr^ yields 

(V-84) 

(V-85) 

It can be  immediately seen that the  combustion model  implies   that 

either or both   ^^ and ^„_   are  non  zero.     For      €T10 «  QVt9-x:  o 

equation V-85    gives, 

r* 
Both C3 and C- are >o and -^ >o    by definition.  Hence, €.,-<,•= ^^ * o 

leads to a contradiction.  The combustion model applies to the case 

where the oscillations in the averaged combustion zone temperature 

and/or the combustion zone volume are out of phase with the pressure 

oscillation. 

.11  «  - £3 
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Equations v-84 and V-85 are reformulated as 

a,Tt   - aj-^o, = 77 cos €yF (v-86) 

^^ - C^f,   '    V7 «Siofi^ (V-87) 

where 

a,   = a, oos €T70  -^ Äi s/'0 ^V 

^3    - -a.^ cos ^T-O -^ Ä./ s/i ^r^ 
and 

fl-/j ö-i ^ «^i ,, ^f-      are  given  in   (V-79a) 

Equations V-86  and V-87  are  solved  to obtain    '' 70/       and 
^yf   in terms of the volume oscillation amplitude  and phase  angle, 

Dividing V-87  by V-86  gives 

Eliminating    TJ"    from V-86  and V-87  yields 

(V-88) 

(V-89) 

An expression for    £T<*   is obtained  from Equation V-89  as 

6.Tio   =    ■/"o.-n"    X (V-90) 

Y  --     *ZL    ~     CQ-4 a;^^t^>) » ^ {<XzaosS-vp+ Q-^in^f) 

whence ' ' X 

Substitution of  these expressions   for cosfi-Tp   and Smfer*» into 
Equation v-88  yields  a simplified relationship for   "^,/pi    , 

77 A/ 

(V-91) 
1 

N ~ L^ -P' T* a(i']('*"fS"n eT * ÄiC»*6"*) ^-Ä^+ä/J2 

^ =  (k/ ^ «1 ) /z 

 -■'-    ■■■   -     -..-.■     ■       I, 
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Equations  V-88  to V-91  are  considered  as generalized  expressions 
for  the  amplitude  and phase of  the  temperature oscillation  in terms 
of the pressure  oscillation with  the  amplitude  and phase of the 

volume oscillation appearing  as  parameters.     Equations V-90 and 
V-91  reduce  to V-79,     and V-78       obtained previously  if V,/?, 
is  set equal  to  zero.    As  noted  earlier,   a precise  experimental 
determination of  ^'/^i     and   €y«   as   functions  of    ^      would  suffice 
to  allow a complete solution  to  the  system.     Alternatively,   the 
temperature-pressure coupling  and  the system response  can be 
evaluated  in detail  for  several  choices of v,/i>, and   £^)   . 

Figures V- 7    and V- 8   summarize  the results  of calculations 
of the  amplitude  ratio,   f^t and phase  angle, ^T«>,   for  the  case of 
oxidizer-rich  H2  + Air  combustion   (Pc* =7.8  atm,   TL*  =300OK, 
E*  =  38 kcal/mole,   k* =  5xl014,   Jf =  1.25,   Tc  =   .80,^/=  0,  f»=   .288 
L */m = 80) .     With respect to  these  results  the   following points 
are noted: 

(i)     For  small values  of the volume  amplitude  ratio   (V^/P-,   = 0.1) 
the  calculated V and  ^rfo   are  in close  agreement with values 

obtained earlier  for V 2  =  0.    €y« has only  a minor  influence. 
Favorable  coupling   ( I€yfl4,\ )   of  the  temperature  and  pressure 
oscillations  occurs only  for S —   2.7 with "^    rapidly  approaching-^ 
and £rf  approaching zero  as    ^    and   %.  increase. 

(ii)   The  important influence  of  allowing V   (t)   is  clearly shown. 
For  fixed  $ and />J./larger values  of V,/?,   eventually  lead to larger ^ 
and,   for %.-  ©'(4),   to a regime  of positive coupling  for oc, ^Y^^ey^o^ö^ ^«^ 

(iii)   For  VJ/PJ^  =  5,   <?< i = 6-0^/4),   ^  = ©-(371/2)   for $ =  2.0,  %=   .056. 
et, ando^ increase with increasing  $,T^,    For J) =  2.6,  %,=   .75, o^ = »(7r) 
0^= ©-(7*74). 

(iv)   For   fixed V,/?,   and  'fc. - ©-(4), "^ exhibits  a weak dependence 

on 5J, ^ ,   and ^p over the range   (£vP )   of positive  coupling.    Whereas 
?c    undergoes  a  systematic  increase  of several orders  of magnitude  as 
$ increases   from 2.0 to  3.0, "f = ©-(.3  to  .6),    for V1/P,   =  5.0. 

(v)   For ^c»l  large V^/P,   leads  to values of   J'*!  and  a shift  in 
the regime  of positive coupling to    0^= ©(7'r/4),  ^ = ©(^2). 

■ ■ ■ - - ■■ 
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3.0 

7r/4 w/2        3T/4 5ir/4        3ir/2      77r/4        2ir 

«vp  (RADIANS) 

FIGURE E-7:  7; v«, «Vp   WITH <1> AND   Vj/p, AS PARAMETERS 

H2*AIRfTcs .8 

ir/4 ir/2        3ir/4 T 5ir/4      3Tr/2       7ir/4 2* 

CVp (RADIANS) 

FIGURE Z-8: <tp  vs.  <Vp WITH ♦ AND   V,/P, AS PARAMETERS 

Ht* AIR,TC*.8 
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Therefore, for the physically realistic case in which the effect 

of the nonsteady combustion volume is accounted for, th'-J linear system 

admits the possibility of positive coupling of the temperature and 

pressure oscillations.  In general, for harmonic oscillations, 

TCI = ye''■^ -jo,0 (v-92) 
where  both  the  amplitude  ratio, "^  ,   and  the phase   angle, €^p,   are 

dependent upon the  amplitude  and phase of  the  volume oscillation. 

For  the  limiting case of negligible volume oscillation   (or  alterna- 
tively   the  case where  the  boundary condition  is   formulated   according 

to  Crocco's  suggestion,   see   footnote page  240),   T  ."» - PT   at  short Ö'c 

and Tcl - % PJ     ( 7,, = ^ % )   for  fc r 3.     For ^   =  <*(. 5to  3), £ ~   1 

and £.,._ decreases rapidly  from ^ to 0. '0 

From  the schlieren observations of the n    + Air combustion  zone 

during  sustained nonlinear  oscillations,   an estimate  can be made  of 

the volume  oscillation  amplitude  ratio,   V,/P,.     From Figures  IV-31,32 

and page  242,  VJ/PJ^  =   ^ f^js    " ^■(5  to 10^-    The Pha3e angle was 

estimated  as 77"^ fi^l. SLF .     Although certainly  not conclusive evidence, 

the experimental results do offer direct support  for the stated 
conclusions  regarding the  temperature-pressure  coupling  for <£ =  2.6, 

V1/P1 = W). 
In order to calculate   the  overall  system response  for  the H-+Air 

if ~ 
and  CH.+Air  systems,   the weak dependence  of "^  ( = = 1  to 2)   on $,   ^ 
and fi-y^ for  the regime  of positive coupling  is  used  to set '?='?•    . 

In principle,   calculation of the response  for various parametric 

values  of   £»« could  be  carried  out.     At this point £_ is retained   in 
the  coupling expression.     For  the  analysis of  the  linear system 
response,   the influence of  finite ^r^is noted.     Results of detailed 

calculations of the linear  and nonlinear system response  for a partic- 

ular  choice  of ^rp»   namely G,.^ sufficiently small  such  that cosGr^ Oi I 
and sin€    -0   (within the regime of positive coupling)   are presented. 

Using Equation V-92 to replace T ,   in Equation V-67 ,   the expression 

for the perturbation in the mass efflux  from the combustion zone 

becomes 

ml-/in 

fin 

U-t"> 

"^ (V-93) 
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which  is  substituted  into Equation V-70 to obtain   MHX+Ö     which  is 
used  in Equation V-6 9 to obtain  a single nonlinear ordinary integro- 
differential equation governing  the  form of the wave  amplitude 
parameter,    f, _ 

/     «        ~ xdf -   rB        - £■ (»-*') 
[i-Jk +c^)^7 = fit + Brc"'J £u')e  ^      di'   (v-94) 

where 

er 

Similar equations have been obtained  by Mitchell   (34)   and 
Sirignano   (81)   governing the wave   amplitude parameter in theoretical 
studies of nonsteady burning in liquid and  solid propellant rockets 
with concentrated combustion.     As  shown by Mitchell,   Equation V-94 
can be  simultaneously solved  for  the linear stability characteristics 
(stability  limits)   as well  as  the  nonlinear stability characteristics 
(finite wave  amplitude  and waveform)  of the system. 

F.3    Linearized Analysis  of Equation V-94 

Considering-^ and Grftas   fixed  parameters,   the  time dependent 
variables   in Equation V- 94 are     f    and    k   .     The equation can be 
linearized  by considering    f    and    k    as power series expansions in 
a small  amplitude parameter €. .     That is,   for 

£ =   €= f,   +£.*$■,••-••• 

Equation V-       becomes _ £_ /&-+>') 

e-ifc0+ c^tf' - **- - **■' Lf'<oe"%    -"'(v-95' A9 r    X + irrS   rt"* 
For continuous linear waves, 277" periodic in Ö, 9-, * e,     * J"ic 

and A = 0 , f = 1 describes stability boundary.  Making this substi- 

tution for f, in Equation V-95 an equation valid at the stability 

      1 m  •'—"-—"-"———--— —-  ■ 1 B 
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limit is obtained as 

where, in general A and B are complex through the appearance of the 

factor e   T^= cos£T^ - isinfe,^.  A and B are written as 

Substituting for A and B in Equation V-96 and equating real and 

imaginary terms, two equations valid at the stability limit are 

obtained 

-^o  *  —Si    [ B,- -  T3L-^ 1- ^ f-feC (V-98) 

In  terms of the Mitchell-crocco analysis,   T,   is  the  first order 
correction on the period of oscillation T defined by 

T   =   T0  +  M T,       ,      V0 * 2. 

T,    * -Jk. 

7,    s  ' fcC -fi/f^rr*. t sr" S; ^^Jt   "# (v_99) 

The  linear stability limit is defined in terms of the  important 
system   (steady state)  parameters by Equation V-97.     Substituting   for 
A  ,   A-,   B ,   B.,   and S    ,   the stability limit condition can be 
written as. 

■ ■•  
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if J   u 7/-^/  J ' (v-100) 

Setting L     = left-hand  side  of Equation V-100 

P     = right-hand  side  of Equation V-100 

the   stability  condition  is 
L > R unstable 

L  =  R limit 
L <  R stable 

2 T and Z are defined  for  the  second order overall  rate  law, 

oxidizer-rich  initial mixture by Equations V- 60 with  the 
condition that    1/^ replaces $ ^or  fuel  rich combustion.     Substitution 
for 2T and ^f — gives   the  limit condition  as T r 

where _ - (V-lOl) 

Tu 

The  influence of the various  steady state combustion parameters 

on  the  system stability  are  clearly shown in Equation V-101.     In 
particular  it is  apparent that regardless of the  amplitude ratio   ("J^ ) 
and  the phase  angle   (£TJ   of the   temperature  oscillation nonsteady 

burning  is  precluded  for  the  case where  -^ is  sufficiently small 

(  l/rc*1     sufficiently large)   such  that    R > L.     This  condition is 
in  fact realized  for the H^,  + Air  system   (see Appendix D)   as J 
approaches  unity  and stable  combustion  at and  around  the stoichiometric 

mixture  ratio  is predicted. 
It has  been noted earlier  that under conditions  of favorable 

coupling  "^ = ©■( % )   independent  of fi^     In any case  the calculated 
stability  limits  are quite  insensitive   to moderate  changes  in "# as 

long  as -^   =   ©-(?£   )•     The   influence of  finite ^—on  the predicted 
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linear stability characteristics is readily seen from Equation V-101. 

Depending upon the relative magnitudes and signs of cos G-rp and —„ sinfi-r« 

finite ^«»can produce a significant damping for ^c-e- (1).  For 

example, as ^T/5*5" the sine term becomes important relative to the cosine 

term and, as ^ becomes large, a significant decrease in L occurs. 

In light of the discussion (pages 242 to 247) of the temperature- 

pressure coupling and the comparison with the schlieren observations 

it is considered relevant to examine the theoretically predicted 

stability limit conditions for the H2/02/N2 and CH./Air systems for 

the particular case where "^ is set equal to %   and C^is considered 

sufficiently small such that cos€r^\l   sin G-r^^G-ffo.    Note that 

for small ^ , xs > 1 may be realized.  Neglecting this term essentially 

removes an additional destabilizing factor at small fe.   .     However 

for small %, the  l/*^*" dependence of R dominates and the results are 

unchanged. For %  = ©-(1), ^ «^ = ©■(.7)eTT,*
ei> ior ft =  1.25, Tc = .8. 

It is also noted that for€r-= 0 the linearized results can be 

compared to results for the full nonlinear system governed by 

Equation V- 94 . 

From Equation V- 9 9 for the case of small^T«the first order 

correction to the period of oscillation is simply. 

^ *-rc[c* j^W 7 
Since the bracketed terms are positive, at the limit the period of 

oscillation is predicted to be less than the acoustic period. 

The influence of the following parameters on the theoretically 

predicted stability limit conditions for the above conditions has 

been examined: ^ £ ^% ^t^W); *' J  ^ , ^ A., ^ Z*, ^ <# ^ 

The IBM 360-91 computer facility was utilized to perform the computa- 

tions.  In view of the important dependence of many of the steady-state 

variables on the equivalence ratio and 0., Appendix D summarizes the 

numerical data appropriate to the calculations.  Recall that 

Figures V-9 to V-16 summarize the principal theoretical results 

of the linearized analysis for €Tp=  0 for: 
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H9   + Air 

P  * = 7.8  atm 

T  * = 300OK 

E* 
A 
k* 

= 38 kcal/mole 

5 x  iO14 

Tc 
= 0.80 

IT = 1.25 

Jo = 0.288 

In Figure V-9 the terms L and R in Equation V-101are plotted 

as a function of f, with L */m (in centimeters) as a parameter (stars 

indicating dimensional quantities are deleted in the figures).  Solu- 

tions to the equation, that is the limit conditions ( JIJ ) are denot- 

ed by the curve intersections, with the unstable regime located at 

R - L.  Characteristically the L curve has a minimum at f = 1 and 

increases monotonically away from J> = 1 due to the decrease of the 

combustion temperature and the influence of the Arrhenius factor 

The influence of if   is noted.  For stronger temperature response the 

L curve is shifted to larger values and essentially unchanged in 

shape.  The R curves are principally influenced by the ratio of the 

wave travel time to the combustion time , \/%,   .     Primarily due to the 

dependence of l/'Jt on the combustion temperature, R attains a 

maximum at $ = 1 where ^ is small and monotonically decreases away 

from 5=1, The steepness of the decay of the R curves for off- 

stoichiometric mixtures is due to the exponential dependence of '/^ 

on the combustion temperature.  The order of magnitude of R at a given 

\ is of courtte influenced by the kinetic constants k and E which 

appear in the burning rate law.  Schematically the influence of these 

parameters is shown in Figure V-10 . 

1        1 11* 
1 
1 l\      ^ 

1               ' 
1        1 Xvw, 
j           1 Et>E( 

1         1 >_ 

V-fe, 
I?--/ £ $:, 

Figure V-9 
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The   important point to  note  is that the numerical values chosen  for 
k  and E  are based on the  overall kinetics data obtained  in an 
environment resembling  the gas rocket combustion zone.     The use  of 
turbulent flow reactor data to compute k  and E has been discussed. 
The data used  in this  analysis satisfy  the  condition J    %c*V*'/'*ti'£ 
That  is,   the  integrated heat release rate over the combustion zone 
for  the particular choice of k and E  is consistent with  the total 
heat release  rate based  on fuel mass  flow rate.     Finally it is noted 
that  an order of magnitude change  in the pre-exponential  factor,   k, 
produces only a modest  shift in the value of R for a particular  O. 

In Figure V-llthe  ratio of %   tof*=  2-7£,€is plotted  as  a 
function of ^ for Lc*/m  as  a parameter.       ^p»* =    ^f^C^, t-c/m) 
and    7a   are calculated  in Appendix D.     The  ratios of ^/T^J, corres- 
ponding to the stability limits as determined in Figure V-5 are noted. 
Three observations with  regard to  the data of Figures V-9    and V-ll 
are made:     First,   the  steepness of the    R    curves at the  stability 
limit due to  the extreme  sensitivity of the burning rate   {"'/fc. ) 
to  the combustion temperature  is suggestive  of the experimentally 
observed strong sensitivity of the onset of nonsteady burning to 
slight changes  in the mixture strength near  the stability limit. 
For  the H- + Air system  a condition of stable combustion with con- 
stant propellant flow rates  and mean P * can be established with  J 
just below the oxidizer rich limit.     A small  increase  in the  air 
mass   flow rate sufficient to change J by 0.05 produces  an abrupt 
appearance of sustained  shock-type  instability which can in turn be 
suppressed by a small  increase in  the H2  flow rate.     Second,   the 
influence of larger values of "^   on the value of Oc /K$*)/t^ is 
relatively small . This result is somewhat reassuring in view 
of  the uncertainty  in ^.     An order of magnitude increase  in t^   would 
produce  a relatively small shift in the limit conditions  and no 
change  in the qualitative nature of the results.     On the other hand, 

precludes  nonsteady burning while small        would  allow non- 
steady burning only  for (fc. /ff*)* &CO •     Third,   the predicted 
important influence of (Yc/f^")   on the  limit conditions  and  the 
indication that £0^*/^^ V    «^Jvfc.s])suggested the  investigation 

See discussion page   216 

J    -        ■      ■ ■ • T^MMIMiMMM^M^MMIL 
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summarized in Appendix C of the influence of the alternative 

heuristic expression for %,,     on the predicted stability charac- 

teristics of the system.  In the present case a factor of 2 increase 

in 7 would lead to (^cVr^t, )A^ « ^^ / ^ ./S)  .  m view of the 

simplifications already included in the model the results for the 

present case where te, ^ ~2.5if>,    are considered to provide a valid 

approximation of the lower stability limit conditions.  The analysis 

in Appendix C supports this conclusion.  The interesting result of 

that analysis is that with further increase of J beyond the lower 

linear limit a strong damping influence is encountered as (7fe*/fi£U.^ 

approaches unity.  Due to these additional damping factors the R 

curves are observed to undergo minimums in the regime of nonsteady 

combustion with a second upper stability limit predicted.  That is 

for the case where the instantaneous burning rate is determined by 

the integrated effect (see Appendix C) of the nonsteady pressure and 

temperature over the total combustion time, as (If/lfZ,)-*' i.      the 

behavior of the R curves is as shown in Figure V-12 . 

tj 

J L 
$' i & tours* «. 

§ 
<J*rM*t. 

Figure V-12 

As will be pointed out in the discussion of the theoretically 

predicted nonlinear stability characteristics, the present formula- 

tion for small ^rp correctly predicts (qualitatively and quantita- 

tively) all of the nonsteady burning characteristics observed in 

The lower stability limit refers to Ji im closest to jf" = 1 for 
both fuel rich and fuel lean mixtures. 

■ aaMMMa^Ma^aalaaAaaaaaaiaHAaHagaBM 
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the H2  and  CH.   systems with the  single exception of  the   "upper 
stability limit". 

As noted on page 251 a strong  stabilizing  influence  at higher 
^   is experienced  for  finite values of the phase  angle of the 

temperature oscillation with respect to ^>°   .     For  larger values 
of   €.T« i   th® second term in d^ ^ yam^Tp     becomes  important. 
A  family of    L    curves  corresponding  to different values  of L */m 
must be  considered.    As    Tc   increases with  increasing    J[   the  be- 
havior of  the    L    and     R    curves   is  as  shown in Figure V-13 

10 t-c 

/*■ 

LO    40    BO     '   -~, 

 '/p *■   dLefoenofmcQ 

-5 r/o Jö *0 SO 
m 

Figure  V-13 
Therefore,   qualitatively the predicted stability characteristics 
for the case of  finite  ♦ €TJO  (- X)      

are seen to be  in complete 
agreement with  the experimental  observations.     Nonsteady burning 
is predicted  to occur  for the H2  + Air system at off-stoichiometric 
mixture ratios.     Harmonic mode  oscillations are predicted to occur 
for     $A   ± £   £   §?u or  alternatively for      ^e      £ r ±   r*. 
with higher mode  regimes located  closer to  the  stoichiometric  ratio. 
In general some overlap between regions of harmonic mode oscillations 
is predicted.     In the  absence  of such stabilizing   factors,   the 
linear  analysis  for small   Cytois  really insufficient to determine 
which mode  is  supported in the regime between   (for example)  the 
fundamental mode  limit and  the  second harmonic mode   limit    -    the 
regime designated  in Figure v-14  by  "second harmonic".     With no 
limitation on   fa Jtftin   this  region is  accessible  to  2nd,   3rd,   etc. 
harmonic mode  oscillation. 

This  behavior  is essentially  identical  to that  shown  in Figure V-12 
In V-13  the  additional  stabilizing  factor   (at large-^J   is  retained 
in  the    L    terms. 
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The stability limit data of Figure V-9 is plotted in 

Figure v-14 in the conventional Ji    -  L * plane to allow comparison 

with the experimental results of Bowman (Figure II- 9) 

and Schob in Figure V-15 below . 

The theoretically predicted lower stability limits show ex- 

cellent agreement with the experimental data.  Considering the 

oxidizer rich characteristics it is observed thac the theoretical 

model correctly predicts: 

(a) The progression to lower harmonic mode order for fixed L * 
and increasing  ^  .  In principle an infinite series of harmonic 
mode limits is predicted for m = 1,2,3,4,.... each falling closer 
to f = 1.  m-»»o  is equivalent to '/^e-*00  •  In practice 
(Figure II- 9 )        the higher harmonic modes are damped at 
lower L  and lower  J. 

(b) The progression toward higher harmonic modes at fixed J 
and increasing  L  . * 

c 
(c) The collapse of the stability limits toward  f ■ 1 as 

L *  is decreased.  The slow approach of the limits toward  f = 1 
oSserved by Bowman is predicted as well as the rapid decrease of 
$lim for Lc* * 20 cm observed by Schob. 

The curve corresponding to Te. /Yf**  ei for the fundamental mode 

oscillation is shown. 

Figure v-16 indicates that a slight difference in the adiabatic 

combustion temperature at the fuel rich and fuel lean stability limits 

is to be expected due to the difference between the burned gas sound 

speed for fuel rich and fuel lean systems at the same combustion 

temperature (see Figures D-2 and D-3).  This is precisely the be- 

havior observed by Pelmas (29) with the H- + Air system. 

Figure v-17 shows the systematic shift of the predicted 

stability limits towards J = 1 with increasing dilution of the 

H0 + Air system.  It has already been noted that a similar stability 

limit shift has been observed experimentally by Bowman (Figure II-9 ), 

The important influence of the increased dilution at each jT in 

depressing the mean combustion temperature is responsible for the 

predicted behavior.  With increasing dilution the L  curve is 

shifted upward due to the increase of the Arrhenius factor.  However, 

Bowman did not extend his experimental measurements to L * < 10 
inches.  Schob's data is shown to illustrate the experimentally 
observed short length stability characteristics of the H- + Air 
system 

2 Percent dilution of air mixture  as defined page  98  . 
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this effect is relatively small  compared  to the shift of the    R 
curve in the vicinity of the    L    curve  toward    f - 1    due  to the 
strong influence of the combustion temperature on the combustion 
time. 

Figures V-18 and V-19 summarize  the principal  theoretical pre- 
dictions  for: 

CH4 + Air 
P * =  7.8  atm _c 
Tu*  =  300  K 
T„     =  0.80 c 
E*    =62.5 kcal/mole 
**    = 5 x  1015 

J      =  1.25 
In Figure V- 18 the  terms    L    and     R    in Equation V-100  are  plotted 

corresponding to the curves in Figure V- 9   for the H3 + Air  system. 
The wave travel  time was  assumed to be  the same  for the  fuel  rich 
and  fuel lean mixtures   (hence,   the horizontal asymptote).     In 
Figure V-19 the stability limit data of Figure V-1B  are plotted  in 
the conventional J  ,     L      plane.     Note  the expanded    J    scale. 

The contrast between the results  for the H- and CH.  systems 
is  important.     The  CH.  results evidence  the  same basic trends with 
regard to the  appearance of harmonic modes  and the  approach of the 
predicted limits  to    jj[ = 1    at shorter chamber lengths.     In the  case 
of the CR.  + Air system the lower harmonic mode limits  collapse  to 
J = 1    such that over  the range of practical L    nonsteady burning 
is predicted  at all     f 

This behavior  is directly attributed  to  the slower overall 
kinetics of the CH4/02  system in comparison to the H-ZO-    system 
(Appendix D).     In terms  of the combustion model nonsteady burning 
arises only  for 

Wr *     > ( ^Vr^O//, im 

For the H2 + Air system     {te* / rfrr )/,**   -     ©■ 6 2^-0.3!)    /   7*^-8 

For the CH4 + Air system   £?c*/7-*,,.)/,;»,     '   ^ C./S^ -^o.zs),    Tc- ~ & 

Due  to the inherently slower kinetics of  the  CH4/0_  system  this 
condition is  satisfied  at higher combustion temperatures,   that is 

clcjer to   $ = 1   . 

 -.—-.«.- — ' —■  "   ' ' ""'" 
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The prediction of uonsteady burning near    $ = 1    agrees with the 
experimental observations of Bowman at  short L * and of  this  author c 
at higher Lc*.     Figure v-20 presents  the experimental  results  for the 
CH4  + Air and  CH4  +   (.402 +   .6N2)   systems.     Note that Bowman observed 
the   fundamental mode  to be sustained  at    J =  1 while  the experiments 
at  longer Lc*  carried  out  in the course  of the present work evidence 
nonsteady combustion  at slightly off-stoichiometric mixtures.     The 
theoretical  results  suggest a reasonable explanation for this prev- 
iously unexplained  length effect.     Theory predicts  the   fundamental 
mode to be  sustained   at    J = 1     up to L*  =  50.     For Lt>50 cm due  to 
the  necessity to satisfy the criterion  ('7cV'?l(>7r)/;rrfÄ.2} and   the 
increase  in        /-»«*.   of the  fundamental mode with increasing L *,   the 
fundamental mode  limit  shifts monotonically to off-stoichiometric mix- 
tures with  increasing L * in agreement with  the experimental  result. 

Experimentally  the  failure  to observe  the predicted regimes of 
higher harmonic mode  oscillations must be due to the same  type of 
(unaccounted  for)   damping factors which  limit the appearance  of higher 
harmonic modes  in  the H- + Air  system.     It  is noted  that combustion 
with the CH.  + Air  system is significantly rougher than with  the H- 
+ Air system.     The  level of random noise  is higher in the CH4 system. 
Such random pressure   fluctuations  inhibit the smooth  input of energy 
to  the wave system  and  lead to dissipation of power   (pu),   =   (pu - pu) 
which otherwise would  be available to drive  the oscillations.     Second 
harmonic mode oscillation implies  the  sustained oscillation of two 
shock waves  at the   fundamental  frequency.     It is expected  that such 
damping influences would be increasingly more severe  as  the number of 
sustained waves  increases.    Finally it  is  noted that the experimental 
work  always  is limited  by the  finite  sensitivity of the  transducers. 
Near-limit experiments  suffer from the  inability to resolve  low ampli- 
tude pressure oscillations.    High random noise levels of the  com- 
bustion process  and  the  lower S/N ratio  further restrict the  ability 
to discern 2nd  and   3rd harmonic modes. 

As was  evidenced  in the  analysis   for  the H2/02/N2 system,   the 
affect of finite    ^T«?   on the predicted  linear stability characteristic 
for  the CH./Air system is  to introduce  a stabilizing influence  at 
larger    %.    or off-stoichiometric mixtures.     Stable combustion  for 
the  CH./Air  system would be predicted  for      fc >\.%)u,pfi9n     • 

■ -  - _^^^^.  
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F.4    Discontinuous,   shock-type  solutions  to Equation V-94 

Discontinuous  shock-type solutions  to Equation V- 94    for 

the wave  amplitude parameter  f have  been obtained  for  the 

H- + Air system under the conditions  noted on page 252    (G-ttfö), The 
method of solution  is based on  an  iterative  technique employing 

the method of successive approximations  originally developed 
by Sirignano   (  81)   to obtain discontinuous solutions  to  a 
similar equation  arising in the study of unstable  combustion 

in a solid propellant rocket motor. 
The  iterative  technique relies on certain properties of the 

governing equation.     Equation V-94    can be written as, 

(f -Jt ^ crc) ^i   ^   £(0) (v-io2) 
s 

where r e - ^&»-^'-> . w 

Solutions   ( $19') )   to the equation  are sought which  are 

periodic in 9 =  2 with discontinuities  only at the end points of 

the integral   O i ^ i 2.    ,   as  shown  in  Figure V-21. 

Equation V-102 can be written as 

If     -      _^> 
dB Lf-JL*crc] 

where C = jj^, yT^ f   =   &f'2-) , in the present case. 

For small 7£ , e ^  is small compared to f and k which are 

of order 1.  It has been noted that for the case of shock-type 

solutions k = ^cO ^ f££) the average value of f(9)   at the shock 

(V-104) 
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which  ia   assumed  to be at 9 =  0.    Hence,   at some  9 = 9-,   f(9.)   = k 

Since    CVe       is small but  finite,   there  is likewise  a value of 
df . 9=9* where f(9*)  = k - : rc   .     m order  that    ^      be continuous 

at 9*   a condition on g(9)   is, 

\ r ~ (V-105) 
where       f(a*>  =>fe  - c^ 

Equation V-102 can be integrated formally between 9 = 0 and e to 

obtain a quadratic expression for f{9). 

(V-107) 

wnxcn   yivea ,— —— 

Equation V-106 defines   f (9)   over the  interval     0^0-2. 

Since   f(9)   passes  through   Jk-CTc     at 9  *,   f(9)   must be ex- 

pressed   as,   

(V-108) 

A  second condition can be  obtained by  integrating Equation V- 102 

over  the period, 

tea'*-™*'   - L** %]l!fco,ide' (V-109) 

The second  condition  is  simply 

/^ %J f*Jre')</01 = -crc[j-(o>-h4>] 
(V-110) 

It  is  of interest to  note  parenthetically  that Equation V- 110 

can be obtained by considering  the  integral over  the period of 

the  instantaneous power  input  to the wave  system. 
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Defining  the  net power  input  to  the wave  at any  instant as  P 

P =   (pu)   „„„,^„„0..   „       -   (pu)   „Ä__1_ since energy  addition comoustion nozzle , , , and removal  occur only 
at the concentrated 
boundary  conditions 

zone 

(^combustion        "      ^ f' ^ Uz     (for case where   -f),0 * ff») 
zone 

=    -mu - rrt 

(f)U)    nozzle =      M      y"     a0;    (isentropic  oscillation 
* J" at nozzle) 

and -p,0 s-jO, 

(V-lll) 

-fTjL ~ m 
Equation V- 67    is used  to express -Mm— 

, <■! 

For constant amplitude oscillations,       f2     X. ^g  m. o 
Jo f* 

mZ - m 
Substituting   for       Slz=r in Equation V-lll  and  integrating 

over  the period,   it can be  shown that   (for    yJ= o    ) 

which  is  the  same result obtained  in Equation V-110 when the 

appropriate  terms  are  inserted       [fi+   S/ä   r   34Jli     for     ^=0^ 

Since   uo/Vo)-^0/Vo2J  = AjO,0     ,   for continuous waves, 

the  condition      /ft       ml    t.    .^.   _  ^ J    -fofte') Je' = o 

is observed. 

■ 
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For discontinuous  oscillations the nonlinear system requires 

(V-li3) 

That  is 
T iK'' 

/ / 

^ 

^ 
/^/ > //?,/ 

To obtain a solution  f(9)   satisfying  these  conditions,   an 

initial  approximation  for   f (©)   is made,   by  choosing    £ t e) 

where   ^^o)  = ^?        .     Equation V-110 is  used   to obtain a   first 

approximation to  f(   )   as, 

^   = -f^r^^^) - ^ /* S<*'Jcie' (V-114) 

A new  f(9)   is defined  as, 

■ffe-) e   SCo) ■*- S'e) (v-ii5) 

which is substituted into Equation V-103 to obtain g(9).  To 

eliminate the infinite range of integration, the periodicity 

condition on f(9) , namely, £( 0')s jiB^Zi)  where j is an integer, 

can be used to simplify the integral term.  It can be shown that. 

-co l- ''o 

2     —to J 

(V-116) 

Equations V-115 and V-116 are used to evaluate g(e). 

A third condition which must be satisfied and which can be 

used to determine k is obtained from the observation £ (e*) zJü-CTc. 

and Equation V-106 , that is, 

[fw-i^crj* + ii.r.j'O^e' =o 
(V-117) 

 ^ 
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Since the term in the radical must everywhere be non-negative 

to prevent imaginary values of f(e)  it is clear that 

[•f (O)-JQ + ct-c]2* 2.i0 9^')<^ attains a minimum value equal to 

zero at  e* .  Since, 

and defining   —        e& 

^(e)   =   J0 %(e')dB 

it  is  clear  that    g(e*)   must reach a minimum  at 0* where  g(©*)  = 0. 

With g(e)  defined,   e*  is  determined  from  the consideration 
that  at e*   ,     c^'/dB<-0      for  acceptable wave  shapes.     For    Ö < d ** 

i-f©.) »"-fc.- CtV        hence     9/©)<0      from Equation V-104 .     For 
&> &*     ,   ftle^TO Therefore,   near e* the curve  for   % (&'} 

must have  a positive  slope.     Having determined    e*    satisfying 

these  conditions  a new value  for k is calculated  from Equation V-117 

Jk   =     S-lo) - O'c    -   J -2j0    %(B^ci& 
(V-118) 

where  the minus sign is  consistent with the observation that  for 

small    7c   ,  ^c      is  small relative  to   $ to}    ,   and    M <-$((>) 

The  value of k  from Equation V-118  is  substituted  into Equations 

V- 107 and V- 108 to evaluate  a new j£/0)     which  is  used to define 
a new   ^ (&•) 

The  iteration is continued until convergence  is  achieved. 
A digital computer program using  the  above 

iterative  scheme was written  to obtain shock-type  solutions 
to Equation V--94. Initially solutions  to Equation V-94    were 
examined  for arbitrary values  of the parameters A,   B,   C,   ^ 

For  certain ranges of the parameters discontinuous  shock-type 
solutions  are  obtained.     Convergence  is  generally  fairly rapid 

except near the boundaries  of regimes of   (A,   B,   C,   Tc    )  where 
shock-type solutions exist.     Figure V-22  shows  a typical  iteration 
sequence  for  J-td}    away  from the boundary.     Essentially the wave- 

form  is well defined  after two  iterations. 

______„„ 
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Discontinuous shock type solutions are obtained only for /}<o. 

For choked mass injection flux lpm o    and 15 *  L ^~l -*J/&   *0 

for shock-type solutions.  For A sufficiently negative (_ft<. — '.S') 

shock type solutions are found only for values of fc ■ ^*/^«l«u^ *'  ' 

in agreement with the results of the linearized analysis. 

Assuming ft  is in the appropriate range, the condition for 
&      S shock-type solutions is  /Q <. O     { < = "sufficiently less 

than").  That is 

This condition is equivalent to Equation V- 101 for the linear 

limit where (/«/rrH)     is small compared to 1 . 

Figures V-23 to V-26 summarize the principal results of the 

nonlinear analysis for $> * 1     for the H- + Air system under the 

conditions n ted on page 252 .  In Figure V-23 the parameters 

A and B arc shown as a function of $   for T  =0.80 and 0.75. 
*■     c 

Figure V-24 shows the predicted shock wave amplitude where, 

as a function of <^>  with ^/m   an^   'T'c     as parameters.  The 

linear stability limits determined from Figure V-24  are denoted 

for ZVf"0 = 0 by the black squares.  Figure V-25 shows the ratio 

TutMC / "fc?     as a function of ([>     near the stability limits de- 

fined by Figure V-24.  Figure V-26 shows the typical discontinu- 

ous fundamental mode shock type solutions obtained for near limit 

mixtures for L * = 80 cm. c 
On the basis of these results the following points are noted: 

(a)  The nonlinear stability limits fall at lower £    and larger 

'/Ö^. than the corresponding linear limits.  The linear and non- 

linear analyses thus define two regimes of solutions to Equation 

V-94 which are designated here as regimes I and II.  In regime I 

the solutions to the nonlinear equation and the linearized form 

-  - ■ -   
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of  the equation  overlap.     The  linear  stability  limit defines  the 
regime   I  as  a  zone wherein small  perturbations  are  linc-arly 
unstable.     Small  disturbances   are   amplified  and  grow in  regime  I. 
The  nonlinear  analysis  indicates  that  in  regime  I   finite   ampli- 
tbde  discontinuous  solutions   to  the  equation exist.     The   inference 
drawn  is  that  in  regime   I  small  disturbances   are  amplified with 
the   final   form  of  the  sustained  pressure   oscillation  being   the 
discontinuous   solution  obtained   in   the   nonlinear   treatment. 

No proofs  of  the  uniqueness  or  stability ci   the   final   form 
of  the  nonlinear  periodic  solutions  have   been  offered.      The 
numerical   iterative   technique  used   to  obtain  nonlinear   solutions 
suggests   the  uniqueness   and  stability  of  the   solutions   found. 
Convergence   to   the  solution  is  rapid   away   from  the  nonlinear 
limit and  is   independent of the  initial   form of   ^/©->  choren 
to begin  the   iteration.     Convergence   rates  differed   at most by 
1  or  2  iterations   for, 

Following Mitchell's  reasoning   (34),   the  discontinuous   solutions 
obtained  in regime  I represent unique  stable  limit cycles   for 
Equation V- 94   .     Disturbances   in  regime   I with  amplitudes  ex- 
ceeding  the predicted  finite  amplitude  of the  discontinuous 
solution  are  damped until  the  disturbance matches  the  predicted 
solution,   while   infinitesimal  disturbances must grow to  attain 
the   final  wave   form. 

In regime   II  the nonlinear  analysis  shows  that  finite   ampli- 
tude discontinuous  solutions  are possible while  the  linear 
analysis  indicates  the regime   to be   linearly  stable.     That  is, 
infinitesimal  perturbations  in  regime   II   are  damped   according  to 
the  linearized  results.     Mitchell has  observed  a  similar  behavior 
of the  linear  and nonlinear stability  limits.     In the  present 
case  the  same   apparent contradiction  in  terms  arises  as  observed 
by Mitchell.     That  is,   a  regime  of   finite   amplitude  discontinuous 
periodic  solutions  is   found  tc  exist  in a regime predicted  to be 
linearly  stable.     The  finite  amplitude oscillations  are   therefore 

MHaH^a^HMaaaaaHMMaMMaMMMHMMM^ttMMWHa^HMataHKlMHaMii^a^MMiiiMaiBMaaaBnaaauaM 
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not the result of a systematic growth of small perturbations 

from the steady state which in fact must be damped in this 

region.  Mitchell interpreted this phenomenon as indicating that 

the discontinuous oscillations result from the growth of finite 

amplitude oscillations which appear spontaneously.  It would 

seem that  a kind of triggering must exist near the linear limit 

in regime II where a sufficiently strong random oscillation is 

driven rather then damped and eventually assumes the predicted 

discontinuous shock type oscillation. 

If indeed this interpretation is applicable to the present 

situation, in order that the linear limit stability criterion 

remain valid as well as the criterion that small perturbations 

away from the discontinuous solutions in regime II always lead 

to the return to the predicted waveform, an unstable limit cycle 

must lie between the nonlinear limit and the linear limit.  That 

is one should be able to find a second set of finite small ampli- 

tude solutions to the nonlinear equation which decay to zero 

amplitude at the nonlinear limit.  This analysis has not been 

carried out in the present case.  Mitchell succeeded in finding 

such finite amplitude solutions which are continuous and which by 

comparison with Sirignano's results (26) were interpreted as the 

required unstable solutions. 

From Figure V-26 the predicted waveform of the shock-type 

solution is observed to approach the ramp-type waveform as the 

displacement from the nonlinear limit (beyond the linear limit) 

increases.  As the nonlinear limit is approached the waveform 

becomes concave upward such that the peak-to-peak wave amplitude 

exceeds the amplitude of the shock type discontinuity.  At the 

nonlinear limit the predicted shock amplitude is zero while the 

peak-to-peak amplitude remains finite.  A cusp at e = 0 and 2 

which is physically unrealistic is predicted.  It is expected 

that continuous finite amplitude oscillations exist having peak- 

to-peak wave amplitudes which increase from zero near the non- 

linear limit and which match the peak to peak wave amplitude pre- 

dicted for the discontinuous oscillation at some small displacement 

 ii.iiiiiii.iii im»        i i tMMtMMflMMM<BMMMM,BMMMgiMMtMIMIIMMMgMBag^| 
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from  the  nonlinear limit.     Finite disturbances with amplitudes 
above  the continuous solution  amplitude  are  sustained  and 
eventually  assume  the predicted  discontinuous waveform.     Smaller 
amplitude oscillations  are  damped. 
(c)     The  rapid   (nearly  linear with   $>      increase   in shock 
amplitude Aj-    and  the  approach  to ramp-type pressure waveform 
with  slight departures   from  the  nonlinear stability  limit  is 
observed.     This effect is  principally due  to  the  rapid decrease 
in     '/f^, as    $    is   increased  near  the  limit.     Typically    A 
changes  by only  about  3% for  Le-/rn   = 80 and   2.6 £     $. ^   2.8y while 
the dimensionless  shock  amplitude  increases   from  0  to 2.5.     For 
M = ©(0.02),   ^=  1.25  the predicted dimensionless  shock  ampli- 
tudes  at x =  0 are 

fS 
=     ^ 

(d) The theoretically predicted sharp increase in shock ampli- 

tude with increasing $    near the stability limit, the order of 

magnitude of the shock amplitude, and the waveform over the period 

of oscillation are observed to be in excellent agreement with the 

experimental results of Bowman for the H2 + Air system (Figures 

II-8, 10).  Typically the experimentally observed increase in 

^•p? from 0 to ©-(0.1 to .15) occurs for an increase in j^  of 

©■(0.15) . 

(e) Significantly the present analysis offers no insight into 

the experimentally observed maximum of the sustained shock ampli- 

tude with increasing ^ and decrease in wave amplitude thereafter 

for further increase in $  with the eventual encounter of an upper 

stability boundary at higher $     .     An explanation for this strong 

damping influence has been suggested earlier and the strong 

stabilizing influence encountered at ?c > -i       for the case of 

finite ^p and for the heuristic model where ^J,' ^    ,/,_- yo,0 alt ' 

(Appendix C) was noted. 

(f) Equations V-101 and V-119 show the important influence of the 

distribution of the combustion process on the nonsteady combustion 

characteristics.      Tc—*" 1   leads to large values of the right 

hand sides of Equations V-101and V-U9 and precludes the possi- 
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bility of linear  and  nonlinear  instability.     The calculations 
for  the  linearized   stability characteristics were  carried out 
for T    =  0.80 which   is  consistent with  the numerical study  of 
the  distributed combustion  zone.     Calculations have  been carried 
out  to obtain the   linear  and  nonlinear  stability characteristics 
of the Hp  + Air system under  the conditions  on page but with 

The  same   trends of the  linearized  limits  are observed 
The  increase   "driving"   for  the system 

Tc = 0.75. 

for T = 0.80 and 0.75. c 
with T = U.75 is evidenced by the shift in the linear and non- 

C    . * linear stability limits toward y)   =1, an increase in the ratio 

(Tuiffu/e. /7c. }/.• / and a more rapid increase in shock amplitude 

with linear displacement (in ^ ) away from the nonlinear limit. 

Figures v-2 6to 30 summarize the principal results of the non- 

linear analysis for T  = 0.75. c 
G.     The  influence  of unchoked  injection mass   flux  and of pre- 

heating the unburned  premixed propellants  — Theory and 
Experiment  

The  original  turbulent  flame model had  suggested that the 
presence of unchoked mass  injection flux   ( M.    .  < 1)  may have 
an  important influence  on the nonsteady  combustion characteristics 
of the  system,     an  indication of the possible  influence of  the 
ratio of the unburned to burned gas temperatures   (©.)  was  also 
derived.     These  two predictions  led  to  two sep.rate experimental 
investigations  the  results of which are   in complete  agreement 
with the predictions  of the present distributed combustion model. 
Rather than devote   a  separate chapter  to   these experimental  re- 
sults obtained during the course of the  diagnostic work the   ex- 
perimental  data  are  presented here as   further confirmation of the 
new theoretical predictions. 

G.l     Unchoked Mass   Injection 

The  case of unchoked mass  injection   flux  is defined by    M,*»j *■!. 
and    ifJ>0,    The  important influence of   (fro    on the  linear  and 
nonlinear response   is easily seen  from Equation V-101   for  the 
linear limit and  the  condition V-119.       For     lp>o       additional 

mumummmimii^*  ■ ■ tMimtllltttlmmatimtläm^mtmami^m^t 
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positive stabilizing  terms  appear  on the  right hand  sides  of 

these  equations.     In   Figure V-30  the predicted  influence of 

decreasing the  steady  state pressure drop   (ratio,  -pmj*   'jT*   ) 
across  the  injector  on  the  linear  response  of  the previously 

studied H2 + Air  system  is  shown.     As   (   Mroj ^ -P'<^    )   are decreased, 

all  other parameters  remaining  fixed,   a  systematic progression of 

the   linear limit to higher £>       is  observed.     Eventually  for 

sufficient decrease   in   (   Mihj, -f^m^        )   a condition of stable 
combustion over  the  entire  range  of    $     is  predicted.     In  terms 

of Equation V-119  an   increase  in   iff    leads   to   an  increase   in   the 

value  of A  for  fixed   $    which has  the  effect of decreasing  the 
predicted shock amplitude. 

To test  the prediction of the  strung  stabilizing  influence 
of decreasing   (    M//>j t -fiiij   )   a series  of experiments were  carried 

out with the H„  + Air  system at P  *  = 4.4  atm,   L * =  104 cm,   using 

the  10 hole  showerhead  injector.      (  M/oj j^pinj   )  were decreased 
systematically by  simply enlarging the  injection port diameters 

for  a  sequence of experiments   (d       .     =     0.07  cm to  0.19 cm). 
The  stability  limits   and  the sustained  shock  amplitudes were 

determined  as  a  function  of  3    over  the   range  of 1—   M.     "Z.   0.30 
"^ ^ inj 

and  injection pressure  drops of 16  atm   ">    ^p-     >   0.5  atm. 

Figures V-31   and V-32   summarize  the principal  experimental  results. 
The value of P.    .   recorded  in Figure V-32   is   the static pressure   at 

in] ^ 
the   inlet of  the  injection port to  the  combustion chamber.     The 

values  of M.       and  P.    .   noted were determined  by the  simultaneous 
inj in] J 

solution of  the equations  of conservation of mass,  momentum,   and 
energy  for the gas  rocket  injection configuration using the measured 

values  of p ^       and  p  *   .     For  the  case  of unchoked  injection  there ^mix ^c J 

is  always  a slight  increase  in pressure   along  the  jet  axis  as  noted 

earlier. 
The possibility  of a dynamic  coupling  of  the acoustic  fields 

in the mixing chamber  and  combustion chamber   for the  case of un- 

choked  injection was  recognized.     As pointed  out in Chapter  II, 
Tsuji  and Takeno observed  low amplitude  oscillations  upstream  of 
the primary  injector during sustained  nonsteady burning in the 

combustion chamber.     In order to  ascertain the degree  of steadiness 

.^         .   .  ^.-  . . . Ml    II   ■■ I   MllllWIIMI—I  ■■■IMM^———— 
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^ *■ of pJ?v with unchoked   injection the mixing chamber section was 
III X A 

modified  to  allow placement of  a Dynisco pressure  transducer 

just upstream of  the  primary  injector.     No systematic oscillation 

in "p *?    was  observed   in  the course of  the  above experiments   for mix c 

both  stable   and  unstable system operation.     The  absence  of 

oscillations  in 'p ^     was verified   for  choked  and unchoked pro- mix c 

pellant  injection. 

The experimental  results confirm the  theoretically predicted 

stabilizing  influence  of decreasing   (M.    .,   p.    .).     For M.    . ±   0.42 in]     'in]' in] 
corresponding  to     Zip.    .   = 0.5  atm and p.    .   = 1.10 stable  com- ing ^mj 
bustion is observed over the entire range of $ . For M. . <• 1 

the amplitude of the sustained shock waves is markedly damped and 

decreases  systematically with decreasing M.    .. 

G.2     Preheated  unburned propellant 

- f**/-«- The predicted   influence of  the  ratio  Ö.   = 'Th   on  the  system 

response can best be  seen from Equation V-101   for the  linearized 

stability  limit.     For  the case of choked  injection  flux  the   factor 

(    / — 3t   )   appears  explicitly in L and 

For  the dilute mixtures  near the H-  + Air  stability  limits  pre- 

heating the  unburned  gas essentially  increases the burned  gas 

temperature  by  an  amount equal  to the   increment in T *.     Figure 
^r « u 

V-3 3 shows  the predicted ratio of    0t'       as  a  function of   &    for 

oxidizer rich mixtures  of H- + Air  at P  *  =  7.8 atm with  the 2 c 
initial unburned  gas  temperature  as  a parameter.     Ir view of  the 

strong dependence  of  the predicted  linear  and nonlinear  system 

response on the  ratio     0 /^fe ^        »   an  increase  in    7V       accompanied 
— -C ■* . — 

by  an increase  in T, *  leads to shorter    /c for  fixed T     .     Thus 
:* b - v- at each   2>   an  increase  in   TV     decreases  both L and R.     Figure V-34 

shows  the  typical predicted  influence  on  the oxidizer rich  linear 

stability limit  for  the H- + Air system of preheating the unburned 

gas mixture.     The  shift of the  stability  limit to higher j^  with 

increasing preheat   is  observed.     From Equation V-119  an  increase 

in T •  is  likewise  seen to have  a stabilizing  influence on  the 

nonlinear response   in  the sense  that  at  f ixed £) A    becomes   less 

negative with  increasing T . 

  ■  -   -■--   - 
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In order  to test ^he  theoretical prediction of  the  stabilizing 
influence  of preheating the unburned gas mixture  a heat exchanger 
was  installed- in the  air  line  of  the propellant  flow system upstream 
of the mixing  chamber.     The heat  exchanger  and  the mixing chamber 
were electrically insulated,   wrapped with resistance wire,   and 
thermally  insulated.     In view cf  the long residence  time of the 
gas  in  the mixing chamber   (ei0.2   sec))     and  the previously verified 
homogeneity  of the unburned  gases  at the downstream  and of the 
mixing chamber  it was   felt  that  thermal equilibration should  also 
be  achieved  between the preheated  air  and unheated  H- propellant. 
A copper-constantan       thermocouple placed   0.6 cm upstream of the 
primary  injector allowed  the  unburned gas  temperature  to be moni- 
tored  continuously during  the   experiments. 

The  system allowed  the determination at  fixed   $  of the effect 
of a  systematic  increase  in    T-*   and  9.   .     Figure V-3 5 summarizes 
the principal  results  of this   investigation.     For  a  typical case, 
at   $ =  2.6,   a  30% increase   in  the unburned gas  temperature   from 
300OK to  400OK results   in  a   2 5% increase  in  temperature ratio. 
The  fundamental mode  shock  type  oscillation sustained  in the 
absence  of preheat is  completely  suppressed with preheating of the 
unburned mixture.    The experimental results  are  seen to confirm 
the  theoretically predicted decrease in shock  amplitude at fixed 

S?     and  the  accompanying  strong  shift in the  stability limit to 
higher    $   with increasing preheat. 
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CHAPTER VI:    Discussion and Conclusions 

A.     General Summary 

To summarize,   this  research effort has  been directed 
toward  the goal of developing a consistent experimental  and 
theoretical description of the phenomenon of  intrinsic unstable 
combustion in a gaseous propellant rocket motor.     A determination 
was  sought of the contribution of gas phase  rate processes   (in 
particular chemical kinetics)   to the coupling of a  finite di- 
mensioned turbulent combustion zone  and  finite amplitude 
longitudinal mode pressure oscillations.     The  inadequacy of the 
original Sirignano-Crocco theory  in effecting an explanation  for 
the stability characteristics of the  system observed experi- 
mentally by Pelmas   (29)   and Bowman   (32)  provided  the  immediate 
background  for the present work. 

Initial  investigations with the CO(H20)/02/N2 propellant 
system have confirmed  the critical  importance of the mean com- 
bustion temperature  in determining the onset of nonsteady 
burning.    As previously observed in the Hj/O-/^  and CH4/02/N2 

systems,   the  spontaneous  transition  from a  region of stable 
system operation located  about the  stoichiometric mixture ratio 
for the CO(H20)/02/N2 system to a regime of nonsteady combustion 
characterized by  finite  amplitude,   constant  frequency,   longi- 
tudinal mode pressure  oscillations occur  at  approximately  fixed 
combustion temperature   independent of the  relative dilution of 
the combustible mixture.     Subsequent experiments  in which trace 
amounts of CH,   (known  to have an inhibiting effect on the over- 
all rate of reaction in the CO(H20)/02  system)  were added  to the 
CO(H20)/02/N2 mixtures have  shown conclusively the dominant 
influence of the propellant chemistry on the  linear and non- 
linear system response. 

The results of  the work with the CO system underscored  the 
necessity to develop  a  suitable model of  the nonsteady combustion 
process.     Parallel experimental and theoretical  investigations 

- 
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have culminated in the development of an analytical model which 

successfully predicts the observed stability characteristics of 

the gas rocket.  The results of the theoretical model correctly 

reflect the dependence of the linear and nonlinear system re- 

sponse on (a) the propellant chemistry including the charac- 

teristic (chemical kinetic) combustion time and the mean com- 

bustion temperature or equivalence ratio; (b) the harmonic 

mode order; (c) the chamber length, mean chamber Mach number# 

and combustion pressure; and (d) the propellant injection Mach 

number 

B.  Discussion of Theoretical Model 

It is appropriate to briefly review the principal ingredients 

and results of the analytical model developed in Chapter V and 

to point out the infj.uence of the diagnostic experiments which 

were carried out in support of the analytical work. 

Three distinct aspects of the nonsteady gas rocket operation 

were treated analytically.  These include descriptions of (a) the 

wave dynamics in the high aspect ratio combustion chamber; (b) 

the nonsteady nozzle behavior; and (c) the steady combustion 

process and the coupling of the burning rate and the pressure 

waves.  The results of a series of diagnostic experiments served 

to justify the treatment of the wave dynamics according to 

techniques developed by Mitchell and Crocco {2A).     The analysis 

applies to the case of longitudinal mode instability in a rocket 

combustor where the mean chamber Mach number is small.  In par- 

ticular the analysis is restricted to the case where the mean 

chamber Mach number serves as a measure of the steady state level 

of combustion as well as the mean nozzle outflow.  Under these 

circumstances the interaction between the combustion zone 

processes and the pressure oscillation is of second order such 

that to lowest order the acoustic equations describe the flow 

field.  The analysis ves simplified further for the case where 

the combustion zone and nozzle effects are (spacially) concen- 

trated at the chamber extremities thereby allowing the combustion 

and nozzle influences to be applied as boundary conditions on 
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the  acoustic equations   in the homentropic  flow field.     Con- 
sideration of the   steady state  operating characteristics  of 
the gas rocket combined with the measurement of radial  and 
axial  steady state  temperature  distribution within  the  com- 
bustion zone  and direct,   schlieren,   and shadow photographs   of 
the  steady  and  nonsteady combustion of H^  +  Air have  shown 
that  the  combustion process  in  t1      gas   rocket satisfies   these 
requirements  of  the Mitchell-Crocco  analysis.     The  mean  chamber 
Mach number  is  of  the  order of   .02.     For  fixed    ^>    a doubling of 
the Mach number by means  of halving  the  nozzle  contraction  ratio 
requires  a doubling of the  total mass   throughput   (energy re- 
lease)   in order to maintain  fixed chamber pressure.     Similarly 
a  70% increase  in  total mass flow is  required  to  increase 
the mean chamber  pressure  by 75%.     The   temperature  profiles   and 
photographs established  that while   a     systematic  increase   in  the 
axial  extent of the  combustion  zone  occurs   as  the  adiabatic 
combustion temperature  of the  propellant mixture  is  decreased, 
the mean mass  throughput increased,   and  the number of injection 
holes decreased,   the overall length of  the  combustion zone   re- 
mains  short compared  to the total  chamber length.     Use  of  a 
four-holed plug nozzle  served  as  a practical  approximation  to 
the short nozzle   (constant Mach number  at the nozzle entrance) 
assumed analytically. 

Closure of the  analytical  problem was  achieved by  the   de- 
velopment of an expression  for  the  instantaneous perturbation  in 
the mass efflux   from the   finite-dimensioned  combustion  zone   in 
terms of the pressure perturbation.     The mass efflux perturbation 
which is simply related  to the  effective velocity perturbation 
at the  injector,   supplied  the  appropriate combustion zone 
boundary condition  required  in  the Mitchell-Crocco  analyses. 
The derivation of  the  combustion zone  boundary condition relies 
upon the characterization of the   (finite volume)  combustion  zone 
in terms of mean  thermodynamic  and  gas  dynamic properties which 
represent averages  of the distributed quasi one-dimensional 
turbulent combustion zone. 
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In view of the preponderance  of experimental  instability 
data having been obtained with choked showerhead  injection for 
the H2   + Air propellant system,   a major experimental  and analytical 
effort was devoted  to   (a)  experimentally characterizing the 
principal  aspects of steady  and nonsteady combustion of H- + Air 
with  showerhead  injection;   and   (b)   combining the results of the 
experimental diagnostics with current knowledge  of high  intensity 
turbulent  jets  and combustors,   and  overall chemical kinetic rate 
laws   in order  to provide  a rational basis   for considering the 
process  in terms of volume  averaged mean properties. 

The diagnostic experiments collectively showed that,   for 
the  case of chokeri  showerhead  injection,   the combustion zone  is 
characterized  by tne existence of distributed nigh intensity 
turbulent reaction  zones centered  at each  injection port and 
extending  from the port axially 1  to 4 cm into  the combustion 
chamber.     From the  temperature measurements  and  the direct photo- 
graphs   it   appeared  that reaction is completed with the  attain- 
ment of  the equilibrium adiabatic  combustion temperature within 
the mixing zone of the high velocity expanding  jet.    The region 
surrounding the turbulent burning  zone is  filled with recircu- 
lating  combustion products  slightly cooled by contact with the 
chamber walls.     The central underexpanded,   supersonic zone of 
cool,   unburned premixed propellants was observed  to extend 0.5 
to  1  cm  into  the surrounding combustion zone.     On the basis of 
the   instantaneous   and high  speed  shadow  and  schlieren photo- 
graphs  there  appeared  to be  no intrinsic  fluid dynamic  jet un- 
steadiness  associated with  this underexpanded unburned gas zone 
during conditions of stable  and unstable operation.    Axial 
temperature profiles  and  spark schlieren photographs of steady 
combustion revealed  a systematic lengthening of the overall 
burning   zone   as  the  unburned  propellant mixture was  leaned   for 
initially oxidizer  rich mixtures.     High speed  16 mm schlieren 
photographs of the nonsteady combustion of oxidizer rich mix- 
tures  of H9 + Air have  shown that the  finite dimensioned com- 

""" '"■""■l "■•■■■■■ '• """-■             mm 
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bustion zone volume is itself nonsteady in the presence of 

sustained shock type instabilities and oscillates in size at 

precisely the same frequency of the pressure oscillation.  The 

magnitude of the volume oscillation diminishes with decreasimj 

shock wave amplitude and is absent during steady combustion. 

The shock wave passage very nearly corresponds to the observed 

minimum in the volume oscillation. 

These data plus several basic considerations regarding 

th^^ieady combustion process in the gas rocket provided suffi- 

cienBksight for the formulation of a  model of the overall 

burning»rocess.  For the typical case of.  choked high velocity 

(e-(2xl0 cm/sec)), high Reynolds number (e(lO to 10 )) propellant 

injection where the ratio of combustion chamber cross-section 

to total injector port area is 2 ©-{150/1) it was shown that: 

(ri)  The estimated space heating rate for the gas rocket 
approaches the level predicted for the so-called 
well stirred combustors where a vigorous mixing of 
hot combusted products and fresh unburned reactants 
sustains the combustion process 

(b) SIrapV.' one-dimensional momentum considerations of 
the ■':oec,':ion-combustion geometry indicate a strong 
pressure driving force for recirculation of product 
ga.3es to the injector face 

(c) The high velocity propellant jet has a high entrainment 
capacity and rapidly ingests recirculated product gas 
into the developing mixing zone 

An analysis was completed for the case where the combustion 

zone is treated as a quasi one-dimensional distributed turbulent 

combustion zone stabilized at the injector by the recirculation 

of hot product gases and the intense mixing of products and 

reactants.  A Spalding-type mass entrainment lav/ where the rate 

of mass entrainment by a high velocity expanding jet is pro- 

portional to the inlet jet momentum and the density of the gas 

being entrained was used to provide a reasonable expression of 

the axial jet development.  Overall reaction rate data from 

turbulent flow reactor studies was used to calculate the local 
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energy release rate due to chemical kinetics in terms of local 

temperature, species concentration, and density.  For moderate 

entrainment of burned gases (assumed to be at the adiabatic 

combustion temperature) the jet is rapidly heated and the dis- 

tribution of reaction arises primarily due to the action of 

finite kinetic rates in the high velocity field.  The validity 

of considering the combustion process in terms of mean proper- 

ties of the distributed zone for the described system was 

shown.  The process of high intensity combustion in the gas 

rocket was shown to be analogous to that occurring in the so- 

called tunnel burners and well-stirred combustors and was 

distinguished from "conventional" turbulent burner flames 

stabilized due to heat and mass transfer from the combustion 

zone by the processes of turbulent conduction and diffusion. 

Numerous examples were cited (from the experimental work) of 

the importance of the properties of the recirculation zone 

in determining the steady and nonsteady operating characteristics 

of the gas rocket.  Finally, the consideration of the turbulent 

combustion process in the caise of unchoked porous plug in- 

jection in terms of mean thermodynamic and gas dynamic proper- 

ties was justified on the basis of the observed nonuniformity 

of plug porosity, the fine scale of the pore mesh, and the 

observed similarity between the stability characteristics of 

the CH4/02/N? system with showerhead and porous plug injection. 

The combustion zone boundary condition was formulated for 

the case when the finite combustion zone volume is characterized 

by mean thermodynamic properties.  By virtue of the short ex- 

tension of the combustion zone relative to the chamber length 

the approximation of spacially uniform pressure across the 

combustion zone is valid.  The experimentally observed steadi- 

ness of the axial extent of the unburned gas zone was in- 

corporated as an assumption in the model.  The unburned gas 

temperature (T.) was assumed to be insensitive to the pressure 

oscillations.  Entropy waves due to the nonsteady combustion 

process were assumed to be rapidly dispersed near the injector 

end.  The mean combustion zone properties and the combustion 
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zone volume were assumed to be time variant and were expressed as 

linear power series expansions about the steady state mean values. 

The possible sensitivity of the injection mass flux of unburned 

propellant to the nonsteady pressure at the injector in the case 

of unchoked flow was accounted for by expressing the instantaneous 

flux in a Taylor series expansion about the steady state value. 

For choked propellant injection the mass influx is insensitive 

to the pressure oscillations.  For the case of unchoked injection 

the mass influx is strongly coupled to the pressure oscillations 

and, due to the low inertia of the gas system, always oscillates 

180 out of phase with the pressure oscillation. 

The equations of mass and energy conservation for the finite 

combustion volume, V , were combined to eliminate the mass efflux c 
rh and to obtain an expression for  äCV  which in turn wes used in 

the mass conservation equation written for an arbitrary control 

volume A-JL   where the condition A-.fi>V (t) is observed.  This 

latter equation resulted in an explicit relationship between the 

effective mass efflux from the combustion zone extrapolated to the 

injection ( x = o ) face and the important combustion zone variables 

In order to perform the above operations the source term in 

the energy equation was expressed in terms of the (assumed constant) 

heat of combustion per unit mass of mixture and the "mixture" mass 

reaction rate.  Under the approximation that the mixing time (be- 

tween products and reactants) is short compared to the charac- 

teristic reaction time, the residence time of gases in the com- 

bustion zone is equivalent to the characteristic combustion time 

due to finite rate kinetics.  Hence,  d[ = qift = q (/0 A •   \3   )   - 

a   -     r±S where  7c     was identified as the characteristic com- 

bustion time.     %    is essentially a measure of the mean rate of 

energy release due to combustion.  An expression for /'iZf   was 

derived from an approximation of the burning rate by means of a 

second order overall Arrhenius rate law in terms of the average 

combustion zone properties.  A simple formulation for %   followed 

naturally and facilitated the use of the most relevant overall 

chemical kinetic rate data obtained in turbulent flow reactor 
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studies  in order  to calculate  the steady  state value of      fc   . 
The  validity  of  this   approach,   in particular  the recourse  to  flow 
reactor data  to obtain  the empirical  constants necessary  for  the 
calculation of  numerical  values  of    7^,     should be reemphasized. 
It was  noted  that overall  chemical kinetic  rate data is generally 
correlated  by expressing  the mass consumption rate of  "fuel"   (e.g., 
H2,   CO,   CH,)  per unit volume  in terms  of empirical data  fit parame- 

ters   including   (1)   the  pre-exponential   factor;   (2)   reaction orders 
with respect to  fuel   and oxidizer concentrations;   and   (3)   an over- 
all   activation energy.     The  fundamental  parameter arising  from 
such  overall  rate experiments  is  the  overall  rate of consumption 
of  fuel  species  as  a   function of the mean  temperature.     Taken out 
of context  a  "measured"  overall  activation energy for a given re- 
action is  of no  fundamental significance  in determining  the overall 
mean burning rate  or mean characteristic kinetic time.      (The over- 
all  activation energy  is,   however,   of  independent significance   in 
determining  the  response  of a combustion system to changes  in  the 
mean reaction temperature).     It was  shown  for the CH./O-ZN-  system 
that the measured  overall rate data extracted  from the  turbulent 
flow reactor studies   is  in good  agreement with data obtained  in 
other  systems. 

Fluctuations  in the characteristic combustion time were coupled 
to oscillations  in the  combustion pressure  and  the mean combustion 
zone  temperature.     Insensitivity of the combustion time  to oscilla- 
tions   in  the  thermodynamic properties  of  the  combustion  zone was 
shown  to preclude   the   support of combustion  chamber  oscillations. 
The  instantaneous  value  of      /^t   was expressed by a linear ex- 
pansion about the  steady  state  value with perturbations  of order M, 

that  is 

or 

i-ii'^'i 
re.= tk +■ rc 

where 

where 
(V-59) 

where 
rC/ = - f^Tc^ + Zff?(*■>] 

and i 
2T-   -k 

Tc 
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The  influence of perturbations   in the  species mass   fractions 
and the burned  gas  temperature was examined  for  two alternative 
formulations.     The use  of quasi-steady  temperature explicit  formu- 

lations   for   ^V,c    and    ^ox^c     together with  the  neglect of per- 
turbations  in T,   was  found   (Appendix  B)   to be sufficiently  accurate 
for the determination of the  linear  system response.     Considerable 
simplification results   from these  approximations.     The   fact that 
results obtained using  the quasi-steady  formulation differ only 
slightly  from results  obtained  using more exact expressions 
(including  a  statement  of species   conservation)   is   a  consequence 
of the overriding  importance of the exponential   term  in  the 
Arrhenius  factor  in the overall  burning rate law.     That oscilla- 
tions   in    T.  (t)     are  small   and  of minor  importance   follows   from 
the distinction made between the  averaged   (time dependent)   com- 
bustion zone  temperature    T   (t)   upon which the burning  rate depends 
and the  fact that T    Cl   T.    . 

C u 

In order  to complete  the model  a relationship was  needed  to 
couple oscillations  in  the  combustion  temperature  and  pressure. 
It was  pointed  out  that  a penalty   is  exacted   for  treating  the 
combustion process  in  terms  of  approximate  averaged  values;   namely, 
that information about the  time history  in the Lagrangian sense 
of following  a parcel of gas  through  the  finite-dimensioned com- 
bustion  zone   is   lost.     A consequence  of  the  method  is   that  the 
combustion temperature,   pressure,   and volume remain  implicitly 
coupled  to  all  orders.     To lowest order T    = T *./T. *     appeared  as 
a parameter.     The  system was  analyzed   for several  choices  of T  . 
To  first order  the  implicit relationship between T6|    -Of        and 1/5, 
(perturbations   in temperature,   pressure,   and volume)  was  obtained. 
The  functional  relationship betweai     7c,   and   A    was expressed 
in terms of amplitude  and phase  of the volume oscillation  for the 
case of linear oscillations,     £n     periodic  in time.     in principle, 
experimental measurement of the phase  and amplitude of the volume 
oscillations   as   a  function  of    J_     (i.e.,    Tc      )  would   be   sufficient 
to allow a calculation of    Tc   [_-<0°     fcj       ■     Several  specific 
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cases were examined in detail for the H, + Air system.  The ex- 

perimental observation of large dimensionless oscillations in the 

combustion zone "extent" where the amplitude peaked at 77" to "T 

radians prior to passage of the low amplitude shock wave was shown 

to be consistent wit?   theoretically predicted regime of strong 

temperature response. 

The combustion zone boundary condition was derived in general 

form for the case where yj. ^j „ •^e'i^'rft jofC-t) where 7? 

is a real amplitude factor and £-x*o a finite phase angle.  The 

important consequence of a lag G-T-f      in the combustion tempera- 

ture oscillation relative to the pressure oscillation was indi- 

cated . 

A second alternative heuristic formulation of fc-i       according 

*'** (C-4) 

was discussed in Appendix C. .The results of that analysis are 

essentially equivalent to the analysis of Chapter V for the case 

of finite 

Application of the combustion zone boundary condition derived 

for both expressions of fc.,   to the analyses of the wave dynamics 

led co the formulation of a nonlinear ordinary integro-differential 

equation governing the form of the wave amplitude parameter  f 

which is proportional to the dimensionless pressure perturbation 

at the injector according to 

C.  Principal Results of the Theoretical Analysis 

For the case where ^c,  is coupled to the oscillations in 

temperature and pressure by Equation V-59, the linearized form of 

the final governing equation for the wave amplitude parameter was 

solved to obtain the linear system response.  The full non-linear 

form of the equation was solved by a numerical iterative technique 

based on the method of successive approximation to obtain the non- 

linear response. 
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For  the H2/0_/N2  system a determination of the  systsm linear 
response  in terms of the predicted  linear stability limits  as well 
as the nonlinear response  in terms  of the predicted  5.hock-type 
wave  amplitude  and waveforms within  the regime  of nonlinear  in- 
stability was  achieved.     In  addition  the linear stability charac- 
teristics  of the CH./Air system were determined.     These  analyses 

were carried out  for  the case  of choked injection. 

Detailed  numerical results   for  the linear  and  nonlinear 
system response were presented   for  the particular case where 

Cr-c ~ o      .     The  influence  of  finite    €T-o(e.g.,   €T^} "= & C-+'t'a "^ 7 
on the predicted linear stability characteristics was  emphasized. 
Finally,   an examination of the  predicted  linear  stability charac- 
teristics   for  the H9/Air system  for  the case where      Pc.,    is  speci- 
fied by equation C-4 was completed.     It is  appropriate  to review 
the  important aspects  of these  theoretical  results   in light of  the 
accumulated experimental data. 

A significant aspect of the  theoretical results   is  the dominant 
influence on the linear and nonlinear response  of the  ratio of the 
characteristic combustion  time  Tc* to the wave  travel   time   (defined 
as I^/mC,*   or h the period of oscillation where L*  is  the chamber 

CD C 
length,   C,*   the burned gas  sound  speed,   and    m    the harmonic mode 
order).     The  rather remarkable quantitative and qualitative  agree- 
ment between theory and experiment is  attributed  to  the  influence 
of the  important system variables   (including the propellant equiva- 
lence  ratio  and  combustion  temperature,   the % dilution of  the  un- 
burned gas mixture and the unburned gas temperature,   the  overall 
activation energy  for the   fuel-oxygen mixture,   the  chamber length 
and the harmonic mode order)   on this ratio of characteristic  times. 

For  the  case where   ^c,     was  expressed  by equation V-59 and 
€.fft=o     a single linear stability limit was  found  to correspond to 
an approximately fixed critical  ratio of   ( ^   / ^ wave),   inde- 
pendently of the propellant equivalence ratio,   % dilution,   chamber 
length,   and mode  order.     The  system was predicted  to  be  linearly 
unstable   for   ( ^c  / ^ wave)     "ZL    {    %■    /    T    vave)lim.     For the 
H9/0~/N9  system and  a mean combustion temperature  of  0.8 T. ,   this 
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critical   factor was  found  to be   &■ (0.2 to 0.3)  while  the 

CH./Air  system showed  a critical  ratio     Ö- (0.15  to  0.25).     It 

is  of  interest  to note  that experimentally   (see  Figure V-3)   the 

measured  period  of the  fundamental  mode oscillation at the 
-4 stability  limit   for the H0/Air system  increases   from  5.5 x  10 

-3 sec to  2.37  x  10      sec  as  the  chamber  length is  increased  from 

19 cm  to  76  cm.     Concurrently  a shift  in the equivalence ratio at 

the measured  stability  limit   ( $ ,.      )   from 2.2   to  2.5  occurs. 1 x   ^ lim   ' 
From measured  overall kinetics  rate  data for the H^/Air system 

(see  Figures D-l  and 5)   for  T    =0.80  the shift in 3), .     corre- c •*lim 
sponds  to  a calculated  increase  in the characteristic combustion 

-4 -4 time   from  1.1  x  10       sec  to  4.4 x  10       sec.     Thus,   at L     =  19 cm, 

5 , .      ,   =   2.2,   and     rt If**** =  0.40 while  at L     =76  cm,   $" , .       , *  i im, i c "^  1 im,   J. 

=  2.5,   and     'c  /^^»ue    =0.37.     In other words,   comparison of 

experiment  and  theory shows  excellent  agreement with respect to 

the theoretical  prediction of a constant ratio of    rt./'f wave at 

the stability limit.    An additional   inference drawn  from the 

linearized  analysis was  the  conclusion that the  stability limit 

should  be  sharply defined  in  terms  of J), .       due  to  the  strong 

sensitivity  of  the characteristic combustion time  to  the equivalence 

ratio  through  the mean combustion temperature.     It was pointed out 

that experimentally    a marked  sensitivity to small  changes  in    J) 

near the  stability limit is  observed. 

The  results  of the linearized  analysis were  translated  into 

theoretical predictions of the  stability limits   for  the H2/0?/N2 

and  CH./Air  systems  in  the  conventional    J "L-,  plane.     Comparison 

of theory  and experiment showed excellent quantitative  and quali- 

tative  agreement  for the H^/Air system with respect to: 

(1) The existence of two regimes  of nonsteady burning 
located  about the  stoichiometric mixture  ratio 

(2) The progression to lower harmonic mode order  for  fixed 
L     and  increasing |> and  the progress  to higher harmonic 
mode  order at fixed    5    and  increasing L 

(3) The  absence of an   "upper length   (L  )   limit"   and  the 
collapse of the  stability  limits  toward the  stoichio- 
metric mixture ratio at short chamber lengths 
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(4) The prediction of a slight difference   in  the  adiabatic 
combustion temperature  at the  fuel  rich  and   fuel  lean 
limits 

(5) The marked  shift of the  stability  limits  toward  the 
stoichiometric mixture  ratio with  increasing dilution 
of the  unburned  gas mixture. 

Comparison of  theory  and  experiment showed  good   agreement  for 
the  CH4/Air  system with  respect  to: 

(1) The existence   at  short  chamber  lengths  of  a  single 
regime of nonsteady burning located  at  and   around  the 
stoichiometric mixture  ratio  and   the   shift  of the  limits 
away  from the  stoichiometric mixture  ratio   at longer 
chamber  lengths. 

(2) The  ordering  of harmonic modes  and   the   absence of  an 
upper length  limit   (see  Figures   II-7   and V-17) 

The  unique behavior  of  the  H^/Air  and  CH4/Air  systems was 
attributed   to  the   inherently  slower overall  chemical   kinetics 

of  the  CH4/02  system.     The  condition of   ( ^c/Tper) ^   ( V^er^im 

=  ©"(O.l  to   0.3)   is  satisfied  at higher  combustion  temperatures 
(closer  to  the  stoichiometric mixture  ratio)   for   systems charac- 
terized  by  slower  overall   reaction rates   (e.g.,   the   CH./Air 
system  as  compared  to  the  H-ZAir  system). 

An  additional  rather   interesting  observation   follows   from 
a  consideration of the  experimental results  with  the 
CO(H20)/02/N2  and  CH./Oj/ltj  systems  in light  of   the   analytical 
results  and   the  available   overall  reaction  rate  data   for  the 
two  systems   (see  Table   IV,   Figure   IV-1,   and  Appendix  D).     Exper- 
imentally  the  the  stability  limits   for  both  systems  were  found  to 
lie  at off-stoichiometric mixture  ratios  for  oxygen enriched com- 
bustion     [0~]/[!$-] >  0.2.     With   increasing dilution  the  stability 
limits  were  observed  to  shift  toward  (Jj. =  1 with  nonsteady combus- 
tion at J =  1  in the case where  air served  as  the  oxidizer.     It 
was  concluded  from a review of   the  literature  on   the  kinetics  of 
CO and  CH.   oxidation  at high  temperatures  that  the  overall  consump- 
tion  of CH,   is dominated  by  the  reaction kinetics   associated with 
the  oxidation of CO formed  as   a  long-lived   intermediate  in  the 
CH4/0?  reaction scheme.     In  agreement with  this   observation,   extrap- 

olation of rate data  for  CO/O2  and  CH4/O2  systems   to high  temperatures 
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(Figure D-6)   indicates  that  at temperatures  in excess of 
16000K to  1800oK the overall  oxidation of CO should be rate 
limiting.     While calculations   for the linear stability 
characteristics of the  CO/02/N2 system were  not carried out, 
it  is  clear that the similarity between the experimentally 
observed  stability characteristics of the CO/O./Np  and 
CU./Oy/U-  systems  is precisely what would be expected on the 
basis of present knowledge of the overall kinetics of these 
systems  and  the theoretical prediction of the critical im- 
portance  of the characteristic combustion time due to kinetics 
(in determining the nonsteady burning characteristics).    The 
experimentally observed  shift of the stability limit  for the 
CO/o2/N2  system  toward  the  stoichiometric mixture ratio upon 
the  addition of trace  amounts  of CH.  to the  unburned gas mix- 
ture  is  likewise  in agreement with the   (kinetically predicted) 
inhibiting  influence of  small  amounts of CH.   to  slow the 
overall  oxidation rate  of CO.     If the  inhibiting effect of 
CH.   is  interpreted  as  an  increase  in the overall  activation 
energy the  observed shift  in the limits is  consistent with 
the  theoretical prediction of  the linearized  stability limit 
shift  arising from an increase  in the  activation energy. 

The  nonlinear stability characteristics  of the  system 
were   analyzed  for  the H2/Air system for the  case where       was giv- 
en  by V-5 9 and   €_    =  0. An iterative technique originally 
due   to  Sirignano   (81)   was   adapted with some  modification to 
the   numerical  solution of  the  nonlinear ordinary differential 
equation governing the wave  amplitude parameter   (f).     The 
cri -.eria  for the existence of discontinuous  shock-type 
solutions   for   (f)  were determined.     The nonlinear stability 
limit  and  the predicted  discontinuous shock-wave  amplitude  and 
wave   form  at the  injector  end were determined  in terms of the 
ratio of characteristic  times   (   fc    /futm.ue     )#   the propellant 
equivalence ratio,   and  the  ratio of chamber  length to mode 
order,    (L^/m).    The results  showed the important influence 
of  the  ratio    fc* /t'Jtv*     on t^e Predicted  nonlinear system 
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response.     The nonlinear stability limit was  found  to be  at 
somewhat lower values  of   ^c /^u*u/«    ,    ( ^c.   I f &*»*. KJ- = 
©■(.19 to   .25)  where   a slightly larger decrease  in   ( ^t*/^«.ye), . 
was observed at the  nonlinear limit with  increasing   $ and 
Lj/m.     In agreement with the experimental  results  and  as 
suggested by the linearized  analysis,   the  nonlinear limit was 
sharply defined  in  the  sense that a rapid   increase  in shock 
amplitude was predicted  for increasing    $     (increasing  'c /^u*i/e) 
near the  limit.     Predicted  shock-wave  amplitudes  at the  in- 
jector  and were  found  to be  in good agreement with experi- 
mental observations.     As observed experimentally the predicted 
shock-type wave  form  approached  the    ramp-type   waveform as 
displacement for the  nonlinear limit increased.     Near the non- 
linear limit the waveform was  found to be  concave upward also 
in agreement with experimental data.     From  the discovery that 
nonlinear solutions   for the pressure waveform were  found to 
exist in a region near the  linear limit predicted to be  linearly 
stable  and that the  solutions converged  to waveforms having 
zero amplitude shocks  or cusps  at the nonlinear  limit,   it was 
argued that one should be  able to  find continuous  finite  ampli- 
tude  solutions to the  nonlinear equation.     It was  inferred  that 
these low amplitude  continuous  solutions must arise due  to a 
weak triggering of the nominally steady  system near the non- 
linear limit.    Practically,   such triggering  influences could 
be  attributed to random pressure  fluctuations within the intense 
turbulent combustion  zone. 

The  influence on the  linear and nonlinear system response 
of the combustion distribution was suggested  to  follow from 
the effect of T    on  the predicted results.     Implicit in the 
aforementioned analytical results was the  assumption that T 
was  a constant over  the range of variables  examined.     Larger 
values of T    lead to  a shift of the linear  and nonlinear c 
stability limits away  from the stoichiometric nixture ratio. 
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The theoretical prediction of the existence of a regime 

of nonsteady burning for ^c /'^«</«
2 fr( .15 to .3) and the 

failure to predict a maximum of the dimensionless shock strength 

with increasing displacement ( > 7c ) from the stability 

limit suggested the consideration of the heuristic 

expression for ^c/ (Equation C-4) and, in addition, the 

examination of the influence on the lineat stability characteris- 

tics of finite G:T« according to the original formulation. 

For the integral expression of %,,   it was shown that 

the form of the governing equation for the stability limit was 

identical to that of the linear"  %, formulation with the 

exception that additional terms which are small for small i^s. 

exerted a strong stabilizing influence at larger ^c = ©-(1). 

That is, the accumulated linear and nonlinear results obtained 

from the linear %l  analysis remained essentially valid at the 

"lower" stability limit.  However, an additional upper (equiv- 

alence ratio) limit was predicted at each L */m.  The system 

was predicted to be linearly unstable within a narrow range of 

the characteristic time ratio such that. 

The results allowed a definite statement of which harmonic mode 

is sustained at each f.  A distinct separation of harmonic mode 

regimes followed.  In addition, the linearized results predicted 

the existence of a lower length limit or equivalently a minimum 

$ (for the H2/Air system) at which nonsteady burning is possible. 

Although a nonlinear analysis was not carried out a simple ex- 

tension of the numerical technique to allow solution of the more 

complicated governing nonlinear ODE is possible.  This extra 

effort is probably not warranted since the linear analysis 

clearly implies the existence of a shock amplitude maximum 

for c /^^intermediate between the limit values with a 

decay to zero amplitude at the limits. 

Entirely equivalent results were obtained for the case of 

finite phase angle of the temperature oscillation with respect 
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to the pressure oscillation ( £ Tp) according to the analysis 

of Chapter V.  The linear system was found to admit a similar 

resonance for 7c -   e-(l) with stable operation for H2/Air at 

very short and at long  ^c. 

The analytical work was completed with an investigation 

of the influence of unchoked propellant injection and pre- 

heating of the unburned gas mixture on the predicted linear 

stability characteristics. 

Theoretically, the 0,inear stability limit was found to 

shift systematically to higher equivalence ratio with decreas- 

ing injection Mach number or decreasing injection pressure 

ratio (P. . = P . /P ).  For sufficient decrease of P.  a con- v  mj   mix' c' xnj 
dition of stable combustion for all Jf was predicted.  It is 

important to note that this prediction runs counter to what one 

might infer on the basis of experience with liquid pro- 

pellant rocket motors where it is found that decreasing the 

injection pressure drop tends to be destabilizing.  That is, 

low frequency longitudinal modes in liquid motors can be 

suppressed by increasing the pressure drop across the injector. 

The basic difference between the gaseous and liquid propellant 

systems in this regard lies in the fact that the gaseous sys- 

tem (in the case of unchoked injection) should respond rapidly 

to fluctuations in the injection pressure drop whereas the 

massive liquid flow system responds slowly with important 

time lag effects. 

The prediction that the coupling of the mass influx and 

the pressure waves exerts a strong stabilizing influence on the 

system was completely confirmed by a series of experiments 

with the Hp/Air system in which the injection Mach number was 

decreased by enlarging the total port flow area of a shower- 

head injector. With decreasing M.  a shift of the limit to 
inj 

higher J and a decrease in shock amplitude at fixed §  was ob- 

served.  For M. . —0.4 stable combustion was observed over 
in] 

the entire range of equivalence ratio. 

■ ■ 
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The Gxcellent agreement between theory and experiment on 

the influence of M. . provides an explanation for the other- 
in] r c 

wise anomalous behavior of the H^/Air system with porous plug 

injection .  The failure of the H_/Air system with porous 

plug injection to support unstable combustion over the entire 

range of $ is directly attributed to the pronounced damping 

influence active in the case of low M. ., P. . injection. 
in]   inj   J 

Clearly the ability of a premixed gaseous propellant system 

to support unstable combustion must depend upon the relative 

balance of destabilizing factors arising from the response 

of the combustion process to the pressure waves and the inher 

ently stabilizing factors of mean outflow through the nozzle 

and the response of the injection system in the case of un- 

choked injection. 

Theory and experiment were also found to be in agreement 

with respect to the predicted influence of preheating the pre- 

mixed gases on the stability characteristics.  Experiments 

were carried out to determine the stability limit and wave amp- 

litude (within the regime of nonsteady burning) as functions 

of $ for the H_/Air system for increasing amounts of preheat 

(increasing T*), The predicted stabilizing influence of in- 

creasing Tt-, hence the ratio T^/TA primarily due to the 

accompanying decrease in Tc   /5^ve at each $ 
was found to be 

in agreement with the experimental results 

It is of interest to comment upon the influence of the 

mean chamber Mach number, the combustion pressure, and the 

chamber length on the system stability characteristics. Ac- 

cording to Bowman ((32), see Figure 11-10), an increase in M 

or L was observed to have an equivalent effect on the non- 

linear system response.  According to the analytical model, 

the dimensionless shock amplitude at the injector is directly 

proportional to M in agreement with Bowman's results.  Physically 

this dependence is precisely what one would expect when it is 

recalled that experimentally the Mach number Increase was 

achieved by decreasing the nozzle contraction ratio and doubling 
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the  total propellant   flow   (burning)   rate.     Ideally the   linear 

limit   is   independent  of M,     The observed  shift   in  the   linear 

limit  to lower combustion  temperature with  increasing  L    was 

shown to be  in good  agreement with  the  theoretical  results. 

The  analysis   in Appendix c   suggested  a   possible  explanation 

for  the observed influence   of  L     on   the  wave   amplitude.     A 

more  likely  explanation may   follow simply   from   the  observation 
that   (due to the  nonadiabaticity  of  the gas   rocket)   P    was 

maintained  constant with  increasing L    by  increasing m,    , ^  c J ^  tot 
(see Table III), hence by increasing M (at the injector).  As 

noted the increase in M should contribute to the observed 

increase in wave amplitude with increasing L . 

The predicted stability characteristics are sensitive to 

P principally through the influence of the mean density of 

the combustion zone ( Tfe* ^ 'P£    for second order overall 

rate law).  Bowman observed (Figure 33 of reference (32)) a 

shift at fixed S ,   fixed L to higher harmonic modes as P 
* '        C c 

was increased.  Theory and experiment are thus in qualira- 

tive agreement on this point. A decrease in 'c  leads to a 

stabilizing decrease in fc /'T^efor the fundamental mode 

and the criterion that  ^c  >" (  fc J /irn       would eventually 

be satisfied only for a higher mode.  The experimental observ- 

ation that larger wave amplitude is achieved for higher P 

and the linear limit shift toward the stoichiometric mixture 

with larger P are clouded by the fact that the total mass 

flux was increased substantially in order to increase P . c 
Consequently, comparison of wave amplitude data for gas rocket 

experiments carried out at substantially different mean com- 

bustion pressures is perhaps a poor procedure.  For fixed <f) , 

M 'V nv. ./?  and an estimated increase in M of 10 to 20 % at tor c _ 
the combust Lon zone boundary accompanied the increase in P 

from 4.4 to 11.2 atm.  According to the analytical model one 

would predict an increase in shock wave amplitude with the 

Mach number increase. 
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D.  Onnoral Comment-.s 

It is recognized that rather drastic simplifications of 

the nonsteady combustion pr  ess in the gas rocket have been 

considered.  The relative.^ jood  agreement between results 

of tho theoretical model and the experimentally observed 

linear and nonlinear stability characteristics of the H2/0_/tl2, 

CH /02/N , and CO(H20)/0_/N- systems supports the conclusion 

that the principal factors have been correctly accounted for. 

The consideration of the nonsteady gas phase combustion zone 

in terms of mean thermodynamic and gas dynamic variables and 

a mean volume was shown to be consistent with results of 

experimental diagnostics, overall chemical kinetic rate data, 

and fundamental considerations of the physics of the combustion 

process in the gas rocket. The dramatic influence of the mean 

characteristic combustion time (calculated on the basis of 

the mose relevant overall kinetic rate data and consistent with 

the measured mean burning rate in the gas rocket) relative to 

the wave travel time in the combustion chamber on the theor- 

etically predicted system response offers strong support for 

the inference of the overriding importance of chemical kinetic 

factors in determining the nonsteady burning characteristics 

of the gas rocket for the case where the mass injection flux 

is positively decoupled form the pressure oscillations. 

Comparison of theory and experiment have clearly demon- 

strated that finite chemical kinetic burning rates can lead 

to combustion-driven pressure oscillation for (a) reactants 

such as H2/0„ governed by "fast" overall kinetics but combusting 

at low temperatures (due to mixture dilution with N», heat 

losses, mixing with cooler recirculating product gases, 

incomplete combustion) , or (b) reactants such as CH./0_ gov- 

erned by "slow" overall kinetics but combusting at high temp- 

eratures. 

In light of these investigations and considering the 

results of Putnam and Tsuji and Takeno (Chapter II), it is 
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concluded that a rocket-type combustor employing energetic 

premixed gaseous propellants naturally offers two possible 

mechanisms for sustaining longitudinal mode combustion 

oscillations.  For the case of propellant injection with a 

large pressure drop across the primary injector a regime of 

chemical-kinetically driven oscillations is encountered. 

With decreasing injection pressure drop and Mach number the 

increasing sensitivity of the injection mass flux to the 

pressure oscillations acts to stabilize the combustion 

driven oscillations.  The second regime of nonsteady burning 

is encountered at low propellant injection pressure drops and 

is associated with a highly nonlinear chemico-fluid dynamic 

interaction between the nonsteady injection mass flow, the 

combustion zone, and the pressure waves.  Essentially the 

instability in this case is a fluid dynamically driven 

phenomenon where the importance of the gas phase chemistry is 

associated with the ignition delay factors (77) of the 

unburned gas mixture.  In view of the fact that the gas 

rocket systems used by Zucrow, Osborn et al. at Purdue and by 

Tsuji and Takeno in Japan were operated with extremely low 

primary injection pressure drops, it is speculated that 

oscillations of the second category were observed by those 

investigators.  It would seem to be inappropriate to compare 

c-ne results obtained with the system at Princeton to the results 

of the Purdue and Japanese investigators. 

Obviously the results of the present investigation may 

be of practical utility to designers of gaseous fueled combus- 

tors. The criticality of the ratio of the characteristic 

combustion time to the period of oscillation, 

for sustained oscillations, suggests the use of this ratio as 

a fundamental design parameter. The ratio incorporates the 

basic system parameters associated with the reactants, geometry 

of the combustion chamber, and mode of oscillation. 
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Depending upon the desireability    of  system operation with low 
amplitude  sustained combustion   (pressure)   oscillations one 
can eliminate by suitable  injection  design the fluid dynamically 
driven mode of operation and apply the above criterion for 
sustained  combustion  driven oscillations. 

The ques tion remains of the fundamental relevance of the 
results obtained in this and in previous  investigations  of 
nonsteady combustion  in the Princeton gas  rocket to the 
phenomena of unstable combustion  in practical liquid and 
solid propellant  systems,    A great deal of  research  effort 
has been devoted to the analysis of mechanisms of coupling 
of the energy   (or mass)   release due to combustion and finite 
amplitude pressure oscillations.    As Culick has pointed out 
(24),   one of the weakest arguments  in the current theories 
of nonsteady combustion in solid propellant systems  is  that 
of quasisteady  response of the gas phase.     It would seem 
that a similar statement applies   to analyses of liquid rocket 
instabilities.     In support of the  application of such quasisteady 
assumptions  investigators have relied on the simple statement 
that the characteristic times  due  to finite rate gas phase 
chemical kinetics  are   (too)   short  relative to characteristic 
wave travel times.     This statement  simply cannot be supported 
in the case of  acoustic oscillations on the basis of  currently 
available kinetic rate data.    To be  sure,   the characteristic 
time for the molecular scale  interaction of   (for example) 
the CO molecule and the OH radical  to yield CO, and H may well 

—6 —8 be 6H10~    to  10"    sec).    However,   for the high intensity 
combustion processes  typical of solid and  liquid rockets  it 
is suggested that the relevant characteristic kinetic time 
should be calculated on the basis  of well-stirred or turbulent 

1,    One can envision numerous  applications where low amplitude 
oscillations  of a particular character are desireable, 
for example,   the substantial  increase in the heat transfer 
load to the surrounding chamber walls  during oscillatory 
combustion may be advantage us in the design of a heat 
exchanger.     Recently,   combustion oscillations in a simple 
premixed gaseous  combustor have been used   (153)   with KOH 
seeding  to  increase the mean  ionization level,   local 
particle velocity,   and power density  in an MHD  system. 
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flow reactor  studies of overall  reaction rates.     For  liquid 
and solid propellant rocket gas phase combustion zones 
composed of hydrocarbon speciesi   active H,   OH,   and  0 radicals 
as well  as  CO,   C02f  H-0,   0?  etc.   it would  seem presumptuous 
to exclude overall reaction kinetics  from the list of potential 
sources  for driving combustion oscillations or  as  a 
potential  source of triggering     large  amplitude oscillations. 

In view of these comments  it  is  appropriate  to  second 
Cuiick's motion   (24)   for a relaxation of the quasisteady 
treatment of the gas phase combustion process  in  treatments 
of nonsteady combustion in liquid  and  solid propellant rocket 
combustion models.     It would  also seem worthwhile  to carry 
out fundamental studies using  flow or well-stirred  reactors 
to obtain overall reaction rate data  for   (initial)  mixtures 
of species  felt to be typical of gas phase combustion zones 
in liquid  and solid rockets. 
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APPENDIX A:  Mitchell-Crocco Analysis of Combustion Chamber Wave 
Dynamics  

The principal assumptions invoked by Mitchell are summarized 

in Chapter V, pages 172 to 177 .  For complete details of the 

theoretical analysis refer to Mitchell [34].  Under the conditions 

noted Mitchell writes the conservation of mass and momentum for an 

elemental volume in the combustion chamber in dimensional form, 

fflT . «« !«•   = _ ^ i£ (R.2) 

Nondimensionalizing  all variables  as discussed  in Chapter V,   page 
2 29,   equations A-l,   2 become 

^   '     "-jy. Sf W 

The homentropic condition, the definition of the sound speed, and 

the perfect gas relationship are used to obtain the relations. 

Adding and subtracting equations A-5, 6 the Riemann form of the 

equations is obtained, 

~^^ * ^"^h^^ = ^ (A-7) 

Ä ^-F^5 * <"-^k("-F-^ =0 
(A-8) 
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In order  to  solve  A-7,   8  the combustion  zone  and nozzle  boundary 

conditions  and  the   time  condition are  specified.     The nozzle 

boundary condition   is  simply, 

CL  =   M a. at%=l (A-9) 

The combustion zone boundary condition valid at x = 0 follows from 

the analysis of Chapter V, pages 224 to 251 . Expanding all variables 

in power series about the steady state values where the mean flow 

Mach number is used as the expansion parameter (refer to the dis- 

cussion in Chapter V, pages 172 to 177 ), 

LC   s     M   +    Uf    +    U*   +  -  - (A-10) 

Ä =  / +   *-, (A-ll) 

where  ^S ^ )1 r ©-^M^ /  (V«; )2 « 6K***) 

Substituting A-10, 11 into A-7, 8 and ordering terms, the first 

order equations are, 

|j tu-, *£,*■') * A'*' * r,*') = o      (A-i2) 

/t (*. - ^,*,) - §-x '".--** *°       <*-"> 
The second order equations are similarly obtained as. 

14) 

5) 

The first and second order nozzle boundary conditions are simply, 

MtUti-Uz      =     Mil t a,*-*!*) (A-16) 

u,       = o 

UL -   MCLf        a 

at      X   =    1 

t       ^     **• 

(A-17) 

(A-18) 
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The combustion zone boundary conditions determined in Chapter V 

are, 
CL,  =   O at  r- *0 (A-19) 

*Z * */     at   t*0 (A-20) 

The inhoroogeneous terms appearing in the second order equations 

depend on the solutions for the first order functions.  Since the 

second order homogeneous equations are functionally identical to 

the first order equations, particular solutions to the second order 

equations in terms of time (t) will generally involve  aperiodic 

terms proportional to (t) which grow with time.  The point is that 

while periodic solutions in (t) to first order may be found, the 

second order solutions are not necessarily periodic with the same 

period.  To alle/iate this situation and to restrict the search 

to solutions periodic with the same period to all orders such that, 

Mitchell defines the stretched time coordinate, e, where 

7 T 
and e = 0 to 2 defines the period of oscillation for all orders. 

Equations A-12, 13 are written in terms of x and 9 and solutions 

are obtained in straightforward fashion for U, and a, with the 

homogeneous boundary conditions, U, = 0 at x = 0 and 1 and the 

cyclic condition f(e) = f{e + 2), 

^(/ c & fO-*}-    f fOt-ncy (A-24) 

a,- *-£■' \_*r(e-*} +  ^re+x^] (A-25) 

Y0/ ~ 0" Li-^-^3 "*- £ (e*-*-)] (A-26) 
The wave amplitude parameter (f) must be determined from the second 

order analysis and the second order boundary conditions. 
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The second order equations  are written in terms of   (x#   e), 

(A-27) 

(A-28) 
Substituting for U, and a, from equations A-24, 25, Mitchell 

obtains particular solutions to these equations by inspection, 

(A-30) 

Adding these particular solutions to the homogeneous solutions 

for the second order functions and applying the boundary and cyclic 

conditions, the general nonlinear ordinary differential equation 

governing the first order wave amplitude parameter  is obtained, 

where   t < »*    '   »W  *   M i ,       S°Ml)}      UJ't'XM'-) 

An expression for T,, the first order perturbation in the period 

of oscillation, is derived for shock type solutions by considering 

the conditions for the propagation of weak shock waves in a flow 

field where the mean particle velocity is of d(M).  For weak shock 

waves the shock velocity is simply the average velocity of sound 

waves upstream and downstream of the shock. Mitchell thus obtains. 

~ [fro * :/VoJ ^ **^ice'xtB T, ^   -   v±l   /^/„w-f/^/ *-   --z* I    Im'Ue' 
{A-32) 

where f(0) « the value of f immediately following the shock 

f(2) = the value of f immediately before the shock 
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APPENDIX B: General Combustion Zone Boundary Condition 

In Chapter V, the combustion zone boundary condition was de- 

veloped by combining the equations of mass and energy conserva- 

tion.  The burning rate term in the energy equation was expressed 

in terms of an overall rate law where the influence of finite 

species (fuel and oxidizer) mass fractions appeared in the pre- 

exponential factor.  The equations were linearized for the case 

where, 

^>,<i *   ^K <  '" r^ (B"'1) 

c*,» TOK, c i - >xT7>t. r) (B-2) 

where C^« /Vix>e  =averaged mass fractions of fuel and oxidizer 

in the combustion zone 

ra/- T- u • f 
/A      =  (T»"/^ ^T.,e« 

T r:     T3L    I 7't,'    ,       7c  - TcC-t) (B-3) 

The burning rate is sensitive to the pressure oscillations through 

the (weak) pressure and temperature dependence of the pre-expon- 

ential factor and the (strong) temperature dependence of the ex- 

ponential factor.  It is the purpose of this discussion to show 

that the use of the quasi-steady relationships B-l to B-3 to ex- 

press the influence of variations in the species mass fractiono 

(explicitly in terms of the perturbations in the mean temperature), 

together with the neglection of the influence of perturbations in 

the final burned gas temperature are sufficiently accurate ap- 

proximatior.*;.  That is, it will be shown for typical H- + Air 

mixtures, that the difference in terms of the combustion zone ad- 

mittance coefficient between the above treatment and a "more ex- 

act"  formulation using a species conservation and accounting for 

variable  7^^) is small» 
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Allowing for storage of deficient species in accordance with 

Equation V-42, the combustion zone boundary condition can be ob- 

tained from the conservation equations, v/hich are written here in 

dimensional form as: 

mass:      ih*  » -rn*     * ^w ^V*"^**) (B-4) 

energy:    *>*Cr*T£**   g* *   ^*^ To* ^ ^^^^«^O (B-5) 

species:   if);* Vfi;    ~ *i£ ~    I*7***,*    *" „SrU/fc*^* ^« ) (B-6) 

In addition 

state: 

c 

^f^b  ^ Ö for complete combustion 

burning rate:      4 *" ~   %* '  ^V 

* 

4 
where t     = heat of combustion per unit mass of fuel, 

L Xf Jc 
=    cmJ   "   ^«>* /* 

fl s no = J (overall 2nd order reaction) 

Since  '^7b,c  = total mass burning rate = m^ /^i  = i
t','SPM'j'm'Fe 

Defining '^c* = L^^S)f* ^^ ^^ ^" ^«e the 
factor ^^t- is incorporated in the denominator, the energy re- 

lease rate term becomes. 

r"* 

% 
v- 

. ( 

imam*imm——mmt—m—lm—*,m~—*~m,^mm***mt^^mmm^~mmtmmm~mMm~*mmi,^,^^^amammt 
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Nondimensionalizing all  variables   (page  229),   the conservation 
equations become, 

ihi  * -m +  gfa17'^ (B-7) 

"in + o~*o&£*-*> r^ i£f/>''tr*T^ (B-8) 

state 

^*5V   -    ^   /^   '    ^^^^-O {B-9) 

^o = /> T * A- ?:• = /^ 7;r A rt <B-10) 

where the relationships 

burning rate _ J=]* 

'/^ z:  C^TT^C^ce ^■,!* (B-ll) 

Equations B-7 to B-ll now contain the new dependent variables 

( ^»x^ft)» ( ^fe )» an<^ ^ where previously Equations B-l, 2,   3 
were used to replace ( Uö<c,c ) and ( 7^c ), in favor of fc   (through ^) 

and perturbations i n 7^ were effectively neglected ( 7^ - 7i e ' ) , 

Hence, two additional equations are needed.  This requirement can 

be satisfied by resorting to two approximate conditions. 

Consistent with the use of an overall rate expression it is 

assumed that the reaction obeys an overall stoichiometry defined 

by ( *,>4i) *V^ •  Letting the subscript f    denote species fraction 
reacted. 

T^K r ' /^^f-y (B-12) 

and, since •    . _ v -. 

■•  ^b^C  = /**+;($-,)    +MXr*<i. (B-13) 

The factor in / f* , equivalent to 2 (Equation V-24) becomes 

-——■——- .^  ^  n ,!,,,,.   ,      |  , |_^1^  
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(B-14) 

An expression coupling   7C ,   7^ ,   and    "V^g   valid in steady state 

is, 
CffTc*    T **,<£*■    *  Cf\Tf (B.15) 

In the nonsteady case,   the equation remains approximately valid 

since      7e    is close to    7^    and the effective capacitance term 
which  is missing in   (B-15)  must be small.     In dimensionless form 

7c    +       -^r r+.c   =   Tk (B-16) 

Equations B-7 to B-16  complete the system.    As discussed in Chapter V, 
the system is still missing one equation due to the approximate 

averaging procedure,      Te , V£   ,   and f*   remain implicitly coupled. 
However,   the difference between the two systems   (B-l to 3,   vs 
B-9 to  16)   can be examined without solving the complete problem. 

Linearizing Equations B-7 to  16 according to 

/>*1£    * fiVi    *~favOt (B-17) 

fib * ' v*-, 

The steady state  equations become 

TK,;    « -rry     - u =  /V7 

rr?    ~ 
Tc > F- 

1 - 
m             — 

ATe •pi 8= A7i 

(B-18) 

^   fc ^    = &M (B-19) 

(B-20) 

1 (B-21) 
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The perturbation equations  are, 

■yh:     =   rr?    *   ISO.   = o 

continuity:        TT?^    =  /"z   •t'3tT*c'i (B-22) 

energy. ^ ^ * « -*) [ ^ 2, -  t '^^'l ' ^y-' " ^ 

*  i   A  [(p.^).^   *-(^>r«.l   (B-23) 

species: ■'»i,   -   '"-2/'VV ^T^'^t     +   «?,•   «tP        ' 
(B-24) 

/« (B-25) 
matching: ^    =      7c/  ^   -^  t/    ^ >,0<0/ ' 

state: ^e    -     -^-   f    &     *-/>*,   *   T*l (B"26) 

And    %.   ,   follows  from the definition of    '/'fc*  ,  where 

And 2.»  becomes . 
1 -^ A. r ' 

X, ,  4. ^.rc, ^ *  L'  * TT^..]^.   (B.27 

2| = (4tl-i)^ ^' -X^ 
* 

I 

E: K ^ / ^ Hr f^     '    -     '       , ^ ^-^^ 
/-TC 

Eliminating "W^ from the continuity (B-23) and energy (B-24) equa- 

tions, an ordinary differential equation is obtained for ( /öeVc  ) 

as 

(B-28) 

lllllllll  I 11 I      , || ,   —.J—MM,—————j—MM 
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Kr fc JLTe, -i 

which has the solution — 

fan),  * S^rtS^e   *      *' (B-30) 

4^^)/^  l^1^^ = -Ä^) (B-31) 

(B-32) 

(B-33) 

Similarly the species equation (B-24) can be written as 

/- -  —% 

which has the solution A M 

(P^t^,   •*       too™  V^* <** 
Eliminating (/)el^,)/  ,   from Equations (B-30) and (B-3 3) an im- 

plicit relationship between Te, i <*-e.,  . fa? and Tfc / » i-8 ob- 

tained as       _ ^ 

J-«,0 --o (B-34) 

In order to investigate the dependence of 0(c , on To/ # and yö/0 

to understand the influence of finite  71 , all perturbation 

quantities are assumed Jtir   periodic in jf- and are written as €'€.|C 

where €,,   -  complex amplitude. 

7*,,   *   To, €. -   L /   r   K        ^    '-* (B-35) 

Terms arising from the influence of finite 'k,  ,  will be under- 
scored as O  .  Substituting (B-35) into (B-30) and (B-33) 

M 11  ni    1 1 11 1  mi 1    11    l,MMMMIIililiaMMMM«gMMMIMMl«M«M^lliMi 
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- LytDf, + U'-Te.) - o-riix]*! j e-      (B-36) 

^^^ (B-37) 

Eliminating   { fk^) .      from  (3-36)   and   (B-37) 

(B-37) 

where rr 

(B-38) 

B-      /g"a--    £Z>f- (B-40) 
/**■*■ (>rfc3l 

A 

Equation   (B-38)   is written as 

O^y   -      «——— . JT^ ——Ä-r— 

The expression for Z  becomes 

(B-41) 

(B-42) 

(B-43) 

(B-44) 

A 
2.r =    H +   Xtx-r (B-45) 

Zf>=      /  +    XoLf) (B-46) 
In order to make  a  comparison of the  two treatments  of  the un- 

M .   
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steady species mass  fraction,    2T  ar d Zp as  defined by   (B-45) 

and   (B-46)   and by Equation V-60,   (denoted by superposed bar) 

must be compared.     Thus |      p   __J 

(V-60) 

CT (B-47) 

and     AZY5     =     24^t>      =       X^r (B.48, 
serve as accurate measures of the difference between the two 

analyses  in terms  of   the  influence of  the treatment of the species 
mass  fraction.     The actual values of  o(T  andotp^re important in 

determining the  influence of      7b. as  compared to  Tc,   since 

Tb, =r     T,   +    (l-fk  )*, 

T6.*     ll  +  Ci-T^oL^T,    +   [(/-Tc)c*r]lOt (B_49) 

Calculations of the terms ^ 2T>äS^ T^and o^^o^^, have been 

carried out for the typical case of H0+Air combustion,   oxidizer 

rich mixtures,   7^   =  300OK,  fc    = 7.8  atm,    jf = 1.25, £    =  38 
kcal/gm mole, Jk* = 5 x  10    ,   7c = 0.80,   and choked injection 

( L/S = 0 ).     The  particular case of L  */m = 80 was examined  in 
detail out the_results  apply to all L  */m with an appropriate 
shift of the  / vs    ^   curve. 

First,   defining 
*T =   -  ^Tt-   L S^P  "^  T^P ] (B-50) 
iT   =   /? V-Ä^ (B-51) 

it can be shown  that 
X-    -t'-rc>ä.T (~   '2-^r     for   Tt = 0.8^ (B-52) 

Hence 
^T   =   -  -5?1  ICl-TcloCr+tJ (B-53) S. 
AZyo   -     ~ (I ~T^Ur oCp (B-54) 

It   is of interest  to note  the  asymptotic behavior of ^j , ^f, 

^5 ,   and   Agpin  the  limits of   ^.-0  and   ^-»«o    (for T    =  0.8) 

t o        *— -w.  s 
A 

= 7S =   ± 

^^CO = o (* 
Zr^so = 0 

(<*r)r^o = -£- 
s 

sr>)%.o = o 
(T'.k.. 0 

mtmmmmmmmi^amammmamämmmmiiMmmmammmmmmmmmmttmmmmmmmifutiiium^ 
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That is, in the qu.isi-steady limit of short combustion time 
relative to the wave travel time the isothermal response is 
appropriate. 

For values of  ft,  intermediate   (ie.   between Tc     =   3 x  10~     for 
|=1.0     and     Tc =  58    for  <j> = 4.0  for  the parameters  noted 

on page  B-8),   Equations   (B-43)   anJ   (B-44)  must be   solved  for 
the  real   and  imaginary components  of o^T and«'« (since  B and B 
are complex according to Equations   (B-41)).     The   results  of 
these calculations  are summarized  in Figure B-la,   b. 

On  the basis of these  calculations  it is  concluded 
for the H-  + Air system:     first,   that the  influence of    ^-jo 
is entirely negligible;     second,   that within the   regime of 

tc  =    •■(I)  where strong coupling  is possible  in  accordance 
with  the   discussions of Chapter V,   the  approximation of the 
species mass  fraction perturbation  in terms of  the quasi-steady 
temperature explicit relations   (B-1,2)   under the   condition  that 
perturbations  in T,    are neglected  is quite good.     The  predicted 
perturbation  in the  burned  gas  temperature within  the  regime 
of strong coupling  is in general —  ©-(0.1 x T , )   and increases 
to ©-(0.5  x T ,)   as    /J. t» »o   . 

•"■■'■■'-'•■ ^ ■■•-■-■  ,.-,..-......~.- ~..    —.■■-.^.   .,.,..■.  _  ■■■_..  | 
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APPENDIX C:  Comparison of Nonsteady Combustion Model To Original 
Crocco Time Lag Model. Suggestion of Improved Formu- 
lation of 2. 

The final form of the nonsteady combustion model applied in 

Chapter V to the gas rocket system considers all time dependent 

combustion zone variables to be linearly related to the pressure at 

each instant.  In particular the instantaneous gas phase fuel burn- 

ing rate in the finite dimensioned combustion zone volume is ex- 

pressed as 

■Wr      - rtJ? (C-l) 

The discussions of pages 220 - 222 and 224-229 of Chapter V review 

these points.     In dimensionless  terms the mean mass burning rate  is 
simply   

^   -      &¥ (C-2) 

One of the principal  results  of the  analysis  and  calculations  is  the 

dominant influence of the dimensionless ratio 7c =     c / ^UMW»  on the 
theoretically predicted nonsteady  burning characteristics of  the 

gas rocket system.    For the particular case examined   (T      = "Vo^Pf    ) 
the  linear and nonlinear stability limits  are  found to  correspond 
to    ft -    .5  to   .6  for fc =  0.8, ^ = 0.288 and     ^c    =   .3  to  .5   for 

T    =0.75,   "^   =0.3.     There   is  no  a priori reasoning  available  to 
exclude  the possibility of nonsteady burning  at    7c— 0.1 since  small 
/£    merely implies small combustion volume or small   />*.Vc. 

However,   the  discovery that,   while  indeed  the predicted  appearance 

of nonsteady  burning  is  associated with short     7c.       ,   9c    at the 

limit should  be  0.15  to 0.30 of the period of oscillation   ( f*   „   ) per 
suggested  that perhaps  the  approximation applied   in the  analysis 
of Chapter V, 

fC/  =   - £T£ Tc, -  EfVif0 (c.3) 

could be  generalized   (for  the   case  where  T-       and     p0    are con- 
sidered  real)   as 

■fr r "^ 

(C-4) 
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Note  that Equation C-3  follows   from Equation V-59 which gives 

C (C-5) 

from which Equation C-3  follows.     Also  it is noted  that C-3   follows 
directly  from Equation C-4  in the  event that T , (t)   and p,    (t)  are 
constant over  the  combustion time   ^c   .     This  is of course  the case 
for short   Tc   •     Alternatively,   Equations C-3  and  C-4 can be differ- 
entiated with  respect to  time.    Equivalence of the derivatives 
^p    or <*% as  determined   fron\ Equations  C-3 and  C-4 requires 

and ^^ ^- I (       ' 
<& ^ ^n±uijBU^ni (c.7) 
a r Tc i 

Clearly  the  right hand sides of Equations C-6  and C-7  approximate 
(in general)   the derivatives only   in the limit of short %.  or in 
the particular case of larger ^ where p.   (t)   and T iCt)  vary linearly 
with  time. 

It is  of  interest to compare   the   formulation of the  combustion 
model  in Chapter V with Crocco's  original so-called  "time  lag" 
model   (3)  of unstable combustion  in a liquid propellant rocket motor. 
For the case  of  fixed mass  injection  flux   (choked  flow, ^  = 0 in 
the gas rocket model),   Crocco designates the  time between injection 
and   (assumed  instantaneous)  combustion of a propellant element as 
the  "time  lag",   a portion of which  is  time variant.     During this 
"sensitive"   time  lag there  is  a complex  feedback loop between the 
varying pressure   field and  the combustion process such that the 
sensitive  time  lag  is influenced  by the pressure.     Furthermore, 
the rate processes characterizing  the 

This  argument  applies  to the  case where all perturbation 
quantities  are  considered real.     As  shown  in Chapter V,   for the 
case where  T , (t)  and  f  ,     are  complex Equation C-3  is valid 
for all f .  ci ci 

c 

— 
—M— -• — —   ^  
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total  combustion process must be influenced by  the  local thermo- 

dynamic conditions within the combustion zone.     Under the postulate 

that  all  such rate processes   (in particular that rate process 

dominating  the overall  coupling)  can ultimately be  expressed  as 

ii-t^^-p11 (C-8) 

where 
r ,,*> ~. &£•              i                moles,   gms,   ergs   > 
+ «r) ^  rT (e.g.,      '   *     f a-  ) &t sec 

Crocco suggests that transformation of unburned propellant to 

products at time t occurs only -after an amount E  of some quantity 

E  is accumulated during the time ( t - 7*) by virtue of the 

pressure sensitive rate process f(t) such that 

r * 
fZ+'Mt'     *     Eo, (C-9) 

Jt-r 
In the steady state, 

f . r    *= E^ (c-io) 

Linearizing the system by  setting 

^o» ^5 +■ HO' 

T B
 T -*-  T' 

r-r ^r'      , 
/• » f- \_\ + "rt  "jiiJ which  follows   from equation C-8 

Crocco obtains ^t 

^'   =     ~n  ] tp ctt' (C-ll) J-6-P      7° 
which can be differentiated to obtain 

—-    '     -77    =   -  n   ~- z=-^  (C-12) 
eft        d-t f 

*" /(& can be simply related  to the perturbation  in the burning 

rate  under  the condition that  the  amount of propellant injected 

during the  interval dt must burn between   (t + 'K )   and   (t + dt 

+    f + dV  ),   i.e.,   that 

^iU^ebt   s  777ht*+r)/eU*dT) , (C_13) 
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Hence,    for     rti.     =    it». 
1 D 

or 
r«4 dh t 

(C-14) 

^/^o «■    ^ - ^ ^- (C"15) 

The  combustion model  of Chapter V bears  some  formal re- 
semblance  to  this original  development where  from Equation C-2 
one  identifies rti   with "f,    /Ö^ with E  ,   and    T*.   with     T     and 
from Equation C-3  and  C-4,   Tc, with   Yi .     In particular the 
integral   formulation  for   7'/   in Equation C-ll  follows naturally 
from  the  consideration of  instantaneous  combustion at t after 
an interval   f following  injection.     In the present model the 
concept of  instantaneous  combustion after  a  time delay is '.tot 
applicable.     Rathe^ the combustion time   ^  appearing  in fne 
analysis  represents  the kinetic time corresponding to the time 
required  to effect conversion  from unburned reactants  to products. 
However,   in  light of   (a)   the  rather remarkable  agreement between 
theory  and  experiment with  regard  to the near limit linear and 
nonlinear  stability characteristics  and  the correspondence of 
these near  limit results  to relatively short   7c    >   (b)   the  failure 
of the model  to predict the  experimentally observed  strong 
stabilizing effect   (the upper  stability  limit)   of increasing 
$   (and   7^ )   at off-limit mixtures^   and   (c)   the  similarity be- 

tween the present model  and  Crocco's time lag model  and the success 
of the original time  lag model  in predicting  a  finite regime of 
characteristic times  in which oscillations  are  sustained and be- 
yond which  oscillations  are  damped,   it was decided  to examine  the 
predicted  system behavior  for  the case where Equation c-4 is 
assumed  to  represent  the response of the characteristic combustion 
time  to oscillations  in pressure  and temperature.     The definitions 
of parameters  and variables   appearing in Equation C-4  are unchanged 
from the  original expressions  used  in Chapter V.     The  only other 
modification  in the  analysis  is  the expression of A. (t)  as 

As  noted  in Chapter V the  limitation   C^ =     0     is probably 
unrealistic.     An upper  limit   follows   for  the  case  of 
finite     €rf) -*<%Y0,%.) 
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by  analogy to Equation  C-4.     Actually only  the  case of choked 

injection   (y»0   )   flux  is   treated numerically. 
The  analysis  of  the  combustion  zone  boundary  condition  is 

otherwise unchanged up to Equation V-50   for  / f>e^)   which  is 

simply t ßtvj J£„ 

^ = /   st*'y "^l e" ^ ^   ]dt' (c-i7) 

The   algebra leading to  an expression  for \ £, },    correspond.mg  to 
Equation V-64  is  involved  and  is complicated  by  the  additional 

integral  term appearing  in  the exponential  due  to    %/   from 
Equation C-4.     Carrying out  the  integrations   and  noting  that 

'—^r  s=    7c. a new expression  for      '—^— is  obtained  as 

■t'-x. 

(C-18) 

where 

%'     ff    _f.*i*'^' (C-19) 

Similarly an expression  for  the perturbation  in the mass  efflux 

from  the  combustion zone  extrapolated  to  the   injector  face  is  ob- 
tained  as 

t       4 

-oo 

n't -t 

^-itt-f)  rt 

(C-20) 

i 

i 
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Equation  c-20 reduces   to Equation V-67  for ^Of'tt'jj.-t'■ Vc-pT'* "> 
. fc    T 

Jt-rt' ' 
Applying the condition   "^i^m to the Mitchell-Crocco 

analysis  of the  combustion chamber wave dynamics,   the nonlinear 
ordinary  integro-differential equation governing the wave  ampli- 
tude  parameter becomes 

"*  (C-21, where 

A = 

B = 

C = 

D = iJL AL  'JzJÖe- 
8+i ^      if-fe. 

Equation C-21  is  of the   same  form as Equation V-94 but is  compli- 
r  t cated  by the new terms   involving    J       _       .     Equation C-21  re- 
* * t ^. 

duces   to Equation V-94   for the particular case where    f    $&)&'*■ fi.S'L'bS 

As   in Chapter V a  linearized analysis of Equation C-21  allows 
a determination of  the  linear stability characteristics of  the 
system.     Substituting 

f _-   Je171"6" <C-22) 
into     quation C-21  and defining the  limit condition by f =  0,   an 
equation valid  at the  stability limit is obtained  as 

/q    +■    L*L- sinTTK  +    Dro    £       i-      — ~&~ r 
7r (■$■)*'*■'*'' Cf)+7r 

^^   "     Ci-cosnTc)     = O 
(fyf+TT^ (C-23) 

- - ■ - 
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Tl 
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h t 
T^l/b 

1 'iff 
•B/yä 

; +f1l%f- (7 
+• E 

*,J 

5IJQ TTTc _ 

irfc 
*>/& «t 

(f- COS77?c)*0 

(C-24) 

where A = 

B  = 

A + E 

B + D 

Equation C-24 is to be compared to Equation V-100 {€ Tp = 0). The first 

term in Equation C-24 is the only term obtained in the original 

analysis. The two additional terms contain both stabilizing 

and destabilizing factors and are small for small %.     •  A 

measure of the divergence between the two analyses is simply 

the degree to which the conditions S'lULT* - 1 an^ 

coJtTrfi =■ i. are satisfied. Note that 

h n% CO*me. 

0.01 .0314 1.000 0.9995 
0.10 .314 0.985 0.951 
0.20 .628 0.942 0.807 
0.40 1.256 0.760 0.296 

The two additional terms become increasingly important with in- 

creasing Yc.       .  It is useful to obtain the stability limit con- 

dition in a form analagous to Equation V-101. The limit con- 

dition becomes 

CC-25) 
where 

r/0 -    -ii-%)y~s(i-Tt.)pf  iif^f 7 

(C-26) 
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For  the case  of      If    = o.   Equation C-25  reduces  to 

L    =     R    +    R2     =    R (C-26) 

where 

^  =    0~Tt)Z (ht-%^ 

A detailed numerical  investigation of the  linear  and  nonlinear 
system response  as  determined by Equations  C-25  and  C-26 has  not 
been carried  out.     In view of the  somewhat arbitrary specifications 
of  the perturbation of the combustion  time  in terms of the per- 
turbations  in temperature  and pressure  by the  integral expressions 
in Equations  C-4  and  C-19,   only general  comments  are offered here. 
Essentially the  influence of the various  system parameters  such as 

<£ ,   L /m,   T  .  E*,   k*,   and I/'    remains  unchanged with respect  to 
the  location of the   "lower"   stability limit.     From the new equations 
it  is  seen that L and  R are  identical  to  the original  terms  in 
Equation V-101 defining the stability limit for   j^ = 0.     The  term 
R2  is new.     R2  is  small  and negative relative  to R for Tc"**-/  and 
becomes  less  negative  and  finally positive with  increasing   Ye. 
Eventually the  term exerts  a strong stabilizing influence on  the 
predicted  system response  for ?£   = ^(1).     This effect can clearly 
be  seen from Equations C-26  and C-27.     Note that the principal  in- 
fluence of R2  arises   through the  factors   Z L^i'ozJ •     For  the 
H2  + Air system with  T* =  300oK and  2.0 ^i»^ 3.0,   .818 ^ /"^V  ~     .764. 
For  T    =  0.80  and     ^r   -  1.25.   2.26 ZfiZ-  2.12. 

Figures C-l  and C-2  show the  theoretically predicted  stability 
characteristics  according to the  linearized  analysis  of Equation 
C-26  for the  same  system analyzed in Chapter V   (see Figures V -   9, 
11(     14       ).     Only  the oxidizer rich system is considered here. 

 -■   
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Recall that nonsteady burning is implied for R 2 L.  Comparison 

of Figures C-l, 2 and V-9,14 shows that the influence of the 

additional term Rj  is manifest in (a) the slight shift of the 

lower stability limit ($,■),  „.  toward the stoichiometric *lim lower 
mixture ratio at fixed L*/m,   e.g., for L*/m = 80, (J), . ),  ^  shifts c'     ^       c       ^rlim'lower 
from 2.6 to 2.52, (b) the existence of a minimum (R . ) in the R 

vs J curves, and (c) the existence of a second linear limit desig- 

nated as the "upper" stability limit (f, . )  „  at each L*/m such ^^ * V!,rlim upper c' 
that stable combustion is predicted at $;»($,. )   „ .  Thus a r ..    *■    x,:lim'upper 
finite  regime  with respect  to f and 7^ of nonsteady  combustion is 
predicted by  this present heuristic model.     That is,   unstable 
combustion  is  predicted  for  a given    ljc/m  for 

^liiJlower    -     £    -    ^.im^pper (C-28) 

or, alternatively, for a finite range of ^ 

( r  ■,),  a 6z   V   ^    KT    ,) (C-29) v  c lim'lower — 'c — v  c lim upper 

This prediction is inagreement with the experimental results and 

represents an improvement over the analysis of Chapter V in this 

respect. 

Several  additional  points   are  noted  from  the  results  of 
Figures  C-l  and  C-2.     The  analysis  predicts  a closure  of  the 
finite ^ regime  of nonsteady burning  at lower chamber  lengths   (L   .   ) 
for each mode  of oscillation.     L   .     increases   for  increasing mode mm 
order.     This  prediction of an L   .      is  in agreement with  the experi- c mm r 

mental results of Schob and Pelmas who investigated the experimental 

stability characteristics of the H9 + Air system at short L .  pelmas 

(29) reports L .  = 10 to 12 cm for H0 + Air, 10 hole showerhead mm 2. 
injection, and P* = 7.8 atm.  Significantly no upper length limit 

is predicted in the present analysis which also is consistent with 

all experimental data on the gas rocket system.  On the contrary, 

the locus of the minima of the R curves shows that <**"»»" - while 

Jdt , that is, that <*$ 
Ti'0 

   ■ ■ - ■ -■■- ■ —  
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The numerical results of Chapter V show that a nearly linear 

increase in dimensionless shock amplitude occurs with increasing 

j5 displacement from the nonlinear limit (and, hence, the linear 

limit as well).  From Figure V-24 , it is noted that this corre- 

sponds to an increase in shock amplitude at & .     with increasing 

L{£-)  - &(§>;).     From the steepness of the R curves at the linear 

limit in Figure C-l it is concluded that a similar rapid increase 

in shock strength accompanies displacement from {Ö, . ),  „ into r * lim lower 
the regime of nonsteady burning.  The existence at each L^/m of 

an R .  suggests that a dimensionless shock amplitude maximum mm  " ^ 
must exist intermediate between ( y, . ),  „ and (i?. . )   _ with lim lower      lim upper 
a decay of shock amplitude to zero near- ( &■, •   )    «A-.  The re- c -—' lim upper 
lation in C-30 indicates  that as LM/m  increases larger dimension- c 
less shock amplitude maxima are possible.  In other words, for 

fixed mode order the theory predicts that larger dimensionless 

amplitude shock waves should be sustained at longer chamber lengths. 

Consider the fundamental mode (m=l) L* = 40 and 80 cm curves of 

Figure C-l.  For Lc - 40 cm, ( <?■,;„)■, ..^ = 2.30 and at R .„,  a ■*■ lim lower mm 
K = 2.42 or ^§An =   § -   (C ,. )-.    = 0.06.  For L = mm ^40  * mm _ -^ lim'lower c 

80 cm [§ yij)^^^  = 2.62 and at Kmin, $  m.„ = 2.52 or * lim lower mm ■* mm 
^^ Rn = 0.10.  Using Figure v-24 as a means of estimating the 

sustained wave amplitude at R .  for L = 40 and 80 ^m, A f =0.6 ^ _  mm     c 
and 1.5 respectively sX §>    . . That is for a factor of two increase r * mm 
in the chamber length the theory suggests that a factor of two 

increase in maximum sustained dimensionless shock amplitude.  As 

noted in Figure 11-10 this is precisely the order of magnitude 

increase in peak fundamental mode dimensionless shock strength 

observed by Bowman in the HL + Air system with a doubling of L . 

A second point is the implication (following the above 

reasoning of extrapolating nonlinear results from the analysis of 

Chapter V to the present analysis) that at fixed chamber length 
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the maximum possible shock wave  amplitude decreases   as  the mode 

order  increases.     Bowman's experimental  results with  the H«  + Air 
system show the same dependence. 

From  Figure C-l it is  noted  that for L    -   20,    ( $? -, ■   ) c lim upper,i 
for (L /m) . = ^ (L /m) . is less than {&, ■   ),  Ä  ..In the v c' 'i   ^ v c' 'j ^-^ lim'lower, 3 
conventional ^ vs L stability limit plot of Figure c-2 this 

translates into a short length separation of the regimes of 

harmonic mode oscillations.  This effect is not observed experi- 

mentally.  As noted in Figure C-l the separation in terms of 

is small and must be dependent upon the particular values of the 

numerous parameters used in the analysis, hence, upon the shape 

of the R curves in the vicinity of the L curve.  In general, the 

upper stability limit for the (m + l)st mode overlaps the lower 

stability limit of the mth mode.  For example, at L =80 cm 

the theory predicts the appearance at ^2? 2.36 of the second 

harmonic mode.  Following the previous discussion, a sharp in- 

crease in the dimensionless second harmonic shock strength with 

increasing $   up to  ß ~  2.42 occurs followed by a decrease in 

shock amplitude out to ^^2.52 whereupon the fundamental mode 

oscillation is sustained with increasing strength out to $ - 2.62. 

Decrease in fundamental mode oscillation amplitude is predicted 

at larger $   with completely stable combustion for £>X'  2.   -r. 

These trends are precisely those observed experimentally by 

Bowman (Figure 11-10). 

^"   ■ 
m —.-..-^ .—. ..... ^^—^...-. ....... .........  ^,_ ...., - . .■  .  ..   - -.-   Ha^MM^M^MM^MM|^AMWtei 
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APPENDIX D:     Numerical Data Used  In Theoretical Analysis 

This section summarizes the  important numerical  information 

required   in the analysis  and  calculations.     As  shown by the  results 

of  the  theoretical  analysis  the  stability characteristica depend 

principally upon the dimensionless  ratio     ' / ^c   "      ^>**■**./ Yc 
and  the  overall  activation energy E    =   "7   .       Other  factors  in- 

- ',>,•'«. _ ^   _. ^ 
fluencing the  system response  are   ^ e Ti*/Tf t   ^r- yc r c^ /c«r 

and     VL '  Lt-T/m ^ 
The calculations have been carried out for  ^ =1.4 and 

g" - Ac = 1.25. Xi  influences ^ and the results are independent 

of y4- for choked mass injection flux.  The theoretical predictions 

are insensitive to Je = 1.25 _+ .10. The choice of ^c = 1.25 is 

consistent with the fact that the mean properties of the combustion 

zone correspond to dilute mixtures predominantly composed of product 

gases.  Likewise the theoretical predictions show only a second 

order influence of 0..  Since e. is primarily a function of the 

equivalence ratio ^, changes in 9. for fixed T^  can be related 

directly to £>   .     Figure D~l depicts the relationship between the 

ratio 0.  and $  for the H2 + Air and CH, + Air systems for 7/ = 

300OK and P^ =7.8 atm. 

Calculation of 1/^c requires the independent calculation of 

m.v9 and   ^e 

(a) Calculation of  A . _ 

f^tn* e X ?** where   ^r»»-  is the dimensional period 

of  oscillation.      f/»**- ^s  defined as,   -^ #     2. L*/     ~- * 

* 
where L  = chamber length in cm ,, £    ^    ^   t.  -,       j c ^        «1  fundamental mode 

m  = harmonic mode order =j2 second harmonic mode 
,   13  third harmonic mode, etc. 

^t = I ^ #" 'b /TM^bj =     sound speed in burned gas 

f ^ calculated in this manner does not correspond pre- 

cisely to the measured period of sustained oscillations due to the 

influence of heat loss and mean flow in the chamber.  For the case 
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of low mean flow Mach number  '/»#»• differs from the measured period 

principally due to the nonadiabatic effects and 

ZV*" Typically the difference between the ideal  '^«r and the actual 

measured (7^,^ is of the order of 15%.  This corresponds to an 

effective combustion chamber temperature of 75% of T. .  For 

example at L = 76.2 cm, the measured frequency of the fundamental 

mode oscillation is 410 cps at 5? = 2.80 (Tj* = 1328 0K).  Since the 

shock velocity is approximately the mean sound speed in the chamber 

gases 

In Figure D-2 the molecular weight of the burned gases for 

the adiabatic combustion of H- + Air and CH,, + Air at P„  =7.8 atm 2 4 c 
is shown as a function of $ .  Figure IV-9 shows the adiabatic 

combustion temperature for the Hj + Air system as a function of $ . 

These data are combined to determine for the H- + Air system 

"T^^ = v* 'fim   shown in Figure D-3 as a function of £  with L /m 

as a parameter.  The asymmetry of 7^^ about & = 1 is  due to the 

monotonic increase in MW. with increasing £  .  For the same com- 

bustion temperature the acoustic period is shorter for fuel rich 
* 

mixtures due to the lower MW. of the product gases. 

Z * 
(b) Calculation of  Tc 

In Chapter V an expression is derived (Equation V- 41 ) for the 

dimensional characteristic combustion time, %       ,   as 

- ■ ■■-- 
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The equation applies to the case of a second order (first order 

with respect to fuel and oxidizer) overall reaction rate law and 

$>1.     For fuel rich initial mixtures V"..  is replaced by ^a^ 

and ^ by 1/^" .  7c is a strong function of the £> by virtue of 
...  —*     .    ar the strong variation in T,   with s> and the important sensitivity 

of   %,    to T = C T.  in the exponential factor.  The important 

variables in Equation V-4 1 are determined as follows (the dis- 

cussion of Chapter V, pages 209 to 213 is pertinent): 

Vb  Trox "Tjp.   = mass fractions of 09, oxidizer (o9 + N^), and 
fuel * z ^ 

^ö^^ TToK^^^Hp^-  = mass fractions of 07,   oxidizer, and fuel in 
the initial mixture 

. mass of N2 diluent 
^"OK» Q*%)Vo2      S=  ^T—  in the initial mixture * '   u mass of 0_ 

/4,* C^^ } ~  ^ie  stoichiometric mixture  ratio of oxidizer 
^5F /STBICH       to  fuel 

h„K      -=       3.29   8no* Mz  /%mOz 

Te*       "        4. a^^To^ -For-    aiV 

$ -  &0* l^f^t    -  initial propellant mixture equivalence ratio 

x -ik      =  mean combustion chamber pressure 
/ 
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*   «   8.10. * to7 mr*/mole0*     -   ttBh   S^l 
•K 

r¥ V  - 't 

■5r * - T* 7i   'c 

T«.- = specified unburned gas temperature 

Tk   -  adiabatic combustion temperature known as 
a function of <£> and is essentially inde- 
pendent of pressure at the combustion 
temperatures and pressures typical of gas 
rocket operation 

—* » Figure IV - 32 shows T.  as a function of £   for  H, + Air 
—* ,ä- Figure D-4 shows T. as a function of &   for CH4/02/N2 mixtures 

Table D - 1 summarizes ^»i-jT. , and MW. as a function of $ 
for the H2 + Air and H2 + dilute Air systems. For the dilute mix- 

tures TTHL •   ^s dependent upon the percent dilution defined as 

gms N^diluent added 
% dilution (N-) = nma  J.     x „„,„ M -TäA^A    X 100 z gms air + gms N~ aaaed 

(p       ~    *"        = constant independent 
•*■        M- /^i. \ 0f % dilution 

^ /-^ 6/ 

—*      _* 
Also T  = €, • T. , where €. -  0.75, 0.80 have been examined 
The only remaining terms are K and E , the pre-exponential 

constant and the overall activation energy appearing in the overall 

reaction rate law.  The calculations have been restricted to rate 

laws having first order dependence on the 0- and fuel concentrations 

such that   ^ t el ., - .L.       _*./•« 

* 
k = standard bimolecular 2nd order overall rate 

constant,     cm^ 
mole sec 

fXl = molar concentration of species X.   ~—i£ ^ lJ ^i    cmJ 

and 
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The rate lav can be written as 

WUJj 

1? 
—  = -^ fror   VfTTot  e *    ä4 ror   Vf^^ cm^.c 

A JL* cm9 

-^       WU/^ gfn*ec 

Followiny the discussion of Chapter V pages 209- 213 and 
*     * 

216-218, the relevant kinetic constants k  and E are assumed 

equal to the preexponential factor and the overall activation 

energy obtained from flow reactor measurements of the rate of 

oxidation of H- and CH. in dilute O^/N- mixtures at high tempera- 

tures. 

H2/02 Rate Constants 

Sawyer and Glassman [128] studied the H2/02 reaction rate 

in very dilute mixtures for near stoichiometric mixtures of H- 

and 02.  Sawyer defines, £--* 

Jk*      =     /O* (  /Aec) 

The range of experimental variables in Sawyer's experiments 
is defined by, 

T*  = 880 to 980OK 

§     = 0.77 to 4.0 

[H2]i = (1.1 to 4.7) x 10"7 moles/cm3 

p*  =  1 atm c 
and Sawyer defines 

E   =38+5 kcal/mole 

A   =  11.0 + 2 

As indicated in Chapter V, page 217 , since the oxidizer 

concentration is incorporated in Sawyer's pre-exponential factor, 

mmam^mmtmm^ 
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A* * 1* * 
k       =     ka/      [U2]   X  MW02 

As  noted  in chapter V,   page 216-218,   the best means of 

extrapolating the  flow reactor data to other ranges of temperature 

jnd  pressure  is  to  take, 
* * 

K      =    k /[   Po^ 1   flow reactor 

where   A =     (0,]   flow x    MW 
'   *■ z    reactor u2 

On  a molar  basis. 

Ma2  +  Air     =     0.5 

[02]   =        ^A'[H2]   =  0.5-^-   [H2] '2 

Sawyer does not report   [0-]   explicitly in  terms of   [H2].    Assuming 

that high    y     corresponds  to the lower range of   [H-]* 2 
* -7 3 

2" 
* -7 3 

[00]   =     &(2 x  10      moles/cm   ) 

pot  =     »-(6.4 x  10"6 gms/cm3) 

and. 

k »(1011 ± 2)       cmi 
©■(10"   ) gmsec 

A * 14 18 3 , 
k      =    e-ao^  to 10 ö)  cmVgrasec 

The stability characteristics of the H2 + Air system are 

determined theoretically in Chapter V for, 

A* 14       3 / 
k      =     5  x  10       cm /gm sec 

* 
E       =     38    kcal/gm mole 

This  is consistent with the observation that the higher 

end of the k    scale corresponds to the higher end of the E* scale 

such  that the measured  rate   («•tHi.) 4lt)^% at T*  is a constant. 

Figure D-5  shows  the calculated characteristic combustion 

time   for T    =0.75  and   0.80 as  a  function of e4   for  the H0 + Air 
c—* o —* 

system  for T^     =  300 K and p      =    7.8 atm. 
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CH4/02  Rate  Constants 

Dryer and Glassraan [129] have studied the CH4/02 reaction 

rate in very dilute systems for oxidizer rich mixtures of CH4 and 

02.    Dryer defines     JJ^   ^ £  ^„^^f e^r"    J^Üc 

The ranges  of experimental variables pertaining to Dryer's ex- 

periments  are, 

T*     =     1200OK to   1400OK 

$    =     oxidizer rich 
—* 
p =1  atm ^c 

[ ^"CH4 1 i        =     initial mole fraction of CH4 =  0.005 
ir»olAr 

and Dryer obtains 
E =    62.5+1.0 kcal/gm-mole 
* _     ,„15.3  +  0.2 

^D 
n 

=     10J 

=     0.7 +  0.05 
m =     0.8 to 1.0       rate  is   insensitive   to  0-  order 

in this  range 
■* 0 

Calculating  the  density of the N2  dilute mixture  at T =  1300 K as, 

5   R 29   « T5" x ie> 
-4 — * C fc '«    /»«^J f. nos 

Cm' 

f>r = a.s % JO -4 9' >/ 9/c^rn 

—8 3 Therefore     [CH.)   ^   5 x 10      moles/cm    the rate expression  is 

written as. 

't-jg*7*   *t [.€»+]-*■£eMil'L^r *   **T 
mo Im* 
cm**ee 

.-€ ^*   =   {jto t.c«4rfc}/^        e«^3 t O.OS" 

o?.0 X fD 
is- ±  A ±     3. iT  x IO /(, 

The  stability characteristics of  the CH4 + Air  system  are 

determined  theoretically in Chapter V for, 
k      =       5 x 10      cm /gm sec 

E       =       62.5 kcal/gm mole 

■ - I ■ ■   ■   ■ 
■ 
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Summary  of  overall  Reaction Rate Data For  CH./O-  Combustion 

Table D-2 summarizes  experimentally measured overall reaction 

rate expressions  for  the  CH4/02  combustion system.     The experimental 

techniques  used by  the various  investigators have been noted  in 

Table  IV,   page 88.     These data have been combined with the reported 

experimental  conditions  in each  investigation  to obtain a numerical 

evaluation of CHA as  a  function of    1/T    where  f =    the 
dt 4 

mole   fraction of CH..     This dependency is plotted  in Figure D-6.     The 

vertical  bars bracket the  temperature regime experimentally investi- 

gated. 

As  noted  in Chapter  IV   (pages  92-95)   the  overall oxidation rate 

of CO is   felt to play a key   (perhaps rate limiting)   role in the 

overall  oxidation rate of CH4.     For comparison purposes overall data 

for CO combustion   (Figure  iv-l)  have been included  in Figure D-6. 

While extrapolation of overall  rate data outside  the  experimental 

temperature  range may be questionable,   one may  conclude  from these 

data  that in the lower temperature regime   (1000oK to 1350oK)   the 

overall  oxidation rate of CH.   is  limiting while  at temperatures 

above  1650oK to 1850oK the  overall oxidation rate  of CO is limiting. 

In other words  the  stoichiometric mixture ratio  for  the CO/O-  and 

CH4/02  systems   (with equivalent dilution)   is  approached.     It is 

expected  that one should observe  a close  similarity between the 

overall  oxidation rates   for  the   two systems. 
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Table D-2 

Summary of Overall  Reaction Rate Data For  CH.   Combustion 

Overall Consumption Rate  of CH.  Expressed  As: 

^1    =k[CH4]a[02]b[H20]C^E/RT    ^les_ 

,     Ä       f,i       moles A where       [A]   = —^ - 
cm    sec 

INVESTIGATOR       REF        TEMP(0K)      P(ATM) 

J     Sawyer & Nemeth       106     1180-1282 1 6x10 -.4 1.4     0 57 

K    Dryer & Glassrftaft    129     1200-1300 1 2xl0XJ .7     .8     0 62.5 

L     Kozlov      (2) 100     1173-1373 1 7xl0 -.5   1.5     0 60 
T 

M    Williams & Hottel  110     1450-1750       .6 SxlO18      1 .5.5 5 7 

Burgoyne & Hirsch    96     1273-1373 1 3xl010      -.6  1.0     0 64 

Kydd  & Foss 108     1200-1450 1 2xl010      1 0     0 57 

*     Capital letters  refer  to curve designations   in Figure D-6 

(1) Turbulent  flow-reactor  technique- 

(2) Kozlov expresses  rate  law in terms  of mole   fractions  of CH. , O- 
-1 . 4 ^ 

Hence,   the T      factor  appears  m    k 

c 

cm  sec 

E   ^C-a-1 

mc )le 

(ATM) k 

1 6x1010 

1 2xl015 

1 7x108 

T 

.6 5xl018 

1 3xl010 

1 2xl010 
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